International Volunteer Workcamps - season 2008
Germany
	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	AI-1	MANU	15.03.2008	29.03.2008	16-26
	description
	AI-1 Marburg 15.03.-29.03. 10 MANU/LANG
	
	Project: Host organisation is the municipality of Marburg. For many years they have organised international 
	volunteer camps already. It is a workcamp including German Language Training. The lectures will be daily, three 
	hours per day (excluding Saturday and Sunday when the group will go on excursions). Main topic during the lectures
	 will be intercultural diversities. So the basis of the lectures will be firstly communication and secondly grammar. 
	The teachers will be native speakers, partly trained teachers, partly students. The language-course won't have the 
	same standard like a professional language-school, but experiences with this concept in the past have shown its 
	success.
	Work: Participants are busy doing various manual works to prepare the area (youth-holiday-camp "Freizeitgelaende 
	Stadtwald") for (or after) the summer leisure activities of the municipality. It means for example clearing the place,
	 gardening, painting, building up/taking down tents. Time of work will be 4-5 hours daily, excluding Saturday and 
	Sunday.
	Accommodation: will be in a house with several-bed-rooms, kitchen, bathroom, shower. Cooking, cleaning, shopping
	 etc. will be done by the group itself. Like in each workcamp, accommodation, food and travel-costs for excursions
	 are free as well as materials/copies needed for the lectures.
	Location: Marburg is a historical and picturesque old university town, 100 km north of Frankfurt/Main. It has 80.000
	 inhabitants, including 20.000 students (from actual 120 different countries). The camp is located in the area named
	 "Stadtwald" in a youth-holiday-camp. It is not located in the centre, but not too far, and there is a good bus-
	connection.
	Terminal: Train-station Marburg; next airport Frankfurt/Main or Frankfurt-Hahn.
	Special requirements: Participants must be able already to communicate in German, at least on a level which 
	ensures simple communication; this course is not for absolute beginners. Participants also must be willing to 
	communicate with each other during the camp in German and not in English or own mother tongue for the whole 
	time, not only during the lectures. This is one important part of the concept. 
	Special remark: Because of the language-course there is an (extra-) fee: 160,00 EUR - to be paid upon arrival. 
	Official confirmation for participating in the language-course will be given at the end of the camp.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	AI-10	ENVI	27.07.2008	08.08.2008	16-26
	description
	AI-10  MR-Marbach 27.07.-08.08. 16 vols ENVI/LANG
	Project: Host organisation is an Environmental Organisation - "Sieben-Meilen-Stiefel", based in Marburg. This is a 
	workcamp including a Study-part and German Language Training. 
	Work: Together we will work on projects in the outdoor education centre (Naturfreundehaus) where you are based. 
	This contains planting and other maintenance like painting. Time of work is approx 2 hours daily, excluding 
	weekends.
	Besides work, the camp will focus on several methods of outdoor education other than the old climbing rope. We 
	will try out things of course. If you are interested in nature, in adventurous tours through a forest and some less 
	obvious aspects of German society, in speaking and improving your German language - then you are at the right 
	place.
	In detail it means: 
	German language training: Regular language lessons in groups depending on your skills.
	Land Art: Creativity with natural materials, sculptures out of wood, how to build miniature landscapes with children, 
	painting with earth colours and others.
	Adventure games, problem solving games outdoors: Games and exercises in group-dynamics, scouting games, 
	walks in the nightly forest, walks and hikes with groups, orienteering.
	Forest based projects for different age groups: A stone-age project as an example for an integrated approach.
	Reflection of methods and connecting them to different age groups.
	If you wish: The camp will provide you with new ideas and methods for your own outdoor programs at home, to 
	discuss them and to develop new ideas.
	Accommodation: will be in a house with several-bed-rooms, kitchen, bathroom, showers. Cooking, cleaning, 
	shopping etc. will be done by the group itself. Like in each workcamp, accommodation, food and excursions are 
	free as well as materials/copies needed for the lectures.
	Location: Marburg is a historical and picturesque old university town, 100 km north of Frankfurt/Main. It has 80.000
	 inhabitants, including 20.000 students (from actual 120 different countries). The camp is located approx. 2 km 
	away from the town centre.
	Terminal: Train-station Marburg; next airport Frankfurt/Main or Frankfurt-Hahn.
	Special requirements: Participants must be able already to communicate in German, at least on a level which 
	ensures simple communication; this course is not for absolute beginners. Participants also must be willing to 
	communicate with each other during the camp in German and not in English or own mother tongue for the whole 
	time, not only during the lectures. This is one important part of the concept. 
	Special remark: Because of the study-part including language-course there is an (extra-) fee: 160,00 EUR - to be 
	paid upon arrival. Official confirmation for participating in the language-course will be given at the end of the camp.
	
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	AI-11	ENVI	10.08.2008	22.08.2008	16-26
	description
	AI-11  MR-Marbach  10.08.-22.08.  14 ENVI
	Project: Host organisation is an Environmental Organisation - "Nature Friends" of Marburg. For many years they 
	have organised international volunteer camps already.
	Work: We will work on projects in the outdoor education centre where you are based. Time of work will be 4-6 hours 
	per day (excluding weekends). There is a lot to do in terms of landscape gardening, planting and other maintenance
	 work. Besides work, there will be time to explore the area. As far as possible we will do outdoor activities like hikes
	 or explore the town of Marburg. You will have a good chance to get to know some aspects of German every day 
	culture and you will see some of the countries landscape.
	Accommodation will be in the house (located in the forest) with several-bedrooms, kitchen, bathroom. Cooking, 
	cleaning, shopping etc. will be done by the group itself. 
	Location: Marburg/Lahn is situated about 100 km north of Frankfurt and is a picturesque old university town with 
	about 80.000 inhabitants (20.000 students). The camp-house is approx. 2 km away from the town centre. 
	Terminal: train station Marburg; next airport Frankfurt/Main or Frankfurt-Hahn.
	Language: English
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	AI-12	FEST	17.09.2008	01.10.2008	16-26
	description
	AI-12 Giessen  17.09.-01.10.  15  FEST/THEA
	Project: Host organisation is "Nathea e.V." (Organisation for Nature, theatre and alternative education). The main 
	project is to support a theatre festival. The other is to participate in intensive theatre workshops yourself.
	Work: We will work on various tasks as staff during, before and after a festival of international student drama 
	groups mainly coming from Eastern Europe. The theatre groups are learners of German who perform in this 
	language. The whole festival will count about 100 participants and will run for one week. Check out on: 
	www.haendehoch.org.
	This means for you: Work in small groups as staff for the festival for approximately four hours per day. Enough 
	time to attend theatre classes and workshops each day during the festival. Access to each stage production and 
	performance during the festival. Some units on German everyday culture to make you familiar with the town of 
	GieЯen and time to learn about the tasks during the festival. As the theatre plays are mainly in German and the 
	festival language will be German as well, you have many possibilities to practise and speak German. If you are 
	interested in theatre, performance and German language you are at the right place. There will be a huge workshop 
	program on theatre techniques, dance and related subjects. Working hours are scheduled in a way that you may 
	participate in the intensive workshops and possibly afternoon workshops too.
	So the activities are:
	Maintenance work for the theatre festival as staff for a night cafй, preparing breakfast and evening meals, caring 
	for festival participants, guiding groups through the town of GieЯen, general service including some cleaning stuff.
	
	City projects in GieЯen to make you familiar with the place and to get to know some aspects of German every 
	day culture.
	Intensive theatre workshops with four hours of classes during most festival days. You may choose between 
	Clowns Play, Contact Improvisation, Theatre of the Suppressed following Augusto Boal, Improvisational Theatre 
	and others. There will be performances every evening, an outdoor event and at least one huge party. See the 
	complete program on www.haendehoch.org. 
	Accommodation: in a building. Food will be given.
	Location: Giessen is situated about 60 km north of Frankfurt and is an university town with about 80.000 
	inhabitants.
	Terminal: train station Giessen; next airport Frankfurt/Main or Frankfurt-Hahn.
	Special remark: Because of the workshops there is an (extra-) fee: 80,00 EUR - to be paid upon arrival.
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	AI-13	RENO	12.07.2008	26.07.2008	16-26
	description
	AI-13  Eisenach  12.07.-26.07.  12 vols  RENO/CONS
	Project: Host organisation is the municipality of Eisenach, youth-department.
	Work: The group will renovate the youth-club and the surrounding area. Main project will be constructing of a sports 
	field. The time of work is 6 hours except weekends.
	Accommodation: The camp will take place in the youth-club. Cooking, shopping and cleaning will be done by the 
	group itself. 
	Location: Eisenach is a town at the edge of the 'Thueringer Wald'. The landmark of Eisenach is the 'Wartburg'.
	Terminal: train station Eisenach; next airport Frankfurt/Main or Frankfurt-Hahn or Berlin.
	Age: 16-26
	Language: English
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	AI-14	MANU	29.06.2008	12.07.2008	16-26
	description
	AI-14  Deetz  29.06.-12.07.  12 vols  MANU
	Project: Host organisation is an organisation named "Europa-Jugendbauernhof" (European Youth Farm).
	Work: The work will consist of rebuilding a former block of flats and farmbuildings and also the surroundings into an
	 'European Youth Farm'. Mainly the work has already been done, so there is not much construction work any more.
	 It means mainly working outside, for example to cultivate land, gardening, harvesting, doing some renovation 
	depending upon need. The time of work is 6 hours daily except Wednesdays and weekends.
	Accommodation: in a house nearby. Cooking, cleaning, shopping etc. will be done by the group itself.
	Location: Deetz is a small village with approx. 800 inhabitants in the Bundesland Sachsen-Anhalt; it is located 50 
	km south-east of Magdeburg. It is also not far away from Berlin. The house where the group will live is situated 
	near a lake. Swimming is possible. It is at the edge of a nature reserve.
	Terminal: train station Zerbst; within reach from Magdeburg or Berlin; next airport Berlin.
	Age: 16-26
	Language: English
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	AI-2	MANU	24.05.2008	07.06.2008	16-26
	description
	AI-2  Marburg  24.05.-07.06.  10  MANU/LANG 
	
	Project: Host organisation is the municipality of Marburg. For many years they have organised international 
	volunteer camps already. It is a workcamp including German Language Training. The lectures will be daily, three 
	hours per day (excluding Saturday and Sunday when the group will go on excursions). Main topic during the lectures
	 will be intercultural diversities. So the basis of the lectures will be firstly communication and secondly grammar. 
	The teachers will be native speakers, partly trained teachers, partly students. The language-course won't have the 
	same standard like a professional language-school, but experiences with this concept in the past have shown its 
	success.
	Work: Participants are busy doing various manual works to prepare the area (youth-holiday-camp "Freizeitgelaende 
	Stadtwald") for (or after) the summer leisure activities of the municipality. It means for example clearing the place,
	 gardening, painting, building up/taking down tents. Time of work will be 4-5 hours daily, excluding Saturday and 
	Sunday.
	Accommodation: will be in a house with several-bed-rooms, kitchen, bathroom, shower. Cooking, cleaning, shopping
	 etc. will be done by the group itself. Like in each workcamp, accommodation, food and travel-costs for excursions
	 are free as well as materials/copies needed for the lectures.
	Location: Marburg is a historical and picturesque old university town, 100 km north of Frankfurt/Main. It has 80.000
	 inhabitants, including 20.000 students (from actual 120 different countries). The camp is located in the area named
	 "Stadtwald" in a youth-holiday-camp. It is not located in the centre, but not too far, and there is a good bus-
	connection.
	Terminal: Train-station Marburg; next airport Frankfurt/Main or Frankfurt-Hahn.
	Special requirements: Participants must be able already to communicate in German, at least on a level which 
	ensures simple communication; this course is not for absolute beginners. Participants also must be willing to 
	communicate with each other during the camp in German and not in English or own mother tongue for the whole 
	time, not only during the lectures. This is one important part of the concept. 
	Special remark: Because of the language-course there is an (extra-) fee: 160,00 EUR - to be paid upon arrival. 
	Official confirmation for participating in the language-course will be given at the end of the camp.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	AI-3	MANU	21.06.2008	06.07.2008	16-26
	description
	AI-3  Marburg  21.06.-06.07.  10  MANU/LANG
	
	Project: Host organisation is the municipality of Marburg. For many years they have organised international 
	volunteer camps already. It is a workcamp including German Language Training. The lectures will be daily, three 
	hours per day (excluding Saturday and Sunday when the group will go on excursions). Main topic during the lectures
	 will be intercultural diversities. So the basis of the lectures will be firstly communication and secondly grammar. 
	The teachers will be native speakers, partly trained teachers, partly students. The language-course won't have the 
	same standard like a professional language-school, but experiences with this concept in the past have shown its 
	success.
	Work: Participants are busy doing various manual works to prepare the area (youth-holiday-camp "Freizeitgelaende 
	Stadtwald") for (or after) the summer leisure activities of the municipality. It means for example clearing the place,
	 gardening, painting, building up/taking down tents. Time of work will be 4-5 hours daily, excluding Saturday and 
	Sunday.
	Accommodation: will be in a house with several-bed-rooms, kitchen, bathroom, shower. Cooking, cleaning, shopping
	 etc. will be done by the group itself. Like in each workcamp, accommodation, food and travel-costs for excursions
	 are free as well as materials/copies needed for the lectures.
	Location: Marburg is a historical and picturesque old university town, 100 km north of Frankfurt/Main. It has 80.000
	 inhabitants, including 20.000 students (from actual 120 different countries). The camp is located in the area named
	 "Stadtwald" in a youth-holiday-camp. It is not located in the centre, but not too far, and there is a good bus-
	connection.
	Terminal: Train-station Marburg; next airport Frankfurt/Main or Frankfurt-Hahn.
	Special requirements: Participants must be able already to communicate in German, at least on a level which 
	ensures simple communication; this course is not for absolute beginners. Participants also must be willing to 
	communicate with each other during the camp in German and not in English or own mother tongue for the whole 
	time, not only during the lectures. This is one important part of the concept. 
	Special remark: Because of the language-course there is an (extra-) fee: 160,00 EUR - to be paid upon arrival. 
	Official confirmation for participating in the language-course will be given at the end of the camp.
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	AI-4	MANU	02.08.2008	16.08.2008	16-26
	description
	AI-4  Marburg  02.08.-16.08.   10  MANU/LANG
	
	Project: Host organisation is the municipality of Marburg. For many years they have organised international 
	volunteer camps already. It is a workcamp including German Language Training. The lectures will be daily, three 
	hours per day (excluding Saturday and Sunday when the group will go on excursions). Main topic during the lectures
	 will be intercultural diversities. So the basis of the lectures will be firstly communication and secondly grammar. 
	The teachers will be native speakers, partly trained teachers, partly students. The language-course won't have the 
	same standard like a professional language-school, but experiences with this concept in the past have shown its 
	success.
	Work: Participants are busy doing various manual works to prepare the area (youth-holiday-camp "Freizeitgelaende 
	Stadtwald") for (or after) the summer leisure activities of the municipality. It means for example clearing the place,
	 gardening, painting, building up/taking down tents. Time of work will be 4-5 hours daily, excluding Saturday and 
	Sunday.
	Accommodation: will be in a house with several-bed-rooms, kitchen, bathroom, shower. Cooking, cleaning, shopping
	 etc. will be done by the group itself. Like in each workcamp, accommodation, food and travel-costs for excursions
	 are free as well as materials/copies needed for the lectures.
	Location: Marburg is a historical and picturesque old university town, 100 km north of Frankfurt/Main. It has 80.000
	 inhabitants, including 20.000 students (from actual 120 different countries). The camp is located in the area named
	 "Stadtwald" in a youth-holiday-camp. It is not located in the centre, but not too far, and there is a good bus-
	connection.
	Terminal: Train-station Marburg; next airport Frankfurt/Main or Frankfurt-Hahn.
	Special requirements: Participants must be able already to communicate in German, at least on a level which 
	ensures simple communication; this course is not for absolute beginners. Participants also must be willing to 
	communicate with each other during the camp in German and not in English or own mother tongue for the whole 
	time, not only during the lectures. This is one important part of the concept. 
	Special remark: Because of the language-course there is an (extra-) fee: 160,00 EUR - to be paid upon arrival. 
	Official confirmation for participating in the language-course will be given at the end of the camp.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	AI-5	MANU	18.10.2008	02.11.2008	16-26
	description
	AI-5  Marburg  18.10.-02.11  10  MANU/LANG
	
	Project: Host organisation is the municipality of Marburg. For many years they have organised international 
	volunteer camps already. It is a workcamp including German Language Training. The lectures will be daily, three 
	hours per day (excluding Saturday and Sunday when the group will go on excursions). Main topic during the lectures
	 will be intercultural diversities. So the basis of the lectures will be firstly communication and secondly grammar. 
	The teachers will be native speakers, partly trained teachers, partly students. The language-course won't have the 
	same standard like a professional language-school, but experiences with this concept in the past have shown its 
	success.
	Work: Participants are busy doing various manual works to prepare the area (youth-holiday-camp "Freizeitgelaende 
	Stadtwald") for (or after) the summer leisure activities of the municipality. It means for example clearing the place,
	 gardening, painting, building up/taking down tents. Time of work will be 4-5 hours daily, excluding Saturday and 
	Sunday.
	Accommodation: will be in a house with several-bed-rooms, kitchen, bathroom, shower. Cooking, cleaning, shopping
	 etc. will be done by the group itself. Like in each workcamp, accommodation, food and travel-costs for excursions
	 are free as well as materials/copies needed for the lectures.
	Location: Marburg is a historical and picturesque old university town, 100 km north of Frankfurt/Main. It has 80.000
	 inhabitants, including 20.000 students (from actual 120 different countries). The camp is located in the area named
	 "Stadtwald" in a youth-holiday-camp. It is not located in the centre, but not too far, and there is a good bus-
	connection.
	Terminal: Train-station Marburg; next airport Frankfurt/Main or Frankfurt-Hahn.
	Special requirements: Participants must be able already to communicate in German, at least on a level which 
	ensures simple communication; this course is not for absolute beginners. Participants also must be willing to 
	communicate with each other during the camp in German and not in English or own mother tongue for the whole 
	time, not only during the lectures. This is one important part of the concept. 
	Special remark: Because of the language-course there is an (extra-) fee: 160,00 EUR - to be paid upon arrival. 
	Official confirmation for participating in the language-course will be given at the end of the camp.
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	AI-6	ENVI	29.03.2008	13.04.2008	16-26
	description
	AI-6  MR-Marbach  29.03.-13.04.  16  ENVI/LANG
	
	Project: Host organisation is an Environmental Organisation - "Nature Friends" of Marburg. For many years they 
	have organised international volunteer camps already. It is a workcamp including German Language Training. The 
	lectures will be daily, three hours per day (excluding Saturday and Sunday when the group will go on excursions). 
	During the lectures there will be two groups: one for those participants who have basic knowledge, and one for the 
	advanced. Main topic during the lectures will be intercultural diversities. So the basis of the lectures will be firstly 
	communication and secondly grammar. The teachers will be native speakers, partly trained teachers, partly 
	students. The language-course won't have the same standard like a professional language-school, but experiences 
	with this concept in the past have shown its success.
	Work: Participants are busy doing various manual works to prepare the area around the house of the nature-
	friends. It means for example clearing the place and doing little forest-work. Partly the work could be also at the 
	area of the youth-holiday-camp of the municipality. Time of work will be 2-3 hours daily, excluding Saturday and 
	Sunday.
	Accommodation: will be in a house with several-bed-rooms, kitchen, bathroom, showers. Cooking, cleaning, 
	shopping etc. will be done by the group itself. Like in each workcamp, accommodation, food and travel-costs for 
	excursions are free as well as materials/copies needed for the lectures.
	Location: Marburg is a historical and picturesque old university town, 100 km north of Frankfurt/Main. It has 80.000
	 inhabitants, including 20.000 students (from actual 120 different countries). The camp is located approx. 2 km 
	away from the town centre.
	Terminal: Train-station Marburg; next airport Frankfurt/Main or Frankfurt-Hahn.
	Special requirements: Participants must be able already to communicate in German, at least on a level which 
	ensures simple communication; this course is not for absolute beginners. Participants also must be willing to 
	communicate with each other during the camp in German and not in English or own mother tongue for the whole 
	time, not only during the lectures. This is one important part of the concept. 
	Special remark: Because of the language-course there is an (extra-) fee: 160,00 EUR - to be paid upon arrival. 
	Official confirmation for participating in the language-course will be given at the end of the camp.
	Age: 16-26 (exceptions for older volunteers are possible).
	Language: German
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	AI-7	ENVI	13.07.2008	26.07.2008	16-26
	description
	AI-7  MR-Marbach  13.07.-26.07.  16  ENVI/LANG
	
	Project: Host organisation is an Environmental Organisation - "Nature Friends" of Marburg. For many years they 
	have organised international volunteer camps already. It is a workcamp including German Language Training. The 
	lectures will be daily, three hours per day (excluding Saturday and Sunday when the group will go on excursions). 
	During the lectures there will be two groups: one for those participants who have basic knowledge, and one for the 
	advanced. Main topic during the lectures will be intercultural diversities. So the basis of the lectures will be firstly 
	communication and secondly grammar. The teachers will be native speakers, partly trained teachers, partly 
	students. The language-course won't have the same standard like a professional language-school, but experiences 
	with this concept in the past have shown its success.
	Work: Participants are busy doing various manual works to prepare the area around the house of the nature-
	friends. It means for example clearing the place and doing little forest-work. Partly the work could be also at the 
	area of the youth-holiday-camp of the municipality. Time of work will be 2-3 hours daily, excluding Saturday and 
	Sunday.
	Accommodation: will be in a house with several-bed-rooms, kitchen, bathroom, showers. Cooking, cleaning, 
	shopping etc. will be done by the group itself. Like in each workcamp, accommodation, food and travel-costs for 
	excursions are free as well as materials/copies needed for the lectures.
	Location: Marburg is a historical and picturesque old university town, 100 km north of Frankfurt/Main. It has 80.000
	 inhabitants, including 20.000 students (from actual 120 different countries). The camp is located approx. 2 km 
	away from the town centre.
	Terminal: Train-station Marburg; next airport Frankfurt/Main or Frankfurt-Hahn.
	Special requirements: Participants must be able already to communicate in German, at least on a level which 
	ensures simple communication; this course is not for absolute beginners. Participants also must be willing to 
	communicate with each other during the camp in German and not in English or own mother tongue for the whole 
	time, not only during the lectures. This is one important part of the concept. 
	Special remark: Because of the language-course there is an (extra-) fee: 160,00 EUR - to be paid upon arrival. 
	Official confirmation for participating in the language-course will be given at the end of the camp.
	Age: 16-26 (exceptions for older volunteers are possible).
	Language: German
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	AI-8	MANU	09.08.2008	23.08.2008	16-26
	description
	AI-8  Tringenstein   09.08.-23.08.  14  MANU/LANG
	
	Project: Host organisation is the Regional Government, depart. for Youth. For several years they have organised 
	international volunteer camps already. It is a workcamp including German Language Training. The lectures will be 
	daily, three hours per day (excluding Saturday and Sunday when the group will go on excursions). Main topic during
	 the lectures will be intercultural diversities. So the basis of the lectures will be firstly communication and secondly 
	grammar. The teachers will be native speakers, partly trained teachers, partly students. The language-course won't 
	have the same standard like a professional language-school, but experiences with this concept in the past have 
	shown its success.
	Work: Participants are busy doing various manual works to help maintaining the area (youth-holiday-camp). It 
	means for example clearing the place, painting, repairing, doing little forest work. Time of work will be 4-5 hours 
	daily, excluding Saturday and Sunday.
	Accommodation: will be in little comfortable houses with bed-rooms. Kitchen, bathroom, showers and more rooms 
	will be in the main building. Cooking, cleaning, shopping etc. will be done by the group itself. Like in each 
	workcamp, accommodation, food and travel-costs for excursions are free as well as materials/copies needed for 
	the lectures.
	Location: Tringenstein is a little village in Hessen, approx. 100 km north of Frankfurt/Main. The next town is 
	Dillenburg. The camp is located at the edge of village, almost in the forest.
	Terminal: Train-station Dillenburg; next airport Frankfurt/Main or Frankfurt-Hahn.
	Special requirements: Participants must be able already to communicate in German, at least on a level which 
	ensures simple communication; this course is not for absolute beginners. Participants also must be willing to 
	communicate with each other during the camp in German and not in English or own mother tongue for the whole 
	time, not only during the lectures. This is one important part of the concept. 
	Special remark: Because of the language-course there is an (extra-) fee: 160,00 EUR - to be paid upon arrival. 
	Official confirmation for participating in the language-course will be given at the end of the camp.
	Age: 16-26 (exceptions for older volunteers are possible).
	Language: German
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	AI-9	ARCH	26.07.2008	16.08.2008	16-26
	description
	AI-9  Dillenburg  26.07.-16.08.  12  ARCH/LANG
	
	Project: Host organization is the local museums-association ("Museumsverein Dillenburg e.V."). In previous years 
	there have been several workcamps in Dillenburg already. It is a workcamp including German Language Training. 
	The lectures will be on ten days during the camp, three hours per day. Main topic during the lectures will be 
	intercultural diversities. So the basis of the lectures will be firstly communication and secondly grammar. The 
	teachers will be native speakers, partly trained teachers, partly students. The language-course won't have the 
	same standard like a professional language-school, but experiences with this concept in the past have shown its 
	success.
	Work: Participants will work at the area of the castle "Wilhelms-tower", in the former underground defensive 
	fortifications (Kasematten), which are the biggest in Europe. It concretely means excavating one of the channels 
	which is still blocked. Time of work will be 5 hours daily, excluding Saturday and Sunday.
	Accommodation: will be in a building near the castle with sleeping-place, kitchen/living room, bathroom and shower. 
	Cooking, cleaning, shopping etc. will be done by the group itself. Like in each workcamp, accommodation, food and
	 travel-costs for excursions are free as well as materials/copies needed for the lectures.
	Location: Dillenburg is a small town with 19.000 inhabitants, located in Hessen, approx. 100 km north of 
	Frankfurt/Main. The camp itself is lotated in the centre of the town, at the area "Wilhelms-tower".
	Terminal: Train-station Dillenburg; next airport Frankfurt/Main or Frankfurt-Hahn.
	Special requirements: Participants must be able already to communicate in German, at least on a level which 
	ensures simple communication; this course is not for absolute beginners. Participants also must be willing to 
	communicate with each other during the camp in German and not in English or own mother tongue for the whole 
	time, not only during the lectures. This is one important part of the concept. 
	Special remark: Because of the language-course there is an (extra-) fee: 160,00 EUR - to be paid upon arrival. 
	Official confirmation for participating in the language-course will be given at the end of the camp.
	Age: 16-26 (exceptions for older volunteers are possible).
	Language: German
_________________________________________________________________________
	SCI	Germany	DE-SCI 1.30	ARCH	27.07.2008	09.08.2008	18+
	description
	DE-SCI 1.30 BUCHENWALD (near Weimar)
	27/07-09/08 
	20 vols.
	ARCH, EDU, MANU, PEACE, STUDY
	Since 1990 this workcamp has taken place in cooperation with the local youth meeting centre on the territory of the
	 former concentration camp (KZ) of Buchenwald. Built in 1937, the KZ Buchenwald was one of the biggest 
	concentration camps during the Nazi era. More than 250.000 people were displaced to KZ Buchenwald and 
	employed in its more than 100 smaller satellite camps for forced labour. More than 56.000 people lost their lives. 
	Many of them were killed or were dying from hunger or brutal medical experiments. This year the volunteers will 
	work and do gardening on the territory of the former KZ Buchenwald. Majority of participants will be from Russia 
	and Belarus. Before you apply, please read basic info on this site first. Here we explain, what we expect from 
	volunteers in our camps.
	W: Gardening, preservation on the former concentration camp, partly archaeological work at the former 
	dispensary, railroad line and two former waste dumps under supervision of an archaeologist
	S: The history of the concentration camp and its satellite camps; violence and racism
	A: In the youth hostel
	Q: Interest in the topic, good knowledge of English or German required
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	SCI	Germany	DE-SCI 1.31	ARCH	09.08.2008	30.08.2008	18+
	description
	DE-SCI 1.31 ZEITHAIN (Saxony, near Riesa/Elbe) 
	09/08-30/08 
	15 vols
	ARCH, EDU, PEACE, STUDY
	In preparation of attack by the Soviet Union, the POW (prisoner of war) camp Zeithain was established in April 
	1941 near the banks of the Elbe River by the Nazi regime. Its objective from 1941-42 was to register and 
	accommodate - up to 30 000 - incoming Soviet POW’s within Saxony and parts of the occupied Czech territories. 
	Due to continuous malnutrition, disease, insufficient medical treatment and terrible hygienic conditions, roughly 30 
	000 Soviet POW’s died at Zeithain in the period between 1941-1945. Their living conditions did not comply with the 
	rules of the Geneva Convention. From February 1943 until the end of the war, the camp was used as central POW
	 hospital for Saxony. During this period, prisoners from other countries, especially from Italy, Poland and the 
	United Kingdom, were contained. Like the Soviets, the Italian POW’s were not treated according to the Geneva 
	Convention. Their captivity was characterized by extreme hardship, resulting in the death of roughly 900 of the so-
	named Italian Military Internees (IMI) between 1943-45. Their fate is not only a long time neglected topic in 
	Germany, but also in Italy. During five SCI-Workcamps since 2003 the former camp area was searched under the 
	supervision of an archaeologist. Although the area was used up to 1990 by the Soviet Red Army as a tank driving 
	range, it has been proved, that the foundations of numerous buildings still exist along one of the two former main 
	camp roads. Before you apply, please read basic info on this site www.sci-d.de/info-for-you first. Here we explain, 
	what we expect from volunteers in our camps.
	W: Conservation of the remains and their presentation to the public Additionally participants are encouraged to 
	contribute ideas for the future development of the former campsite, which will be considered in the future work on 
	a comprehensive development concept and its integration into the memorial complex of Zeithain.
	S: The fate of the prisoners of war
	A: In a former school; kitchen and showers are available
	X: Good leisure time facilities, excursions to cities (Dresden, Leipzig, Berlin) are possible
_________________________________________________________________________
	SCI	Germany	DE-SCI 1.32	EDU	02.08.2008	15.08.2008	18-26
	description
	DE-SCI 1.32 DACHAU (near Munich)
	Studycamp
	02/08-15/08
	12 vols
	EDU, PEACE, STUDY
	The KZ Dachau was the first concentration camp built by fascist Germany in March 1933. It was also used as an 
	SS training centre. More than 200 000 people from all over Europe were imprisoned here. Many prisoners died as a 
	result of terror, inhuman work, diseases, exhaustion and hunger. The study camp will take place in the frame of the
	 ”International Youth Meeting” (IYM), which hosts every year around 120 teenagers and young adults from about 
	20 nations. In contrast to other work camps, the main emphasis will be put on the studies in the camp. The 
	volunteers will learn about the history of fascism through communication with survivors and through active 
	participation in workshops. The current political situations will also be discussed. More information about the IYM: 
	www.youthmeeting-dachau.de. Before you apply, please read basic info on this site www.sci-d.de/info-for-you first.
	 Here we explain, what we expect from volunteers in our camps.
	W: Maintenance work at the memorial site (1-2 mornings/afternoons)
	S: Fascism and concentration camp in Dachau; workshops, tours on the memorial site, excursions, lectures
	A: Youth Guest House Dachau, suitable for wheelchairs 
	Q: Interested in taking part in workshops, working knowledge of English and/or German
	X: Volunteers will have to pay a extra fee of  € 120,- upon arrival. Age limit! Volunteers should not be older than 26!
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	SCI	Germany	DE-SCI 1.33	EDU	26.07.2008	09.08.2008	18-26
	description
	DE-SCI 1.33 RAVENSBRÜCK (near Berlin)
	German-Polish-Ukrainian Workcamp
	26/07-09/08 2008
	12 women
	EDU, PEACE, STUDY, WOMEN
	The former women concentration camp of Ravensbrück was established in 1939 near the small city of 
	Fürstenberg/Havel, ca. 100 km north of Berlin. Until the liberation in April 1945, more than 130.000 women and 
	children, 20.000 men and 1.000 female youth of the so-called “Uckermark Youth Protective Custody Camp” were 
	incarcerated. The prisoners came from more than 40 countries. They were required to do forced labour in different 
	sectors, e.g. for SS-factories or the company of Siemens. Their daily life was characterised by hunger, 
	mistreatments and bad hygienic conditions. Tens of thousands of prisoners perished. Today, Ravensbrück 
	Memorial Museum keeps traces and records, enhances remembrance and research, and creates a place of active 
	learning and encounter. Every year, in cooperation with the Memorial, international work camps are organised on 
	the former concentration camp area. Further information can be found on www.ravensbrueck.de. Before you apply,
	 please read basic info on this site www.sci-d.de/info-for-you first. Here we explain, what we expect from 
	volunteers in our camps.
	W: Indexing and translation of documents in the archives of the Memorial 
	S:  Prisoners and female SS-guards, commemoration and remembrance at Ravensbrück Memorial 
	A:  In the international youth hostel of Ravensbrück on the Memorial site  
	X: Excursions to the lakes in the surrounding area
_________________________________________________________________________
	SCI	Germany	DE-SCI 1.34	CONS	03.08.2008	16.08.2008	18+
	description
	DE-SCI 1.34 GEORGSMARIENHÜETTE (near Osnabrück)
	03/08-16/08
	15 vols 
	CONS, EDU, MANU, PEACE, STUDY
	During World War II, more than 2000 people from 18 countries were kept as prisoners in this concentration camp 
	set up by the Gestapo. The main group of prisoners were forced laborers who came from the Netherlands and the 
	former Soviet Union. Their punishment was also used as a deterrent to more than 25 000 other women, men and 
	children who were forced to compulsory labor in the Osnabrück region. Almost half of them came from the 
	Ukraine, Belarus and Russia. The young memorial site, Augustaschacht, has been gradually built up for the last 
	five years mostly due to the involvement of motivated volunteers. The memorial and research site displays the 
	history of forced labor and national socialism in the region of Osnabrück. The volunteers of this camp will support 
	the construction of the memorial site and learn more about the history of WWII and its consequences for Russian 
	and German people. Majority of participants will be from Russia and Belarus. Before you apply, please read basic 
	info on this site www.sci-d.de/info-for-you first. Here we explain, what we expect from volunteers in our camps.
	W: Help with the renovation of the former camp building and camp territory
	S: Change of perspective: Russians and Germans during WWII, forced labor, commemoration culture in the two 
	countries, the Gestapo camp Ohrbeck, current problems with fascism, anti-Semitism and racism in Germany and 
	Russia, meeting of two cultures
	A: In a house of the German Red Cross (Local group Holzhausen)
	Q: Volunteers must be broad-minded, open for new perspectives, interested in the topic and intercultural 
	encounters.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	SCI	Germany	DE-SCI 1.35	CONS	16.08.2008	31.08.2008	18+
	description
	DE-SCI 1.35 WÖBBELIN (near Schwerin)
	German-Italian Workcamp 
	16/08-31/08
	15 vols 
	CONS, EDU, MANU, PEACE, STUDY, ART
	Shortly before the end of World War II, a satellite camp of the concentration camp (KZ) in Hamburg- Neuengamme
	 was built between Ludwigslust and Wöbbelin. The first prisoners came from the main camp in Hamburg-
	Neuengamme on February 15th in 1945. They had to build a camp of stone barracks for prisoners of war. Later the
	 KZ Wöbbelin functioned as the end station of the death march from different satellite camps. During ten weeks of
	 its existence more than 1000 prisoners died there from hunger, disease or maltreatment of the SS. On May 2nd 
	1945 several thousand people from at least 16 different countries were liberated by the U.S. army. After the 
	liberation the deceased were given a dignified burial in Ludwigslust and Wöbbelin. A memorial with an exhibition 
	about the camp was set up in 1965 in Wöbbelin under one roof with the Theodor-Körner-Museum. The poet Theodor 
	Körner died in 1813 in the "Wars of Liberation" against Napoleon and was buried in Wöbbelin. In 1938 a monument 
	was created for the poet. In 1945 some deceased of the KZ have been buried next to it. Before you apply, please 
	read basic info on this site www.sci-d.de/info-for-you first. Here we explain, what we expect from volunteers in our 
	camps.
	W: Literally-artistic workshop concerning the whole issue, maintenance of the area, possibly a theatre workshop
	S: NS local history at the end of the World War II, violence and right-wing radicalism today, interviewing 
	contemporary witnesses, contemporary forms of remembrance work
	A: In a youth hostel, shared rooms, bicycles are available.
_________________________________________________________________________
	SCI	Germany	DE-SCI 1.36	EDU	01.08.2008	30.08.2008	18+
	description
	DE-SCI 1.36 HAMBURG-NEUENGAMME
	3 weeks in August 2008
	16 vols.
	EDU, PEACE, STUDY, CONS, MANU, ARCH
	During World War II the concentration camp "Neuengamme" was extended by more than 80 external camps to 
	become the major concentration camp of Northern Germany. Due to the system of "Extermination by Work" 
	followed by the SS
	roughly one half of the 100.000 prisoners, coming from all over Europe, died from the sufferings in Neuengamme 
	and its satellite camps. Today there is a memorial (2000 m x 350 m and 17 historical buildings) with four historical 
	exhibitions (www.kz-gedenkstaette-neuengamme.de). Before you apply, please read basic info on this site www.sci-
	d.de/info-for-you first. Here we explain, what we expect from volunteers in our camps.
	W: Re-creating a path, archaeological excavation to trace former factory buildings,  making a museum store 
	accessible for the public, viewing video-interviews with survivors in other languages than German and working out 
	summaries in English or German
	S: The history of the concentration camp, the fate of the Soviet prisoners
	A: In a building, kitchen in a big tent
	X: Excursions to Hamburg, Bremen, Lübeck and the Baltic Sea; the majority of participants will be from Russia and
	 Belarus.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	SCI	Germany	DE-SCI 1.38	EDU	01.07.2008	30.08.2008	18+
	description
	DE-SCI 1.38 BERLIN
	Russian Summer School
	28 days in July/August 
	15 vols.
	EDU, PEACE, STUDY
	This program aims to train young active volunteers of the Siberian Creative Group. The theme of this year’s 
	Summer School is “the dangers of right-wing extremism in Germany and Russia”. In the first week, the participants
	 will learn methods of intercultural learning and meet anti-racist initiatives & young people in Berlin. Afterwards, the 
	volunteers will break into small groups and join different international work camps of their choice. Before you 
	apply, please read basic info on this site www.sci-d.de/info-for-you first. Here we explain, what we expect from 
	volunteers in our camps.
	S: Learning about racism in Germany and in Russia, and ways to fight it
	X: Only for medium to good Russian speakers!
_________________________________________________________________________
	SCI	Germany	DE-SCI 10.60	AG/AGRI	08.09.2008	20.09.2008	18+
	description
	DE-SCI 10.60 STOLZENHAGEN (about 80 km north of Berlin)
	08/09-20/09 
	12 vols. 
	AGRI,CONS, ENVI, MANU, RENO 
	”Gut Stolzenhagen” farm was built in 17th century in Brandenburg, situated approx. 80 km northeast of Berlin, close
	 to the German-Polish border and national park ”Unteres Odertal”. In 1998, a group of Berlin citizens left the city 
	and to settle down in Stolzenhagen. They founded a community with a special social and ecological lifestyle. 
	Currently, 30 adults live there. The farm is focused on organic gardening, renewable energies, conflict resolution, 
	art, etc. The buildings, however, are in need of renovation and the lawns need to be brought into control. For more 
	information: www.gut-stolzenhagen.de. Before you apply, please read basic info on this site www.sci-d.de/info-for-
	you first. Here we explain, what we expect from volunteers in our camps.
	W: Work outside on buildings and lawns, possibly clay building
	S: Exchange about projects, group work, national park control, practical work
	A: Mattresses with separate devices, kitchen, solar-powered shower, compost toilet
	F: Self-provided
	Q: If possible, experience with handwork
	X: Excursions to the nearby attractions, possibly Berlin, bikes available, opportunity for paddle boating
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	SCI	Germany	DE-SCI 10.61	ENVI	17.08.2008	07.09.2008	18+
	description
	DE-SCI 10.61 ALT REHSE (Mecklenburg-Vorpommern, about 100 km north of Berlin)
	17/08-07/09 
	12 vols.
	ENVI, MANU, RENO, SOCI, STUDY
	In one of Germany’s most beautiful areas, the lake district of Mecklenburg, halfway between Berlin and the Baltic 
	Sea, Earl Ludwig Freiherr von Hauff, descendant of the famous fairytale author, Wilhelm Hauff, built a castle and 
	the landscape park of Alt Rhese on the banks of the Tollense Lake in the 19th century. In 1936, the Nazi regime 
	built a number of guest and seminar houses, a gymnasium and established the national School of Euthanasia 
	(selective breeding) and trained many doctors, nurses and midwives “ideological” medicine, which was popularized 
	by the Nazi regime. After World War II, the German Democratic Republic used the park consecutively as an 
	orphanage, training college for sport teachers, police barracks, and an army recreation home. After the 
	reunification of Germany in 1990, it was briefly used by the German army but soon abandoned for over a decade. 
	The park was finally reopened in 2006. Today, 25 adults and 6 children live here in an independent community free 
	of any political or religious influence. Together, they run a guesthouse, used for seminars and by individual 
	tourists. Their main concerns are alternative health care, sports, culture, spirituality, and community life. Cultural 
	events are organised and organic gardening and agriculture are practiced.  Before you apply, please read basic info
	 on this site www.sci-d.de/info-for-you first. Here we explain, what we expect from volunteers in our camps.
	W: Re-establish the original park near the lake, taking care the needs of ecology and green tourism; There will also 
	be indoor works, such as restoring a bowling alley, the gymnasium and an exhibition room.
	S: Ecology, history, community life, philosophy; Nazi ideology, modern German society and culture
	A: Community house, 4-6 beds per room; please bring your own sleeping bag
	Q:  Team work and to do physical labour required; Philosophical discussions are also welcome. Be prepared to 
	represent your own country and culture.
	F: Three meals a day together with community members. You will be expected to help in the kitchen.
	X: Excursion to the former Nazi Concentration Camp “Ravensbrück” (48 kilometres); optional: excursion to Berlin, 
	Germany’s capital (136 kilometres).
_________________________________________________________________________
	SCI	Germany	DE-SCI 10.63	AG/AGRI	20.07.2008	10.08.2008	18+
	description
	DE-SCI 10.63 JÄNKENDORF (Saxony, about 70 km east of Dresden)
	20/07 - 10/08
	12 vols 
	AGRI, ENVI, RENO
	The association Holderbusch runs a farm with about 22 hectares of land for agriculture and pasture. The farm has 
	recently changed over to ecological agriculture. The aims of the association consist of perm cultural self-
	sustainability, landscape conservation, revitalization of traditional handicraft and agriculture with horses. There are 
	four adults and a child living on the farm. Before you apply, please read basic info on this site www.sci-d.de/info-
	for-you first. Here we explain, what we expect from volunteers in our camps.
	W: Renovation works at the house; work in the garden and in the fields; fruit gathering
	S: Perma culture, life in harmony with nature, keeping of animals in their natural environment, community life
	A: Simple in tents, during rainy weather in the barn
	F: Self-catering, partly with products from the farm
	X: Not accessible by wheel chair; if possible bring your bike! Cycling ability! Please bring along sleeping bag, mat, 
	working clothes and solid work shoes.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	SCI	Germany	DE-SCI 10.64	CONS	16.08.2008	30.08.2008	18+
	description
	DE-SCI 10.64 WULFSHAGENERHÜTTEN (near Kiel)
	16/08-30/08 
	12 vols.
	CONS, ENVI, SOCI
	The ”Basisgemeinde” is a Christian community of about 65 people - among them families, singles, children - 
	situated in a small village in northern Germany near Kiel. Following the example of the early Christians, all 
	members of the community share everything: money and goods, time, work, political activities. The members 
	work together within the community - in the production of wooden toys, in the kitchen in the kinder garden and as 
	caretakers. Before you apply, please read basic info on this site www.sci-d.de/info-for-you first. Here we explain, 
	what we expect from volunteers in our camps.
	W: Construction work at the house, production of wooden toys, household and kitchen work 
	S: Co-operative economy, living in a community, religion, political activity and faith as sustainable answers to a 
	world of increasing economical injustice, exploitation and poverty, environmental destruction, violence and war 
	A: In tents
	Q: Readiness to take part in the life of the community. After the end of the workcamp, it is possible to stay one 
	week longer and to live with the community
_________________________________________________________________________
	SCI	Germany	DE-SCI 3.10	EDU	01.07.2008	30.08.2008	18+
	description
	DE-SCI 3.10 BERLIN
	Travelling Camp
	21 days in July/August 
	Theme “Pacifist Voluntary Projects”
	20 vols.
	EDU, PEACE, STUDY
	As a first step, participants will learn from trainers how to prepare & organize workshops on peace education & 
	conflict transformation using innovative methods. The second step is the travelling phase through Germany. 
	Divided in small teams, the participants will visit 3-4 international workcamps and conduct one-day workshops for 
	the volunteers. Last not least the group will come together to evaluate their experiences & plan future projects. 
	Before you apply, please read basic info on this site www.sci-d.de/info-for-you first. Here we explain, what we 
	expect from volunteers in our camps.
	W/S: Preparing and organizing workshops on peace education & conflict transformation
	A: Education centre, later accommodation in workcamps
	Q: Strong interest in peace education, good English
	X: For this project we have a special application form. Please ask in the office: incoming@sci.de. If funding is 
	approved, 70% travel reimbursement; extra registration fee (not fixed yet)
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	SCI	Germany	DE-SCI 4.14	DISA	25.08.2008	06.09.2008	18+
	description
	DE-SCI 4.14 OSTERODE (in the Harz Mountains)
	25/08 – 06/09 2008 
	10 vols
	CONS, DISA, MANU, SOCI, MENT
	The Harz-Weser-Werkstätten gGmbH is an institution, which helps mentally disabled people to rehabilitate. There 
	will be 36 participants, who will live and work together in the home called „Lange Wiese“, which is located in the 
	midst of the Harz mountains, 10 km away from the city of Osterode. Due to their mental disorders, the people in 
	care will need a lot of individual help and support.
	The camp is a part of a two-year project to construct a golf course, which would offer work opportunities for people
	 dealing with handicaps. At the beginning of this summer, the land for this golf-course wiIl be prepared for 
	construction. The participants will be welcomed to bring in their ideas to the design of the golf course. Along with 
	construction of the golf course, participants will be living daily life in a homestead and will be offered various free-
	time activities, which will give the participants an opportunity to learn about their environment and get to know 
	some people. The house is in the middle of the woods and offers great possibilities for hiking. A swimming pool is 
	about 5 minutes away.  
	More information about the institution via www.h-w-w.de. Before you apply, please read basic info on this site 
	www.sci-d.de/info-for-you first. Here we explain, what we expect from volunteers in our camps.
	W: Preparation work for the construction of a leisure golf-course, such as the erection of fences, installation of 
	drainage pipes, yard work; bring your own ideas to help with the experience!
	S: Welfare system in Germany, introducing  „Lange Wiese“ and the Harz-Weser-Werkstätten gGmbH
	A: Particular level with shared rooms
	F: Supply by the facility
	Q: Camp language: English and German, motivation to work with mentally disabled people
_________________________________________________________________________
	SCI	Germany	DE-SCI 4.15	DISA	27.07.2008	09.08.2008	18+
	description
	DE-SCI 4.15 MINDEN (between Hannover and Osnabrück)
	27/07-09/08 2008
	6 vols.
	DISA, SOCI, MENT
	Minden is a small town of about 82 000 inhabitants and is situated at the Weser and the Mittellandkanal at the edge 
	of the Wesergebirge, the Wiehengebirge and the North German lowlands. Where other people spend their holidays, 
	the Lebenshilfe Minden e.V. offers help to 180 families with disabled members. The voluntary helpers and qualified
	 staff will organize regular sporting events, free time activities and educational groups as well as holiday games for
	 children and young people with disabilities. Between 9:00 and 17:00, about 25 to 30 people with various disabilities 
	are taken care of in small groups of different interests. The volunteers will support this care as well as the 
	organisation of the free time of the children and young people. After the assessment of the abilities of the 
	children, the volunteers will be welcomed to present some ideas, such as games, playing instruments or 
	handicrafts. Before you apply, please read basic info on this site www.sci-d.de/info-for-you first. Here we explain, 
	what we expect from volunteers in our camps.
	They will also organize a party for all children, adults and their families at the end of the session.
	W: Organisation and arrangement of holiday games and a party for children and young
	people with disabilities
	S: Get to know the institution and the people taken care of as well as the family situation of the parents with 
	disabled children
	A: In the house on mattresses (sleeping-bag necessary)
	F: Breakfast and lunch are provided by the institution, dinner and the meals on weekends are to be provided by 
	yourself.
	Q: Interest in the work with disabled people (mandatory) and experiences in dealing with disabled people 
	(advantageous), creativity,
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	SCI	Germany	DE-SCI 5.17	EDU	28.06.2008	19.07.2008	18+
	description
	DE-SCI 5.17 MOERS (about 30 km north of Düsseldorf)
	28/06-19/07 
	12 vols 
	EDU, KIDS, SOCI
	The City of Moers, located on the border of the Ruhrgebiet, between Duisburg and Düsseldorf, is known for the 
	tradition of mining. For more than 25 years SCI-Moers has been active in many areas to support the youth of the 
	area. Three years ago, SCI-Moers began working in the “Ganztagsbetreuung” (full-time supervision) of children in 
	preschools. “Ganztagsbetreuung” creates a learning environment for preschoolers to occupy the time between the 
	end of the school day and 4pm. This summer SCI-Moers will be involved in the “Tummelferien” program for the 
	City of Moers for the second time. Tummelferien is a program designed for children between the ages of 6-14 who 
	are not going on vacation during their summer break. Children of different areas are put into a group of up to 15 to 
	engage in various games, sports and leisure activities. Outings, sightseeing tours, art projects, a large KIDS-
	Parade through the City, visits to the swimming pool and many more activities will be part of the program, 
	Mondays through Fridays, from 9 am to 4 pm. Before you apply, please read basic info on this site www.sci-
	d.de/info-for-you first. Here we explain, what we expect from volunteers in our camps.
	W: Preparing leisure activities for children and supporting the staff, which is responsible for the groups
	S: Getting to know the youth work in the City of Moers and looking at the school system in North Rhine-Westphalia
	
	A: In a school
	F: Lunch with the groups, breakfast and dinner the camp prepares for themselves
	Q: Camp languages: German and English, Motivation to work with kids for long hours, bringing own ideas for games
	 and leisure activities with the children
_________________________________________________________________________
	SCI	Germany	DE-SCI 5.19	CONS	18.08.2008	07.09.2008	18+
	description
	DE-SCI 5.19 SANZKOW (near Baltic Sea, south of Stralsund) 
	18/08-07/09 
	12 vols
	CONS, KIDS, MANU, RENO
	In the village Sanzkow the Berlin Bürgerhaus e.V. is building a youth centre in a former farmer’s house. The centre 
	will provide many opportunities for foreign and German young people to meet each other. The region is very 
	beautiful with many lakes. You will find good facilities for trips by bike, swimming, canoeing, having camp-fires. 
	On the weekends there are several trips planned, for example to the Baltic Sea, and you will stay a long weekend 
	in Berlin. Before you apply, please read basic info on this site www.sci-d.de/info-for-you first. Here we explain, 
	what we expect from volunteers in our camps.
	W: Various renovations in the house and the garden, building a tree house
	S: Different techniques of construction; the problems involved in working with German and foreign young people, 
	present situation in East Germany
	A: In rooms in the house
	Q: Camp language will be English, but some knowledge of German is desirable because many young people in the 
	project only know German.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	SCI	Germany	DE-SCI 5.20	AG/AGRI	15.08.2008	30.08.2008	18+
	description
	DE-SCI 5.20 HITZACKER (Elbe Valley, about 70 km south of Hamburg)
	15/08-30/08 . 14 vols
	AGRI, ENVI, MANU, RENO, SOCI 
	In the natural reserve in the Elbe valley, close to the historic town of Hitzacker, the Youth Farm Godewin bought 
	10 hectares of land and an old farm. The old farmstead was restored with the help of several work camps in the 
	past. Various elements are integrated in the farm, such as: ecological farming with low use of the technology, work
	 with horses and cows, school farming, social work and support of youth by organizing activities for children and 
	adolescents with inadequate social behaviours. Before you apply, please read basic info on this site www.sci-
	d.de/info-for-you first. Here we explain, what we expect from volunteers in our camps.
	W: Agricultural work with horses (especially to bring in the hay and corn), landscape architecture, renovation of the 
	old farm house: building with loam, maintenance of old agricultural machines
	S: Ecological and biodynamic farming, animal-supported education and therapy, architecture corresponding to the 
	human and animal needs, nature and religion, individual work with children
	A: Tents or sleeping in the hay barn on either hay or a mattress
	Q: Willing to participate in laborious work (suitable attire should be brought by the participant); English and German 
	will be spoken.
	X: Volunteers with children are welcome. Only restricted areas for smokers; Possibility of visiting Hamburg and 
	Lüneburg
_________________________________________________________________________
	SCI	Germany	DE-SCI 5.21	AG/AGRI	30.06.2008	19.07.2008	18+
	description
	DE-SCI 5.21 BERGE (about 30 km west of Berlin)
	30/06-19/07
	12 vols.
	AGRI, DISA, KIDS, MANU, SOCI, MENT, YOUTH
	The Brandenburg Youth Centre is a development facility for socially disadvantaged and mentally disabled young 
	people. Located in the province of the former Prussian domain of Berge, northwest of Berlin, the youth centre 
	offers these young people the opportunity to reintegrate on social and vocational levels through development 
	programmes on issues including ecology, agriculture, building and kitchen work and wood workshop. The young 
	people live in family-like structures with educators as parents. Before you apply, please read basic info on this site
	 www.sci-d.de/info-for-you first. Here we explain, what we expect from volunteers in our camps.
	W: In small groups in the stables, kitchen, wood workshop and garden, together with the young people
	S: The socio-ecological concept of the Youth centre, use of renewable energies, ecological building, environmental 
	technology, horse-based therapy
	A: In tents
	Q: Knowledge of German is useful because the young people do not speak English. Interest to get in contact with 
	the youth!
	X: Alcohol and drugs are forbidden in the project; many free time facilities: swimming, canoeing, riding, tours by 
	bike, excursions to Berlin and Potsdam are possible.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	SCI	Germany	DE-SCI 5.22	ELD	27.07.2008	10.08.2008	18+
	description
	DE-SCI 5.22 BERLIN-NEUKÖLLN
	Polish-Croatian-German Workcamp
	27/07-10/08 
	8 vols. 
	ELDE, SOCI
	Approximately 160 elderly people live in the CASA REHA residential home for the elderly "Am Weigandufer" in the 
	Berlin district of Neukoelln, where they are taken care of. The goal of the residential home for the elderly is to 
	maintain their physical and intellectual abilities. This includes the activation and mobilization of residents with an 
	attractive leisure activities and to foster their creativity. Under the motto “We discover Berlin and sharpen our 
	senses” we will build two groups, consisting of a max. of 10 elderly people, and get to know Berlin with them as 
	tourist. Additionally we will sharpen our senses within smaller projects by designing the outdoor area of the 
	residential home. We plan to create a "sensory or herb garden." Before you apply, please read basic info on this 
	site www.sci-d.de/info-for-you first. Here we explain, what we expect from volunteers in our camps.
	W: Organising recreational activities with elderly people, involvement in project work 
	S: Contact with people with mental and physical disabilities and project work 
	A: In the residential home for the elderly (1-3 bedroom); Meals will be provided by the nursing home 
	Q: Interest and motivation in working with older people, who need assistance. At request, a certificate for an 
	internship will be provided by the nursing home
_________________________________________________________________________
	SCI	Germany	DE-SCI 6.40	AG/AGRI	19.07.2008	09.08.2008	18+
	description
	DE-SCI 6.40 BERNKASTEL-KUES (about 40 km east of Trier)
	19/07-09/08
	12 vols
	AGRI, CONS, EDU, ENVI
	Friedmunt Sonnemann owns 4 hectares of land, situated in a forest near the small wine and tourist town of 
	Bernkastel-Kues. He cultivates plants, which are threatened or endangered, and sells the seeds are to various 
	horticulturists. The hut where he resides has neither a water pipe nor electricity, and the road to it is not paved. Life
	 in this remote area, one hour up the hill, is not suitable for everyone, therefore the volunteers must be 
	economical, willing to avoid waste, able to adapt to hard living conditions and live an organic lifestyle. Living room, 
	spring water and telephone are available. Before you apply, please read basic info on this site www.sci-d.de/info-
	for-you first. Here we explain, what we expect from volunteers in our camps.
	W: Depending on the weather conditions, working in the fields or construction of house with simple materials (loam 
	and straw)
	S: Botany, discussion about the extinction of rare crops
	A: In the barn, kitchen available, washing [normally] with cold water, compost toilet
	Q: Adapting to very basic conditions and endure this life style for three weeks
	X: Only vegetarian food; Do not bring a mobile telephone because of its unhealthy effect. Because of the high 
	economical demands of the property, it’s required that the volunteers work also Saturday mornings.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	SCI	Germany	DE-SCI 6.42	EDU	06.09.2008	21.09.2008	18+
	description
	DE-SCI 6.42 TÜBINGEN (about 20 km south of Stuttgart)
	06/09-21/09
	12 vols
	EDU, ENVI, MANU, STUDY
	This ecology work camp is organised in co-operation with a regional office for nature and landscape protection in 
	Tübingen and a regional organisation for the preservation of the cultural heritage. Two hills of a former wine growing
	 area near the famous old university town in Tübingen, are well known as a habitat for rare and endangered species
	 and have been declared nature reserves. These areas have to be maintained regularly, so that bushes and trees 
	do not override vegetation that must be sheltered. As an active university town, Tübingen has a lively student 
	population, which is displayed by its numerous pubs and active nightlife. It is also a town of historical significance,
	 with many famous framework buildings and the opportunity to punt on the river Neckar (a special for Tübingen). In
	 addition, Tübingen is situated in a beautiful area of Baden-Württemberg and continues to maintain a great cultural 
	history. Before you apply, please read basic info on this site www.sci-d.de/info-for-you first. Here we explain, what
	 we expect from volunteers in our camps.
	W: Working with experts, woods and fields have to be cut and dead wood and branches have to be removed from 
	the protected area.
	S: Ecological problems, biotope and nature protection, Study tour with the eco-mobile to explore flora, fauna and 
	habitat 
	A: In a municipal building on camp-beds
	Q: Interest in ecological themes, being prepared for physical work.
	X: You will work in a slope position, therefore you have to be properly equipped for it. Hardy working shoes with 
	jags in the soles will be necessary.
_________________________________________________________________________
	SCI	Germany	DE-SCI 6.43	EDU	21.07.2008	01.08.2008	18+
	description
	DE-SCI 6.43 WUPPERTAL (about 30 km east of Düsseldorf) 
	21/07-01/08
	10 vols
	EDU, ENVI, MANU, STUDY
	This work camp is hosted by the town Wuppertal, which is famous for its suspension railways and is also a main 
	centre of “Bergisches Land”. The task of the Wuppertal environmental protection department is protection of 
	biotope and nature. The aim of the work camp is to perform various tasks of nature management within the area of
	 power lines, where special types of biotops have establishes during the last years, which have developed as “hot 
	spots of biodiversity.” The camp will perform task with regard to the preservation and enhancement of the 
	diversity of various species (ring snake, forest lizard). By being involved in one environmental projects of 
	Wuppertal, volunteers will get an insight view in planning and implementing the activities related to nature 
	preservation in big cities. Before you apply, please read basic info on this site www.sci-d.de/info-for-you first. 
	Here we explain, what we expect from volunteers in our camps.
	W: Mowing fern and fallow meadows, raking the hay, cutting wood, raising wood piles and stone piles
	S: Biotope and nature protection in big cities, the spreading of reptiles, restoring urban regions to their natural 
	forms, excursions
	A: In a youth guesthouse
	Q: Interest in nature protection and commitment to the work.
	X: SPECIAL MOTIVATION LETTER REQUIRED! Bring robust working shoes with you!
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	SCI	Germany	DE-SCI 6.44	AG/AGRI	02.08.2008	23.08.2008	18+
	description
	DE-SCI 6.44 DÜSSELDORF 
	02/08-23/08
	12 vols
	AGRI, ENVI, MANU, STUDY
	Farm ”Hexhof”, first mentioned in town archives in 1318, extends over 33 hectares. In the early 1970s, the city of 
	Düsseldorf, north of Cologne, bought the old farmhouse, which resulted in its protection by conservation law. 
	Today, the Hexhof functions as the ecological centre where the landscape preservation work around Düsseldorf is 
	planned and co-ordinated. The aim is to preserve rare and endangered species. This year, Hexhof is hosting its 
	thirteenth work camp. Before you apply, please read basic info on this site www.sci-d.de/info-for-you first. Here we
	 explain, what we expect from volunteers in our camps.
	W: Creating a humid biotop in Düsseldorf 
	S: Function and importance of humid biotopes; nature protection in big cities. Study tours and excursions
	A: In the attic of the Hexhof-farm in common rooms
	Q: Interest in the ecological issues
	X: Only for vols. who are ready to start working at 7.00 am, four days per week, Monday – Thursday
_________________________________________________________________________
	SCI	Germany	DE-SCI 6.46	EDU	23.08.2008	12.09.2008	18+
	description
	DE-SCI 6.46 SIPPLINGEN (at Lake Constance)
	23/08-12/09 
	15 vols
	EDU, ENVI, MANU, STUDY
	This work camp, in the village Sipplingen (near Überlingen) on the shores of lake Constance, is organised in co-
	operation with the regional office for nature and landscape protection. Typical landscape around Sipplingen consists
	 mainly of steep banks, and the territory around lake Constance is a natural protected zone. This area is a habitat 
	of rare and endangered species, therefore must be regularly cultivated in order to avoid overgrow by bushes and 
	trees. Before you apply, please read basic info on this site www.sci-d.de/info-for-you first. Here we explain, what 
	we expect from volunteers in our camps.
	W: Working under supervision of the experts. Cutting trees, removing dried wood and branches, mowing grass in 
	the protected area.  
	S: Ecological problems, biotope and nature protection, lake Constance, “flower-island” Mainau. One day study  with 
	the eco-mobile for the purpose of exploring flora, fauna and habitat.  
	A:  In tents directly at Lake Constance, possibility to swim
	Q:  Interest in ecological themes, being prepared for physical work
	X:  Several trips are possible, e.g. to Constance, Lake Constance by ship, islands Mainau and Reichenau. You will 
	work in a slope position, therefore you have to be properly equipped for it. Strong working shoes with jags in the 
	soles will be necessary.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	SCI	Germany	DE-SCI 6.48	EDU	01.08.2008	23.08.2008	18+
	description
	DE-SCI 6.48 SCHELINGEN (Kaiserstuhl, near Freiburg)
	01/08-23/08 2008
	18 vols
	EDU, ENVI, MANU, STUDY
	“Kaiserstuhl", a small volcanic mountain in the middle of the “Oberrheingraben”, is a famous wine-growing area near
	 the old university town of Freiburg. Dry land in this area is important, especially for the numerous rare species. 
	Therefore, a large part of the “Kaiserstuhl” is protected as a nature reserve. The protected territory requires regular 
	cultivation - cutting down trees and bushes, which are threatening to override the endangered vegetation. Before 
	you apply, please read basic info on this site www.sci-d.de/info-for-you first. Here we explain, what we expect 
	from volunteers in our camps.
	W: Mowing fields in cooperation with the staff of the local organisation, responsible for the nature protection and 
	landscape management. Raking the hay on steep area. 
	S: Information about flora, fauna, habitat and protection of the wine-growing horticulture. Learning about vineyards 
	and wine growing. Tasting wine. Geographical information about Oberrheingraben and volcanism. Study tour with the
	 eco-mobile to explore flora, fauna and habitat
	A: In the hall on mattresses
	Q: Interest in ecological themes; Being prepared for the physical work
	X: Trip to the Feldberg, the highest hill in Schwarzwald (Black forest); Not accessible for wheel chairs!
_________________________________________________________________________
	SCI	Germany	DE-SCI 6.49	AG/AGRI	09.08.2008	23.08.2008	18+
	description
	DE-SCI 6.49 ITZEHOE (about 60 km north of Hamburg)
	09/08-23/08 2008 
	6 vols.
	AGRI, EDU, ENVI, MANU, STUDY
	In an area of allotments, Paul Kreß leases some 3000m² of land from the town. Since 1989 he grows trees, plants, 
	herbs and hedges, cultivates flower- and vegetable-beds and builds stone walls. There also is a pond offering a 
	home for various kinds of frogs. With all his work, he created a beautiful biotope that now offers a place for 
	numerous birds and other seldom animals like grass snakes. Before you apply, please read basic info on this site 
	www.sci-d.de/info-for-you first. Here we explain, what we expect from volunteers in our camps.
	W: Restoration of the overgrown rock garden, various work in the herb-garden, flower- and vegetable-beds
	S: Preparation of fresh harvested plants, botany, drying of herbs and plants, exchange of seeds
	A: Simple: in a garden house on mattresses, improvised kitchen, washing with cold water, shower outside, compost
	 toilet
	F: Mostly from the garden
	Q: Interest in botany and motivation for gardening work
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	SCI	Germany	DE-SCI 6.50	CONS	13.07.2008	27.07.2008	18+
	description
	DE-SCI 6.50 LEIPZIG-LINDENAU 
	Polish-Belgian-German Workcamp
	13/07-27/07
	8 vols. 
	CONS, ENVI, MANU
	The Lindenau Neighbourhood Association engages in volunteer work in the areas of family housing, local history 
	and grass root urban planning (www.lindenauerstadtteilverein.de). Lindenau is a diverse inner suburb of the green 
	university town of Leipzig. The great many of projects include indoor playgrounds, community gardens and a writer
	 in residence. In 2007 the association took over an empty house as future centre and space for activities of non-
	profit associations. Public funds helped securing the roof, however windows and doors are missing and will be 
	replaced with spare parts from elsewhere. The Workcamp will help renovating the place as an attractive location for
	 community projects. Co-sponsor is Tegula, the Leipzig Museum of Bricks. Before you apply, please read basic 
	info on this site www.sci-d.de/info-for-you first. Here we explain, what we expect from volunteers in our camps.
	W: Renovation work of the facade (brick laying, plaster) and designing the backyard 
	S: Dealing with empty and derelict houses, neighbourhood associations
	A: On mattresses in the house, no running water, showers in the neighbourhood
	Q: Fun and endurance with manual work
_________________________________________________________________________
	SCI	Germany	DE-SCI 6.52	AG/AGRI	27.07.2008	10.08.2008	18+
	description
	DE-SCI 6.52 MARTH (Thuringia, near Göttingen) 
	27/07-10/08 
	15 vols.
	AGRI, CONS, ENVI, MANU
	The Kastanienhof is a historical timber-framed farm house under preservation order. It is situated in a little village, 
	surrounded by beautiful landscape with hills. The owner is an association with the aim to sustain nature.
	The farm buildings are also reconstructed in an ecological way.
	There is a little organic agriculture focused on the conservation of old useful plants and domestic animals. Trips to 
	cities like Göttingen or Hannoversch-Münden are possible. Before you apply, please read basic info on this site 
	www.sci-d.de/info-for-you first. Here we explain, what we expect from volunteers in our camps.
	W: Reconstruction work on the outside of the house, plastering and painting, (work on a scaffold!), a little bit of 
	farm work 
	S: Eco House Construction and Renewable Energy (Solar, plant oil, biomass), Eco Agriculture
	A: Sleeping in own tents or in the barn
	F: Own health food
	Q: Readiness to do physical work 6 hours daily and adoption to very basic conditions (bucket toilet, outside 
	showers)
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	SCI	Germany	DE-SCI 6.53	CONS	09.08.2008	26.08.2008	18+
	description
	DE-SCI 6.53 GLÜCKSBURG (Schleswig-Holstein, near Flensburg)
	09/08-26/08
	15 vols
	CONS, ENVI, MANU
	Artefact, located in Gluecksburg/Baltic Sea, close to the German-Danish border, is a centre for sustainable 
	development. This non-profit organisation runs a guesthouse built in an organic manner of architecture with a 
	renewable energy supply. The “Powerpark”, an energy infotainment site for tourists, conducts project activities for 
	youth as well as specialist seminars for adults on renewable energy, building and water management. In order to 
	keep up its attraction as a target of training and tourism, installations on the site need to be improved. Before you 
	apply, please read basic info on this site www.sci-d.de/info-for-you first. Here we explain, what we expect from 
	volunteers in our camps.
	W: Building a wooden work plant and a compost restroom facility, care and reparation of the equipment of the 
	Artefact power and nature parks, wood and metal work
	S: Getting to know the reasons and effects of climate change and the different options of renewable and peaceful 
	energy sources for different climates
	A: In tents, compost toilets and solar shower facilities nearby
	F: Self-catering
	Q: Handicraft skills preferable
	X: Trips to Glücksburg´s famous castle, the city and port of Flensburg, Baltic and North sea coast, Denmark 
	possible; please bring along sleeping bag, isolation mat and waterproof work clothes.
_________________________________________________________________________
	SCI	Germany	DE-SCI 6.55	ENVI	01.08.2008	30.08.2008	18+
	description
	DE-SCI 6.55 Prenzlau (about 50 km to Polish border, about 110 km north of Berlin) 
	2 weeks in August 2008
	12 vols.
	ENVI, MANU, STUDY, CONS
	“Naturerlebnis Uckermark” is an environmental education centre close to the little town Prenzlau, which is between 
	Berlin and the Baltic Sea. The centre owns 12,5 hectares of land where you can find e.g. several model gardens for
	 educational projects, nature orientated playing grounds and a zoo for rare and endangered domestic animals. Very 
	close is the biggest lake of Brandenburg where you can go swimming and boating. This year the workcamp will 
	construct huts as examples to show how to build facilities for children and young people in an ecological way. You 
	will work mostly with rubble, which we will creatively recycle. Besides we will build a village with “living and growing 
	huts” by using material from trees (willows). These huts will be used for the educational work of our centre.
	W: Building huts by recycling rubble or using branches from willows
	S: Biotope protection work in an orchard, a lot of other ecological topics are possible.
	A: Big round tents with straw on the ground, toilets and showers available
	Q: Interest in environmental issues, willingness to physical work, creativity for planning the huts
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	SCI	Germany	DE-SCI 8.81	SOCI	26.07.2008	16.08.2008	18+
	description
	DE-SCI 8.81 HAMBURG-ST. PAULI 
	26/07-16/08 
	6 vols.
	SOCI
	Alimaus is a Christian project for homeless people. It offers the opportunity for the walk-ins to congregate and 
	have a warm and welcoming place to stay. In the house there are also bathrooms and showers. Basic medical help 
	is offered as well. Parts of the free regular services are hot meals and the distribution of clothes. Currently, the 
	facilities, which are funded only by donations, are used daily by approximately 200 guests.
	After an introductory period, volunteers will be integrated in the daily routine of the project and will help with all 
	necessary tasks. The project is located in St. Pauli, one of Hamburg’s poorest quarters. At the same time, it is one
	 of the most popular living quarters, especially amongst artists and young people, popular for its colourful and 
	international atmosphere. Before you apply, please read basic info on this site www.sci-d.de/info-for-you first. 
	Here we explain, what we expect from volunteers in our camps.
	W: Help with the distribution of food and clothes; own initiatives of the participants are very welcome.
	S: Poverty and homelessness in Hamburg; chances to visit other projects for homeless people
	A: In a parish close to the project
	Q: High level of motivation, willingness to associate with a difficult clientele
_________________________________________________________________________
	SCI	Germany	DE-SCI 9.87	EDU	01.07.2008	30.08.2008	18+
	description
	DE-SCI 9.87 BERLIN
	Central Asian Summer School
	28 days in July/August 2008 
	12 vols 
	EDU, PEACE, STUDY
	The summer school aims to train young active multipliers of our contact organisations in Tajikistan and 
	Kyrghyzstan. The participants will exchange ideas & experiences on subjects like project management, sustainable 
	organisational development, teamwork and conflict-solving. Afterwards the volunteers will break into small groups 
	and join different international workcamps. Before you apply, please read basic info on this site www.sci-d.de/info-
	for-you first. Here we explain, what we expect from volunteers in our camps.
	S: Volunteer work in Germany and Central Asia
	A: In a guest house
	Q: Interest in the subject
	X: There are a few free places for international volunteers.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	SCI	Germany	DE-SCI 9.88	CONS	11.09.2008	23.09.2008	18+
	description
	DE-SCI 9.88 HAMBURG
	International Festival of Cultures
	German-Italian Workcamp
	11/09 - 23/09
	12-14 vols
	CONS, FEST, MANU, MUSIC
	The Hamburg Festival of Cultures is the meeting festival of cultures. It brings together people with non - German 
	and German backgrounds. Prejudice will fade through meeting other people. It is the goal to create a solid 
	foundation in which many different cultures live together based on respect and tolerance for everybody. 
	Participants from about 80 immigrated nations present themselves on the ‘Bazaar of Cultures’. Apart from that, 
	there will be stages were musicians and artists from all over the world will present different stiles of world music. 
	Movies will be shown and there is the opportunity to explore literature and art of different cultures. There will also 
	be a program for children and a big youth project. Before you apply, please read basic info on this site www.sci-
	d.de/info-for-you first. Here we explain, what we expect from volunteers in our camps.
	W/S: Helping the teams on the bazaar, cleaning up around the stages, helping with the projects:
	Distribution of advertisement material, distribution of  long tables and benches, assistance to the organization team
	 of the Festival, shifts at the information booth, possibly taking part in a workshop
	A: In a house with kitchen and bathroom
	F: During the festival on the  festival area, otherwise self-catering
	Q: English and /or  German 
	X: Prepared to do physical work and assistance to the team.
_________________________________________________________________________
	SCI	Germany	DE-SCI 9.89	MANU	03.08.2008	24.08.2008	18+
	description
	DE-SCI 9.89 WEIßANDT-GÖLZAU (between Magdeburg and Leipzig)
	03/08 - 24/08
	12 vols 
	MANU, RENO, SPORT
	The association Fun has purchased an old house, which will be reconstructed and used as a multicultural youth 
	centre with training, musical and meeting facilities. The aims of the association are international exchange and 
	getting to know the regional sights. There will be possibility creating and participating in ongoing sport or dance 
	courses and performances in the house. You will visit a restored western town, close to a lake with beach, and will 
	be able to go on a boating tour. There are also indoor climbing facilities and a high wire garden. Before you apply, 
	please read basic info on this site www.sci-d.de/info-for-you first. Here we explain, what we expect from volunteers
	 in our camps.
	W: Renovation and creational works in and around the house 
	S: Dance courses, excursion in the region and community life
	A: Within the house
	F: Self-catering
	X: Please bring along a sleeping bag or bedding; if possible bring your bike!
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	SCI	Germany	DE-SCI 9.91	FEST	20.06.2008	02.07.2008	18+
	description
	DE-SCI 9.91 STUTTGART
	Culture Festival
	20/06-02/07 
	8 vols
	FEST, MANU, MUSIC
	More than 25% of the people in the city of Stuttgart in southern Germany have a migration background. The 
	association “Forum of Cultures Stuttgart “connects more than 250 migrant culture organizations in the area; a job 
	that is essentially done by volunteers. Every year the” Forum of Cultures” organizes a six-day Summer Festival 
	of the Cultures on the central market place in Stuttgart. Various organizations present themselves with food 
	specialities, performances and concerts. The task of the SCI volunteers will be to assist with the organization of 
	the festival. Before you apply, please read basic info on this site www.sci-d.de/info-for-you first. Here we explain, 
	what we expect from volunteers in our camps.
	W: Assistance with the organization of the festival before, during and after the event; various tasks such as 
	setting up and taking down tents, stage, tables and benches, selling drinks from the bar, assistance in the 
	backstage area and with security, running errands, cleaning 
	S: Migrants in Germany, esp. in the Stuttgart area
	A: Simple; before and after the festival self-catering 
	Q: English, knowledge of German helpful
	X: Willingness to fulfil hard physical work, also simple tasks which demand no skills, willingness to work long hours;
	 ability to work self-reliantly
_________________________________________________________________________
	SCI	Germany	DE-SCI 9.92	RENO	01.08.2008	15.08.2008	18-26
	description
	DE-SCI 9.92 MANSFELD (near Halle/Saale)
	01/08 -15/08
	20 vols
	RENO, HERI, MANU
	The work camp is organised by the YMCA (the Young Men and Women Christian Association –German: CVJM) 
	Saxony-Anhalt and the Christian Youth Meeting Place Mansfeld Castle. Both organisations have been engaged in 
	the field of Christian youth work for many years. Mansfeld Castle is situated in the heart of Saxony-Anhalt, 40 km
	 to the west of Halle/Saale. The so called “Mansfelder Land” is closely connected with Martin Luther, who was born 
	in Eisleben and also died there. During his childhood, he lived in Mansfeld. Luther’s birthplace and last residence in 
	Eisleben are part of the UNESCO World Heritage Site. You will work on the ground of Mansfeld Castle. On the 
	weekends, there will be excursions to Wittenberg and Berlin. For more information have a look here: www.schloss-
	mansfeld.de and www.cvjm-sachsen-anhalt.de. Before you apply, please read basic info on this site www.sci-
	d.de/info-for-you first. Here we explain, what we expect from volunteers in our camps.
	W: Repairing works around the Castle and its ground, repairing fences, garden works, planting of flowers etc.
	S: History of Mansfeld Castle, Christian youth work during the GDR and today, excursions to the places of Martin 
	Luther and the Reformation to Wittenberg, Eisleben and Mansfeld, excursion to Berlin, outdoor adventure games, 
	talks about the bible, church services, possible excursion to a NS-Memorial
	A: In guestrooms at Mansfeld Castle
	F: All meals are prepared in the Castle
	Q: Openness for the Christian faith
	X: Maximum age 26 years, if available please bring your instrument with you.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	SCI	Germany	DE-SCI 9.93	CONS	20.07.2008	09.08.2008	18+
	description
	DE-SCI 9.93 ÜBERLINGEN (at Lake Constanze)
	20/07- 09/08
	20 vols
	CONS, MANU, KIDS, ART 
	Direct on Lake Constance, in Überlingen, you will find Wiestor School, a primary and secondary school with about 
	300 pupils. Many of the pupils are from immigrant families. The children have school throughout the day, which is 
	not common in Germany. The goal is for all pupils to move on to become successful citizens by finding a place to 
	train or move on to further education after schooling is complete. The historical city of Überlingen and the 
	surrounding landscape of Lake Constance presents a great opportunity for the participants to get to know one of 
	the most beautiful areas of Germany and is very close to the borders of Austria and Switzerland. Before you 
	apply, please read basic info on this site www.sci-d.de/info-for-you first. Here we explain, what we expect from 
	volunteers in our camps.
	W: Rearrangement of outdoor areas, construction of a new five-a-side football field, a covered sitting area for the 
	pupils of the primary school, green areas and a play/climb area.
	S: Participation in creating an enjoyable schoolyard appropriate for children; insight into the aims of a working 
	primary/secondary school; visits to historical monuments, such as the Goldbacher Stollen and KZ Aufkirch from 
	the Nazi regime
	A: Simple living conditions in a multipurpose room; showers are next door; two minute walk from Überlingen Train 
	Station
	Q: Interest in the project and creative design, interest and motivation
	X: Trips around Lake Constance and various points of historical significance
_________________________________________________________________________
	SCI	Germany	DE-SCI 9.94	CONS	17.08.2008	05.09.2008	18+
	description
	DE-SCI 9.94 REINHARDSBRUNN (Thuringia, near Erfurt)
	17/08-05/09 
	12 vols.
	CONS, HERI, MANU, RENO
	The Youth hostel is situated in a cloister park, which was build by monks in 11th century. They created several 
	lakes which still exist and today are just for fish growing and swimming. As in old times they have a traditional 
	bakery and pottery workshop. Different groups of children and young people visit the hostel during their holidays 
	or take part in work shops. The house is located within the beautiful forest of Thuringia, near the famous historical 
	trade path Rennsteig. It is a great place for holidays and leisure time.
	You will visit historical sights like the regional capital Erfurt, the city of Gotha and the Wartburg in Eisenach.
	W: Construction of a playground and sporting field, setting up a beach ball field, painting jobs 
	S: Local history, international exchange 
	A: In a lodging house 
	F: Breakfast and/or lunch can be provided, dinner you will prepare together.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	SCI	Germany	DE-SCI 9.95	RENO	25.07.2008	15.08.2008	18+
	description
	DE-SCI 9.95 WECHMAR (Thuringia, near Erfurt)
	25/07-15/08 
	12 vols 
	RENO, HERI, FEST, MUSIC
	Wechmar is known in the international world of music as the "home of the forefathers of the Bach family". In the 
	16th century, Veit Bach, a baker, left his home in Hungary and moved to Wechmar, a village near Erfurt. More 
	than half of his descendants became musicians, among them the genius composer Johann Sebastian Bach, his 
	great great grandson. The original Bach house in historical centre of Wechmar is the oldest living and working place
	 of Bach family in the world. 
	Historic sights can be visited during free time, like the regional capital Erfurt, the city of Gotha and the “Wartburg” 
	in Eisenach. Before you apply, please read basic info on this site www.sci-d.de/info-for-you first. Here we explain, 
	what we expect from volunteers in our camps.
	W: Renovation of  the old manor, building a geological trail on an area surrounded by a moat, participants will help 
	preparing and take part in the local feast
	S: Monument conservation, local history, rural traditions
	A: A building on the sports field of the community
	F: In the mornings and evenings the group will prepare their own food, lunch will be provided.
_________________________________________________________________________
	SCI	Germany	DE-SCI 9.96	CONS	10.08.2008	31.08.2008	18+
	description
	DE-SCI 9.96 GOSSELDING (near Munich)
	10/08- 31/08 
	15 vols
	CONS, RENO, HERI
	Gosselding is a solitary farm outside a village. The farmstead is very old and was first mentioned in 1482. Since 
	then, it has been in use as a farmhouse throughout the centuries until the 1960s. There are several comparable 
	farms in this area. In the 1970s the farmhouse was converted into a youth centre for boy scouts. After that it was 
	used for recreational activities and then, the development association of “Gosselding e.V.” took over charge of the
	 house.
	Since then a lot has been done. A dilapidated part of the main building was pulled down and rebuilt, the old building 
	was completely refurbished. The sanitary facilities were adapted to comply with modern standards. Many 
	international work-camps have helped to put up the new buildings. Since 2004 the house has been operating again 
	and is available for all kinds of youth groups who can rent it for free time activities, class outings, seminars or 
	other such things. Before you apply, please read basic info on this site www.sci-d.de/info-for-you first. Here we 
	explain, what we expect from volunteers in our camps.
	W: Insulation measures in the old building, paving work, possibly installation and connection of a solar panel
	S: Conservation of historical monuments, local history, German history
	A: Communal accommodation
	F: Self-catering. There is a large kitchen.
	X: Trips to Munich, Dachau and Neuschwanstein
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	SCI	Germany	DE-SCI 9.97	MAINT	10.08.2008	28.08.2008	18+
	description
	DE-SCI 9.97 FÖCKINGHAUSEN (80 km east of Dortmund)
	10/08-28/08
	15 vols
	MANU, RENO, SOCI, ART
	The family hostel Föckinghausen lies in the middle of Sauerland, near of the cities of Warstein and Meschede. 
	"The Sauerland is a rural, hilly area, spreading across most of the east of North Rhine-Westphalia." (Wikipedia)
	Youth groups, families, choirs and many more stay here to arrange seminars or to spend their spare time. The 
	responsible organisation is the charity federation of Gelsenkirchen, which has run a recreational house in the area 
	since 1967 for socially deprived families from the Ruhr area. Before you apply, please read basic info on this site 
	www.sci-d.de/info-for-you first. Here we explain, what we expect from volunteers in our camps.
	W: Renovation work and paintings, outside arrangements maintain 
	S: Getting to know of the charity federation and the specific features of a family holidays site 
	A: In the group house of our holidays site, shared rooms, full catering by the house 
	Q: Interest in the subject, readiness to physical work 
	X: Excursion to the closer surroundings, e.g., leisure park “Fort Fun”, information about the house 
	www.ferienstaette-foeckinghausen.de
_________________________________________________________________________
	SCI	Germany	DE-SCI 9.98	ARTS	01.08.2008	30.08.2008	18+
	description
	DE-SCI 9.98 GOTTSDORF (near Berlin)
	2 weeks in August
	12 vols.
	ART, CONS, ENVI, MANU, STUDY 
	Gottsdorf is a small but old village, where a network of projects dealing with arts, culture, alternative economics 
	and social projects are growing up. People with a wide variety backgrounds have been living there for the past 15 
	years. The art und cultural projects help to create sensibility for village traditions and the countryside, but at the 
	same time serve to open up the village inhabitants to the wider world & thus enrich themselves through 
	acquaintance with foreign cultures.  „Globally connected, locally rooted“ has become the popular motto of the 
	village. Exhibitions, sound statues, an art meadow, a labyrinth as well as a “house of cultures” can all be found in 
	the village. Following this international tradition, we want to build „Auroville-capsules“ this summer. These are a kind
	 of traditionally-built hut vacated originally by one of the biggest & important living communities in Auroville, India. 
	Before you apply, please read basic info on this site www.sci-d.de/info-for-you first. Here we explain, what we 
	expect from volunteers in our camps.
	W: Documenting the current state of the intended locations, removing illegal waste, re-naturalisation, geomantic 
	measuring, constructing „Auroville capsules“
	S: Regional history, nature protection, integration in national and international cultural perspectives, e.g. contacts to
	 Auroville, we will talk about cooperation, integration and understanding from an artistic point of view
	A: In tents 
	Q: Manual skills and artistic interest; Curiosity for the exceptional in everyday life and relations within a group
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	SCI	Germany	DE-SCI 9.99	ARTS	01.09.2008	30.09.2008	18+
	description
	DE-SCI 9.99 LEIPZIG
	Theatre Camp
	14 days in September 
	12 vols 
	ART, EDU, FEST, PEACE
	Good mutual understanding is a precondition for a successful international exchange. With theatre we use 
	numerous, above all non-verbal (mimic, body language, sounds) expressions in order to facilitate differentiated 
	communication going beyond existing language barriers. Under professional tuition the volunteers will learn and 
	practice some fundamental techniques of acting and in so doing learn about their different cultural backgrounds. At
	 the end of the camp, these volunteers will perform small theatre-plays in different parts of the city under the 
	motto “strange is beautiful”. The majority of the workcamp will be Belarussians. Before you apply, please read 
	basic info on this site www.sci-d.de/info-for-you first. Here we explain, what we expect from volunteers in our 
	camps.
	W: Acting and performing theatre
	S:  “Strange is beautiful” – study programme on the topic of racism
	A: Probably in a youth cultural centre in the city
	Q: Good knowledge of German or English language, experience of acting is not an absolute necessity, more 
	important is the motivation and courage to learn acting
	X: There are 2-3 places for international volunteers.
_________________________________________________________________________
	SCI	Germany	DE-SCI-1.37	EDU	22.06.2008	12.07.2008	18+
	description
	DE-SCI-1.37 LEIPZIG, Antiracism
	Workcamp on Antiracism in Schools and Youth Clubs
	22/06-12/07 
	15 vols
	EDU, KIDS, YOUTH, PEACE, STUDY
	RAA (Regional Coordination of matters of antiracism and foreigners) is an East German NGO, that promotes 
	concepts of antiracism among pupils and that councils foreigners and victims of racist violence. The workcamp in 
	Leipzig will take place in three schools and school clubs. It is the follow up of a similar workcamp last year and has 
	the motto “Intercultural exchange has to be learnt”. During the first part there is time to learn about the German 
	school system and methods to work with the teenagers (12 to 15 years). This part might take place out of town. 
	During the following two weeks small teams of 3 to 5 participants will be in the schools at lessons, such as English,
	 Geography, Arts and present their countries. There are also afternoon activities to be involved in. Creative 
	methods, such as games or video, will be used, German teachers and social workers will cooperate in the projects. 
	The project takes place during the last school weeks before the holidays. Before you apply, please read basic info 
	on this site www.sci-d.de/info-for-you first. Here we explain, what we expect from volunteers in our camps.
	W: Creative games with pupils during pauses and free time
	S: Antiracism in schools and youth clubs
	A: Simple, maybe even in tents
	Q: Enthusiasm to work with disadvantaged teenagers 
	B: Preference will be given to applications from South-Eastern Europe.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	SCI	Germany	DE-SCI-6-54	CONS	16.08.2008	30.08.2008	18+
	description
	DE-SCI-6-54 WERNSDORF (about 30 km east of Berlin) 
	German-Polish-Spanish Workcamp
	16/08- 30/08
	12 vols
	CONS, ENVI, MANU, RENO, ART
	15 people, aged between 1 and 70 years, moved out of town in order to live and work together in the countryside. 
	They moved to Wernsdorf, a small village in Brandenburg, ca. 30 km away from Berlin. In this village they run the 
	“vacation- and-seminar house Wernsdorf”, which was founded by members of the social club SSB from Berlin. 
	During the German Democratic Republic (GDR), the complex had been used as a summer residence for the 
	children of police officers. It was renovated by the members of SSB on their own. Thus a very nice place has 
	been created which since 1994 can be used for recreational and educational purposes during the whole year. It has 
	ateliers, studios and meadows to pursue their various creative activities. Their aim is to create and preserve self-
	managed places to live and work. The seminar house is situated in a beautiful landscape and surrounded by a large
	 forest and a lake to swim. Before you apply, please read basic info on this site www.sci-d.de/info-for-you first. 
	Here we explain, what we expect from volunteers in our camps.
	W: Work in the forest, collecting woods, sawing; renovating buildings; creative design of the front of the building
	S: Sustainable development and environment protection, creative workshops (acrobatics, artistic woodworking, 
	etc.) 
	A: In the seminar house 
	Q: Willingness to physical work, interest for environmental issues
_________________________________________________________________________
	SCI	Germany	DE-SCI-8.82	AIDS	03.08.2008	17.08.2008	18+
	description
	DE-SCI-8.82 BERLIN
	AIDS/HIV Prevention
	03/08 – 17/08
	12 vols. 
	EDU, SOCI, AIDS/HIV
	The volunteers will support different projects for HIV/AIDS prevention in the capital of Germany. The main target 
	groups are men having sex with men, male and female prostitutes and HIV-drug users. Thereby, outreach work in 
	these communities is the first priority in order to distribute information on HIV/AIDS and empower people to live 
	healthy. Volunteers will work on Pub-Crawls, conduct actions and performances on parties and wherever people 
	meet. Before you apply, please read basic info on this site www.sci-d.de/info-for-you first. Here we explain, what 
	we expect from volunteers in our camps.
	W:  Planning, Organisation and Conducting an outreach activity: create games, materials, outfits, etc.; 
	participating in various activities, support team in every-day-business: managing info-material (prepare, distribute, 
	...)
	S: HIV/AIDS in Germany and worldwide, prevention strategies
	A: Youth centre in Berlin
	Q: Volunteers should be open to work in the gay scene and with the other target groups and have a strong interest 
	in this topic. Motivation to do all kinds of work and outreach actions, good knowledge of English – German is a 
	plus. 
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	DE-VJF 1.1	ENVI	31.03.2008	13.04.2008	18-26
	description
	DE-VJF 1.1 Island Ruegen 31.03.-13.04.08 ENVI  Age limit: 18-26 15 vols
	Work: Your work will include different activities: clearance of a forest, removing bushes in the area surrounding 
	Sassnitz, removing an old bridge and other environmental tasks. This is a special task for nature lovers. You will 
	meet children from the city and talk with them about environmental issues. It is possible that you will build a fence 
	or do other small construction works on the area of the accommodation and for kindergartens or youth clubs.
	Accommodation: In a house
	Language: English
	Location: The National Park Jasmund is on the isle of Ruegen at the Baltic Sea.
	Terminal: Berlin or Hamburg
	Special Requirements: None
	Special Remarks: None
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	DE-VJF 1.2	ENVI	18.08.2008	02.09.2008	18-26
	description
	DE-VJF 1.2  Wooster Teerofen  18.08.-02.09.08            ENVI         Age limit: 18-26    12 vols
	Work: Your work will include different activities: cultivation of a biotope, planting work, clearance of a forest, 
	mowing meadows and removing bushes in the area surrounding Karow. This is a special task for nature lovers.
	Accommodation: You will live in big tents. In a separate building are a kitchen and two rooms for meetings.
	Language: English
	Location: The project is situated in the Nature Reserve „Nossentiner Schwinzer Heide“, between the two towns 
	Goldberg and Guestrow in the Federal district of Mecklenburg, in the north east of Germany. 
	Terminal: Berlin or Hamburg 
	Special Requirements: You have to be able to ride a bicycle. 
	Special Remarks: None
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	DE-VJF 1.3	ENVI	18.08.2008	31.08.2008	18-26
	description
	DE-VJF 1.3  Schloss Dreiluetzow  18.08.-31.08.08      ENVI/ART  Age limit: 18-26         15 vols
	Work:   The task in this workcamp will be to care for the park behind the castle. We have been trying for several 
	years to change the park back into an old English park as it was in the last centuries until it was destroyed. 
	The highlight of the workcamp will be the light feast on the last weekend. Here we need your help in preparing and 
	hosting the feast. We would really appreciate, if you play an instrument, if you could it bring with you. 
	It is possible that your help will be needed to prepare and run another festival close to the castle.
	Accommodation:   The volunteers will be accommodated in a little building next to the castle.
	Language:  English
	Location: The nearest town Wittenburg is about 4 km away and the closest big town is Schwerin about 25 km away
	
	Terminal: Berlin or Hamburg
	Special Requirements: None
	Special Remarks: Remote area
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	DE-VJF 1.4	ENVI	11.08.2008	29.08.2008	18-26
	description
	DE-VJF 1.4  Ploewen  11.08.-29.08.08  ENVI             Age limit: 18-26           12 vols
	Work: During our project you will have the opportunity to learn about the history and culture of small villages in 
	Mecklenburg-Vorpommern. Your main task will be working in the nature around the forests in this area. You will help
	 to build nesting boxes for the sea swallows, an observation post for the rangers in the Nature Park and other 
	environmental tasks are possible. The sea swallow is one of the endangered species and that’s why this project is 
	really important for the area.  
	Accommodation: Language: English
	Location: close to Pasewalk
	Terminal: Berlin or Hamburg
	Special Requirements: None
	Special Remarks: This is a remote area
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	DE-VJF 1.5	CONS	11.08.2008	31.08.2008	18-26
	description
	DE-VJF 1.5  Broellin  11.08.-31.08.08         CONS  Age limit: 18-26 8 vols
	Work: Every year at Schloss Broellin artists meet to run international art workshops, festivals and other events. 
	The aim is to provide a meeting place for artists and the public. Artists present their work and exchange ideas with 
	colleagues. 
	This year an international youth project with youngsters from different east European countries is planned. They 
	are of the same age as you. The second event where your help will be needed is a theatre project. Your help will be
	 needed to build up the stage, prepare the rooms and help in the kitchen.
	Accommodation: The volunteers will be accommodated in a big room inside the castle. Showers and toilets are 
	available.
	Language: English
	Location: The little village Broellin is situated in the federal state Mecklenburg-Vorpommern close to the Polish 
	border. The nearest town Pasewalk is about 6 km away and the closest big town is Neubrandenburg, about 50km 
	away. 
	Terminal: Berlin or Hamburg
	Special Requirements: None
	Special Remarks: This is a remote area
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	DE-VJF 1.6	ENVI	29.06.2008	14.07.2008	18-26
	description
	DE-VJF 1.6  Zarnekla (Vegetarian Camp)  29.06.-14.07.08      ENVI  Age limit: 18-26  17 vols
	Work: The main work will take place in a forest close to the village of Zarnekla, in Drosedow. This forest has not 
	been touched in about 60 years. 
	The work will include building a pavilion using clay, glass, wood..., mowing a meadow, establishing information signs
	 for visitors, removing rubbish and collecting wood. You will learn more about the nature and protection of nature.
	Accommodation: The accommodation is modest and rural. There are compost toilets; warm water is available only 
	in the evening. You can use a solar shower. The kitchen-stove is old (but romantic). You will sleep in one or two big
	 rooms in the barn. 
	Language: English
	Terminal: Berlin or Hamburg
	Special Requirements: None
	Special Remarks: All food in the camp is vegetarian. Vegan people are welcome. You will prepare your meals 
	together. The food will be mostly organically grown, some of the vegetables you will harvest fresh from the 
	garden. This is a remote area
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	DE-VJF 2.1	RENO	16.08.2008	30.08.2008	18-26
	description
	DE-VJF 2.1     KiEZ Hoelzerner See  16.08.-30.08.08   RENO/ENVI          Age limit: 18-26     15 vols
	Work: The KiEZ Hoelzener See is set within the wildlife park of Dahme-Heidessen, on the shores of the lake 
	Hoelzener See. Your will be involved in small renovation and environmental works on the site.
	Accommodation: You will live in the centre in small bungalows, showers and bathrooms, and all linen is provided. 
	Language: English
	Location: The Erholungszentrum Hoelzerner See is just 15 minutes drive by bus from S-Bahn Koenigs 
	Wusterhausen. You will need about an hour by S-Bahn from the city of Berlin to Koenigs Wusterhausen.
	Terminal: Berlin
	Special Requirements: None
	Special Remarks: None
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	DE-VJF 2.2	ENVI	19.07.2008	09.08.2008	18-26
	description
	DE-VJF 2.2  Wulkow    19.07-09.08.08              ENVI      Age limit: 18-26 15 vols
	Work: The work to be done within the camp is as well construction work and landscaping as creating and producing 
	a film and preparing a folk music event as the highlight of the camp (you don’t have to be experienced with all this 
	kind of work - you’ll be assisted by skilled people). 
	Within the workcamp you’re going to contribute in creating a small visitor centre including a café, a media room, an
	 exhibition area and some landscape elements (playground for children) close to the building. 
	Supported by an experienced TV-journalist some of you can produce a short documentary film. To prepare the folk
	 music event you’re invited to take along typical and nice music and/or instruments from your own country. In a 
	workshop, lead by a musician, you may create a show together. Furthermore there are possibilities to help in the 
	kindergarten, in the herb garden or in the ecological agriculture.
	Accommodation: You’ll be accommodated in the Eco-Speicher. There is a loft with several sleeping and living 
	rooms, 2 bathrooms, a common kitchen and a room with table tennis and table soccer. Beds and blankets are 
	provided.  
	Language: English
	Location: Wulkow, a small eco-village with 230 inhabitants, is situated in the east of Germany, about 3 km to the 
	German-Polish border and 80 kilometres from Berlin.
	Special Requirements: None
	Special Remarks: This is a remote area
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	DE-VJF 2.3	HIST	30.06.2008	19.07.2008	18-26
	description
	DE-VJF 2.3 Sachsenhausen 1 30.06.-19.07.08  HIST/RENO  Age limit: 18-26 15 vols
	
	Work: This is a unique opportunity to take part in an extended study program on the site of the Sachsenhausen 
	Memorial and Museum- one of the earliest established and longest running concentration camps in Germany.
	The aims of this special project are: 
	- To bring together young people from different countries and deepen their understanding of history, enabling them 
	to gain access to the period of National Socialism;
	- To show how two different camps as the result of two dictatorships could exist at the same place; 
	- To go deeper into how the administration and extermination machine worked;
	- To consider oneself as part of history and of today’s society, and taking responsibility for the future. 
	You will have the opportunity to talk with former inmates of the camp and employees with historical expertise, take
	 guided tours and excursions to nearby memorial sites, and work in the archives and onsite library. Although the 
	main task will be studies of history, manual work like gardening, maintenance work and cleaning-up of specific 
	areas of the memorial are also planned. 
	Accommodation: Accommodation will be in a youth hostel, 2km from the memorial site. 
	Language: English
	Location: In a small town 8km north of Berlin.
	Terminal: Berlin
	Special Requirements: Good or very good English skills are necessary. In this camp you have to be able to ride a 
	bike!
	Special Remarks: None
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	DE-VJF 2.4	HIST	04.08.2008	21.08.2008	18-26
	description
	DE-VJF 2.4  Sachsenhausen 2  04.08.-21.08.08  HIST/RENO   Age limit: 18-26  15 vols
	Work: This is a unique opportunity to take part in an extended study program on the site of the Sachsenhausen 
	Memorial and Museum- one of the earliest established and longest running concentration camps in Germany.
	The aims of this special project are: 
	- To bring together young people from different countries and deepen their understanding of history, enabling them 
	to gain access to the period of National Socialism;
	- To show how two different camps as the result of two dictatorships could exist at the same place; 
	- To go deeper into how the administration and extermination machine worked;
	- To consider oneself as part of history and of today’s society, and taking responsibility for the future. 
	You will have the opportunity to talk with former inmates of the camp and employees with historical expertise, take
	 guided tours and excursions to nearby memorial sites, and work in the archives and onsite library. Although the 
	main task will be studies of history, manual work like gardening, maintenance work and cleaning-up of specific 
	areas of the memorial are also planned. 
	Accommodation: Accommodation will be in a youth hostel, 2km from the memorial site. 
	Language: English
	Location: In a small town 8km north of Berlin.
	Terminal: Berlin
	Special Requirements: Good or very good English skills are necessary. In this camp you have to be able to ride a 
	bike!
	Special Remarks: None
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	DE-VJF 2.5	ENVI	01.09.2008	15.09.2008	18-26
	description
	DE-VJF 2.5  KiEZ Frauensee  01.09.-15.09.08        ENVI/ARTS  Age limit: 18-26  18 vols
	Work: You will renovate the rooms of the buildings and you will also clean the surrounding areas of the houses. 
	Another task will be to support the staff organizing the “Autumn Spectacle”, a party for children and their parents. 
	The volunteers are also asked to create a circus program for the children who are in the centre. It will be shown at 
	the “Autumn Spectacle”.
	Accommodation: You will live in bungalows of 2-6 persons
	Language: English
	Location: The next biggest town is Koenigs Wusterhausen.
	Special Requirements: None
	Special Remarks: None
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	DE-VJF 2.6	AG/AGRI	28.07.2008	16.08.2008	18-26
	description
	DE-VJF 2.6    Burg/ Spreewald     28.07.-16.08.08      AGRI / ENVI      Age limit: 18-26           10 vols
	Work: You will work about 6 hours a day in the special agricultural area of a biosphere reserve.
	Some gardening work is planned i.e. working and harvesting in the herb garden.
	Study: Environmental protection, special information on biosphere reserves
	Accommodation: You will live in a big bungalow at the shore of the lake “Byhleguhrer See”, about 7 km from Burg / 
	Spreewald. 
	Language: English
	Location: The project will take place in the famous area of Germany, called „Spreewald“. Burg is a small village with
	 about 3500 German and Sorbish inhabitants.
	Terminal: Berlin
	Special Requirements: In this camp you have to be able to ride a bike!
	Special Remarks: None
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	DE-VJF 2.7	HIST	04.08.2008	17.08.2008	18-26
	description
	DE-VJF 2.7  Ravensbrueck  04.08.-17.08.08  HIST/RENO   Age limit: 18-26  15 vols
	Work: In this year the project in Ravensbrück will continue to connect practical work and study with youth and eye-
	witness meetings.
	It is planned that the group will work on the area of the women’s concentration camp. There many different tasks to
	 be done: cleaning the area of wild growing vegetation, environmental work and investigation work.
	Accommodation: You will live in a youth hostel near the Ravensbrueck memorial. Shower and toilets are available.
	
	Language: English
	Location: The Ravensbrueck memorial is close to the small town Fuerstenberg/Havel, situated in the north of the 
	federal state Brandenburg about 80 km north of Berlin.
	Special Requirements: For this workcamp (very) good English skills are required.
	Special Remarks: None.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	DE-VJF 3.2	RENO	17.03.2008	05.04.2008	18-26
	description
	DE-VJF 3.2         Berlin-Spring             17.03-05.04.08            RENO         Age limit: 18-26	15 vols 
	Work: You will live and work in the “Projekt- und Begegnungsstaette”, which is the meeting and project centre of the
	 Union of Young Volunteers (VJF). Your help is needed to make the “project and meeting centre” more attractive 
	for all our visitors - children, teenagers, students, artists and different groups of adults. The volunteers are asked 
	to dig and to do gardening work. 
	Accommodation: You will live in the centre in small bungalows.
	Language: English
	Location: A quiet place on a lake about an hour from the centre of Berlin.
	Special Requirements: None
	Special Remarks: None
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	DE-VJF 3.3	LANG	15.04.2008	25.04.2008	18-26
	description
	DE-VJF 3.3  Sprachcamp   15.04-25.04.08        LANG/RENO       Age limit: 18-26              12 vols
	Work: The major component of this camp is a German immersion and study program. Formal and informal lessons
	 in German language, history and culture will take place alongside excursions to Berlin and small renovation works. 
	A perfect way to improve your German, meet young people from all over the world, and help maintain a beautiful 
	natural site.
	Accommodation: You will live in the centre in small bungalows.
	Language: German
	Location: You will live in the “Projekt- und Begegnungsstaette”, which is the meeting and project centre of the Union
	 of Young Volunteers (VJF) in quiet place on a lake about an hour from the centre of Berlin.
	Terminal: Berlin
	Special Requirements: None
	Special Remarks: A 100€ additional fee applies
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	DE-VJF 3.4	RENO	07.07.2008	26.07.2008	18-26
	description
	DE-VJF 3.4  Berlin Maxim   07.07.-26.07.08             RENO  Age limit: 18-26  15 vols
	Work: During the first week you will help to prepare and run the drumming festival “RAKATAK. Afterwards you help
	 to clean the place. In the last years 7000 visitors were present at the festival. 
	The main task of this project will be designing, creating and renovating the outer walls of the building of the youth 
	club MAXIM. You will renew broken pieces of wood, remove paint or paint.
	You will also do various garden works. 
	Accommodation: You will live onsite at the youth club, in modest but clean quarters. There is a kitchen and of 
	course bathrooms. 
	Language: English
	Location: The MAXIM youth club is in Weissensee, a city district in the north-eastern part of Berlin. 
	Terminal: Berlin
	Special Requirements: Volunteers should be able to ride a bike as we have planned short and long bike tours.
	Special Remarks: None
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	DE-VJF 3.6	AG/AGRI	03.09.2008	16.09.2008	18-26
	description
	DE-VJF 3.6      Berlin Marzahn     03.09.-16.09.08           AGRI/CULT         Age limit: 18-26 15 vols
	Work: The topic of this project will be the environment and traditional farming. You will work at a special farm, 
	„Tierhof Alt-Marzahn“, a working agricultural museum. Volunteers will be asked to help in the daily running of the 
	farm, including feeding the animals (donkeys, rabbits, chickens, sheep and horses) and cleaning their enclosures. 
	During the second part of the project your main job will be helping to prepare the annual traditional market in 
	Marzahn. The group will help with gardening work (such as cutting roses and pulling weeds) to make the town look 
	perfect for the festival. Take part in building town spirit and pride, while learning practical agriculture skills and 
	meeting like minded people!
	Accommodation: You will be living in 4-bed dormitory style accommodation in a big house in the new housing 
	estate in the eastern part of Berlin. Showers, toilets, a meeting room and a kitchen are on the same floor. 
	Language: English
	Location: The project will take place in a new housing estate in the east of Berlin
	Terminal: Berlin
	Special Requirements: Volunteers should be able to ride a bike as we have planned short and long bike tours.
	Special Remarks: None
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	DE-VJF 4.1	RENO	15.07.2008	31.07.2008	18-26
	description
	DE-VJF 4.1.  Elben  15.07.-31.07.08                 RENO  Age limit: 18-26  12 vols
	Work: The group will be in charge of the preservation of a historical house.
	Accommodation: In a house on mattresses or in tents, depending on the weather.
	Language: German
	Location: In a village 25 km from Halle/Saale.
	Terminal: Leipzig/Halle
	Special Requirements: Participants should be able to ride a bike, because it takes a 13 km ride to work each day.
	Special Remarks: This is a remote area
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	DE-VJF 4.2	ENVI	11.08.2008	30.08.2008	18-26
	description
	DE-VJF 4.2  Schloss Altenhausen      11.08-30.08.08        ENVI  Age limit: 18-26  15 vols
	Work: Your help is needed to clean up the surroundings of the Schloss Altenhausen (Altenhausen Castle). Your 
	tasks will include the maintenance of an open space on the grounds of the castle, the building of new paths and the
	 maintenance of the park. If the weather is rainy you can do renovation work in a house on the property. Help 
	restore the grounds of this grand castle while meeting new people and exploring a rarely seen area of Germany.
	Accommodation: You will live onsite, in rooms for up to 8 people.
	Language: English
	Location: Schloss Altenhausen is located in an extremely remote area in the centre of Germany.
	Terminal: Halle/ Leipzig
	Special Requirements: None
	Special Remarks: Be prepared to live in an isolated area.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	DE-VJF 4.3	CONS	08.08.2008	30.08.2008	18-26
	description
	DE-VJF 4.3  Rackith         08.08-30.08.08      CONS/ ENVI            Age limit: 18-26                    10 vols
	Work: An everyday task for some of the group will be helping with rabbits and sheep farming. Please note that 
	they do not have horses!  You have to be prepared to start your work at 7 a.m.! 
	You will be helping to harvest oats and maybe help to bring in hay. 
	Works on the farm will be re-establishing a biological purification system of sewage including removing and planting
	 bushes and flowers. 
	A summer party will take place on the last weekend and your help will be needed to prepare and run it. 
	In case of bad weather you will work inside of the former mill. 
	Important! This workcamp is not suitable for persons suffering from an allergy!
	Accommodation: You will live onsite in rooms for several people. 
	Language: English
	Location: The village of Rackith is located some kilometres from Lutherstadt Wittenberg, famous for both the 
	Reformator Martin Luther and the Cranach Brothers
	Terminal: Halle/Leipzig
	Special Requirements: Volunteers should be able to ride a bike.
	Special Remarks: This workcamp is not suitable for people suffering from allergies. The site is in an isolated area.
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	DE-VJF 4.4	RENO	01.07.2008	21.07.2008	18-26
	description
	DE-VJF 4.4  Guentersberge  01.07.-21.07.08          RENO  Age limit: 18-26  15 vols
	Project / Work: Your help is needed to make the KiEZ more attractive for all our visitors - children, teenagers, 
	students, artists and different groups of adults. The volunteers are asked to do repairing, renovating, cleaning and 
	gardening work. Your help will also be needed to build an oven outside for bread.
	Accommodation: You will live in bungalows with 4 or 5 beds; the toilets and showers are about 200 m from your 
	bungalows. Close to the sleeping place you will have your own relaxing place, a big room to meet in the evening. 
	Language: English
	Location: close to the city Quedlinburg
	Special Requirements: Volunteers should be able to ride a bike.
	Special Remarks: None.
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	DE-VJF 4.5 Deetz 1	ENVI	14.07.2008	01.08.2008	18-26
	description
	DE-VJF 4.5 Deetz 1      14.07.-01.08.08     ENVI/RENO      Age limit: 18-26    12 vols
	
	Work: You will work on the Europa-Jugend Bauernhof, a farm that caters for school classes who want to 
	experience farmlife. You will work in the garden like weeding, harvesting, planting. On the area of the farm changes
	 are planned to make the place more attractive for the visitors and you will be the ones who will bring in your own 
	ideas. It is possible that your help will also be needed for renovating a horse stable. 
	Accommodation: You will live in a house, the former vicarage, with rooms for up to 8 persons, a kitchen and a big 
	yard behind the house. 
	Language: English
	Location: close to the city Dessau
	Special Requirements: Volunteers should be able to ride a bike.
	Special Remarks: This is a remote area
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	DE-VJF 4.5 Deetz 2	ENVI	04.08.2008	22.08.2008	18-26
	description
	DE-VJF 4.5 Deetz 2      04.08.-22.08.08     ENVI/RENO      Age limit: 18-26    12 vols
	
	Work: You will work on the Europa-Jugend Bauernhof, a farm that caters for school classes who want to 
	experience farmlife. You will work in the garden like weeding, harvesting, planting. On the area of the farm changes
	 are planned to make the place more attractive for the visitors and you will be the ones who will bring in your own 
	ideas. It is possible that your help will also be needed for renovating a horse stable. 
	Accommodation: You will live in a house, the former vicarage, with rooms for up to 8 persons, a kitchen and a big 
	yard behind the house. 
	Language: English
	Location: close to the city Dessau
	Special Requirements: Volunteers should be able to ride a bike.
	Special Remarks: This is a remote area
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	DE-VJF 4.5 Deetz 3	ENVI	25.08.2008	05.09.2008	18-26
	description
	DE-VJF 4.5 Deetz 3      25.08.-05.09.08     ENVI/RENO      Age limit: 18-26    12 vols
	
	Work: You will work on the Europa-Jugend Bauernhof, a farm that caters for school classes who want to 
	experience farmlife. You will work in the garden like weeding, harvesting, planting. On the area of the farm changes
	 are planned to make the place more attractive for the visitors and you will be the ones who will bring in your own 
	ideas. It is possible that your help will also be needed for renovating a horse stable. 
	Accommodation: You will live in a house, the former vicarage, with rooms for up to 8 persons, a kitchen and a big 
	yard behind the house. 
	Language: English
	Location: close to the city Dessau
	Special Requirements: Volunteers should be able to ride a bike.
	Special Remarks: This is a remote area
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	DE-VJF 5.1	AG/AGRI	14.07.2008	01.08.2008	18-26
	description
	DE-VJF 5.1  Gut Gamig  14.07.-01.08.08      AGRI/MENT             Age limit: 18-26                    12 vols
	Work: Gamig Castle is used for the rehabilitation and treatment of mentally ill (manic depressive and 
	schizophrenic) people. The patients work on a large organic farm, as well as in art and craft shops. Volunteers are 
	asked to do different gardening work and help in the agricultural activities such as apple harvesting and cleaning 
	and harvesting of vegetables and fruits. You will work approximately 6 hours a day, sometimes alongside the 
	patients. If you are interested we can have talks with the doctor about methods and aims of the medical treatment 
	of the centre. This is a fantastic opportunity to work in a unique setting.
	Accommodation: You will be living onsite in simple conditions; a property with kitchen and bathrooms is provided, 
	and camping is a possibility
	Language: English
	Location: Close to Dresden
	Terminal: Halle/ Leipzig
	Special Requirements: None
	Special Remarks: Remote Area
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	DE-VJF 5.2	FEST	15.07.2008	05.08.2008	18-26
	description
	DE-VJF 5.2      Sun Flower Festival 1 - Theatre Project   15.07.-05.08.08   FEST/ARTS  Age limit: 18-26 20 vols
	Work: The Sun Flower Festival is a weekend of ‘laughter, dance and mutual understanding’. German and 
	international bands play Hippie, Rock, Reggae, Goa and World music alongside workshops, performances and 
	bazaars. Your work on the festival is two-fold: firstly your help is required setting up, supporting and clearing away 
	after the Sun Flower Festival. You will help to decorate the festival area, the interior of the event tents and build 
	different constructions for the festival. Help will be needed in co-ordinating the arriving cars and catering for the 
	artists backstage during the festival.
	Theatre Project:
	Working as group you will organise and perform a show as part of the festival program. Alongside the practical 
	aspects of helping with the festival set up, we are looking to you to handle all aspects of the theatre process- 
	planning, and performing as a group. It is completely up to you and the group to decide if you will remake an 
	existing play or create a new piece, but be ready to shine as you show your work to festival visitors!
	As you can see, it is a busy work camp, but a great atmosphere and lots of fun!
	During the last week of the project you will travel through Saxony with the group.
	Accommodation: Your accommodation will be very basic. You will live on the festival ground in a big tent. Don’t 
	worry - showers and toilets are available
	Language: English
	Location: Freiberg is a small university town with about 50 000 inhabitants, in the Southeast of Germany, not far 
	Dresden
	Terminal: Halle/ Leipzig
	Special Requirements: Creativity is a must for this project, and a readiness to perform! Good English skills are 
	important.
	Special Remarks: None
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	DE-VJF 5.3	FEST	15.07.2008	05.08.2008	18-26
	description
	DE-VJF 5.3    Sun Flower Festival 2 – Photo/Video Project   15.07.-05.08.08   FEST/ARTS   Age limit: 18-26   20 
	vols
	Work: The Sun Flower Festival is a weekend of ‘laughter, dance and mutual understanding’. German and 
	international bands play Hippie, Rock, Reggae, Goa and World music alongside workshops, performances and 
	bazaars. Your work on the festival is two-fold: firstly your help is required setting up, supporting and clearing away 
	after the Sun Flower Festival. You will help to decorate the festival area, the interior of the event tents and build 
	different constructions for the festival. Help will be needed in co-ordinating the arriving cars and catering for the 
	artists backstage during the festival.
	Photo and Video project: Alongside this more practical aspect, this year we invite you to work in teams to create a 
	record of the festival and your role in it. With your team decide upon an angle, a theme or a vision of the Sun 
	Flower Festival, and then work with your cameras, videos or phones to best capture it. The team leader will sort 
	and archive these images, and create a CD record for each work camp member. The best images and videos will 
	be included on the Sun Flower Festival homepage!
	As you can see, it is a busy work camp, but a great atmosphere and lots of fun!
	During the last week of the camp you will travel through Saxony with the group.
	Accommodation: Your accommodation will be very basic. You will live on the festival ground in a big tent. Don’t 
	worry - showers and toilets are available
	Language: English
	Location: Freiberg is a small university town with about 50 000 inhabitants, in the Southeast of Germany, not far 
	Dresden
	Terminal: Halle/ Leipzig
	Special Requirements: Creativity is a must for this project, and a readiness to perform! Good English skills are 
	important.
	Special Remarks: None
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	DE-VJF 6.1	ENVI	18.08.2008	31.08.2008	18-26
	description
	DE-VJF 6.1 Jena       18.08.-31.08.08             ENVI  Age limit: 18-26  10 vols
	Work: The volunteers will help the environmentally engaged organisation “Berggesellschaften” and the local 
	foresters with the renovation and construction of several recreation facilities in the Jena-forest. We have planned 
	to paint small wooden huts, repair trails, cut small trees and renovate signs on the educational path through the 
	forest. Other work is also possible. You have the opportunity to work with and learn from experts in forestry and 
	environmental management.
	Accommodation: Volunteers will be accommodated in an isolated hostel on a hill in the Western part of Jena, in 10-
	bed rooms.
	Language: English
	Location: Jena
	Terminal: Halle/ Leipzig
	Special Requirements: None
	Special Remarks: No smoking during the project, on any part of the site.
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	DE-VJF 6.2	RENO	01.07.2008	19.07.2008	18-26
	description
	DE-VJF 6.2  Weisbach  01.07.-19.07.08           RENO/ARCH  Age limit: 18-26  8 vols
	Work: The volunteers are asked to help on the excavation ground with building, pointing walls or cleaning. It is 
	possible that you will get the opportunity to help excavating in another place from the Stone Age. 
	Acommodation: You will live in a community house as a group.
	Language: English
	Location: Weisbach is a small town in the Thueringen Mountains in the centre of Germany, south of Berlin.
	Terminal: Halle/ Leipzig
	Special Requirements: None
	Special Remarks: This is a remote area
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	DE-VJF 6.3	ENVI	04.08.2008	15.08.2008	18-26
	description
	DE-VJF 6.3  Brandenstein  04.08.-15.08.08        ENVI  Age limit: 18-26  10 vols
	Work: The volunteers are asked to help to establish a settlement of the Stone Age. Working material will be wood, 
	rod, wicker; you will have the opportunity to collect some of the materials in the forest by yourself. In the middle 
	of the settlement huts are planned; fire places and waterholes are shall be built as well. 
	The settlement will have the size of about 100 m² and serve as an exhibition of experimental archaeology. 
	Accommodation: You will live in the former shepherd’s house. A shower and a toilet are available in the house, but 
	please be prepared to live under very simple conditions!
	Language: English
	Location: Brandenstein is a small town in the Thueringen Mountains in the centre of Germany, south of Berlin.
	Terminal: Halle/ Leipzig
	Special Requirements: None
	Special Remarks: This is an isolated area
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	DE-VJF 6.4	HIST	10.08.2008	23.08.2008	18-26
	description
	DE-VJF 6.4         Buchenwald          10.08.-23.08.08        HIST/RENO           Age limit: 18-26                20 vols
	The Area / Work: The volunteers will work in the memorial of the former concentration camp of Buchenwald. It is 
	located 10 km from the city Weimar, where Goethe and Schiller worked and lived. We will do several jobs in the 
	area of the memorial like cleaning, gardening and restoration in cooperation with the curators of the memorial and 
	participate in an archaeological dig to find any artefacts relating to the prisoners. Our work will also include 
	attending to the original remains of the former concentration camp in Buchenwald.
	The Study part: We will get to know more about the time of Fascism, covering the areas of racism and neo-
	fascism. The responsible pedagogical assistant of the memorial will show us the camp, step-by-step, through 
	different excursions. Moreover we will see documentary movies, and those who would like may work with materials
	 of the library or the archive.
	Accommodation: We will stay in the Youth Centre building, situated on the area of the former concentration camp. 
	
	Language: English
	Location: 10 km from the city Weimar
	Terminal: Halle/Leipzig
	Special Requirements: Good or very good English skills are necessary. In this camp you have to be able to ride a 
	bike!
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	DE-VJF 6.5	ENVI	15.08.2008	05.09.2008	18-26
	description
	DE-VJF 6.5         Ilmenau          15.08.-05.09.08         ENVI/KIDS           Age limit: 18-26            15 vols
	Work: In 2007, the hurricane “Kyrill” destroyed wide parts of the forest around Ilmenau. The participants of the 
	workcamp will help the local forester with the reforestation of several parts of the destructed areas. It is planned to
	 repair trails, to work on several measures of nature protection and landscape conservation and to plant new trees. 
	 Besides, there will also be other possibilities to get active.
	Social part: There will be a project together with kids of the local primary school. They are curious about getting to 
	know new, different cultures and their traditional food, clothing, dances, music and so on. It is planned to cook 
	together and to taste the prepared food, to sing and to dance together. 
	Accommodation: The group will be accommodated in a cosy lodge only five minutes from the working area. There 
	will be a group of 4- 5 persons sharing one room. 
	Language: English
	Location: Ilmenau is situated between the towns Erfurt and Suhl
	Terminal: Halle/Leipzig
	Special Requirements: None
	Special Remarks: None
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	DE-VJF 6.6	ENVI	02.07.2008	16.07.2008	18-26
	description
	DE-VJF 6.6 Bad Lobenstein 1       02.07.-16.07.08   ENVI   Age limit: 18-26   12 vols
	
	Work: Your working place will be the border between the two former German countries, now the border between 
	Thuringia and Bavaria. This is a project for nature lovers. Your tasks are all environmental works, like removing 
	trees or maintaining paths. 
	Accommodation: You will live in rooms for up to 8 persons.
	Language: English
	Location: Bad Lobenstein is a small town in the Thueringen Mountains in the centre of Germany, south of Berlin. 
	The next biggest city is Saalfeld.
	Terminal: Halle/ Leipzig
	Special Requirements: None
	Special Remarks: This is an isolated area.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	DE-VJF 6.7	ENVI	14.08.2008	28.08.2008	18-26
	description
	DE-VJF 6.7 Bad Lobenstein 2       14.08.-28.08.08   ENVI   Age limit: 18-26   12 vols
	Work: Your working place will be the border between the two former German countries, now the border between 
	Thuringia and Bavaria. This is a project for nature lovers. Your tasks are all environmental works, like removing 
	trees or maintaining paths. 
	Accommodation: You will live in rooms for up to 8 persons.
	Language: English
	Location: Bad Lobenstein is a small town in the Thueringen Mountains in the centre of Germany, south of Berlin. 
	The next biggest city is Saalfeld.
	Terminal: Halle/ Leipzig
	Special Requirements: None
	Special Remarks: This is an isolated area.
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	DE-VJF 7.1	ENVI	25.08.2008	06.09.2008	18-26
	description
	7.1 Lauenstein   25.08.-06.09.08   ENVI   Age limit: 18-26   15 vols
	Work: Your working place will be the border between the two former German countries, now the border between 
	Thuringia and Bavaria. This is a project for nature lovers. Your tasks are all environmental works, like removing 
	trees or maintaining paths.
	Accommodation: in a Youth hostel
	Language: English
	Location: Lauenstein is part of the city Ludwigsstadt, very close to Thuringia. The next biggest city is Saalfeld. 
	Terminal: Halle/ Leipzig
	Special Requirements: None
	Special Remarks: This is an isolated area.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	IBG 01	ENVI	07.04.2008	25.04.2008	18-26
	description
	IBG 01   Muehlhausen     (Thuringia)                                 07.04. – 25.04.          ENVI           10 vols
	Project: The local host is a charity organisation running workshops and schools for disabled. They have been 
	hosting workcamps for many years now. Former workcamps got a very warm welcome and were a big success – it
	 always meant a great experience for all volunteers and inhabitants of the place.  
	Work: Around a new residence for disabled people the garden has to be arranged and the workcamp will help with it.
	 At the moment there is just a field, but there is a concept to transform it into a nice garden to enjoy it in 
	summertime. The project means working in all weathers. There will be heavy and easy tasks to do, so every 
	volunteer should find suitable work. Professionals will supervise the work and explain it. 
	Accommodation: The group will be living in a cosy, yellow house on the property of the charity organisation next to
	 the buildings of the workshops. Kitchen, sleeping rooms and sanitary facilities are available – and much more. 
	There is a big garden around the house with meadow, trees, a pond and a barbecue grill. Next to the workshops you
	 can also find a soccer field. On the roof of the house there is balcony from where you have a great sight on the 
	landscape around. Muehlhausen provides a lot of shopping possibilities and is easily reachable on foot or by bike. 
	
	Location: Muehlhausen is a very old German town with about 50.000 inhabitants. Visiting the city centre and looking
	 at the old houses you can still imagine how Germany must have been in former times. Muehlhausen is situated in 
	the beautiful forest of Thuringia. Nearby are many interesting places like the city of Weimar (home of the poets 
	Schiller and Goethe) or the Wartburg where Martin Luther translated the new testament of the bible. There are also 
	many other nice places to go for an excursion. 
	Next airport: Leipzig
	Next train station: Muehlhausen (Thueringen)
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	IBG 02	RENO	18.05.2008	02.06.2008	18-26
	description
	IBG 02   Fellbach/Wertingen     (Ba-Wu/Bavaria)      18.05. – 02.06.       RENO/ENVI       10 vols           
	Project: For one week the city of Fellbach invites especially nature loving volunteers to help with a special project 
	around an openair stage in the forest – the “Waldbuehne”. After this week, the group will be moving about 150km to
	 the town of Wertingen, where other environmental projects have to be done. This camp offers opportunity to 
	experience two different parts of Germany! 
	Work week 1: The group will work on the renovation and reparation of the city´s openair stage “Waldbühne” in the 
	forest. Work will be done with different tools and includes different technical tasks. Volunteers should be prepared 
	to work outside even in bad weather. The group will be supported by rangers and professional workers of the city. 
	
	Work week 2: In the second project volunteers will help with environmental tasks in a forest, basically removing 
	alien species around younger trees and secondly and there is gardening work around a school to do. 
	Accommodation week 1: Around 1,5 km away from the working place lies the house of the association of nature 
	friends. The workcamp group will live in the beautiful house with different sleeping rooms, all sanitary facilities, a 
	big kitchen and barbecue place outside the house that lies amidst the nature. 
	Accommodation week 2: to be confirmed.
	Location week 1: Fellbach is a neighbour city of Stuttgart and is situated in the mountainous and diverse region of 
	the “Swabian Alb”. Fellbach is known for its historical roots and architectural style as well as for its wines and 
	cultural events. The group will have the chance to discover both the landscape of the region and the Swabian 
	culture and sights of the cities Fellbach and Stuttgart (TV-tower, zoo “Wilhelma”, festivals…) before travelling 
	further on to the bavarian city of Wertingen. 
	Location week 2: Wertingen is a nice town in Bavaria with 9.000 inhabitants and a history dating back over 800 
	years. Old churches, impressive town houses, a castle, but also nice pubs can be visited. Volunteers can taste 
	typical Swabian meals or visit the beer museum! 
	Next airport (arrival): Stuttgart, Frankfurt, Karlsruhe/Baden-Baden (Ryan-Air)
	Next train station (arrival): Stuttgart
	Next airport (departure): Munich
	Next train station (departure): Augsburg
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	IBG 03	CONS	15.06.2008	28.06.2008	18-26
	description
	IBG 03   Singen     (Baden-Wurttemberg)     15.06. – 28.06.           CONS/RENO           15 vols
	Project: After two successful workcamps in the last years, the municipal council of Singen again asks for an 
	international workcamp to help with renovation and construction works on local playgrounds. 
	Work: There are different tasks to be done such as painting parts of the playground tools, clearing the vegetation, 
	levelling the ground, etc. The work will be supervised by professional workers who will explain the tasks and who 
	are looking forward getting to know international helpers. 
	Accommodation: The building of the fire brigade will be the accommodation. Volunteers will sleep in a big class 
	room where new fire fighters usually have their lessons. A kitchen and sanitary facilities are available in the same 
	building. Be aware that it can happen that there is a case of emergency for the fire fighters during the night and 
	you will wake up because of the alarm bell, which is on top of the fire station. The building is located in the city 
	centre and you will have plenty of shopping facilities and leisure time possibilities there.
	Location: Singen is located in the very south of Germany, close to the border to Switzerland and the Lake 
	Constance and offers many nice excursions and hiking tours. There is also a great amount of sportive and cultural
	 possibilities (museums, theatres,…).
	Next airport: Zuerich (CH) and Stuttgart
	Next train station: Singen
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	IBG 04	CONS	22.06.2008	05.07.2008	18-26
	description
	IBG 04   Elsenfeld      (Bavaria)                   22.06. – 05.07.                     CONS              10 vols
	Project: In Elsenfeld a special school offers education for pupils with special needs. The pupils have chance to 
	spend the whole day at school, which is not usual in Germany. The school is linked to an old monastery, one of 
	many historic traces that can be found in the town. 
	Work: Together with pupils the international volunteers will help with construction work on the school yard. This 
	includes tasks such as putting up wooden play scheme equipments, plastering the ground, putting up seats and 
	benches and carrying out general improvements. The working project will be supervised by professionals. 
	Accommodation: The group will be accommodated in a sports hall or in another building in the school. Mats will be 
	provided as well as a kitchen and sanitary facilities. For lunch, volunteers have chance to eat in the pupils 
	canteen. 
	Location: Elsenfeld has about 7.000 inhabitants and is situated in Northern Bavaria. The region is famous for 
	Roman history. Excursions to the cities of Aschaffenburg, Frankfurt, Darmstadt and Heidelberg are possible. 
	Next airport: Frankfurt (Main)
	Next train station: Obernburg-Elsenfeld
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	IBG 05	CONS	23.06.2008	13.07.2008	18-26
	description
	IBG 05  Eltville     (Hesse)                            23.06. – 13.07.                CONS/ENVI           12 vols
	Project: Eltville is located at the banks of the famous Rhine River and it is worldwide known for its white wines 
	(Riesling and Silvaner) as well as its sparkling wines (Henkell is just a few km away, Vaux and MM have their seats
	 in Eltville) and roses. Following the success of last year’s project, the municipality again invites an international 
	workcamp. 
	Work: The work will be divided in two parts: the main part will be the construction of a nature trail at the banks of 
	the river Rhine. Besides, renovation tasks on local playgrounds are waiting for the group. Volunteers should be 
	prepared to work in all weather conditions.  
	Accommodation: The group will be accommodated in the first floor of a youth centre. All facilities are provided; 
	showers will be in walking distance in a sports hall nearby. 
	Location: Eltville consists of about 17000 inhabitants and it is first mentioned in 1058. The name, despite ending on
	 “ville”, is not French, but stems from “Alta Villa”. It is a charming historical town with a tranquil feeling to it. Some 
	of the most famous German wine yards are located here and the region attracts many tourists. The next larger city
	 is Wiesbaden, about 15 km to the east, which is the capital of the state of Hesse.
	Next airport: Frankfurt (Main), approx. 40km
	Next train station: Eltville am Rhein
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	IBG 06	KIDS	28.06.2008	21.07.2008	18-26
	description
	IBG 06 Saarbrücken       (Saarland)              28.06. – 21.07.                     KIDS                20 vols
	Projekt: Willkommen in „Mini-Saarland“! Bis zu 1000 Kinder zwischen 8 und 15 Jahren sind jeden Tag eingeladen, um
	 ihre eigene Stadt nachzuspielen und verschiedene Berufe ausüben wie z.B. Friseur, Postbote, Kameramann, 
	Detektiv, Polizist, Koch, Fotograf, Buergermeister, Feuerwehrmann,.... – wie die Erwachsenen auch. Für die Eltern 
	ist der Zutritt verboten, denn die Stadt gehört ganz den Kindern. Es ist ein besonderes Projekt und entsteht durch 
	viele Sponsoren und viele Leute, die dies seit langer Zeit vorbereiten. Die Kinderspielstadt findet auf dem 
	Messegelände statt und es gibt viel Platz. 
	Arbeit: Das Workcamp wird bei der Kinderspielstadt mithelfen und in den verschiedenen Betrieben den Kindern 
	helfen, zusammen mit vielen einheimischen Helfern. Die Arbeitszeiten sind von 9.30 Uhr  bis etwa 17.30 Uhr und 
	es kann manchmal anstrengend werden. Gearbeitet wird meist von Dienstag bis Samstag. Zu Beginn wird es eine 
	Einführung für alle Teilnehmenden geben, so dass die auf ihre Aufgaben gut vorbereitet sind. 
	Alle Freiwilligen sollten viel Spaß daran haben, mit Kindern zu arbeiten. Handwerkliche oder künstlerische 
	Fähigkeiten sind von Vorteil. Die Campsprache ist Deutsch. 
	Ort: Saarbrücken ist die Hauptstadt des Bundesstaates Saarland nahe der französischen Grenze. Es war Teil des 
	Heiligen Römischen Reiches und viele geschichtliche Spuren finden sich in der ganzen Stadt. Die Teilnehmer 
	können entweder das Stadtleben geniessen oder sich in Schwimmbad oder der Natur Erholung von der 
	anstrengenden Arbeit finden. 
	Unterkunft: Die Unterkunft wird in einem Gebäude sein.  
	Nächster Flughafen: Saarbrücken, Frankfurt-Hahn (70 km), Frankfurt (130 km)
	Nächster Bahnhof: Saarbrücken 
	Besonderheit: Alle Teilnehmer sollen Deutschkenntnisse mitbringen und ein Motivationsschreiben schicken, warum 
	sie gerne mit Kindern arbeiten und was sie beitragen können. 
	
	Just for internal information:
	Project: Welcome to „Mini-Saarland“! Up to 1000 children aged 8-15 are invited to create their own town and become
	 hairdresser, postman, cameraman, detective, policeman, cook, photographer, mayor, fire man,…. – similar to the 
	adult world! Adults are not allowed to enter the area as “Mini-Saarland” belongs to the children. The play scheme 
	takes place at the usual exhibition area and there is lots of space. 
	Work: Volunteers will support to run the play scheme. Together with local volunteers they will support the children. 
	Working times are from early in the morning till the late afternoon, so days can be hard sometimes. In the 
	beginning there will be an introduction in tasks and responsibilities of all volunteers.
	All volunteers should be very motivated to work with kids and bring German language skills. 
	Location: Saarbrücken is the capital of the state of Saarland near the French border. It was part of the Holy 
	Roman Empire and lots of historical traces can be found. There are plenty of leisure activities for the volunteers – 
	either enjoying the city life or relaxing in the nearby nature after hard working days.
	Accommodation: will be in a building.
	Next airport: Saarbrücken, Frankfurt-Hahn (70 km), Frankfurt (130 km)
	Next train station: Saarbrücken
	Requirements: Volunteers should bring German language skills and send a motivation letter in German showing 
	their interest in working with kids.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	IBG 07	CONS	30.06.2008	09.07.2008	18-26
	description
	IBG 07 Kleinwachau     (Saxony)                          30.06. – 09.07.             CONS               10 vols
	Project: The local host is a big charity organisation running homes, workshops and schools for disabled and a 
	hospital for people with epilepsy. For the sixth time the centre invites a workcamp. So far, for all participants the 
	stay in the centre has been very impressive, one result of the close and friendly contact to the disabled 
	inhabitants and the beautiful surrounding in the forest. 
	Work: This special working project will be a “demolition camp”: working task will not be construction, but important 
	deconstruction work! The old green house cannot be used for botanical plants and vegetables anymore, so it has to
	 be removed to make space for a new building. This means to destroy the glass windows, to remove the walls, to 
	dispose the material and to clean up the area, so that a new building can be built. The second part will be to help 
	with the preparation of the big summer festival of the centre.
	Accommodation: The group will live in a small hut on the area of the charity organisation. It is a renovated, 
	modernized little house with showers and all other sanitary facilities. Beds are available. The group will eat meals in 
	a canteen (no self catering!). 
	Location: The centre is located in a rural area in the forest. Nice excursions to Dresden, an old and famous 
	baroque town and to “Saxon Switzerland”, which is famous for hiking, are possible. Leisure activities are based on 
	group organized activities, as there is no “town and club”-life around, but the centre lies in idyllic surroundings which
	 allow good recreation.
	Next airport: Dresden 
	Next train station: Radeberg (Sachsen)
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	IBG 08	RENO	06.07.2008	19.07.2008	18-26
	description
	IBG 08 Langenenslingen        (Baden-Wurttemberg)       06.07. – 19.07.        RENO           15 vols
	Project: Due to the commitment of members of the famous Swabian Stauffenberg family historical traces in and 
	around the town of Langenenslingen can be found. Important examples are an old castle and an old house from the
	 baroque era, where a famous writer used to live. For the first time the municipality invites an international 
	workcamp to help with different working projects. 
	Work: Firstly, the workcamp will help with the renovation of the baroque house. Basically the facade has to be 
	renewed. Secondly, volunteers will plaster a footpath near a church, which was barred the last five years. Third 
	task will be to uncover the ruins of a castle. 
	Working places are located in different parts and volunteers should be able to ride a bike, as this might be the way 
	of transportation. 
	Accommodation: The group will be accommodated in a Christian community house in Billafingen, a small part of 
	Langenenslingen. A kitchen, sanitary facilities and beds are available.  
	Location: Langenenslingen is situated in the South of Baden-Wurttemberg and has about 3.600 inhabitants. The 
	Swabian Albs are nearby, which is a popular mountain range and recreation area. Lots of leisure activities are 
	possible, but basically volunteers will have chance to experience typical German rural life in friendly and nice 
	surroundings.
	Next airport: Stuttgart
	Next train station: Riedlingen
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	IBG 09	RENO	06.07.2008	19.07.2008	16-17
	description
	IBG 09 Walheim    (Baden-Wurttemberg)     06.07. – 19.07.         RENO           16-17y.o.        12 vols
	Teenagercamp for volunteers 16-17 years old 
	Project: The Youth Club of Walheim is located in an interesting building called „Dschunke“ (=junk). This name was 
	given because the shape of the building is similar to an old Chinese boat. It was built within three years in 
	cooperation with professionals and young volunteers. 
	Work: The construction of the youth club is finished, but still there are lots of smaller renovation tasks to do. 
	Renovation tasks have to be done inside and outside. For example rooms inside has to be painted and the facade 
	outside needs new wooden panels, which have to be painted as well. Maybe volunteers will also help with the 
	building of a barbecue place. The work will be in cooperation with local volunteers and professionals.  
	Accommodation: The accommodation will be in the “Dschunke”. Kitchen, toilets and camping beds are provided. 
	Showers are in walking distance in another building. Volunteers will cook themselves. Local youth are looking 
	forward to meet international volunteers. 
	Location: Walheim is a small town with approximately 3.000 inhabitants at the border of the Neckar river. It is 
	surrounded by vineyards and has several important Roman sites and a museum about the Roman period. Nice 
	excursions are possible such as canoeing on the Neckar or visiting cities such as Heidelberg or Stuttgart. 
	Next airport: Stuttgart
	Next train station: Walheim (Wuertt)
	Special remark: there is an extra – fee of 100,-€, paid in advance or at arrival
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	IBG 10	RENO	06.07.2008	20.07.2008	18-26
	description
	IBG 10 Augsburg      (Bavaria)                       06.07. – 20.07.             RENO/ CONS             12 vols
	Project: The youth club “Lehmbau” is located in the outskirts of the city of Augsburg next to a big swimming lake. 
	It is a meeting point for children and youth from the neighbourhood and offers lots of leisure activities such as 
	beach volleyball, climbing, canoeing, handcrafting or take care and have fun with the animals (donkey, sheep, 
	goats, rabbits,….). 
	Work: In and around the youth club plenty of renovation tasks are to do. The successful camp last year did 
	working projects consisting of the (re)construction and cleaning of some buildings and the big garden such as 
	clearing out an old boathouse, levelling the ground around the ping pong table, setting up a barbecue place including
	 new benches, painting of playground equipment, building a new stable for the animals and so on. This year’s tasks
	 will be similar.
	Accommodation: will be in a big tent on the yard of the youth centre. Camping beds are provided; sanitary 
	facilities and kitchen are inside the youth centre. Warm sleeping bags are necessary because nights might get cold
	 (even in German summertime). Local youth will be around – volunteers have chance to get in contact with them! 
	
	Location: Ever since its founding by Caesar Augustus - after whom it was named, the town of Augsburg has stood 
	at the intersection of some of the most important trade and travel routes on the continent. Nowadays it is the 
	capital and the largest city of the Swabia administrative region of Bavaria. The population is about 280.000 and the 
	face of Augsburg has been shaped by its 2000-year history. The town offers plenty of possibilities for spending 
	leisure time. The youth club can be easily reached from the inner city by a 20 minute walk. Around 200m next to 
	the youth club, volunteers can get new energy in a swimming lake. 
	The workcamp is invited and supported by the municipality of Augsburg and the municipal volunteer service.  
	Next airport: Munich
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	IBG 11	RENO	07.07.2008	20.07.2008	18-26
	description
	IBG 11 Nuertingen     (Baden-Wurttemberg)        07.07. – 20.07.          RENO/CONS         10 vols
	Project: Next to the train station of Nuertingen you will find the “Alte Seegrasspinnerei”. This name is related to the 
	origin of the place: it is a former factory (spinning mill), nowadays under historical preservation protection. In just 
	three years and with a lot of motivated and enthusiastic volunteer workers it has become a social, cultural and 
	ecological centre. Now you will find a kindergarten, a youth club, handcrafting workshops, a canteen serving 
	mainly biological food, studios for artists, theatre and music groups and many cultural and artistic activities more. 
	The last of the old buildings is still in the process of renovation in an innovative procedure with ecological materials
	 and regenerative technologies. 
	Work: Volunteers will be involved in the reconstruction process and work on different parts of the area, inside and 
	outside. Tasks are varying depending on the needs and materials. For sure ecological materials such as clay will 
	be used for facing the walls. Work will be supervised by professionals. 
	Accommodation: will be in a building, usually used by the children for sport activities. All facilities are provided. 
	Location: Nuertingen was firstly named about 1000 years ago and many historical traces can be found in the town,
	 for example timbered houses or houses built in the baroque era. About 40.000 inhabitants are living in Nuertingen 
	and the Neckar River is running through the town. The nearby Swabian Alb invites for nice hiking trips. The town is 
	in 40 km distance to Stuttgart and can easily be reached by train. 
	Next airport: Stuttgart
	Next train station: Nuertingen
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	IBG 12	ARTS	06.07.2008	23.07.2008	18-26
	description
	IBG 12 Nagold       (Baden-Wurttemberg)            06.07. – 23.07.             ART / ENVI           13 vols
	Project: Following the success of the last years’ projects, the youth centre of Nagold again invites an international 
	workcamp. All previous workcamps have been great experiences for all participants. The youth centre, located in 
	the inner city of Nagold, is a meeting point for young people aged 14-20. Beside many other possibilities to spend 
	time in the youth centre you will find rooms and equipment to play music, to dance and make videos and plenty of
	 other things to spend your leisure time. 
	Work: This workcamp needs participants who are interested in the shooting of a video in front and behind the 
	camera. The result of their job as directors, actors and cutters will be a video about the great idea of workcamps! 
	This should be a nice souvenir for all volunteers, but basically information for “newcomers” to get attracted by the 
	idea of voluntary work. In the beginning a workshop will introduce the techniques how to produce a video and all 
	volunteers are requested to bring creative ideas. The process will be supported by a professional filmmaker who 
	joined lots of workcamps himself! 
	Besides, there are two other tasks to fulfil: firstly some environmental protection tasks are to do and secondly 
	volunteers help with the preparation and running of a two days children festival. Both tasks will be accompanied 
	with the camera, of course! 
	Accommodation: The group will stay in the youth centre with basic conditions. Two sleeping rooms with beds are 
	provided and participants have to bring a sleeping bag. Showers are available at the swimming pool, about 400 
	meters away.
	Location: Nagold is a nice little town with about 22.000 inhabitants. It is about 50km away from Stuttgart and 
	situated in the beautiful “Black Forest”. Trips to Stuttgart and Tuebingen, hiking in the Black forest, horse riding, 
	swimming and playing beach volleyball are only some of the many possible activities. All the time local youth will 
	be around so participants can look forward to get in close contact with them – be open for this and look forward!
	Next airport: Stuttgart (50 km)
	Next train station: Nagold 
	Volunteers are requested to write a short motivation letter showing their interest or even experience in making 
	videos.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	IBG 13	RENO	06.07.2008	26.07.2008	18-26
	description
	IBG 13 Ueberherrn      (Saarland)              06.07. – 26.07.              RENO/CONS              20 vols
	Project: Berus is an old fortified small city on a mountain crest which now belongs to the community of 
	Ueberherrn. Berus is still dominated by the beautiful old medieval buildings (castle, church…).
	Work: Volunteers will restore an old footpath along the city wall. The path meanders along old terraced gardens 
	planted with fruit trees. The hill is very steep. The work will include clearing vegetation, transporting materials such 
	as gravel and stones, laying steps and installing handrails. The work will be physically hard (but the beautiful view 
	compensates for this). 
	Accommodation will be in a sports hall (to be confirmed). 
	Location: Ueberherrn is a very active community directly at the French-German border. Ueberherrn owns many 
	sights (castles, monuments…) and offers a lot of activities for inhabitants and tourists (swimming pool, barbecue 
	areas…). Our partner for this project is the local municipality. The local community is very welcoming. Volunteers 
	will have a close contact to the locals and should be open for this!
	Next train station: Saarlouis
	Next airport: Saarbruecken (35 km), Frankfurt-Hahn (90 km)
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	IBG 14	FEST	20.07.2008	01.08.2008	18-26
	description
	IBG 14 Herrenberg     (Baden-Wurttemberg)           20.07. – 01.08.            FEST             10 vols
	Project: The local host is the youth club of Herrenberg. Each year they organise a “48 hours music festival” (from 
	the 25th till the 27th of July). More than 1000 guests are expected. Different bands are performing, playing mainly 
	music like Ska, Rock, Punk, Heavy Metal, etc.
	Work: Once again international volunteers are invited to help to set up and run the 48 hours music festival and 
	clean up the area afterwards. That work will be done together with local youth. In detail this means the participants 
	will help building up the stage and the fences, collecting entrance fees, collecting the rubbish, selling drinks and 
	food, etc. During the festival weekend volunteers will work the whole weekend, even during nights. It can be very 
	stressful, so everybody should be flexible and open for all kinds of work since a festival can never be planned in 
	detail. The organizers are very busy, so volunteers cannot expect perfectly organized work. 
	Accommodation: The participants will stay in tents near the youth club and should not mind to sleep in noisy 
	conditions. All sanitary facilities are provided. The work will be done together with many local young people so that 
	there will be close contact to locals, who will sleep there as well. You will have all meals altogether (no cooking done
	 by the volunteers). 
	Location: Herrenberg is located 30 km away from Stuttgart. Excursions to other nearby cities like Tuebingen or 
	hiking trips in the Black Forest or the “Swabian alb” are a possible alternative to the stressful work during the 
	festival. 
	Next airport: Stuttgart 
	Next train station: Herrenberg
	Special requirements: Volunteers with German skills are preferred!
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	IBG 15	RENO	20.07.2008	03.08.2008	18-26
	description
	IBG 15 Stuttgart       (Baden-Wurttemberg)            20.07. – 03.08.         RENO/SOC          10 vols
	Project: The “Generationenhaus” (house of generations) in Stuttgart invites a workcamp for the second time. The 
	multifunctual facility is used by different groups of people of different ages: Children, young people, adults, 
	parents, disabled people, senior citizens and different cultures live and meet at the “Generationenhaus”. The aim is 
	to integrate different kinds of people in a common social everyday life so that they can communicate and learn 
	from each other. The workcamp group will always be invited to participate in summer events/festivals of the 
	house. 
	Work: The workcamp will help to renovate the garden which is divided in different levels. This year the working task
	 will focus on the development and construction of a playground, the building of a wall of clay and different smaller
	 works. For the idea of the house it is really important that the volunteers are interested and motivated to 
	participate and integrate in shared activities. There will be common excursions with inhabitants of the house and the
	 workcamp group.
	Accommodation: The group will live in a room in the “Generationenhaus”, sleeping on mattresses. There is a small 
	kitchen to prepare breakfast and dinner. Lunch will be served in the family center in the house. Sanitary facilities 
	are provided; showers can be used at the swimming pool nearby.
	Location: Stuttgart is the capital of the state of Baden-Wurttemberg with about 590.000 inhabitants. The city offers
	 a lot of sights to see and events to participate in (TV-Tower, Zoo “Wilhelma”, Mercedes Benz Museum, festivals 
	etc.). Besides, the region around Stuttgart provides many spectacular places of interest (mountain chain “Swabian 
	Alb”). 
	Next airport: Stuttgart, Frankfurt Hahn (Ryan-Air), Karlsruhe-Baden Baden (Ryan-Air)
	Next train station: Stuttgart
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	IBG 16	RENO	20.07.2008	09.08.2008	18-26
	description
	IBG 16  Mainz          (Rhineland-Palatinate)         20.07. – 09.08.           RENO             12 vols
	Project: The „Alte Ziegelei“ is a former brickyard founded in 1900 to produce bricks in industrial manners with big 
	ovens and technical machines. Per day more than 30.000 bricks were produced. The factory was closed in 1972 
	and it gives a good example for European Industrial culture. 
	An association was founded to prevent the area to get destroyed and keep the former character for non profit 
	reasons: now the former industrial place is under heritage protection and used as a centre for social, cultural and 
	artistic activities. More than 50 refugees found home in former factory buildings and different actions are well 
	established such as a school for actors, an ecology group, a kindergarten, a historical museum about the 
	production of bricks, ateliers for artists and educational institutions. The place can be used for festivals, theatres, 
	having barbecues and celebrating birthday parties.  
	Work: The volunteers will help with the renovation of two buildings. Basically they will clean and plaster the outside 
	walls. Therefore volunteers will work on a stage up to 4 meters and the work will be outside in all weathers and 
	might be hard sometimes.  
	Location: Mainz is the capital of the German federal state of Rhineland-Palatinate with over 2000 years of history. 
	It was an important seat under the Holy Roman Empire and previously it was a Roman fort city. It is located at the
	 Rhine River. 
	Next airport: Frankfurt International Airport 
	Next train station: Mainz
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	IBG 17	ENVI	21.07.2008	03.08.2008	18-26
	description
	IBG 17 Steisslingen    (Baden-Wurttemberg)          21.07. – 03.08.            ENVI/CONS          15 vols
	Project: For the first time the municipality of Steisslingen invites an international workcamp to take part in 
	constructing hiking trails in the beautiful surrounding of the village. 
	Work: The group will work on hiking trails. The aim of the work is to link two already existing trails with each other 
	(building wooden stairs, constructing a new trail). There are also some seats and benches in the surrounding of 
	those trails that need to be fixed. Working tools will be shovel, pick axe for the constructing of the trail as well as 
	saw and hammer for the building of the wooden stairs and a mower. The work might be hard at times! 
	Accommodation: The workcamp participants will stay in the gym hall of the new built school in the village. All 
	sanitary facilities are available, as well as a big school kitchen. The first week of the workcamp is also the last one
	 for the pupils of the school before holidays start. Therefore there will be close contact to local pupils. They are 
	already looking forward to meet the international group! 
	Location: Steisslingen is situated in the southern part of Germany close to the great Lake Constance and the city 
	of Singen. With its hilly and diverse nature it is a very beautiful part of the country. Historical attractions are the 
	different castles in the area.
	Next airport: Friedrichshafen, Basel (CH), Zuerich (CH), Stuttgart
	Next train station: Singen (Hohentwiel), Radolfzell
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	IBG 18	RENO	25.07.2008	16.08.2008	18-26
	description
	IBG 18 Hoetensleben       (Saxony-Anhaltine)            25.07. – 16.08.         RENO/HIST          14 vols
	Project: The main project will be to maintain the site of an open-air-museum and memorial of the Iron Curtain. 
	Hoetensleben is a village which was situated directly on the east of the German-German border when Germany 
	was divided during the period of the cold war. The inhabitants maintained four hundred meters of the former frontier
	 protections system as a kind of open-air-museum. You can still experience the four different walls and electric 
	fences, the watchtowers and iron barriers and you feel the violence of this monument. 
	Work: The concrete tasks might be to clear the former path used by border guards to patrol the border from plants,
	 paint the lorry barriers, and restore the wall and fences. The work will be physically hard in parts and volunteers 
	will work outside under all weather conditions (even if it rains). The workcamp includes a small study-part on this 
	period of the German history with several excursions. On Aug 13th there will be the National Memorial day for the 
	victims of the “Iron Curtain”. All volunteers are invited to join the different events on this day.
	Accommodation: in the former village hall. 
	Location: Hoetensleben is a nice village with approx. 2.500 inhabitants. The local inhabitants are looking forward to 
	welcome the volunteers and many activities will be done together with local associations e.g. the voluntary fire 
	brigade of Hoetensleben. The workcamp will start with a big rock concert next to the memorial. You should be 
	interested in a close contact to the German population. 
	Next airports: Hanover, Berlin 
	Next train station: Helmstedt
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	IBG 19	ENVI	26.07.2008	09.08.2008	18-26
	description
	IBG 19 Ebhausen         (Baden-Wurttemberg)            26.07. – 09.08.                ENVI            15 vols        
	Project: This workcamp is situated in the municipality of Ebhausen and revolves around the caretaking and 
	cultivating of a biotope outside of the small town. It is the first time for the town to invite an international group to 
	help with such arrangements. Inhabitants of Ebhausen are looking forward to meet the group!
	Work: Cultivating a biotope means amongst other things to cut plants and bushes that grow exuberantly and 
	endanger the diversity of plants. The group will also help building a path that leads through the biotope. These tasks
	 can be physically demanding. The group will be led and supported by professional workers of the building yard 
	department of town.  
	Accommodation: The group will live in a gym hall in the centre of town. All sanitary facilities and kitchen are 
	available. Due to the central location of the accommodation contact to the local population can be ensured. To 
	enhance exchanges with locals the international group is invited to help out at the local festival for children and 
	youngsters that runs during their summer holidays. This festival is an opportunity to sing, dance and play together 
	and share cultural habits with each other! 
	Location: Ebhausen - a village with around 3000 habitants is located close to the Black Forest. There are many 
	opportunities to discover the beautiful sights of nature the south of Germany has to offer - by hiking along 
	different trails in the surrounding of town or even using bike trails. Due to the size and their position in the village 
	the volunteers will get the chance to have an insight in specific cultural habits of the region and local population.
	Next airport: Stuttgart
	Next train station: Herrenberg
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	IBG 20	RENO	26.07.2008	09.08.2008	18-26
	description
	IBG 20 Philippsburg    (Baden-Wurttemberg)         26.07. – 09.08.        RENO/ ENVI          11 vols
	Project: The surroundings of Philippsburg are famous for its beautiful nature reserves close to the famous Rhine 
	River with rare animals, birds and fish. The working places are located in the middle of one of these nature 
	protection areas and are related to water.
	Work: There are two big projects to do: first project is the renovation of an old building used for pumping water. 
	These water pumps were established in 1926 and are very unique and a leftover of former pumping techniques. 
	The pumps itself and the surrounded room have to get cleaned and painted. The renovation is necessary to keep 
	the place as a kind of museum for people interested in historic systems of protection against high water. 
	Secondly, there are environmental tasks to do. One task will be the protection of a small stream by building 
	barriers at the banks to avoid their erosion. Secondly, the space between young trees has to be cut and mowed 
	away, so that the trees do not get overgrown by surrounding wild plants. Also bigger trees have to be cut as a 
	method for healthy growing. Tools for these works will be scythes and saws. 
	Volunteers will work deep in the forest and they have the chance to learn a lot about this ecologically interesting 
	area. The transport to the working place might be arranged with bicycles. 
	Accommodation: The accommodation will be in the rooms of the youth centre in a big public building. Beds, kitchen
	 and bathrooms are provided. The local youths are looking forward to meeting the international volunteers! 
	Location: Philippsburg is a little town consisting of several small parts. Nice lakes around the town offer swimming 
	opportunities if the weather is good. During weekends excursions to nearby towns such as Mannheim or Heidelberg 
	are possible.
	Next airport: Frankfurt (Main), Stuttgart 
	Next train station: Philippsburg
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	IBG 21	ENVI	26.07.2008	13.08.2008	18-26
	description
	IBG 21 Heilsbronn         (Bavaria)                    26.07. – 13.08.                   ENVI/CONS          12 vols
	Project: It is the first time for the Bavarian city of Heilsbronn to invite a workcamp to help with different forestry 
	and construction tasks around town. The support of the group is urgently needed so the population of the city is 
	looking forward to welcome the international group excitedly. They are already making plans for the entertainment 
	of their guests. 
	Work: Different working tasks throughout the weeks are planned. Firstly, the focus lies on the construction of a 
	new hiking trail as well as the reparation and maintenance of already existing ones. Furthermore, the group will care
	 for different playgrounds and soccer fields of the city. The third task will be to help to rearrange a schoolyard. 
	Volunteers will work together with official employees of the building yard department of the city. 
	Accommodation: Home of the workcamp will be the very comfortable and luxurious youth centre of Heilsbronn. A 
	couple of rooms are provided as the living and sleeping rooms for the group. Beside that a kitchen and all sanitary 
	facilities are provided. 
	Location: The city of Heilsbronn is located in the idyllic Bavarian region called „Franken“. Typical for the small town
	 with its 9300 inhabitants are the old carcass houses. Heilsbronn also has some unique sights to offer, for example
	 the monastery and the cathedral. Nature friends can find several hiking trails in the beautiful landscape around the
	 city. Remarkable above all is that “the Way to St. James” also known as “Camino de Santiago” leads through 
	Heilsbronn. For this reason the region is adorned by many old churches. 
	Next airport: Stuttgart, Frankfurt, Munich
	Next train station: Heilsbronn
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	IBG 22	CONS	27.07.2008	16.08.2008	18-26
	description
	IBG 22 Gaeufelden     (Baden-Wurttemberg)           27.07. – 16.08.          CONS/RENO        15 vols
	Project: In the 1970s three previously independent villages merged to create the community of Gaeufelden. The 
	population is around 9000 inhabitants. On the community ground many dry-stone walls are used as field boundaries
	 and can be seen as a biosphere for particular animals and plants. A dry-stone wall is a wall that is constructed 
	from stones without any mortar to bind them together. The wall is held up only by the interlocking stones, which 
	must be carefully selected by their shape. 
	Work: Following the success of last year the municipality invites an international workcamp again to do the dry 
	stone walling. Volunteers will be supervised by a professional, who will teach them the best techniques. Work might
	 be hard sometimes and volunteers should bring old clothes and sturdy boots! 
	Accommodation: The group will be accommodated in a building, used as a youth centre. It includes kitchen, 
	sanitary facilities and is situated in a smaller part of Gaeufelden. 
	Location: Gaeufelden is a village in the county of Boeblingen and in about 30 km distance to the city of Stuttgart. 
	Hiking trips in the nearby Black Forest are possible as well as excursions to bigger cities. The small size of the 
	village gives the chance to come in close contact to the local inhabitants – volunteers should be looking forward to 
	it. 
	Next airport: Stuttgart
	Next train station: Gaeufelden.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	IBG 23	KIDS	28.07.2008	17.08.2008	18-26
	description
	IBG 23 Bietigheim       (Baden-Wurttemberg)             28.07. – 17.08.             KIDS              16 vols
	Projekt: Alle zwei Jahre veranstaltet das Jugendzentrum in Bietigheim in den Sommerferien die Kinderspielstadt 
	„Sun Bibisco“. Etwa 200 Kinder im Alter von 6-12 Jahren spielen von morgens bis abends ihre eigene Stadt nach: 
	wie bei den Erwachsenen auch gibt es Parlament, Baeckerei, Friseurladen, Restaurant, Bank, Feuerwehr und vieles
	 mehr. Die Kinder „arbeiten“ in den Betrieben und verdienen Geld, was sie dann in anderen Betrieben wieder 
	ausgeben koennen. 
	Arbeit: Das Workcamp wird in der ersten Woche bei den Vorbereitungen zur Spielstadt mithelfen, in der zweiten und 
	dritten Woche bei der Betreuung der Kinder. Jeder Freiwillige wird in einem Betrieb eingesetzt und wird dort den 
	Kindern helfen. Die Arbeitszeit ist von morgens früh bis abends und es wird manchmal anstrengend und laut. Alle 
	Freiwilligen sollten viel Freude an der Arbeit mit Kindern mitbringen. Handwerkliche oder künstlerische Fähigkeiten 
	sind von Vorteil und die Campsprache ist Deutsch. 
	Ort: Bietigheim-Bissingen ist eine Stadt mit 42.000 Einwohnern, etwa 25 km entfernt von Stuttgart. Es liegt am 
	Fluss Enz und sehenswert sind einige historisch wichtige Bauten. 
	Unterkunft: Die Unterkunft wird in einem leerstehenden Gebäude neben dem Jugendzentrum sein. Toiletten und 
	Duschen sind vorhanden. 
	Nächster Bahnhof: Bietigheim 
	Nächster Flughafen: Stuttgart 
	Besonderheit: Alle Teilnehmer sollen gut deutsch sprechen können und in einem Motivationsschreiben erklären, 
	warum sie gerne mit Kindern arbeiten. Eigene Ideen und Spiele sind besonders willkommen. 
	
	
	Just for internal information:
	Project: Every two years the youth centre of Bietigheim organises a big play scheme for more than 200 children 
	who will set up their own town. In this town there will be an own parliament and institutions like a bakery, a 
	hairdresser, a restaurant, a bank, etc. – all run by children aged 6 – 12 years old. Of course they have their own 
	currency and have to earn their money by „working“ in one of the institutions. 
	Work: The camp will help to run this big playground. Because of the presence of 200 children work can be quite 
	hard sometimes and lasts longer than just six hours per day. Volunteers must have a keen interest in working with 
	children. It will be an advantage if volunteers have creative or technical skills. Camp language will be German. IBG
	 asks for a motivation letter which shows the interest of the volunteer in the camp and which kind of skills they 
	can offer to enrich the camp. 
	Accommodation: The accommodation will be in an empty building next to the youth club. Sanitary facilities will be 
	available.  
	Next train station: Bietigheim
	Next airport: Stuttgart
	Requirements: Volunteers must speak German fluently and send a German motivation letter showing their interest 
	in working with children. Volunteers who bring ideas for activities to run with the children are particularly welcome.
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	IBG 24	CONS	02.08.2008	23.08.2008	18-26
	description
	IBG 24 Wernstein       (Bavaria)                       02.08. - 23.08.                 CONS              12 vols
	Project: In the village of Wernstein a non-profit charity association invites a workcamp to support their aim which is
	 the construction of new and renovation of old and historical buildings of the village. Their work is done on an 
	ecological basis and includes for example renovation of playgrounds or completing a home for elderly people 
	including a café and shop selling natural food. 
	Work: The group will help the members of the association with different building or renovation works in the village, 
	e.g. the home for elderly people. Depending on the weather the work can be flexibly done in- and outdoors. For 
	instance growing and harvesting in the gardens and fields. Since the association is working on different projects at 
	the moment tasks can vary throughout the workcamp. 
	Accommodation: The participants’ friendly home for the three weeks will be in a kindergarden where they will have 
	different sleeping rooms, a kitchen, all sanitary facilities and a living room. 
	Location: Wernstein is a small village integrated in the community of Mainleus with all in all 6715 inhabitants 
	situated in the Bavarian region “Oberfranken”. Not only the sights of nature are impressive, the region is also 
	adorned by many old castles and historical places of interest. Wernstein is situated in a very beautiful rural 
	environment inviting nature lovers to enjoy swimming in the lake or hiking trips. Interesting towns near to Wernstein
	 are for example Bayreuth (Richard Wagner Festival), Coburg (Royal Consort Prince Albert) or Bamberg (World 
	Cultural Heritage). 
	Next airport: Dresden, Frankfurt, Stuttgart, Muenchen
	Next train station: Mainleus
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	IBG 25	ENVI	10.08.2008	23.08.2008	18-26
	description
	IBG 25 Rottenburg am Neckar (Baden-Wurtt.) 10.08. – 23.08. Four-Motors-Youth-Project  15 vols
	This project is for volunteers from Catalunya, Lombardia and Rhone-Alpes.
	Project: This year´s “Four Motors Youth Project” will take place in the surrounding environment of the old Swabian 
	town of Rottenburg am Neckar. Young people from four different countries come together to meet and exchange. 
	They are invited by different environmental initiatives and the municipality of Rottenburg am Neckar.
	Work: The idea for this project evolved from the need to get active in environmental tasks around the town. Three 
	environmental citizen´s initiatives developed tasks that need to be done: Firstly the group will help to clear a hiking 
	path in an old park. Secondly, in a district next to Rottenburg an old dry stone wall – home for reptiles, animals and
	 birds - needs to be cleaned and rebuilt. The third task will be done on a hill next to an old chapel called “Wurmlinger
	 Kapelle”. Bushes need to be cut down to make the meadows available for sheep again.
	Accommodation: The volunteers will live together in a pupil´s nursery located in the city centre that contains 
	sleeping dormitories, living room, kitchen and sanitary facilities. Around the house a garden with terrace and a 
	barbecue invite to spend nice evenings. There are a lot of opportunities to get in contact with local youth and 
	population.
	Location: The history of Rottenburg am Neckar is dated back to the year 98, when it was founded as a Roman 
	town. It is situated around the river Neckar and is popular for its old carcass houses and architectural style of 
	southern Germany. Rottenburg am Neckar  is surrounded by a diverse landscape with lots of natural habitat like 
	streams, grasslands, meadows with scattered fruit trees, old dry stone walls and forests. But not only the town of 
	Rottenburg am Neckar and the surrounding landscape have a lot to offer. The volunteers can join many cultural 
	events in nearby cities as Tuebingen and Stuttgart. 
	The project is organised and supported by the Ministry of Education, Youth and Sport and the State of Baden-
	Wurttemberg. 
	Next train station: Rottenburg am Neckar
	Next airport: Stuttgart
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	IBG 26	RENO	10.08.2008	30.08.2008	18-26
	description
	IBG 26 Bernburg      (Saxony–Anhaltine)                10.08. – 30.08.                 RENO            11 vols
	Project: The municipality of Bernburg invites an international workcamp for the 12th time! In cooperation with a 
	local youth club all former camps have been running very successfully - due to experienced and motivated 
	people, lots of leisure activities and good contact to locals. 
	Work: Working tasks will be on different playgrounds in the town: playground equipment such as swings and 
	roundabouts have to be cleaned and newly painted, new footpaths and steps have to be built, sitting areas 
	constructed, a bike trail should be established and sand in sandpits needs to be cleaned and refilled.     
	Accommodation: The first floor of a youth club with all facilities like kitchen, one shower and bathroom. 
	Participants will sleep on sport mats. They will have close contact to the local youth who visit the club regularly.
	Location: Bernburg itself is a town with a history of more than 1000 years and is situated in the eastern part of 
	Germany. There is a castle on the top of the valley of the river Saale which can be seen from far away. There are 
	plenty of possibilities for leisure activities such as visiting the town, going to pubs and bars, making excursions to 
	cities like Leipzig or Magdeburg, canoeing on the river, hiking, etc. 
	Next airport: Leipzig or Berlin
	Next train station: Bernburg
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	IBG 27	ENVI	10.08.2008	30.08.2008	18-26
	description
	IBG 27 Eisenheim       (Bavaria)                                 10.08. – 30.08.             ENVI             15 vols
	Project: Eisenheim is a small and beautiful Bavarian community containing the two parts Unter- and Obereisenheim
	 with all in all 1300 inhabitants. It is the first time the municipality invites a workcamp for a very special project in 
	the forest around Eisenheim. It is the warmest forest in Bavaria which causes problems for the many winegrowers 
	of the community and is the reason this workcamp will be held.  Work: Due to the fact that in the Middle Ages the 
	forest was only cropped with oaks, the leafy canopy that oaks can provide is not dense enough so that too much 
	sunlight hits the ground. Furthermore the oaks are afflicted by bugs. Solution is that beech trees needs to be 
	planted to enhance diversity. The workcamp group will therefore help to care for the young trees, to cut the older 
	beech trees in the right way and plant new ones in a part of the forest. A very committed forest ranger will be with 
	the group and teach the volunteers why and how to plant beech trees. So in addition to the practical work there will 
	be interesting and informative study parts. 
	Accommodation: The group will stay in a sports club house in Untereisenheim where they can use the well equipped
	 kitchen and all sanitary facilities. Around the sports club there is a soccer field, a beach volley field and the 
	possibility to play boule to enjoy free time. Due to the size of the village closer contact with the habitants of the 
	village can be guaranteed. 
	Location: Eisenheim is situated near to the river Main and the city of Wuerzburg and beautifully surrounded by 
	vineyards. Growing vine is the occupation of most inhabitants of the village. The volunteers will get the chance to 
	experience two of the popular wine festivals where they can get to know the wine as well as the culture of the 
	village. Trips to the bigger cities like Schweinfurt and Wuerzburg can be planned. But Eisenheim itself has also 
	interesting sights like the a house designed by the artist F. Hundertwasser on a vineyard and old churches to 
	offer.
	Next airport: Stuttgart, Frankfurt, Karlsruhe/Baden-Baden (Ryan-Air), Frankfurt-Hahn (Ryan-Air), Munich
	Next train station: Seligenstadt, Wurzburg
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	IBG 28	ENVI	12.08.2008	31.08.2008	18-26
	description
	IBG 28 Schoenau      (Baden-Wurttemberg)                12.08. – 31.08.           ENVI             15 vols
	Project: The “Landheim Lessingschule” is an environmental educational centre for the pupils of a school in 
	Heidelberg. The house is beautifully located at the edge of the forest approx. 1,5 km out of Schoenau. About 2,5ha
	 are belonging to the house including a forest, sports ground, a barbecue place and there is a small stream running 
	next to it. Participants can join the opportunity of amazing nature walks in the neighbourhood. 
	Work: The area around the Landschulheim needs to be cleared of woodland which has been neglected over recent 
	years. This includes removing alien species, cutting trees and bushes or cleaning a small pond. Besides, the two 
	sports grounds need to be taken care of. There will be various tasks to do around the house and you will be 
	sometimes supervised by teachers of the school or work together with pupils. 
	Accommodation: The Landschulheim offers very comfortable conditions and has sleeping rooms between 4 and 8 
	beds.  
	There is a nice couple taking care of the house and preparing the meals, so you do not have to cook yourselves. 
	You are asked to help in the kitchen by setting and clearing the table and tidying the dining room after meals. You 
	will also experience the traditional German schedule for meals (for example breakfast at 8.00, lunch at 12.00 and 
	dinner at 18.00). So please be ready for this intercultural experience.
	Location: Schoenau is a small town approximately 15 km from Heidelberg situated in the Odenwald hills. The 
	present settlement of Schoenau grew up round a monastery, which gives example of historical movements. 
	The area is very beautiful and nature based and many tourists are visiting this region very year. 
	Next train station: Heidelberg, Neckarsteinach
	Next airports: Frankfurt, Stuttgart, Karlsruhe
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	IBG 29	ENVI	16.08.2008	04.09.2008	18-26
	description
	IBG 29 Pluederhausen     (Baden-Wurttemberg)            16.08. – 04.09.            ENVI           15 vols
	Project: Following the success of last years the municipality of Pluederhausen has invited a group to undertake 
	environmental work on their grounds: A small stream is running through the territory of Pluederhausen. Usually 
	there is not much water inside, but after rainfall the water surface is raising and neighboured land gets damaged. 
	Work: Volunteers will help to keep the stream’s water under control and the water level low.  This means the building
	 of “stoppers” and natural steps in the stream and around it, for example with stoned or wooden palisades. Tools 
	used for this are picks and scoops. Effects of the palisades are possibilities for insects and small animals to find 
	a shelter. 
	Next to the stream a biotope died of the lack of water. After the construction of a new water source it should get 
	back to life. Therefore bushes and trees around have to be cut. 
	Professional workers will support, instruct and guide the participants at work. Volunteers should be prepared to work
	 in all weathers and work may be hard sometimes. 
	Accommodation: The group will live in a school. There is a big kitchen included and outside there is a place for 
	barbecuing. The participants can use the gym hall where they find showers. Beds are provided. 
	Location: Pluederhausen is a small town with approximately 9.500 inhabitants. It is situated approximately 50 km 
	northwest of Stuttgart. The workcamp will have the chance to experience a nature park by hiking or enjoy 
	swimming in the lake. More sporting activities like beach volleyball, tennis or miniature golf will be organised by the
	 municipality. There are also a few bigger cities to visit like Stuttgart or Heilbronn. 
	Some workcamps haven already taken place in the town so the locals are experienced in hosting workcamps and 
	are looking forward to welcome you. As the projects are organised very carefully and might be hard in parts, all 
	participants should be very motivated.  
	Next airport: Stuttgart
	Next train station: Pluederhausen
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	IBG 30	KIDS	17.08.2008	06.09.2008	18-26
	description
	IBG 30  Marbach      (Baden-Wurttemberg)            17.08. – 06.09.                KIDS              10 vols
	Projekt: Das Jugend-Kultur-Haus „planet-x“ in Marbach am Neckar veranstaltet  in den Sommerferien ein 
	innovatives Kinderferienprogramm mit dem Namen „Verfluchte Ferien!“ 
	Zwei Wochen lang werden 120 -150 Kinder zwischen sechs bis zwölf Jahren tägliche Mitmach-Abenteuer in einem 
	traurigen Königreich erleben. In der ersten Woche werden das große Spielgelände und das gesamte Jugendhaus 
	vorbereitet und gestaltet. In der zweiten und dritten Woche werden montags bis freitags die Kinder in verschiedenen
	 Workshops und Mitmachbereichen betreut. 
	Arbeit: Die Volunteers werden die Kinder betreuen und verschiedene Workshops anbieten – dazu sind 
	schauspielerische, kreative oder handwerkliche Fähigkeiten gesucht. Die Arbeitszeit ist von Montag bis Freitag von 
	morgens bis in den späten Nachmittag. 
	Unterkunft: Die Unterbringung erfolgt privat in Familien oder die Gruppe wird gemeinsam in einem Gebäude 
	untergebracht werden. 
	Ort: Marbach ist als pittoresker Geburtsort des Dichters Friedrich Schiller weltberühmt, Standort des Deutschen 
	Literaturarchivs der Moderne und des Schillernationalmuseums. Die historische Altstadt liegt im wunderschönen 
	Neckartal circa 20 Kilometer nördlich von Stuttgart.
	Nächster Flughafen: Stuttgart
	Nächster Bahnhof: Marbach am Neckar 
	Besonderheit: Alle Teilnehmer sollen deutsch sprechen können und in einem Motivationsschreiben ihr Interesse an 
	der Arbeit mit Kindern aufzeigen. Kreative Ideen und Spiele sind willkommen! 
	
	
	Just for internal information:
	Project: The youth club in Marbach organises a play scheme for children during the summer holidays. Different 
	workshops and activities will be offered for 150 children between 6 and 12 years of age. 
	Work: Volunteers will take care of the children during the play scheme and they will offer own workshops and 
	activities – this means volunteers should bring creative and handcrafting skills. Working hours will be Mon to Fri, 
	start in the morning till late the afternoon.
	Accommodation: The accommodation will either be home stays in families in town or the group will be 
	accommodated all together in a building of the community. Information need to be confirmed.  
	Location: Marbach is known as the birth place of the classical poet Friedrich Schiller. The Schiller National Museum 
	and the German Literature Archive are popular destinations. The town has a picturesque centre with several 
	churches and many historical houses.  
	Next airport: Stuttgart
	Next train station: Marbach am Neckar
	Requirements: Volunteers are asked to send a German motivation letter showing their interest in working with kids.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	IBG 32	CONS	18.08.2008	30.08.2008	18-26
	description
	IBG 32 Haiterbach      (Baden-Wurttemberg)           18.08. – 30.08.            CONS             15 vols
	Project: For the first time the municipality of Haiterbach invites an international workcamp to help with the 
	construction of a leisure park. This park should become a meeting place for local youth, children and adults. The 
	idea is to set up a bike trail, a playground and a beach volleyball-court. 
	Work: Volunteers will help to set up parts of the leisure park. This means for example to help with the construction 
	of the play scheme or the beach volleyball-court. According to the needs there are different tasks to do and 
	volunteers will be supervised by professionals. Work might be hard sometimes and will be outside, so volunteers 
	should be prepared to work in all weathers. 
	Location: Haiterbach is a town with about 5.800 inhabitants consisting of five districts. It is situated in the eastern 
	Black Forest, 20 km northeast of Freudenstadt and 30 km west of Tuebingen.  About 1000 years ago it was firstly 
	mentioned and historical traces can be found in the town. 
	The Black Forest is a famous wooded mountain range. The highest peak is the Feldberg with an elevation of 1.490 
	meters. There are numerous paths suitable for day walks. 
	Accommodation: The volunteers will be accommodated in a newly renovated historical building called 
	“Zehntscheuer”. In the Middle Ages it was used by farmers for storing corns and crops. After a recent renovation 
	this historic building was transformed into a modern community house including a big courtyard used for cultural 
	events and rooms for a kindergarten and different activities for young and old people. 
	Kitchen and sanitary facilities are available. Mats will be provided as well, but volunteers should bring sleeping 
	bags. The accommodation is situated in the middle of the town, so volunteers will have the chance to get in close 
	contact to the neighbours and probably there are cultural events in the courtyard. 
	Next train station: Nagold
	Next airport: Stuttgart
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	IBG 33	DISA	23.08.2008	06.09.2008	18-26
	description
	IBG 33 Sindelfingen    (Baden-Wurttemberg)           23.08. – 06.09.            DISA               6 vols
	Only for volunteers experienced and interested in work with disabled people! Project: The local host is a charity 
	organization taking care of mentally and physically disabled persons who live in families.  For the fourth time they 
	offer two weeks of holidays for the disabled and the workcamp will help to run it. It will take place in and around a 
	house in the forest and there will be lots of different workshops and excursions during the daytime. The disabled 
	will be picked up in the morning at 9.00h and be brought home in the evening at 17.00h. 
	Work: Volunteers and disabled people will spend their time together to be creative, have fun, do handicrafts, go on 
	excursions, playing games, do sports,.... In total, there will be around 20 disabled and non-disabled children, youth 
	and adults, which will be divided into groups according to the needs and abilities (the group with severely 
	handicapped will for example be offered quieter activities). 
	An introduction seminar for all volunteers will take place on the first Sunday to explain the rules, responsibilities 
	and tasks. 
	Local volunteers will work together with the workcamp and they will have lunch altogether. The weekends will be 
	free and you can either spend leisure time in the families you live together with or with the group.
	Accommodation: The accommodation will be in families, which means an experience of “real German culture”.  
	Location: Sindelfingen has about 60.000 residents and is about 15km south west of Stuttgart. It has an economy 
	growing mostly by the automobile industry and the weaving industry. Nice excursions in the Black Forest for nice 
	hiking tours are possible as well as sightseeing trips to cities like Stuttgart or Heidelberg. 
	Next airport: Stuttgart
	Next train station: Sindelfingen – Goldberg
	Requirements: Camp language will be German and English! Please add a motivation letter to show your interest 
	and experience in working with disabled people (What kind of experience do you have? Do you have experiences in
	 taking care of disabled persons including sanitary aspects?).
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	IBG 34	KIDS	23.08.2008	06.09.2008	18-26
	description
	IBG 34 Wangen      (Baden-Wurttemberg)                23.08. – 06.09.              KIDS               12 vols
	Projekt: Zum ersten Mal lädt die Stadt Wangen ein Workcamp ein, das bei den örtlichen Ferienspielen für Kinder der
	 Stadt helfen soll. Im Laufe von zwei Wochen finden die Spielstadt „Mini-Wangen“ (25.-30.08.) gefolgt von dem 
	Festival „Mittelalter anno 1408“ (01.-05.09) statt. Eingeladen sind Kinder im Alter von 7-10 Jahren. Ungefähr 120 
	Kinder werden zu diesen Aktivitäten erwartet.
	Arbeit: Die Teilnehmer des Workcamps helfen dabei, die Kinder bei verschiedenen Aktivitäten der Feste zu 
	unterstützen – in den Bereichen Sport, Spiel und Handwerk. Die Freiwilligen arbeiten gemeinsam mit lokalen 
	Betreuern zusammen, um das Programm innerhalb und im Außenbereich des Jugendhauses und in der Stadt zu 
	beaufsichtigen. Das Programm der Feste läuft täglich von 8 Uhr bis 15 Uhr. Die Freiwilligen müssen mit langen 
	Arbeitstagen rechnen, die aber sehr lohnend und spannend gestaltet sind. Die Aufgabenbereiche sind 
	abwechslungsreich und jeden Tag verschieden.
	Unterkunft: Die Gruppe lebt in einem  gut ausgestatteten Selbstversorgerhaus (Küche und Sanitäranlagen sind 
	vorhanden) auf dem Grundstück des „Franziskanerkloesterles“ – einem kleinen, schönen Kloster nahe des 
	Stadtzentrums. Zu dem Kloster gehört ein großer Garten, in dem man sich nach den aufregenden Arbeitsstunden in
	 Ruhe entspannen kann. Die Mönche wohnen im Kloster neben dem Selbstversorgerhaus und freuen sich darauf, 
	ihren Lebensstil und –alltag vorzustellen und zu teilen.  
	Umgebung: Wangen ist eine schöne, alte Stadt in der Region, die sich „Allgaeu“ nennt. Sie liegt nahe der Alpen und 
	der Länder Schweiz und Österreich. Die Umgebung ist vielseitig und lädt zu vielen Naturerlebnissen (zum Beispiel 
	Bodensee und Alpen) ein. Doch auch die Stadt Wangen selbst hat mit seinen Fachwerkhäusern und der langen 
	Geschichte, die bis ins Jahr 815 zurückgeht, viel an Kultur und Sehenswürdigkeiten zu bieten. 
	Nächster Flughafen: Stuttgart, Munchen
	Nächster Bahnhof: Wangen
	Besonderheit: Alle Freiwilligen sollen Deutschkenntnisse mitbringen und ein Motivationsschreiben schicken über ihr 
	Interesse an der Arbeit mit Kindern. 
	
	
	Just for internal information:
	
	Project: It is the first time that the municipality of Wangen invites a workcamp to help out at the local summer 
	festivals for children. In the course of two weeks a play scheme called “Mini-Wangen” (25.-30.08.) followed by a 
	“medieval festival in the year 1408” (1.-5.09.) will take place in the city. Children at the age of 7-10 years are 
	invited to participate. Around 120 children are expected to attend the activities.
	Work: The participants of the workcamp will help and support to take care of the kids at several different activities 
	at both festivals. The volunteers will support the staff in supervising a set programme of indoor and outdoor 
	activities such as sports, games and crafts. They are generally helping the children enjoy their summer holiday. 
	The activities of the festivals are running from 8 am until 3 pm each day so the group should be prepared to work 
	long hours, but it is very rewarding. Working tasks will be different due to the topics of the festivals. 
	Accommodation: The group will stay in a beautiful and well equipped self-catering house belonging to the 
	“Franziskanerklösterle” (little monastery) close to the city centre. Around the house there is a big garden belonging 
	to the monastery. In the monastery itself there are monks living separately but there is always the chance to get 
	in contact and to get to know each others lifestyle. All sanitary facilities and kitchen are available. 
	Location: Wangen is a beautiful city situated in the southern german region called “Allgau”, close to the borders of 
	Austria and Switzerland. The region lies close to the Alpes and therefore provided with a diverse nature of 
	mountains, meadows, waterfalls and the like. There is a lot to discover in terms of history and nature. Old castles, 
	mountain trails, the Lake Constance. But also Wangen itself has much to offer. The history of the city dates back 
	to the year 815. The charm of Wangen lies within its historical buildings and southern german architectural style. 
	Next airport: Munich, Stuttgart.
	Next train station: Wangen.
	Special requirements: Camp language is german. German motivation letter is required.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	IBG 35	ENVI	24.08.2008	06.09.2008	18-26
	description
	IBG 35 Kappelrodeck      (Baden-Wurttemberg)           24.08. – 06.09.              ENVI            10 vols
	Project: In the town of Kappelrodeck the inhabitants can relax in the beautiful spa garden including a pond, nice 
	foot paths, a children’s playground and lots of benches inviting to take a rest and observe the nature’s life around. 
	The municipality of Kappelrodeck invites an international workcamp to help with the maintenance and renewing of 
	this park. 
	Work: According to plans of a landscape architect there are different tasks to undertake in the park: new footpaths
	 have to get installed, old footpaths have to be cleared, alien species have to be removed, trees and bushes have 
	to be cut, new trees have to get planted, dry stone walls have to get surveyed and reconstructed and different 
	tasks more. 
	If the groups work faster than expected, putting a fence around a sports ground will be another task. 
	Accommodation: will be in a school in the village of Waldulm, a part of Kappelrodeck. Two sleeping rooms, a 
	kitchen and sanitary facilities are provided. 
	Location: Kappelrodeck is a small community situated in the popular “Black Forest” and has around 5700 
	inhabitants in total. The region attracts many tourists who find recreation in the beautiful landscapes. Besides, the 
	area is famous for its delicious red wine. Hiking in the nearby nature as well as excursions to cities like Strasbourg 
	or Stuttgart are possible. 
	Next airport: Strasbourg (France), Karlsruhe
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	IBG 36	CONS	31.08.2008	10.09.2008	18-26
	description
	IBG 36  Buchen         (Baden-Wurrtemberg)                   31.08.-10.09.               CONS           7 vols
	Project: It is the second time the town of Buchen invites an international workcamp. After the success of the last 
	year the group will work on a special UNESCO cultural heritage in the region around Buchen. On request of the 
	nature park association the workcamp´s task is to rebuild the foundation walls of an old Roman watchtower 
	belonging to the “Limes” (=a border defence of Ancient Rome). 
	Work: The group will work on the rebuilding of a stone wall of the watchtower. In detail that means stones have to 
	be arranged, concrete has to be mixed before setting the wall back in place. The working place is located in the 
	middle of the forest. The group will be supported by professional workers of the building yard department of 
	Buchen.
	Accommodation: The participants will stay on a family campsite area called “Eckbuckel” which was rearranged by 
	the workcamp last year. This campsite lies idyllic and isolated outside of Buchen in a cosy village – surrounded by
	 meadows and forests. Beside the cabins that are used as sleeping rooms a separate building with a kitchen and 
	sanitary facilities is available. There is also a place for barbecuing. For more leisure activities the participants are 
	free to use the big sports ground as well as ping-pong tables at the centre. Around 2 km lays a private lake for 
	swimming…
	Location: Buchen is a small town located in the north of Baden-Wurttemberg in the forest “Odenwald” with around 
	18900 inhabitants. Volunteers can enjoy the landscape by hiking or experience the wonders of a stalactite cave. In 
	Buchen you can also find a forest swimming pool and more opportunities for sporting activities. Bigger cities like 
	Stuttgart or Heilbronn are also worth visiting.
	Next airport:  Stuttgart
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	IBG 37	ENVI	08.09.2008	26.09.2008	18-26
	description
	IBG 37 Kehl            (Baden–Wurttemberg)                 08.09. – 26.09.                ENVI               10 vols
	Project: For the sixth time the municipality of Kehl asks an international group to help with environmental protection
	 in their town: There is a small river running through Kehl. In former times the river was redirected to run in concrete
	 tunnels and it was biologically dead. The municipality has removed all the concrete, allowing the small river to flow
	 through the town once again. There are now many plants and animals living in and by the river. However, since 
	the river is in the middle of the town, rubbish and grass must be cleared from the banks regularly to prevent 
	flooding in the town. 
	Work: Volunteers will clear the banks of the river and cut the grass and bushes. They will work with machines and it
	 may be physically hard and muddy. This is a good project to learn about nature prevention and conservation. 
	Accommodation: The group will live in a youth centre close to the river where all facilities are provided. There is a 
	big kitchen and different rooms to stay and spend time in. Outside you can find a place for barbecuing, a lake and 
	trick fountains to enjoy. The area around the youth centre is rather spacious and provides many activities and 
	things to experience. Volunteers should be prepared and open to get in contact with the local youth since they are 
	their hosts and neighbours throughout the workcamp! 
	Location: Kehl is a medium sized town at the boards of the river Rhine facing the French-German border. The 
	Alsatian town of Strasbourg is situated on the other side of the river Rhine. It will be interesting to visit the 
	beautiful town of Strasbourg, crossing the border to France. The youth centre is only a five minutes walk from the 
	inner city of Kehl. Other interesting sightings can be the Black Forest and the nature of the southern area in 
	general.
	Next airport: Strasbourg (10km), Frankfurt (150km)
	Next train station: Kehl
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	IBG 38	ENVI	27.09.2008	11.10.2008	18-26
	description
	IBG 38 Willstaett        (Baden-Wurttemberg)               27.09. – 11.10.              ENVI              15 vols
	Project: For the first time the municipality of Willstaett invites a workcamp to help with the arrangement of 
	biotopes which are situated in the surrounding of the town. 
	Work: The workcamp group will create new biotopes as well as cultivate already existing biotopes. They will work 
	with different kinds of tools. The work can be physically demanding – especially in any kind of weather. Volunteers
	 should be prepared to work hard and bring waterproof and warm clothes as well as sturdy boots/shoes. 
	Accommodation: The group will stay in a building of the fire department where they will have one sleeping rooms, a
	 living room with couches and games, all sanitary facilities and a kitchen. The house is situated next to the building
	 yard department from where the group will leave to the biotopes each morning together with the professionals with 
	whom they will work during the weeks. 
	Location: The community of Willstaett contains several villages with all in all around 9000 inhabitants. It is situated 
	in the beautiful southern part of Germany close to the border to France. It is characterised by its beautiful 
	architectural style of carcass houses. There is also a lot to see and discover in the landscape close to the black 
	forest with its spectacular sights (waterfalls, castles…). Close bigger cities like Freiburg or Strasbourg offer a wide 
	range of cultural events. 
	Next airport: Strasbourg, Karlsruhe/Baden-Baden (Ryan-Air), Stuttgart.
	Next train station: Appenweier, Kehl.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd  8104	ARCH	19.07.2008	10.08.2008	18-26
	description
	ijgd  8104  Berlin-Reinickendorf II  19.07.07 – 10.08.08  ARCH  15 vols.
	Project: On the regional graveyard “Freiheitsweg” north of Berlin, you will help restoring the graves of victims of 
	war. These victims are both German and non-German soldiers and civilians.
	Work: Your task will be to transport and clean gravestones. In addition you will plant new grass.
	Accommodation: Within the scouts’ adventure-playground, in tents and wagons. A nearby house with a kitchen, 
	living-room and sanitation is open for you.
	Catering: Done by the group.
	Location: Federal State of Brandenburg. The adventure-playground is located on a little green island in the middle 
	of Berlin. There are a lot of different possibilities (e.g. archery). Guitars are provided, so the lunch/ dinner campfire
	 will be very nice. It’s easy to reach Berlin using public transport. Tickets are provided.
	Train-station: Berlin Hauptbahnhof / central station
	Airport: Berlin
	Age: 18-26
	NOTE: Knowledge of German or English language is required.
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8100	SOCI	02.08.2008	24.08.2008	18-26
	description
	ijgd 8100  Berlin-Lichtenberg  02.08.-24.08.08  SOCI  10 vols
	Project: This camp is about helping to look after residents of the “Evening Sun” old people’s nursing home.
	Work: Your tasks will include supporting the carers by distributing and assisting with meals as well as organising 
	and devising free time activities for the residents, for example games, exercise and trips out. You might read to 
	residents or go for walks with them (on foot or with a wheelchair) and an important part of your day will be caring 
	for individual bedridden residents, maybe you’d sing to them or make music, play games or just talk with them. 
	You are particularly welcome to create programmes of entertainment with an international flair.
	Accommodation: Youth hostel “Prosocial” with shared rooms, cooking partly done by the group.
	Location: Berlin
	Train-station: Berlin
	Airport: Berlin
	Age: 18 -26 years
	Please note: Good German is absolutely essential
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8101	STUDY	23.08.2008	10.09.2008	18-26
	description
	ijgd 8101   Berlin-Koepenick  23.08.-10.09.08   STUDY/FEST  10 vols
	Project: In the Koepenick district on the outskirts of Berlin, within close proximity to two rivers, lakes and extensive
	 forests, is a home for mentally handicapped people run by the social foundation “Koepenick”.
	Work: Your main task will be to organise and run a summer fete together with the residents. We would hope that 
	the preparation of decorations, games, entertainment (for example, music and theatre) and food would mirror the 
	varied cultural backgrounds of the participants. Other tasks are the creation of a herb and vegetable bed for each 
	of the groups living in the home, and take day trips with the residents. Most of the residents work in workshops 
	until early afternoon and you will need to be flexible in arranging your working time and be prepared to work in the 
	afternoons.
	STUDY: This year, this international workcamp should offer you, next to work and meeting residents of this centre,
	 the possibility to learn and improve your German. You will have two hours of intensive German classes every 
	day, followed by 3 to 4 hours of work. All tutors are experienced teachers of German as a foreign language and 
	they are participants in this work camp too.
	Accommodation: In rooms belonging to the protestant parish of Berlin-Oberschoeneweide
	Catering: cooking partly done by the group
	Location: Berlin
	Train-station: Berlin 
	Airport: Berlin
	Age: 18 - 26
	Please note: A basic knowledge of German is an advantage for this camp.
	EXTRA FEE €240,-
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8102	ARCH	02.08.2008	24.08.2008	15-17
	description
	ijgd 8102 Berlin-Heiligensee I  02.08.08-24.08.08  ARCH/TEEN  15 vols.
	Project: On the regional graveyard “Heiligensee” in the north-west of Berlin you help restoring the graves of war 
	dead. These victims are German as well as non-German soldiers and civilian.
	Work: Your task is to transport old stones and to cleanse the gravestones. In addition you got to plant new grass. 
	You will have one free day each week to develop Berlin and ambience throughout theme-specific guide tours 
	(culture, history, east-west …).
	Accommodation: pathfinder castle at Berlin-Tegel
	Catering is done by the group
	Location: The castle is near the landscape conservation area “Tegeler Fliess” of the Tegeler Lake and the Tegeler 
	forest. There are a lot of possibilities for walking and area games near by. 
	In a few hours you can reach the lakes of Mecklenburg and Rheinsberg, the Spree forest, the river Oder and many
	 other pretty landscapes. With public transports you can reach in approximately 30 minutes the centre of Berlin. 
	The ticket is provided (city ticket)
	Train-station: Berlin 
	Airport: Berlin-Tegel or Berlin-Schoenefeld
	Age: 15-17
	Note: knowledge of German or English language is required.
	EXTRA FEE 150€
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8103	ARCH	09.08.2008	31.08.2008	18-26
	description
	ijgd 8103  Berlin Reinickendorf I  09.08.08 – 31.08.08  ARCH  15 vols.
	Project: On the regional graveyard “Humboldtstrasse” in the north of Berlin you help restoring the graves of 
	victims of war. The victims are German and non-German soldiers alike and civilians.
	Work: Your task is to transport old stones and to clean the gravestones. In addition you got to plant new grass.
	Accommodation: Youth centre “PallasT” at Berlin-Schoeneberg. 
	Catering: Done by the group.
	Location: Berlin-Schoeneberg is located in central Berlin. The sights are easy to reach by foot or by public 
	transport. Berlin’s nightlife is also easy to explore. The ticket for public transports is provided.
	Train-station: Berlin Hauptbahnhof/ central station
	Airport: Berlin
	Age: 18-26
	NOTE: knowledge of German or English language is required.
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8106	LANG	23.08.2008	14.09.2008	18-26
	description
	ijgd 8106  Berlin-Spandau  23.08.08-14.09.08  LANG / DISA  15 vols.
	Projekt: This workcamp takes place at the Spandau branch of the “Mosaic Workshop for the Disabled” and includes
	 twelve different workshop areas, such as industrial assembly, laundry, joinery, home-grown produce, canteen etc,
	 and providing work for 260 mentally disabled people. The facility also provides care, support and education.
	Study: In addition to working at the Mosaic workshops, this camp gives you the opportunity to learn and improve 
	your German. During week one, you’ll have four to five hours of language tuition per day. Your tutors are 
	experienced teachers of German as a foreign language and also participate in this workcamp. During the next two 
	weeks, you’ll spend about four hours each day in the workshop areas, where you can practise and improve your 
	newly acquired knowledge of German. An hour’s German tuition straight after work should help to ensure that you 
	retain whatever new words and phrases you learned that day.
	Work: During the following two weeks you will work for about 4 hours in the mosaic workshop. Your work will include
	 to rearrange the surrounding area, to plant flowers and to arrange sitting areas. Furthermore you will have the 
	chance to gain an insight view into the work of this workshop. If you want you can help and learn how to cooperate 
	with disabled people. 
	Accommodation: You’ll stay at the Grunewald centre, in the middle of the Grunewald forest and close to Lake 
	Grunewald.
	Catering some meals will be prepared by the group and some will be prepared by the centre.
	Location: The centre of Berlin is within easy reach by public transport. You will receive the tickets for it. The 3 
	hectare big area is big enough for camping, built an outside theatre, for BBQ, and to play football.
	Train-station: Berlin
	Airport:  Berlin
	Age: 18-26 
	NOTE: This camp is for participants with a basic knowledge of German 
	EXTRA FEE: € 300,-
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8107	RENO	17.08.2008	31.08.2008	15-17
	description
	ijgd 8107  Berlin-Heiligensee II  17.08.08-31.08.08  RENO/TEEN  15 vols.
	Project: On the regional graveyard “Heiligensee” in the north-west of Berlin you help restoring the graves of war 
	dead. These victims are German as well as non-German soldiers and civilian.
	Work: Your task is to transport old stones and to cleanse the gravestones. In addition you got to plant new grass. 
	You will have one free day each week to develop Berlin and ambience throughout theme-specific guide tours 
	(culture, history, east-west…)
	Accommodation: pathfinder castle at Berlin-Tegel
	Catering is done by the group
	Location: The castle is near the landscape conservation area “Tegeler Fliess” of the Tegeler Lake and the Tegeler 
	forest. There are a lot of possibilities for walking and area games near by. 
	In a few hours you can reach the lakes of Mecklenburg and Rheinsberg, the Spree forest, the river Oder and many
	 other pretty landscapes. With public transports you can reach in approximately 30minutes the centre of Berlin. 
	The ticket is provided (city ticket)
	Train-station: Berlin Airport: Berlin-Tegel or Berlin-Schoenefeld
	Age: 15-17
	Special requirement: knowledge of German or English language is required.
	EXTRA FEE 150€
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8110	CONS	26.07.2008	17.08.2008	16-26
	description
	ijgd 8110  Kuhhorst  26.07.08–17.08.08  TRI / CONS  12 vols. F, ES, D
	Project: In Kuhhorst you have the opportunity to learn about life and work in a rural community. Run along holistic 
	and ecological guidelines, this organic farm will teach you about a way of life where animals and humans live in 
	close harmony. Within the farm you will find a goat, 5 donkeys, 100 pigs, 200 cows, 600 ducks and 800 geese, 
	which are being looked after humanely, as truly domestic animals. These animals are being cared for in co-
	operation with people with mental disabilities. In addition to potato and vegetable crops, the village has a dairy, a 
	pasta production plant and farm shop. In summer community life is centred on this beautiful farmyard.
	Work: This year we would like to continue the construction and renovation of a hog for pigs. Furthermore, you will 
	work in green houses; gardening and doing other maintenance work.
	Accommodation: Accommodation will be basic and rustic, within a former barn.
	Catering: Lunch will be provided but other meals have to be prepared by the group. Organic milk and organic 
	products for breakfast and dinner can be purchased at the farm shop.
	Location: Brandenburg; about 35 km north-west from Berlin, 50km from Potsdam. Kuhhorst offers lots of open 
	countryside surrounded by forests and brooks, all of it accessible by either bicycle or on foot. A special attraction 
	in the summer is the large number of visiting storks. Berlin's thriving city limits are only about 30 km away and 
	you are welcome to organise your own entertainment.
	Train-station: Nauen
	Airport: Berlin
	Age: 16 - 26
	Note: For volunteers from Spain, France and Germany only.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8112	RENO	02.08.2008	24.08.2008	16-26
	description
	ijgd 8112  Vierraden  02.08.08 – 24.08.08  TRI / RENO  15 vols. ES, DE, PL
	Project: The association “Kunstbauwerk e.V.” (www.kunstbauwerk.de) is in charge of the renovation of the former 
	tobacco factory at Vierraden dating from 1880. In order to create an interesting contrast, they would like to 
	introduce modern works of art. Their plan for this summer is to transform the site into a lively art exhibition centre, 
	which attracts artists as well as those interested in arts. We must add that the association’s name (an 
	amalgamation of the words “art”, “building” and “works”) has previously lead to some false expectations for some 
	participants concerning the tasks at hand. To avoid any confusion, we have to inform you that you will only be 
	involved in renovation and construction work. Until 1990, both the factory building and the owner’s mansion have 
	been occupied by a number of different companies, and, as a result, both buildings have been dramatically 
	altered.
	Work: We would like your help with the restoration of the factory building to its original design. Local craftsmen will 
	work with you to clear and demolish old storage sheds and restore original boundaries. We would also like you to 
	help with the creation of a parking area and the maintenance of the factory’s grounds. During the second half of 
	the camp, we would like you to work in cooperation with our project partner, the national park “Unteres Odertal”, in 
	both the Polish and the German areas of this international park. Your task will be to create a wildflower meadow, 
	construct information boards and renovate paths. On August 19th, you are invited to the annual tobacco flower 
	festival which is run by local associations. Vierraden is a small village in close proximity to the “Unteres Odertal” 
	National Park, which you might like to explore by bike or on foot. You can also organise trips to the Uckermark 
	region or to Stettin (50 km) and Berlin (100 km).
	Accommodation: In the owner’s mansion on-site
	Catering: Done by the group.
	Location: 100 km north-east of Berlin in Brandenburg.
	Train-station: Schwedt
	Airport: Berlin 
	Age: 16-26
	Note: For volunteers from Poland, Spain and Germany only.
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8113	ENVI	02.08.2008	24.08.2008	16-26
	description
	ijgd 8113  Rangsdorf  02.08.08 – 24.08.08  ENVI  15 vols.
	Project: A programme has been created by the government in cooperation with the International Airport Berlin 
	Brandenburg, in order to make this beautiful region more accessible to tourists. A network of hiking and bicycling 
	trails should be build, and protected areas for fauna and animals created.
	Work: Under supervision of the local landscape-conservation-association, you will help expending and remodelling 
	different parts of the existing trails network. Your work will include restoration and construction of new trail 
	sections, rubbish removal, maintenance works, building park benches, observation points and signposts, which 
	have to be put-up. Most of the work will be done manually. Local partners, such as the forestry office, the nature 
	conservation society and council will help with more technically demanding aspects of your work. At the end of the
	 camp, you have to opportunity to display your work and success to the public. 
	Accommodation: You’ll stay in a child care centre which offers sufficient bedrooms, a kitchen, a dining room, 
	toilets and shower facilities. Outside there is a garden with a barbecue and a volleyball courts. 
	Catering: Done by the group.
	Location: located in the Federal State of Brandenburg, 15 km south of Berlin. Rangsdorf is a small town southern 
	of Berlin, surrounded by a landscape, typical for Brandenburg. It consists of fields, meadows, small lakes and 
	forests. Bicycles will be provided, so that you can go to work (distance about 3km), reach the train station 
	(distance about 4 km) in order to catch the train to Berlin, and/ or simply discover the surroundings during your free
	 time. There is a lake close-by, where you can go swimming (about 3 km). 
	Train-station: Rangsdorf
	Airport: Berlin
	Age: 16-26
	Note: knowledge of German and English language is required. You need to be able to ride a bicycle.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8115	ARCH	19.07.2008	10.08.2008	16-26
	description
	ijgd 8115  Brandenburg an der Havel  19.07.08 – 10.08.08  ARCH  15 vols.
	Project: The city of Brandenburg, which is over thousand years old, nearby the river Havel, is one of the oldest 
	German cities east of the river Elbe and serves, with its many historical buildings and museums, as documentation
	 for the history of the country.
	In this beautiful city you have access to a huge amount of leisure time activities. You can also visit a variety of 
	culture establishments or travel to Germany’s capital Berlin. The city’s museum welcomes your help with the 
	garden-works on plenty memorial places. You will be offered accompanied sightseeing, through which you will have
	 an extensive insight in the history of city. Also you will get to know many locals. On this occasion you will have 
	the opportunity to meet teenagers from Zgierz (Poland) and from Brandenburg (Germany).
	Accommodation: You’ll stay in the classrooms of the “von-Saldern-Gymnasium”.
	The Cafeteria, will work as a kitchen. The common-room, toilets and showers of the sports-hall are at your 
	disposal. 
	Catering: Done by the group
	Location: Federal State of Brandenburg. “Brandenburg an der Havel” is 40km western of the capital Berlin.
	Train-station: Brandenburg an der Havel 
	Airport: Berlin
	Age: 16-26
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8116	CONS	17.08.2008	05.08.2008	16-26
	description
	ijgd 8116  Felixsee-Bohsdorf  17.08.08 – 05.09.08  TRI / CONS  12 vols. ES, DE, PL
	Project: The “Social-Pedagogical-Institute” in Brandenburg has a leisure-centre named “Bergschloesschen” in the 
	city of Spremberg and a place for young people to meet in the community Felixsee. The meeting-place is in a well 
	wooded, idyllic site close to Lake Felixsee, with a look out. Youth-groups will find ideal conditions to spend their 
	free time with sports, games and other outdoor activities.
	Work: You can help with the improvement of the bungalows and with the construction of playground, sports 
	equipment and roofing for bicycles. You will meet young people from the region and arrange a vacation day for 
	kids. You’re ideas are welcome!
	Accommodation: Wooden Bungalows.
	Catering: Done by the group.
	Camping site: You can go swimming in the lake Felixsee, play beach-volleyball or table tennis, use the open-air 
	skittle-alley and the Barbeque. In the close surroundings, there are stables, and bicycle-paths. You can bring your 
	own skates. Bicycles are provided. In the city of Spremberg are a lot of things to do: For example, there’s a water 
	park, cinema, bowling centre, a disco, half-pipe, internet-café or a youth-media-centre in the “Bergschloesschen”. 
	Close to the Spremberg Dam there is a high-rope-course, you can rent boats, and play miniature golf.
	Location: Federal State Brandenburg; approximately 120km from Berlin and 20km to Cottbus; between Spremberg 
	and Felix Lake there’s a bus connection. 
	Train-station: Spremberg
	Airport: Berlin
	Age: 16-26
	Note: Knowledge of German or English language is required. You will arrive on Sunday and depart on Friday. 
	Participants under the age of 18 require swimming-permission from their parents. This camp is supported by the 
	German-Polish youth-organisation.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8117	ENVI	07.07.2008	29.07.2008	16-26
	description
	ijgd 8117  Potsdam-Sanssouci  07.07.08 – 29.07.08  ENVI  12 vols.
	Project: The Prussian Palaces and Gardens Fund (“Stiftung Preussischer Schloesser und Gaerten”) looks after 
	numerous historical parks and palaces in the Berlin-Brandenburg region. At the centre of this man-made cultural 
	landscape (which has developed over three centuries) is Potsdam with its many historical estates, including 
	Sanssouci Palace and Gardens. Your task is to work in the beautiful Sanssouci gardens, which will give you the 
	opportunity to gain a rare insight into this specialist working environment. The Charlottenhof Park, designed by P.J.
	 Lenné in 1838, is one of the areas where you’ll help with the maintenance of paths, flowerbeds and lawns, all of 
	which is an important part of the conservation effort. Your work will take you to all kinds of different areas within 
	the gardens and will help you understand the complexity of this type of establishment. 
	Accommodation: A house (with garden) belonging to Babelsberg parish, the bedrooms are in the basement.
	Catering: Done by the group.
	Location: Brandenburg, on the south-western outskirts of Berlin 
	Train-station: Potsdam
	Airport: Berlin
	Age: 16-26
	NOTE: Knowledge of English or German language is required.
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8118	LANG	05.07.2008	27.07.2008	16-26
	description
	ijgd 8118  Storkow  05.07.08-27.07.08  LANG / ENVI  13 vols.
	Project: “Storkow Peace Village” is an anti-racism youth project which aims to promote humanity, solidarity and 
	inter-cultural youth work. In addition to your work, this camp gives you the opportunity to learn German.
	Work: You’ll work for about three hours per day. You will help in taking care of parks in the city and within the 
	Peace Village.
	Study: Beside work, you will have two hours of intensive language class. All tutors are experienced teachers of 
	German as a foreign language and they are participants in this work camp too.
	Accommodation: In the Peace Village
	Catering is done by the group
	Age: 16 - 26
	Location: within Brandenburg; Storkow is 50 km south-east of Berlin. During your free time, you’ll have full use of 
	all cultural and sportive facilities around, including volleyball and basketball courts and football fields. You can also
	 explore the beautiful surrounding countryside by bike, boat or by foot, or take a trip to Berlin.
	Train-station: Storkow
	Airport: Berlin
	Please note: EXTRA FEE 300 €
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8120	FAMILY	27.07.2008	09.08.2008	16-26
	description
	ijgd 8120  Hohburkersdorf  27.07.08-09.08.08  EDU  10 vols. incl. kids
	FAMILY-CAMP
	Project: The Permahof aims to conduct agriculture in family business, which cares about nature and keeps it for 
	future generations. It has two focuses (“develop agriculture” and “meeting place”), which shall make it an attractive 
	place for the youth from the country and the city and for small and large guests from Saxon Switzerland. The 
	Permahof works together with other institutions, like the schools of the regions, the environment-education club, 
	“University in the Green” and the national park Saxon Switzerland.
	This camp is a family camp (parents or grandparents with children), in which the children should be at least 5 years
	 old, and are taken care of or can participate, while the parents and grand parents are working.
	Work: The task is to create an energy-playground. There shall be formed a wind wheel, and a solar heater, where 
	the kids can learn, what regenerative energy is. Additional there shall be built a hut of loam, as an accommodation 
	for future events.
	Accommodation: In a yurt, or some army tents on the Permahof. If necessary there are ovens for heating. 
	Sanitary arrangements and a kitchen with a refrigerator are existent. Catering is done by the group. The Permahof 
	supports the meals by its own crop. 
	Location: The Permahof is close to the national park Saxon Switzerland, in a beautiful landscape in Saxony. The 
	way to Dresden and the little city of Pirna isn’t far, so that you can have cultural alternatives. Trips over the 
	Czech border are possible. 
	Train-station: Pirna, bus to Hohburkersdorf
	Airport: Dresden, Berlin, Leipzig
	Age: Parents or grand-parents with children who are at least 5 years old.
	Special requirement: Knowledge of English or German language is required for the adults.
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8121	ENVI	12.07.2008	03.08.2008	16-26
	description
	ijgd 8121  Borna-Birkenhain  12.07.08 – 03.08.08  ENVI  12 vols
	Project: At the foot of a wooded hill, surrounded by idyllic hiking trails and not far from a large lake is the home of 
	the “Oekologische Station Borna-Birkenhain”, which is responsible for environmental public relations work, 
	countryside conservation and species protection in the southern Leipzig region.
	Work: You will help with the maintenance of pasturelands (mowing and clearing work) as well as habitat and 
	environmental maintenance work in the grounds of the “Oekologische Station”. In your free time, you’ll have the 
	use of bicycles. Life in this camp will be rustic and, admittedly, the work is not easy. But the mining landscape 
	south of Leipzig is beautiful and Leipzig itself is within easy reach by local train.
	Accommodation: In tents on grounds of an ecological station. You can use of the sanitary facilities of the station.
	
	Catering: Done by the group.
	Location: Saxony 
	Train-station: Leipzig
	Airport: Leipzig/Halle
	Age: 16 - 26
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8123	ENVI	02.08.2008	23.08.2008	16-26
	description
	ijgd 8123  Loessnitz-Affalter  02.08.08 – 23.08.08  ENVI  10 vols.
	Project: In 2004, the German Society for Nature Conservation and the city “Loessnitz” have taken over a youth 
	hostel in the city district “Affalter”. This summer the third workcamp will take place in this hostel.
	Work: We will need your help for taking care of our tree nursery, for renovating the on-site buildings (you will work 
	with wood and do some painting. You can introduce your ideas) and the outside walls of a barn, as well as taking 
	care of the campsite, volleyball field and the green areas. Furthermore the domestic animals (goat, rabbits, cats 
	and sheep) need to be taken care of. All in all: 100% nature, animals and fresh air, fare away from the city.
	Accommodation: youth hostel
	Catering: Done by the group.
	Location: Saxony. The youth hostel is located in slightly hilly region (about 450m above sea level), which has been
	 marked by shale mining and agriculture. The surrounding consists of small lakes and forests. In order to reach the
	 next bigger village you will need about 30 minutes by foot, but it is worth going because it has a nice old village 
	square. Otherwise you can visit old mines or travel to Dresden, Leipzig or Weimar for a day-trip.
	Train-station: Aue
	Airport: Halle-Leipzig
	Age: 16 - 26 
	Special requirements: Basic knowledge of German or English required.
	NOTE: Departure is on a Saturday.
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8201	ARTS	09.08.2008	30.08.2008	16-26
	description
	ijgd 8201  Theatre Workshop Alfeld  09.08.08-30.08.08  ART  15 vols.
	Project / Work Did you ever ask yourself why girls are always smiling and guys have to show off? Did you ever 
	notice that while holing hands, the guy has always the upper hand? And don’t you find it strange that models 
	become finer and finer but the men are dreaming from the feminine curves? Did you ever ask yourself: Are we 
	too demanding with ourselves? Or too weak? How should I talk with the guy? How should I talk to the girl? How are 
	men? How does the woman feel? Are the German women the same than the Japanese women? Nonverbal 
	communication and body language of genders coming from different cultures are the focus of the theatre 
	workshop. 
	What does it mean for you personally to be addressed by a girl/ woman or boy/ man? Do you always feel secure 
	about yourself? Does it always feel the same?
	During two weeks you will be guided and instructed by professionals in order to learn how to express yourself with 
	using the language of your body and your creativity. You will create your own play, which you will present in the 
	third to other volunteers from another workcamp.
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8203	DISA	09.08.2008	30.08.2008	18-26
	description
	ijgd 8203  Hildesheim  09.08.-30.08.08  DISA  12 vols
	Project: The disable workshop in Hildesheim offers work in different categories (packaging, montage, metal, 
	pressure, wood, kitchen or garden) for adult people with a physical or/and psychological handicap. Here they can 
	establish their independent life, where they feel good and are able to live within their individual possibilities. 
	Together with the carers of the workshop you’ll create a holiday programme for these people. In small groups you’ll
	 work 3 days a week, on a bicycle project (repairing, traffic training, and bicycle tours) and a garden creation 
	project. One day each week is planned for free time activities and trips. Friday there’s a collective barbecue-day. 
	
	Accommodation: You’ll stay in the youth hostel in Hildesheim-Drispenstedt.
	Catering: partly done by the house.
	Location: Hildesheim is in Lower Saxony, 30 km from Hanover. It’s a “little big city” with 100.000 inhabitants and 
	you’ll find some culture and free time offers. 
	Train-station: Hildesheim
	Airport: Hanover
	Age: 18-26
	Special Note: Knowledge of German language is important in order to be able to talk to the handicapped 
	Hanoverants.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8204	ENVI	05.07.2008	26.07.2008	16-26
	description
	ijgd 8204  Hameln  05.07.08 – 26.07.08  ENVI  13 vols.
	Project: Last year, the ‘Kyrill’ storm did a lot of damage to the forests in Northern Germany. The cleaning efforts 
	are still taking place. In the area of the Lower Saxony forestry office, the consequential damage is still visual. 
	You’ll help to cut free the new planted trees, as they need space and light to grow. Furthermore, you will remake 
	paths, build or repair recovery places and help at other nature conservation works. You’ll work in changing little 
	groups and will have the possibility to develop nature and to collect background-information about nature 
	conservation and the forest as a habitat, together with the employees of the forestry office.
	Accommodation: In the municipality-centre “Hohes Feld” of the Martin-Luther-commune in Hameln (www.martin-
	luther-gemeinde-hameln.de)
	Catering: Done by the group.
	Location: Hameln in Lower Saxony, called the “rat-catcher-city”, welcomes you. Its historical old city, different 
	museums, the “adventure-world Renaissance”, and a show-glassblowing offer many possibilities for cultural 
	experiences or to go shopping.
	Train-station: Hameln
	Airport: Hanover
	Age: 16-26
	NOTE: you should bring weather-proof clothes and hiking shoes.
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8206	DISA	09.08.2008	30.08.2008	18-26
	description
	ijgd 8206   Helmstedt  09.08.-30.08.08  DISA  12 vols
	Project: On the area of the Speech-recovery-kindergarten and the healing-pedagogical-kindergarten of the life-aid in
	 Helmstedt (www.lebenshilfe-he-wf-ggmbh.de) a large natural area will be formed as a playground and free-time-
	place. 
	Work: You will work together on this creative project with disabled employees of the life-aid-workshop, build paths, 
	a hut, and create kid’s corners for playing close to nature. You can of course bring your own creative ideas. The 
	employees of the life-aid support you at your free time programme and they are planning collective trips. Visiting 
	the working stations of the life-aid and a large party with all kids and employees are planned as well.
	Accommodation: You’ll stay in the nature-friends-house on the outskirts of Helmstedt, which isn’t far from the 
	city’s centre. 
	Location: Helmstedt is situated in Lower Saxony between Magedburg and Braunschweig. Helmstedt has with 25.000
	 inhabitants. There’s a large offer for doing sports, for example swimming, fishing, tennis, horseback riding and 
	skate-boarding. There are cinemas and discotheques. The zone-border-museum Helmstedt and the memorial 
	“German Division Marienborn”(one of the most important former border crossings of the divided Germany) provide 
	you an insight into the country’s history and the reunification of both of the German states almost twenty years 
	ago (following the fall of the Berlin Wall). 
	Train-station: Helmstedt
	Airport: Hanover
	Age: 16-26
	Special Requirement: Knowledge of German language is required for being able to talk to the disabled people and 
	the kids.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8207	ENVI	09.08.2008	30.08.2008	16-26
	description
	ijgd 8207  Wolfenbuettel  09.08.-30.08.08  ENVI  15 vols
	Project: In the landscape conservation area of OEsel, there are very rare species of plants and animals which 
	need to be protected.
	Work: To preserve this natural habitat and biodiversity, the mistreated grassland area needs to be enlarged. 
	According to this, trees and bushes have to be displaced. You’ll be supported by workers of the BUND (alliance for
	 environment and nature protection Germany (www.bund-bs.de)). Of course you’ll learn a lot about nature 
	protection.
	Accommodation: In a youth tent camp, there’ll be a tent village for you. Meanwhile there’ll be an international 
	meeting of the youth care. You’ll have many possibilities for international exchange and you can be part of the 
	free time activities of the youth care. The tent camp is about 5 km from Wolfenbuettel. For trips to the closer 
	environment, and for going to your working place, you’ll have bicycles.
	Catering: done by the group
	Location: Wolfenbuettel is situated in Lower Saxony. Braunschweig is 15km, Wolfsburg 50km, Hanover 60km 
	away. Wolfenbuettel has 56000 inhabitants. It is an old residency city with more than 600 stud work houses, many
	 museums and sights. 
	Train-station: Wolfenbuettel
	Airport: Hanover or Hamburg
	Age: 16-26
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8208	MANU	26.07.2008	16.08.2008	16-26
	description
	ijgd 8208  Hanover   26.07.08-16.08.08   MANU   10 vols.
	Project: The International District Gardens Hanover was created last summer a community garden on the roof of a 
	subterranean garage in the district of Sahlkamp, on which twelve families of the Iraq, Turkey, Afghanistan, 
	Germany, Tunisia and Belarus can plant vegetables, herbs and flowers. The garden is placed in the middle of a 
	high rise area. 
	Work: Apart from the garden works, there shall be developed educational offers in terms of language, food, 
	cooking and music. You’ll support this project and the families by building raised flower beds for disabled people, 
	benches made of wood, and a large Mongolian yurt, which shall be raised for meetings and events. First of all 
	some terrain works are necessary. You can enjoy the hospitality of the families in a hearty and fresh atmosphere,
	 and experience how it’s possible, for people of many nations, to find their little piece of home abroad. 
	Accommodation: To Be Confirmed
	Catering: Done by the group
	Location: Hanover is the capital of the Lower Saxony, and the biggest city in that region. Touristy highlight are the 
	manor house Gardens, the zoo and the Masch Lake. More information on the International District Gardens e.V., 
	you can find on www.stiftung-interkultur.de/prop2i.htm .
	Train-station: Hanover
	Airport: Hanover
	Age: 16-26
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8209	ENVI	02.08.2008	23.08.2008	16-26
	description
	ijgd 8209   Zellerfeld  02.08.-23.08.08  ENVI  15 vols.
	Project: Based near the historic mining and university town of Clausthal-Zellerfeld. 
	Work: You will be involved with a variety of environmental and nature conservation programmes in co-operation 
	with the Wildemann forestry team. Your tasks will include the maintenance of riverbanks and small waterways, 
	creation of habitats and forest pathways. The forestry team will of course be happy to share their knowledge of 
	nature conservation and their involvement in the environmental protection of the forests. This camp is for people 
	who are happy to live, work and spend most of their free time surrounded by “Mother Nature“ – you must be very 
	much in tune with nature to enjoy this project. The Harz region is a popular holiday destination; there are mountains,
	 caves with stalactites, mining museums, nature reserves and vast forests steeped in legends and fairy tales, all 
	waiting to be explored by you. 
	Accommodation & Catering: You’ll live in a hut in the forest and sleep on beds of hay. On site there is an outside 
	earth closet, water from a well, a barbecue grill and cooking facilities. Showers are available at a camping ground 
	about one kilometre away, cooking done by the group.
	Location: Lower Saxony; Clausthal-Zellerfeld is situated in the centre of the Harz region and your accommodation 
	is some 2.5 km from the city centre.
	Train-station: Goslar
	Airport: Hanover
	Age: 16 - 26
	Special requirements: You will need a mattress, a warm sleeping bag and weatherproof clothing and hiking shoes
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8213	KIDS	19.07.2008	07.08.2008	18-26
	description
	ijgd 8213  Rodewald   19.07.-07.08.08  KIDS  12 vols
	Project: In the idyllic village of Rodewald, you’ll be part of a holiday-fun-action for kids between 6 and 16. Together
	 with members of the “Binderhaus e.V.” and other complimentary helpers, you’ll form a 15-day-programme for 
	them. A kid’s camp is part of the programme. You’ll introduce your home countries with music, dances, fairy tales,
	 games and typical meals. For the older children there will be a PC-workshop, which has the task to document the 
	camp. Your ideas are welcome!
	Accommodation: In large rooms in the building
	Catering: done by the group
	Location: Rodewald is situated in Lower Saxony, 55 km north-west of Hanover
	Train-station: Schwarmstedt
	Airport: Hanover
	Age: 18-26
	Special Requirement: Knowledge of German language (basics) is required, pedagogical skill and artistic, technical or
	 sportive interests are advantages. Note: Further information www.Binderhaus-Rodewald.de.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8214	ARTS	19.07.2008	02.08.2008	16-26
	description
	ijgd 8214   Medienwerkstatt Wolfsburg  19.07.08-02.08.08  ART  12 vols.
	Project: TV38 is the TV station for the Wolfsburg-Braunschweig-Salzgitter region, providing local programmes from 
	the region - for the region. Citizen’s TV has two main areas of operation; one is to produce news, information and 
	entertainment programmes, the other is to teach media skills. Local people can attend courses to learn how to 
	produce their own programmes.
	Work: You, too, will make your own TV programme under the guidance of an expert tutor, giving you the 
	opportunity to get to know the city of Wolfsburg in a very special way. Before you’re let loose with digital 
	cameras, you’ll be made familiar with the process of producing a TV programme, you’ll learn technical skills and 
	draw up an outline concept. Editing and finishing will be done in the TV38 studio in Wolfsburg. Again, you’ll be 
	working exclusively with digital media. The theme of your production will be “Changing City – City in Motion”. 
	Wolfsburg was founded in 1938 to provide housing for the workers of the VW factory and originally had 1,144 
	inhabitants – these days, it is a modern city with internationally renowned attractions such as the castle, the 
	museum of the arts, “Autostadt” (Car City) the VW car museum, the soccer Bundesliga team VfL Wolfsburg and 
	“phaeno” a new science museum which opened in 2005.
	Accommodation: Your accommodation is in the nearby youth centre, which is well equipped for a comfortable 
	stay.
	Catering is done by the group.
	Requirements: For participants with a good working knowledge of German or English only.
	Age: 16 - 26
	Location: in Lower Saxony; distance to Hanoveris 75 km, to Braunschweig 30 km, and to Magdeburg 65 km
	Train station: Wolfsburg
	Airport: Hanover
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8215	ENVI	18.08.2008	06.09.2008	16-26
	description
	ijgd 8215  Wildemann  18.08.-06.09.08  ENVI  12 vols
	Project: The small town of Wildemann is scenically situated in the Harz Mountains—offering mountains, stalactite 
	caves, environmental protection areas, and forests. It is a popular destination for tourists and day-trippers. Many 
	German fairy tales and stories originate from this area.
	Work: In cooperation with the Lower Saxony Forestry Office you will carry out various nature and landscape 
	conservation tasks, e.g. restoration of courses of streams to their natural state, care and maintenance of young 
	trees and recreation facilities. In addition to these interesting and diverse tasks you can explore the Harz region 
	together with the Forestry Office staff. Substantial hikes, e. g. to the Brocken Mountain, are possible as well. Don’t
	 forget your hiking boots!
	Accommodation: Wildemann hiking cottage
	Catering: done by the group
	Location: Lower Saxony, 20 km to Goslar, 7 km to Clausthal-Zellerfeld
	Train-station: Goslar
	Airport: Hanover
	Age: 16 - 26
	Special requirements: weatherproof clothing and hiking boots!
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8221	STUDY	02.08.2008	23.08.2008	16-26
	description
	ijgd 8221  Goehrde  02.08.08-23.08.08  STUDY  12 vols
	Project: The educational institution “Bahnhof Goehrde” is placed on a 14.000m² big area, where there is a apiary, 
	mixed orchard and a herbage garden. The employees of the educational institution care a lot about this area and 
	the historical building, a former imperial train-station. 
	Work: You’ll help in taking care of the building and the surrounding complex. 
	Study: “Work and Utopia - What future do teenagers have in Europe?” is the topic of the study. Beside theoretical 
	and philosophic questions like “Has our kind of society become to its highest level?” and “Are we on a historical 
	turning point?”, you’ll work with extracts of utopias work, job market and education. What do you wish form the 
	future? And how do your personal plans and utopias look like? Are there cultural differences in planning and the 
	wishes for the future? If you got material concerning these topics, please bring them with you. You’ll be guided by 
	the head of an educational institution.
	Accommodation: You’ll inhabit the comfortable educational institution. http://www.bahnhof-goehrde.de 
	Catering is done by the group
	Location: Goehrde is in the Lower Saxony, 40km from Lueneburg, 80km to Hamburg. The educational institution is 
	placed in a natural surrounding and is easy to reach by train. The River Elbe and the large Goehrde-forest offer 
	beautiful free time possibilities. On the weekend you can go to the medieval city of Lueneburg, to the metropolis 
	Hamburg, or the coast of the Northern Sea. 
	Train-station: Goehrde
	Airport: Hamburg
	Age: 16-26
	Special Requirement: The participants should come from Europe and should be able to speak English or German.
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8222	STUDY	19.07.2008	02.08.2008	15-17
	description
	ijgd 8222  Media Workshop Bremen  19.07.08-02.08.08  STUDY/TEEN  12 vols.
	Project/ Work: “Stop & Motion“ – this international media camp gives you the opportunity to create your own 
	animated cartoons. You can practise your technical skills and produce your first work on day one. You’ll be 
	“learning by doing”, working in small groups and collating ideas, then trying them out and producing them. You’ll 
	learn how to work the camera as well as using a simple editing suite, which will enable you to work on your cartoon 
	using a computer. Towards the end of this camp, it’s “lights out – film on” and all your films will be shown on the 
	big screen. This camp is aimed at people who are interested in media and video work, especially animation. You’ll 
	get to know TrickBoXX, you might turn your little plasticine figures into movie heroes or have everyday objects 
	come to life in your own animated feature – there are no limits. Prior knowledge of animation is not required but 
	would be useful.
	Accommodation: Most likely you’ll be staying at a youth centre or a school, where the group will prepare its own 
	meals and share the housework..
	Age: 15 - 17
	Location: Bremen; the Hanseatic city of Bremen lies on the river Weser south of Hamburg. Bremen is a 1200 
	years old Hanseatic city with many attractions, museums and shopping centres. At weekends you might like to 
	visit other cities in northern Germany or take a trip to the North Sea
	Train station: Bremen central station
	Airport: Bremen / Hamburg / Hanover.
	EXTRA FEE 340 €
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8224	ENVI	12.07.2008	02.08.2008	16-26
	description
	ijgd 8224 Wrangelsburg  12.07.08 – 02.08.08  ENVI  12 vols.
	Project: A Workcamp in a castle! The Wrangelsburger Castle, built in 1880 is a lordly manor house, which needs to 
	be refurbished, making it attractive for art exhibitions and concerts. The castle is near a beautiful lake and is 
	surrounded by a large park. Here you will do different garden work. You’ll work with teenagers from the workshop 
	of the youth club “Use Your Chances”. This club offers new job perspectives for disadvantaged young people. 
	Together with them, you can also dabble in boat building. The second important task of the Workcamp group is the 
	construction of toys for a playground in the neighbouring village of Gladrow. During your stay, there will be a large 
	village-party on the area of the castle.
	Accommodation: You will be accommodated in some rooms of the old castle.
	Catering: Done by the group.
	Location: Wrangelsburg is in Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania, 18km from Greifswald, 78km from Stralsund.
	The village of Wrangelsburg has 162 inhabitants.
	You can spend your leisure-time around the beautiful lake, for example bathing or boating. At the weekends, trips 
	to the Baltic Sea or to Poland are possible.
	Train-station: Zuessow
	Airport: Berlin
	Age: 16-26
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8225	ENVI	09.08.2008	23.08.2008	16-26
	description
	ijgd 8225  Wangerooge II  09.08.-23.08.08  ENVI  20 vols
	Project: ijgd groups have supported the coastal and dune land protection programme on this North Sea Island for 
	over 50 years.
	Work: Under the leadership of the Marine and Waterways Department, your international group will participate in 
	erecting sand-retaining fences, plant marram grass and repair footpaths in the dunes. All these jobs prevent 
	erosion of the dunes by wind and water, and you will make an important contribution to the island’s sea defences. 
	The dunes are a nature reserve and offer a habitat for coastal animal and plant life. You will have bicycles to 
	reach the particular beaches you’ll be working on. This is a project for people who love the sea, the beach, the sun 
	and the wind. Wangerooge has numerous nature and bird sanctuaries and is a car-free zone. It is a holiday island 
	which offers a variety of free time activities such as swimming in the sea, beach volley ball, walking the mud-
	flats, bicycle tours, small concerts and much more.
	Accommodation: A large youth hostel with shared rooms, in a 7-floors-tower; 200 meters to the beach. You will get 
	bikes in order to go to the working-area. Full board. 
	www.jugendhergerge.de/jh/wangerooge/
	Location: Wangerooge is an island in the North Sea. It has approx. 2000 inhabitants. The island belongs to the 
	National Park “Niedersaechsisches Wattenmeer” and has special flora and fauna. Cars are absolutely forbidden at 
	the island.
	Train-station: Sande, from there by bus to Harlesiel, from there by ferry to Wangerooge;
	Airport: Bremen or Hamburg
	Age: 16-26
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8228	CONS	09.08.2008	30.08.2008	16-26
	description
	ijgd 8228 Neubrandenburg  09.08.08-30.08.08  CONS  10 vols.
	Project:: The Socio-Cultural Education Centre (http://www.skbz-nb.de) is a meeting place for people of all nations. It
	 also has an intercultural garden, which is worked on by migrant families from 11 different nations. The aim is the 
	intercultural learning with all senses.
	Work: Together with the migrants, you will build a little amphitheatre on the area of the garden. Who isn’t afraid of 
	physical work is welcome in this camp. There are also other tasks like building fences, painting works etc. Your 
	creativity is also asked for the construction of sculptures and musical instruments.
	Accommodation: You will inhabit the “Arche”, a building of the Socio-Cultural Education-centre, close to the Lake.
	Catering is done by the group
	Location: Neubrandenburg is a small city in Mecklenburg-Western Pomeranian a federal state with more than 1000 
	lakes. The camp is close to a lake. You can go bathing, doing water-ski, sit around camp fires or go hiking. At the 
	weekend trips to Berlin, to the Baltic Sea or to Poland are possible. 
	Train-station: Neubrandenburg
	Airport: Berlin
	Age: 16-26
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8229	ENVI	11.10.2008	25.10.2008	16-26
	description
	ijgd 8229   Edewecht   11.10.-25.10.08  ENVI  12 vols
	Project: This autumn, the small town of Edewecht in the beautiful Ammerland district would like your help to 
	convert an area of agricultural land into an environmental conservation project.
	Work: There is a variety of outdoor tasks for you supported by local expertise. Your work will involve planting, the 
	maintenance of existing young plants, designing information boards and building a wooden observation platform. 
	You’ll have the opportunity to take part in small group excursions to learn about local flora and fauna, and during 
	these two weeks you could gain a lot of knowledge about nature conservation and countryside maintenance. And 
	of course this is a great opportunity to spend time outdoors before the winter sets in. With a bit of luck you’ll have 
	two weeks great weather due to an “Indian Summer“. In your free time, you could explore the region’s excellent 
	cycle lane network (bicycles are provided), visit the lovely university town of Oldenburg (20 km by public 
	transport) or, at weekends, take a trip to Bremen or the North Sea.
	Accommodation: In a school in Edewecht
	Catering: cooking done by the group
	Location: Lower Saxony, Oldenburg is 20km away and Bremen 65km
	Train-station: Bremen, Hamburg, Hanover
	Airport: Bremen, Hamburg
	Age: 16 - 26
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8230	RENO	26.07.2008	16.08.2008	16-26
	description
	ijgd 8230  Bad Schwartau  26.07.08-16.08.08  RENO  15 vols.
	Project: The Evangelic - Lutheran Church in Bad Schwartau celebrates in autumn the 500th anniversary of the 
	chapel “Georg”, the oldest building of the city. During this summer, some preparation work will be necessary:
	Work: You’ll help rearranging the exterior area around the chapel and the new bell tower. You’ll also help with little 
	refurbishments in the chapel itself. You, as a camp group, will live and work together with the pastor couple 
	“Kolbe”.
	Accommodation: You’ll stay in rooms of the Ev.-Luth. Church.
	Catering is done by the group.
	Location: Bad Schwartau in Schleswig-Holstein is 10km from Luebeck, 70km from Hamburg. The city is close to 
	the Baltic Sea, and there are good possibilities for trips to the Timmendorfer Beach, to Kiel or to Hamburg.
	Train-station: Bad Schwartau
	Airport: Hamburg
	Age: 16-26
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8231	ENVI	09.08.2008	30.08.2008	16-26
	description
	ijgd 8231   Hemdingen  09.08.-30.08.08  ENVI  12 vols
	Project: In the north of Hamburg there’s the Himmel-moor, the largest high moor of Schleswig-Holstein.
	Work: With your work you’ll help maintain the moor and recover the natural condition of the moor. You’ll displace 
	foreign plants, and help at water-conservation works.
	Furthermore you can participate in nature-conservation and forest operations and present your achievement to the 
	inhabitants. In this way, a habitat for the animals and plants is formed, which is only found in the moor. The work 
	is sometimes exhausting, but you can take in a lot of fresh air and one can learn a lot about the local wildlife. 
	Accommodation: You’ll stay in rooms of a school and a municipality centre. The way to the work in the forest 
	you’ll cover by bicycles.
	Catering: done by the group
	Location: Hemdingen is in Schleswig-Holstein, 30km from Hamburg, and 100km from Luebeck. It has about 1500 
	inhabitants and is placed in a beautiful landscape. The municipality has already accommodated many Workcamp-
	groups and you’ll have the possibility to come in contact, with the population. At the weekend trips to the coasts 
	and in the cities of Hamburg and Luebeck are worth it.
	Train-station: Quickborn
	Airport: Hamburg
	Age: 16-26
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8233	ENVI	02.08.2008	23.08.2008	16-26
	description
	ijgd 8233 Hamburg-Fischbek  02.08.08 – 23.08.08  ENVI  14 vols.
	Project: The Fischbeker Heath is a 770 hectare large nature conservation area in the southwest of Hamburg. To 
	keep the heath, pines got to be displaced. This is urgent for the conservation of the animal life in the heath, as for 
	example the more than 200 different species of ants which are in danger of extinction. These nature conservation 
	works may be physical exhausting, but are therefore placed in a beautiful landscape. In addition you can help with 
	the translation of an information flyer in different languages.
	Accommodation: You will be accommodated in a comfortable, Spartan seminar house on the area of the nature 
	conservation centre in Fischbek.
	Catering: Done by the group.
	Location: Fischbek is about an hour by train from the centre of Hamburg. In your free-time you can do trips to the 
	second largest city in Germany. A variety of free-time-possibilities await you: Sights, the harbour, shopping, go 
	out. On the weekend you can do trips to the Northern or Baltic Sea. 
	Train-station: Hamburg central station
	Airport: Hamburg
	Age: 16-26
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8237	RENO	23.08.2008	13.09.2008	16-26
	description
	ijgd 8237 Bremen-Tenever  23.08.08-13.09.08  RENO  15 vols.
	Project: the intercultural workshop “Tenever” is a society which aim is to encourage a better and smoother 
	integration within the city of Bremen. Within the district “Tenever” of Bremen, about 80 different nations live 
	together, sometimes in poor conditions.
	Work: This summer this workshop will move to other premises and we will need your help for setting up this new 
	meeting point. You will do some painting, re-arrange and design the interior decoration, and much more handcraft 
	work. You can leave your creativity full bent. You will work together with the society members and learn a lot 
	about their background, lives as migrants in Bremen and further projects of the association, such as meal service 
	counter, addiction help centre or care taking of public parks.
	Accommodation: you will stay in schools or of empty buildings. Catering is done by the group.
	Location: in Bremen; 120km away from Hamburg.
	From the district “Tenever” it is easy to reach Bremen’s’ downtown. This city exists since 1200 year and therefore 
	has lots of historical interest points. Furthermore you will find nice places for shopping and interesting museums. 
	On the weekends you will have the opportunity to visit the North-See coast, Hamburg and other interesting places 
	around.
	Train station: Bremen Central station
	Airport: Bremen or Hamburg
	Age: 16 - 26
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8240	KIDS	19.07.2008	09.08.2008	18-26
	description
	ijgd 8240 Wismar  19.07.-09.08.08  KIDS  15 vols
	Project: Wismar, a beautiful old town on the Baltic Sea, is running a children’s play scheme this summer.
	Work: As part of this, we would like you to prepare and run a holiday play scheme with an international flavour in 
	the town gardens. Your first week is preparation time and the next two weeks will be spent putting your prepared 
	plans into action with the children of Wismar. You’ll love this work camp if you enjoy contact with children and 
	creative and sports activities and thrive on meeting lots of new people. You’ll have bicycles to get to and from 
	work and to use in your free time. Wismar lies on the Baltic and is surrounded by beautiful countryside. The 
	Hanseatic Cities of Luebeck and Rostock with their multitude of recreational and cultural facilities are within easy 
	reach, as is Poel Island.
	Accommodation: In the “Schwalbennest“ Youth & Leisure Centre in Wismar (www.schwalbennest-wismar.de), near 
	the beach, which is owned by the Wendorf district Workers‘ Welfare Association
	Catering: cooking done by the group
	Location: Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania; 30 km north of Schwerin and about half-way between Luebeck and 
	Rostock
	Train-station: Wismar
	Airport: Hamburg
	Please note: Minimum age for this work camp is – Age: 18 -26 years
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8241	ENVI	02.08.2008	23.08.2008	16-26
	description
	ijgd 8241 Ivenack  02.08.08 – 23.08.08  ENVI  14 vols.
	Project: The thousand year old oaks in Ivenack (http://www.ivenacker-eichen.de) are unique in Germany and they 
	attract many visitors each year. The biggest oak has a diameter of 3,49m and is 35,50m tall. Now the area of the 
	park should be expanded and therefore, the forestry office needs your help. You’ll build gates and cut clear the 
	oaks, which are over-grown by other plants. In addition you’ll research the bug-species, which live in the forest, 
	measure and classify trees - an important basis for maps, which are created by the forestry office. You can learn 
	a lot about the forest and its animals from the employees of the forestry office.
	Accommodation: You’ll stay in a school or a provisional accommodation
	Catering: Done by the group.
	Location: The municipality of Ivenack is close to Stavenhagen, in the heart of Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania. It 
	is surrounded by forests, far away from major cities. You’ll be able to discover the beautiful landscape of 
	“Mecklenburg’s Switzerland” by bicycle or canoe. You can go swimming in one of the beautiful lakes around. During
	 the weekend you can visit Berlin or the Baltic Sea Ccoast.
	Train-station: Reuterstadt / Stavenhagen
	Airport: Hamburg
	Age: 16-26
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8242	KIDS	26.07.2008	23.08.2008	18-26
	description
	ijgd 8242   Kiel  26.07.-23.08.08  KIDS  15 vols
	Project: The grounds of the Falckenstein Youth Holiday Camp, which served as accommodation for young 
	participants of the 1972 Olympics, are right on the shores of the Kiel Fjord (“Kieler Foerde“). Every year, this vast 
	area by the water’s edge is used as a play centre for some 1500 children.
	Work: We would like you to help us with providing day care for the children. Each week has its own theme, for 
	example “Living like Native Americans” or “Magic Worlds”. You’ll be involved in all kinds of activities – playing, 
	making things, fancy dress and many more. If you love working with kids, are keen to gain working experience in 
	this field and enjoy the seaside, you’ll have fantastic four weeks. The first week gives you time to get to know 
	each other, take a look around Kiel and become familiar with the holiday camp. During the other three weeks, you’ll
	 spend every day playing with the children. Each afternoon, the kids return to Kiel and the beach is yours – time 
	for volleyball, table tennis, barbecues…
	Accommodation: In one of the houses in the grounds, cooking partly done by the group.
	Location: In the federal state of Schleswig-Holstein; Kiel, the capital of the Federal State of Schleswig-Holstein, is 
	some 12 km away from your accommodation. Hamburg – 100 km, Flensburg – 80 km
	Train-station: Kiel
	Airport: Hamburg 
	Please note: Age: 18 -26 years, good knowledge of German or English required.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8243	MANU	30.08.2008	20.09.2008	16-26
	description
	ijgd 8243  Kieler Foerde  30.08.08 – 20.09.08  TRI / MANU  15 vols. ES, DE, PL
	Project: Nearby the Kieler Foerde on the coast of the Baltic Sea, the camping club “Brahmsee e.V.” organises the 
	youth-education-venue “Kahlenberg”. The club has taken charge of it for 3 years and now requires your help with 
	the beautification of the facilities. A variety of outdoor tasks, are waiting for you. If it gets too hot during the work 
	you can cool down in the Baltic Sea. As well as your hard work, we also need your creativity, for example in the 
	construction of recovery-points in the area. Also planned are some works in the second building of the club close 
	to the Brahm Lake. 
	Accommodation: You will be accommodated in one of the houses of the youth-hostel “Kahlenberg”, close to the 
	Baltic Sea. 
	Catering: During the week, food will be provided by the youth hostel, on weekends the group will cook for 
	themselves. 
	Location: Lower Saxony. You’ll work and live in the outskirts of Kiel, approx. 13km from the centre. The city (home
	 to 200,000 inhabitants) provides many leisure time activities: bars, cinemas, museums, shopping, and so on. On 
	weekends you can take trips to Hamburg and to other cities, or just relax on the beach. 
	Train-station: Kiel
	Airport: Hamburg
	Age: 16-26
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8301	STUDY	16.08.2008	06.09.2008	16-26
	description
	ijgd 8301 Berchtesgaden 16.08.08 – 06.09.08 STUDY/ENVI 12 vols.
	Project: Work and explore nature in the fascinating alpine countryside of Berchtesgaden National Park. Since many
	 years we are offering this camp with lots of success.
	Work: During the first two weeks you will help the national park staff to remove roots and branches from alpine 
	meadows. Through this ‘forest-pasture separation’, the alpine pasture should return to its natural state, instead of 
	one designed for human use. 
	Study: The third week of your camp will be spent on hikes and excursions with mountain experts. You will learn a 
	lot about the alpine ecosystem and the work of looking after a national park.
	Accommodation: A simply equipped self-support hut in the national park without showers but with water, no 
	telephone or electricity, but within the beautiful mountainous area of the Alps.
	Catering: Done by the group.
	Location: Bavaria; 150km south-east from Munich and 20km northern from Salzburg. The park is situated close to 
	the German-Austrian border. During your free-time you can hike in the beautiful mountains or go shopping in 
	Munich or Salzburg.
	Train station: Berchtesgaden with transfer to the national park
	Airport: Salzburg (Austria) or Munich
	Age: 16 - 26
	Note: this camp will be rustic – be prepared to leave your everyday comforts at home! Don’t forget to bring sturdy
	 hiking boots.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8302	ENVI	02.08.2008	30.08.2008	16-26
	description
	ijgd 8302  Freising  02.08.08 – 30.08.08  ENVI  12 vols.
	Project: As in previous years, we offer you this nice camp together with the local community of Freising.
	Work: In small municipalities around Freising, you will mow meadows and make hay, repair fences around fruit 
	orchards and secure trees. In addition you will take care of neglected grassland, set up environmental information 
	boards and, thereby, learn a lot about ecology in the region. In the last week you will work at the Freisinger 
	Domberg. Freising is situated in the Isar valley, not far from Munich and the Alps.  As it is situated near Hallertau, 
	the worlds largest hop growing area, there are load of nice beer gardens around.
	Accommodation: In first the two and in the last weeks, you will be staying in a self-catering house, 5 km outside 
	Freising, in the week of 22-26 August in an alpine association hut.
	Catering: Done by the group.
	Location: Bavaria; Munich and Landshut are about 35km away
	Train-station: Freising
	Airport: Munich
	Age: 16-26
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8303	ENVI	09.08.2008	31.08.2008	16-26
	description
	ijgd 8303   Rottach-Egern (Tegernsee)  09.08.-31.08.08  ENVI  15 vols
	Project: Rottach-Egern lies on Lake Tegern in the foothills of the Bavarian Alps. The local council would like to give 
	you the opportunity to work within this wonderful alpine landscape and explore the natural beauty of this region.
	Work: You’ll join council employees in a variety of tasks such as conservation and maintenance of Alpine 
	pastures and biotopes as well as combating neophytes (non-indigenous plants) and restoring existing hiking trails.
	Accommodation: You’ll stay at the local school’s sports hall which will become your sleeping and living quarters. 
	You’ll prepare your own meals (paid for by IJGD) in the school kitchen and share the housework.
	Location: Bavaria; 56 km south of Munich. Rottach-Egern offers a variety of leisure facilities, amongst them an 
	open-air swimming pool and a bathing lake. At weekends, you could visit Munich, Salzburg, Innsbruck or the 
	beautiful Chiemsee (“Lake Chiem”).
	Train station: Tegernsee
	Airport: Munich
	Age: 16 - 26
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8305	ENVI	16.08.2008	06.09.2008	16-26
	description
	ijgd 8305   Vaterstetten  16.08.08 – 06.09.08  ENVI  12 vols
	Project: Vaterstetten Municipality has worked with ijgd groups for many years.
	Work: This year, you will help members of the Environmental Department with a variety of landscape conservation
	 tasks, including wetland habitat maintenance, grass cutting, irrigation work and the conservation of hedgerows.  
	You’ll have bicycles to get you to and from work, and you are welcome to use them during your free time.  Munich
	 is close-by and with excellent public transport links, you will have ample opportunity to explore Bavaria’s capital 
	city and its surroundings.
	Accommodation:  A comfortably furnished and well equipped youth centre, shower facilities are provided in a 
	nearby sports stadium.
	Catering: Done by the group.
	Location: Bavaria; 20 km east of Munich
	Train-station: Munich Central Station
	Airport: Munich
	Age: 16 - 26
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8306	ARTS	09.08.2008	30.08.2008	16-26
	description
	ijgd 8306  Ingolstadt  09.08.08-30.08.08  ART  12 vols.
	Project: Ingolstadt is in the centre of Bavaria, and the River Donau runs through it. Modern and historical 
	impressions form the image of the city and there are many cultural and leisure facilities. Here also is the museum 
	for concrete art, a constitution of European standing. Under guidance of an employee of the museum, you can get
	 in touch with the content and the forms of appearance of the concrete art and after that, create own concepts and
	 assign them to the walls of the existence founder centre Ingolstadt. In the past year young people already had 
	bring their ideas and done an impressive work. You now have the possibility, to continue that work and to bring new
	 elements. Artificial creation is the main part of that Camp, and therefore we want to have participants who have 
	some experience in the contact with designs and colours. Supporting organisation of the Camp is the city youth 
	ring Ingolstadt, together with the museum for concrete art, the existence founder centre and the art club KiK.
	Accommodation: You’re accommodated in a school, close to the Old City.
	Catering: is done by the group
	Location: Ingolstadt is in Bavaria, surrounded by Munich, Nuremberg and Regensburg, which are each 80km away. 
	Ingolstadt offers a variety of leisure activities and events in the summer months. Additional there’s a train to 
	Munich, Nuremberg and Regensburg, for doing nice weekend-trips.
	Train-station: Ingolstadt
	Airport: Nuremberg or Munich
	Age: 16-26
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8307	RENO	16.08.2008	06.09.2008	16-26
	description
	ijgd 8307  Vestenbergsgreuth  16.08.08-06.09.08  RENO  18 vols.
	Project: The youth camp Vestenbergsgreuth has existed since 1995 and has accommodation and two tent areas. 
	International Workcamps have a long tradition in the youth camp, as young people from all over the world already 
	helped at the building of the youth camp and the enlargement of the floors.
	Work: The building shall be renovated in parts. The open air stage shall be renewed and parts of the fences shall be
	 replaced. An existing wooden hut shall be rearranged as a living-room. You will help at the drywall construction and
	 lay a wooden floor. The youth organisation Erlangen-Hoechstadt will support you concerning the free time 
	programme. Meeting young people from Erlangen-Hoechstadt is also planned.
	Accommodation: in the youth camp accommodation (4-bed rooms; www.kjr-erh.de ) 
	Catering is done by the group
	Location: Bavaria. Vestenbergsgreuth, Erlangen, Nuremberg with its documentary centre, the Old City of Bamberg 
	(world cultural heir), and the former imperial city Forchheim offer many possibilities. You can go climbing in the 
	Franconia Switzerland and get to know many monuments of the region.
	Train-station: Erlangen with transfer to the youth camp
	Airport: Nuremberg or Munich
	Age: 16-26
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8308	ENVI	14.07.2008	04.08.2008	16-26
	description
	ijgd 8308  Stuttgart Forst  14.07.08 – 04.08.08  ENVI  13 vols.
	Project: Stuttgart is the capital of the Federal State of Baden-Wuerttemberg and for many years has marketed 
	itself as “Stuttgart – city amongst forests and grapevines”. One of the most beautiful local forests is the 
	“Rotwildpark”, this deer park in the western part of the city which is 4 square km in size. The Rotwildpark with its 
	many ancient oaks and beech trees of strange and impressive shapes has been a nature reserve since 1939.
	Work: Unfortunately, non-indigenous plants have started to become a problem and this work camp’s main task is 
	to help halt that spread, especially that of the Indian balsam (impatiens glandulifera). As this is only possible with 
	the help of many willing hands, both the Stuttgart Council’s Countryside Conservation Department and the local 
	forestry commission are very much looking forward to your contribution. Besides that work you may be involved 
	in constructing a barbecue site and maintaining other recreational areas including other maintenance of bio topical 
	settings. 
	Accommodation: You will be living in an idyllic forestry hut, in the middle of the deer park.
	Catering: Done by the group.
	Location: Stuttgart offers a lot of opportunities for leisure activities. The deer park is 10 km from the centre of 
	Stuttgart.
	Train-station: Stuttgart
	Airport: Stuttgart
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8309	ENVI	23.08.2008	06.09.2008	18-26
	description
	ijgd 8309   Kloster Ensdorf  23.08.-06.09.08  ENVI/ KIDS  15 vols
	Project: The old Benedictine monastery of Ensdorf lies on the river Vils in the Upper Palatinate between 
	Regensburg and Amberg. In 1920, the order of Don Giovanni Bosco, an Italian saint, moved to Ensdorf, and 
	following the interests of its founder, the order serves to support young people find their way in life, and helps 
	them realise the possibility of building a worthwhile future. Commitment and involvement go hand in hand with the 
	search to make sense of this life, the issues concerning the future of society, and the questions surrounding how 
	to best live one’s own life and our place in the natural world. The monastery’s motto, “Schoepfungs-Erleben Kloster 
	Ensdorf”, shows the order’s intention to give visiting school children, young people, families and teachers the 
	opportunity to experience nature and the wonders of creation. In recent years, new biotopes were created, such as 
	orchards, a monastery garden and ponds by the river Vils. These, together with the local forests, dry grasslands 
	and water meadows, create a varied nature study area which needs to be sympathetically managed.
	Work: Your tasks will include the maintenance of biotopes, green spaces and forests, the renovation of rooms in 
	the Learning Centre and some work in the Centre grounds.
	Accommodation: You’ll stay in dormitory-style accommodation in the Meeting House (Haus der Begegnung) within 
	the monastery grounds, where you’ll prepare your own meals (paid for by IJGD) and share the housework. The 
	“special treat” of this camp is the vast choice of leisure activities: beach-volleyball court, cool-water fun park, 
	Gruene Kapelle (“green chapel”), Klanghaus (“house of sound”), rope garden, musical instruments, bicycles, 
	canoes, lots of indoor games (football tables, table tennis, billiards etc.).
	Location: Bavaria; between Nuremberg and Regensburg.
	Train station: Amberg
	Airport: Frankfurt a.M., Frankfurt Hahn or Munich
	Age: 18 – 26
	Special requirements: English or German knowledge are mandatory
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8310	ENVI	05.07.2008	26.07.2008	16-26
	description
	ijgd 8310  Frittlingen  05.07.08 – 26.07.08  ENVI  16 vols.
	Project: For the seventh time now in this beautiful camp in Frittlingen there will be nature conservation along the 
	creeks and in the forest. This is in cooperation with the agency for nature conservation, the water department and 
	the local forest management. You can help in different ways, for example by cleaning water, cutting grooves, and 
	take care of young trees as well as setting nature-stones in “biotopes”. You will experience many interesting things 
	about nature conservation.
	Accommodation: The fire brigade’s house in Frittlingen.
	Catering: Done by the group.
	Location: Frittlingen is placed in Baden-Wuerttemberg, 100km south of Stuttgart, 50km in the north of the Lake 
	Constance, 15km to Rottweil. It is a little village with 2200 inhabitants, and is found at the feet of the Swabian 
	Mountains in a very nice area. In your free-time, you can make trips to Stuttgart, Rottweil, to Lake Constance or 
	to the Swabian Mountains. There are a lot of possibilities for contact to the youth in the village
	Train-station: Rottweil
	Airport: Stuttgart
	Age: 16-26
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8312	ARTS	12.07.2008	02.08.2008	16-26
	description
	ijgd 8312 Teuschnitz  12.07.08-02.08.08  ART/ RENO  15 vols.
	Project: A conservation project in the natural park “Frankenwald”, of the city “Teuschnitz”, is in its finale stage of 
	realisation. In this area, very rare vegetation and animals will find new living space. For the opening, a giant 
	monument/ replication of 11m height, of the flower “Arnikabluete”, made out of natural stone, should be presented. 
	
	Work: You will help creating and building this monument. Under professional guidance, you will create a 
	construction plan, place the concrete and do all the groundwork; you will bring up the wall and elaborate the 
	fineness of a flower. During the opening celebration the monument and the park will be inaugurated.
	Accommodation: You will stay in a school of Teuschnitz
	Catering is done by the group 
	Location: in Bavaria; 100 km away from Nuernberg, close to the state boarders of Bavaria and Thuringia. The cities
	 Teuschnitz, Kronach, Kulmbach, Coburg und Saalfeld and the town centre of Bamberg are UNESCO-world culture 
	heritage and have many interesting places to see. Furthermore you can hike, swing and explore the forest and 
	lakes around the area during your free time. Close to where you are staying, there is a youth centre, where you 
	can participate in many other activities and meet local people. 
	Train-Station: Saalfeld in Thuringia
	Airport: Nuernberg, Munich
	Age: 16 - 26
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8314	CONS	21.06.2008	12.07.2008	16-26
	description
	ijgd 8314  Vilsbiburg  21.06.08-12.07.08  RENO  12 vols.
	Project: Anyone who likes to work with wood, is sure to like this Camp. The focus of this camp is to renovate 
	wooden changing cabins and sun beds, which belongs to the out-door swimming pool of the city.
	Work: Your help is needed for the construction and renovation of those nostalgic and authentic changing cabins 
	and sun beds. During the summer, the changing cabins are mostly rented out to regular guests. 
	Accommodation: You’ll inhabit the main building of the swimming-bath. 
	Catering is done by the group.
	Location: Vilsbiburg is in Bavaria, 20km from Landsgut, 80km from Munich. There are a lot of other free time 
	arrangements for you and of course you can enjoy all the facilities (including the 70m long waterslide) of the 
	swimming pool. The Alps are 1 ½ -2 hours away. You can do trips to Munich and to Landshut with its castle 
	“Trausnitz”.
	Train-station: Vilsbibur
	Airport: Munich
	Age: 16-26
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8316	MANU	16.08.2008	06.08.2008	16-26
	description
	ijgd 8316  Babenhausen 16.08.08 – 06.08.08  TRI / MANU  15 vols. FR, ES, DE
	Project & work: The beautiful village of Babenhausen is close to Memmingen and Ulm, not far from the Bavarian 
	Alps. Under the guidance of an environment-educationist from the youth-Education-venue “Babenhausen” and the 
	support of local workers, you will be involved with different tasks, such as taking care of ecological sanctuaries 
	(Biotopes), rebuilt natural watercourses and help enlarging the garden of senses belonging to the youth centre. You 
	will be introduced to the topic of amphibian life and the importance of water protection; you will be working 
	artistically and creatively. In your free time you can make trips to Lake Constance, to Munich, to Ulm, to 
	Kempten, to Augsburg, or undertake one of the many hiking-tours offered in the Alps. If the weather is good, you 
	can go swimming in the lake close-by. In order for you to discover the region, you can borrow a bicycle.
	Accommodation: Shared room in a house, close to the lake.
	Catering: Done by the group.
	Location: Bavaria; 120km away from Munich, 40km from Ulm, 60km from Kempten and 90km from Lake 
	Constance.
	Train-station: Sontheim (Schwab)
	Airport: Munich
	Age: 16-26
	Note: This camp is supported by the German-French youth-organisation
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8317	ENVI	12.07.2008	01.03.2008	16-26
	description
	ijgd 8317  Bad Feilnbach  12.07.08 – 03.08.08  ENVI  15 vols.
	Project: In the south-east of Munich, there’s a rare moor. In Germany almost 99% of all moors have been 
	destroyed. The EU-supported nature conservation project LIFE-Nature “Rosenheimer Stammbeckenmoore” has the
	 task to restore dry and exhausted turf moor back to its natural state. You’ll support the project by protecting the 
	primal habitats for dying, moor-specific animals and plants. Furthermore you’ll have the possibility to make nature 
	in the moors accessible, by creating information points which are handicapped friendly.
	Accommodation: In the rooms of a kindergarten
	Catering: Done by the group.
	Location: Bad Feilnbach is in Bavaria, 100km south of Munich, 15km to Rosenheim
	You can explore one of the most beautiful Bavarian nature and holiday landscapes and use your free time for trips
	 to Munich or Salzburg (both around 100km away) and for mountain hikes.
	Train-station: Raubling or Aibling
	Airport: Munich
	Age: 16-26
	Note: Please bring suitable, sturdy shoes.
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8318	ENVI	26.07.2008	16.08.2008	16-26
	description
	ijgd 8318  Georgensgmuend  26.07.07 – 16.08.08  ENVI/RENO  12 vols.
	Project: Since last year, the environment-station “Haemmerleinsmuehle” organises a workshop for ecology and 
	social work with the aim to create a cultural-garden. This ecological garden will be a place where people can meet, 
	where cultural exchange can take place and where animas will have enough space to live.
	Work: In this garden a wooden house will be built as a natural seminar-room. This house will be built in a biological 
	way with natural building materials (wood, straw, loam). With your help the walls will be strengthened with straw-
	loam.
	NOTE: For these works you need sturdy shoes and working-clothes. In addition the area will be formed in a 
	creative way on the area of the culture-garden. With natural-wood you will create a maze and green it with plants. 
	Under an apple-tree there will be formed a “place of calm”, in which you can listen to nature sounds as for example
	 the singing of the birds. 
	Accommodation: The youth house of Georgensmuend with its cafeteria, its kitchen and a large party- and living-
	room will be your living place. Your bed rooms are near by.
	Catering: Done by the group.
	Location: Georgensgmuend is in Bavaria, 45km from Nuremberg. It offers a lot of free-time-activities and very 
	interesting cultural and historical attractions, from the Jewish museum to the planetary- or the sculpture-path. Good
	 possibilities for bathing offers the quarry pond, furthermore trips to Nuremberg and to the Frankish Lakes are 
	planned.
	Train-station: Georgensgmuend
	Airport: Nuremberg, Munich
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8319	RENO	26.07.2008	16.08.2008	16-26
	description
	ijgd 8319  Nuremberg  26.07.08-16.08.08  RENO  12 vols.
	Project: Your work will be in the youth and kids house “Langwasser Geiza”. It’s a building of the city of Nurember. 
	Kids and teenagers in the age of 6 to 21 are spending their free time there. The exterior area has a barbecue place 
	and sitting places. 
	Work: Therefore the youth centre plans to build a pavilion roof, made out of wood. It will be painted adequately to 
	the metal artwork. Of course all of the works will be guided by professional workers and be supported by the 
	“Geiza-“team or other young people. 
	Accommodation: You’ll inhabit the rooms of a social centre nearby the youth centre. Catering is done by the 
	group.
	Location:  Nuremberg is located in Bavaria, close to Munich, in the heart of Franconia. It offers a variety of 
	possibilities for culture and free time. There are historical places, like the “documentation centre Nuremberg Rally 
	and the “emperors castle” and the city offers a lot of free time possibilities. 
	Train-station: Nuremberg
	Airport: Nuremberg
	Age: 16-26
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8320	ARCH	26.07.2008	16.08.2008	16-26
	description
	ijgd 8320  Bretten  26.07.08 – 16.08.08  ARCH  12 vols.
	Project: You’ll help the city of Bretten with some gardening work around an old castle. The historical meaning of 
	this castle in the 11th and 13th century of interest to the population and will be revaluated. With professional 
	guidance you will construct a paved area. An already existing stone-bench will be integrated in the composition with
	 your help. Additionally, you will help placing information boards for visitors and hikers to give them an historical 
	overview over the location and the remains of the Castle.
	Accommodation: in a school in Bretten
	Catering: Done by the group.
	Location: Bretten, in the region of Kraichgau, in the federal state of Baden-Wuerttemberg, offers with its historical 
	city-core and the variety of cultural offers many opportunities to develop the city, its people and the surroundings.
	 The cities of Karlsruhe, Heidelberg and Stuttgart are nearby and always worth a visit. Distance: 60km from 
	Stuttgart, 25km from Karlsruhe.
	Train-station: Bretten
	Airport: Stuttgart
	Age: 16-26
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8322	ENVI	21.06.2008	12.07.2008	16-26
	description
	ijgd 8322  Regensburg  21.06.08 – 12.07.08  ENVI/ART  15 vols.
	Project: In the beautiful city of Regensburg, you will be on the traces of the Celts, the Romans and ancient 
	Bavarian gardeners. The project can be found on the colonies of these tribes, where a new construction-area is 
	being built.
	Work: You’ll support the creation of a garden for an ancient Bavarian house, which is more than 2000 years old. 
	You can help at the construction of little theme-parks, which deal with the long history of the area. Furthermore, 
	you’ll help at the implementation of an art-project. Also you can experience how the beaver acts as a landscape-
	former, forming the ambiance to nearby Lakeland.
	Accommodation: The classrooms of a new school
	Catering: Done by the group
	Location: Bavaria; 120km north of Munich, 100km south of Nuremberg, 200km to Prague. Regensburg, with its 
	152,000 inhabitants is situated on the northern most point of the River Danube. In the past year the medieval Old 
	Town with many monuments, has become an UNESCO-World-culture-heir. On the border of the Bavarian Forest, 
	Regensburg has a great natural environment, with open air baths, lakes, and a pulsing life with many leisure time 
	possibilities. A van will be provided.
	Train-station: Regensburg
	Airport: Munich
	Age: 16-26
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8323	ENVI	16.08.2008	30.08.2008	16-26
	description
	ijgd 8323   Spaichingen  16.08.-30.08.08  ENVI  15 vols
	Project: Together with the nature conservation office and the environment advisory council there are a lot of tasks 
	for you. With your help there will be done nature conservation works. Planned is the creation of a new “biotope”. 
	With your support, larger stones (25-30cm edge length) will be placed in the bank of a pond. At existing “biotopes”, 
	you can cut trees and bushes and reopen water ditches. Additional there are planned works for fruit trees, where 
	your help is required. You can learn a lot about nature protection and biotopes.
	Accommodation: An elementary school in Spaichingen
	Catering: Done by the group, and you can use the school’s kitchen.
	Location: Spaichingen is in Baden-Wuerttemberg, 110km south of Stuttgart, 40km north of the Lake Constance. 
	Therefore there are a lot of possible trips, to the Lake Constance, the Swabian Mountains or to Switzerland.
	Train-station: Spaichingen
	Airport: Stuttgart
	Age: 16-26
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8350	RENO	09.08.2008	23.08.2008	16-26
	description
	ijgd 8350 Guetersloh   09.08.08-23.08.08  RENO  14 vols.
	Project: Die Weberei is the name of the Centre for the Arts, Culture & Communications in Guetersloh. It is located 
	within the Dalkepark in a beautiful former weaving mill, now a listed building, which also houses a huge beer garden.
	 The Weberei provides a venue for concerts and theatre performances, discos, crèche facilities, support groups 
	for senior citizens and the disabled, and dance and drum workshops. The affiliated Young People’s School of the 
	Arts encourages and supports artistic talent. Everything the Weberei does is aimed at making culture and leisure 
	pursuits accessible to all. For example, there is a free live performance every Thursday night.
	Work: We will need your help with the renovation of the performance area. The large and the small auditorium need
	 to be repainted and renovted, and a new stage needs to be built. The Weberei team is looking forward to 
	challenging you to a beach games, such as volleyball, and during your stay you are of course invited to join in 
	with all the events. In addition to the cultural centre, Die Weberei e.V. also looks after the “Wapelbad”, a local 
	leisure area with many facilities, which you are welcome to use. You might also like to visit Muenster, Bielefeld and
	 Hanover. Guetersloh (it is a “young/ trendy” city).
	Accommodation: in rooms of the cultural centre, where the group will prepare its own meals.
	Location: North Rhine-Westphalia; Bielefeld is 15 km and Muenster 60 kmawy.
	Train-station: Guetersloh
	Airport: Hanover / Duesseldorf
	Age: 16 - 26
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8351	KIDS	19.07.2008	09.08.2008	18-26
	description
	ijgd 8351   Dortmund Big Tipi I  19.07.-09.08.08  KIDS  10 vols
	Project: Adventure-world Fredenbaum, offers a holiday-programme for kids between 4 and 16 years. In the centre 
	there’s the largest Indian tent in the world, “Big Tipi”, the former kids and youth stage of the EXPO 2000 in 
	Hanover. In the Big Tipi and the 22000m² large area, kids and teenagers can spend their free time. After settling in 
	during the first days, you’ll support different stations. You’ll attend to the kids, who participate in the open 
	summer-holiday-programme. You’ll organise games, climbing and sportive and technical activities (building of 
	musical instruments, practice of dances)
	This workcamp is in cooperation with the adventure-pedagogical Club “Experience Learn Develop” (www.e-l-e.de)
	Accommodation: In tents in a Tipi-village on the area
	Catering: done by the group
	Location: Dortmund is in Northrhine-Westphalia, 20km north-east of Bochum, 90km from Cologne. In Dortmund 
	there are open-air and indoor swimming pools, the Westfalenpark, museums and the stadium of the BVB are 
	possibilities for trips. The city is to reach by subway in about 7minutes. Additional the city and the region 
	“Ruhrgebiet” of course offer all possibilities of a major city.
	Train-station: Dortmund
	Airport: Dortmund, Duesseldorf, Cologne-Bonn
	Age: 18-26
	Special requirement: Good knowledge of German language and pedagogical skill are absolutely necessary!
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8352	KIDS	19.07.2008	11.08.2008	18-26
	description
	ijgd 8352   Bad Oeynhausen  19.07.-11.08.08  KIDS  15 vols
	Project: This year again, the Youth- & Social-Work department of Bad Oeynhausen will run a two weeks holiday 
	program for 150 children aged between 6 to 13 years.
	Work: Under the slogan “Wickie and the stong kids” (according to a modern tall) games and a lot of creative things 
	are going to take place. Inspired through old tales you will – together with the staff - be converting the whole into a 
	huge pirate-Camp. At the end, there will be a big festival. In addition, there are huts to be built, excursions to be 
	made and the program includes one overnight stay with the children. Your creative ideas will be very welcome!
	In your first week, you’ll be helping staff from the Department for Youth and Social Work with preparations this 
	holiday program, and week two and three you will be spening the time with the children.
	Accommodation: In the Youth and Leisure Centre in town, this offers numerous free time activities.
	Catering: partly done by the group.
	Location: North-Rhine Westphalia; Bielefeld – 30 km, Hanover – 80 km
	Train-station: Bad Oeynhausen
	Airport: Hanover
	Age: 18 -26 years
	Please note: Good German is absolutely essential
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8353	CONS	19.07.2008	09.09.2008	16-26
	description
	ijgd 8353  Krefeld  19.07.08-09.09.08  CONS  15 vols.
	Project: In the outside of Krefeld, a children’s day-care centre should be renovated and rearranged with your help. 
	
	Work: Together with the employees of the green-area office you will do different tasks in the outside area. You will
	 build a new water-play-area; install two pergolas and help constructing a by-pass, so that the children will have 
	more space. Additionally, you will redecorate the inside walls and make the entrance of the day-care more 
	attractive by building variable walls.
	Accommodation: You’ll stay in a children day-care centre.
	Catering: done by the group
	Location: Krefeld is in North Rhine-Westphalia, 20km from Duesseldorf, 60km from Cologne. The city offers an 
	interesting cultural and free time programme. There are possibilities for nice trips to the Lower Rhine, to Cologne, to
	 Bonn, to Duesseldorf or the Ruhr Region. There is also a large swimming pool, a billiard-café and bowling.
	Train-station: Krefeld
	Airport: Duesseldorf
	Age: 16-26
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8354	CONS	09.08.2008	30.08.2008	16-26
	description
	ijgd 8354  Leopoldshoehe  09.08.08-30.08.08  CONS  15 vols.
	Project: In the family centre “Grest” you will do some renovation and construction work together with local people.
	Work: With your help, the adventure garden of the family centre “Greste” will be rearranged, close to nature. Under
	 skilled guidance with your help, there shall be generated a meeting-point, a fireplace and a hiking trail. There may 
	be physically hard work.
	Accommodation: In the cultural centre Heimathof
	Catering: is done by the group
	Location: Leopoldshoehe is in North Rhine-Westphalia, 15km from Bielefeld, and 36km from Paderborn. The 
	municipality of Leopoldshoehe is located between the forest Teutoburger and the Weser mountain chain. The 
	family centre “Grest” has a beautiful exterior area, where you can have a barbecue. You can play billiard, kicker 
	and darts, as well as surfing in the internet or visit the cities of Bielefeld, Munster and Hanover.
	Train-station: Oerlinghausen - Leopoldshoehe-Asemissen
	Airport: Paderborn, Dortmund
	Age: 16-26
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8355	ENVI	02.08.2008	23.08.2008	16-26
	description
	ijgd 8355  Runkel  02.08.08- 23.08.08  ENVI  15 vols.
	Project: In the beautiful valley of the River Lahn, there is the small city Runkel. This city of castles and fortress 
	is known for its pictorial old town centre and for its idyllic location between the “Westerwald” and “Taunus” mountain
	 range. The city Runkel and the forestry office of “Weilmuenster” have arranged many nature conservation works 
	for you. You will accomplish work like removing grass and weeds; take care of biotopes and habitats in protected 
	sections. All this work will help protecting native lizard species, which are almost unique in Europe. If there’s 
	sufficient time, you will help in taking care of a Jewish graveyard and hiking trails.
	Accommodation: In the city hall
	Catering: Done by the group.
	Location: In the federal state of Hesse; 80 km away from Frankfurt a. M., 60 km from Koblenz, 50 km from 
	Giessen. For your free-time you can do canoeing on the River Lahn, and a lot of hiking or visiting castles. You 
	can do trips to Frankfurt a. M., Koblenz, Limburg or Giessen. 
	Train-station: Runkel
	Airport: Frankfurt a. M.
	Age: 16-26
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8356	ENVI	02.08.2008	23.08.2008	16-26
	description
	ijgd 8356   Trassem  02.08.-23.08.08  ENVI  12 vols
	Project: You will find “Trassem” in the romantic Leukbach-valley; in the southwest of the nature park “Saar-
	Hunsrueck”. Since 2005 a new forest-experience-house is under construction. Together with the young members of
	 the German Forest-Youth-Group and tutors of the forestry office in Saarburg, you’ll take part in numerous works 
	around this building. You will build walls out of natural stones on the outside of the building; create pathways, built a
	 fireplace and much more. A number of interesting tasks are waiting for you to enhance the forest-experience-path.
	 In addition to building information boards, adventure paths must be recreated. Single projects are offered for little 
	groups in the region of Saarburg. You’ll help in a water-project, where a new habitat for rare water flowers is 
	created. Nature protection or care works complete the variety of nature activities.
	Accommodation: In a house of the municipality of Trassem
	Catering is done by the group
	Location: Trassem is situated in Saarland, 38 km south of Trier and 55 km south-east of Luxembourg. Near by the 
	municipality of Trassem, there’s the beautiful wine town of Saarburg, with its historical castle-ruin and the pictorial 
	Old City with a waterfall. In addition to the many sights, in Saarburg there are a lot of free-time-possibilities, such 
	as cafés, an open air bath, and a bird of prey park. You got the possibility to do canoeing on the river Saar or to 
	climb on the rocks of the Saar-valley. You can do trips to Trier, Saarbruecken, Luxemburg and France. 
	Train-station: Saarburg
	Airport: Saarbruecken, Frankfurt a.M. or Frankfurt Hahn
	Age: 16-26
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8357	ENVI	26.07.2008	16.08.2008	16-26
	description
	ijgd 8357   Lorch  26.07.08 – 16.08.08  ENVI  16 vols.
	Project: The wine-growing town of Lorch is located within the Upper Mid-Rhine Valley region of the Rheingau which 
	was declared a UNESCO World Heritage Site due to its idyllic countryside, mediaeval towns, castles and stately 
	homes. Your tasks in this beautiful part of the country will be many and diverse.
	Work: “Biotopes” (the habitats of indigenous small creatures) need to be cleared of intruding undergrowth; you’ll 
	build a narrow wooden bridge across the Grolochbach (a small stream) and create resting areas and wooden 
	benches within the network of footpaths in the forest. In addition, some cultural and maintenance works are 
	included in your programme. And if you’re interested, you can take part in the “2nd IJGD Soccer Tournament” and 
	take part in excursions to learn about nature conservation. During your free time, you could visit the nearby cities 
	of Wiesbaden and Mainz which offer excellent leisure facilities, take boat trips on the Rhine or go to local wine 
	tasting sessions.
	Accommodation: You’ll stay in a school.
	Catering: Done by the group.
	Location: Hesse; Lorch is 35 km to the west of Wiesbaden, Mainz – 40 km, Frankfurt a.M. – 70 km, Koblenz – 70 
	km.
	Train-station: Lorch
	Airport: Frankfurt a. M.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8358	CONS	12.07.2008	02.08.2008	16-26
	description
	ijgd 8358 Nidderau  12.07.08-02.08.08  CONS  12 vols.
	Project: Very close to the national parks of Spessart and Vogelsberg is the municipality of Nidderau with its 
	historical centre.
	Work: Here you will rearrange the area of the city’s youth centre “Blauhaus (blue house)”. For the formation of 
	tidier grassland, we will take care of the wild growing area, plant new plants. Your help is also needed for 
	rearranging the school yard. First, you will arrange the area and then create playgrounds for kids.
	Accommodation: You’ll stay in the youth centre “Blauhaus”
	Catering is done by the group
	Location: Nidderau is located in Hesse, 20km from Frankfurt, 70km from Mainz and 85km from Fulda. The city 
	offers a variety of cultural and free time activities. In the youth centre you can play billiards and there is an 
	adventure swimming-pool. There are very good travel connections to Frankfurt a. M., Mainz, Fulda and possibilities
	 for trips to the river Rhine and to Spessart or Vogelsberg.
	Train-station: Nidderau
	Airport: Frankfurt a.M.
	Age: 16-26
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8360	ENVI	09.08.2008	30.08.2008	16-26
	description
	ijgd 8360  Ingelheim  09.08.-30.08.08  ENVI  17 vols
	Project: Together with the employees of the forest district “Emmerichshuette”, you’ll form the outer area of the new
	 built free time house in the well-wooded Hunsrueck. The free time house offers accommodation for grades of 
	school at their forest-adventuring-tours. Additionally you will go on nature conservation works in the city’s forest. 
	For example view plant and forest care works, whilst building and repairing safety fences, tables and benches. If 
	you’re interested, you can learn a lot about the forest.
	Accommodation: You’ll stay in the new and modern furnished house, which is idyllic and in the forest.
	Catering: Partly done by the house
	Location: Rheinboellen, 45km from Koblenz, 60km from Mainz, and 85 km from Frankfurt a. M..
	A van will be available and there are possibilities for trips to the river Rhine, to Koblenz, Mainz or Frankfurt a. M..
	The forest house „Emmerichshuette“ in Rhineland-Palatinate, is 5km south-east of 
	Train-Station: Bingen
	Airport: Frankfurt a.M. and Frankfurt Hahn
	Age: 16-26
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8361	CONS	09.08.2008	30.08.2008	16-26
	description
	ijgd 8361  Duelmen  09.08.08.-30.08.08  CONS  12 vols
	Project: Together with the employees and participants of t the youth development program a playground should be 
	build in a small park.
	Work: Your task will be to prepare the grounds and have the opportunity to design and create some exciting toy 
	equipment and “play sculptures” from tree trunks, to give the site some artistic flair.
	Accommodation: You’ll stay at a guesthouse for young people.
	Catering is done by the group.
	Location: in North Rhine-Westphalia; 30 km western of Muenster, on the northern edge of the Ruhr region. It is a 
	lively town with friendly people, many leisure facilities and cultural attractions, surrounded by beautiful parks, 
	pasture land and forests. The immediate surroundings of Duelmen are widely regarded as a paradise for cycling 
	and walking, with great scope for exploring the beautiful countryside. The city Muenster, the Ruhr region and the 
	Netherlands are all within easy reach. 
	Train station: Duelmen
	Airport: Dortmund
	Age: 16 – 26
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8362	ENVI	05.07.2008	26.07.2008	16-26
	description
	ijgd 8362  Vallendar  05.07.08 – 26.07.08  ENVI  15 vols.
	Project: Vallendar is close to the Rhine, close to historical castles and fortresses. On the city’s graveyard, there is
	 a large amount of war graves (around 100). Your task will be to rearrange these war graves to give special 
	remembrance to the victims of war whilst being a warning for future generations. You will help transport stones and
	 to clean the gravestones as well as planting new grass.
	Accommodation: An elementary school
	Catering: Done by the group.
	Location: Vallendar is a city 6 Km north of Koblenz. There are a lot of free-time possibilities like travelling to the 
	Rhine or the Mosel. In Vallendar there are two swimming pools and you can play miniature golf.
	Train-station: Vallendar
	Airport: Frankfurt a. M.
	Age: 16-26
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8363	ENVI	12.07.2008	02.08.2008	16-26
	description
	ijgd 8363  Diemelstadt  12.07.08 – 02.08.08  ENVI  12 vols.
	Project: The city of Diemelstadt plans to restore the “Forest-Education-Path” in the landscape-area “Rhoder Hude”. 
	It’s very old and needs to be renewed. In the centre of the area, there’s a spring, which has to be cut free. In 
	addition some information boards, and direction signs are required and it’s your task to construct them, as well as 
	several points of the Forest-Education-Path and some benches. You may bring your own ideas for this. For the 
	topic of ornithology, nest boxes will be constructed. As far as possible, young birds will be marked with a ring.
	Accommodation: You’ll stay in a club house close to the sports field, with an open-air bath near by.
	Catering: Done by the group.
	Location: Diemelstadt is located in Hesse, 45km to Kassel, 40km to Paderborn and 100km to Goettingen.
	If the mushroom-season has already begun, you will get a mushroom-lesson with mushroom-eating afterwards and 
	an evening at the campfire. During another evening, you can look out for bats. The city Bad Arolsen, near by, with
	 its museums, the castle and the open-air bath is a popular destination.
	The 3 Waldecker Bathing Lakes (Eder Lake, Diemel Lake, Twiste Lake) are not far and the neighbour-cities of 
	Marsberg and Warburg have a lot to offer.
	Train-station: Warburg 
	Airport: Hanover
	Age: 16-26
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8364	RENO	26.07.2008	16.08.2008	16-26
	description
	ijgd 8364  Liebenau-Lamerden  26.07.08-16.08.08 RENO  13 vols.
	Project: Since summer 2004 the workshop “Homeland-History-Lamerden” owns a historical peasant house of the 
	17th century. The house should be rearranged, in order to become an information and meeting place.
	Work: You’ll help in renovating the interior. The wall papers must be displaced and the walls should be plastered 
	with loam. The old wooden beams will be freed and the boarding renewed. There might be physically hard work. 
	Furthermore, your help is required in the outside area: You will clean the cross beams and then paint them with 
	linseed oil colour. Additionally you will erect new walls and plaster them. You can find more information on 
	www.haus-reining.de.
	Accommodation: In a municipality house of the village.
	Catering is done by the group.
	Location: Lamerden is a little village in Hesse, close to Kassel and Göttingen. Near by the River Diemel, which is 
	excellent for bathing, relaxing and canoeing. The village is perfect for hiking and to visit castles. There are 
	possibilities for trips to Warburg, Hofgeismar and in the rat-catcher-city of Hameln, to Kassel or Hann. In 
	Lamerden you should love the country life.
	Train-station: Warburg
	Airport: Hanover or Paderborn
	Age: 16-26
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8365	ENVI	26.07.2008	16.08.2008	16-26
	description
	ijgd 8365  Braunfels  26.07.08 – 16.08.08  ENVI  12 vols.
	Project: The city of Braunfels is medieval and old with a ‘fairytale castle’ in the heart of the “Lahn-Dill-Circle”. Here
	 your help is needed in a nature conservation area. Under professional guidance you’ll build a wooden observation 
	deck. Furthermore you’ll build a wooden “balustrade” and erect information boards. If there’s more time, you can 
	renovate a protection-hut with has been build for the honour of the French partner-city Bagnols. 
	Accommodation: A flat on the area of the building yard.
	Catering: Done by the group.
	Location: Hesse, 60km to Frankfurt a. M. , 60km to Marburg, 30km to Giessen
	In your free-time, you can do canoeing on the River Lahn, a lot of hiking and bicycle tours, visit the Castle, go to 
	the open-air swimming bath, or to the wildlife-park. You can do trips to Frankfurt a. M., Koblenz, Marburg and 
	Giessen as well. 
	Train-station: Wetzlar
	Airport: Frankfurt a. M.
	Age: 16-26
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8366	CONS	16.08.2008	06.09.2008	16-26
	description
	ijgd 8366  Gevelsberg  16.08.08-06.09.08  CONS  16 vols.
	Project: the city Gevelsberg is located in the beautiful valley of the Ennepe. With your help, playgrounds will be 
	renovated and rearranged in order to make them more attractive for kids.
	Work: You will rearrange the area and overwork toys. Afterwards the area should be greener, with more flowers and
	 colourful toys.
	Accommodation: You’ll stay in circus wagons.
	Catering is done by the group
	Location: Gevelsberg is in North Rhine-Westphalia, 15km from Hagen, 30km from Dortmund, 65km from Cologne.
	 The city offers a broad cultural program. In the youth centre you can play billiard and mini-golf, and there’s an 
	adventure swimming-pool. There are possibilities for trips to Dortmund, Bochum and Cologne.
	Train-station: Gevelsberg
	Airport: Dortmund
	Age: 16-26
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8367	CONS	02.08.2008	23.08.2008	16-26
	description
	ijgd 8367  Bielefeld  02.08.08-23.08.08  CONS  15 vols.
	Project: the municipality of Bielefeld will need your help with the renovation and reorganisation of a playground.
	Work: In order to create a safer place for kids to play in, your tasks will be to repair old play equipment, renew old 
	footpaths and install new equipment. Some of this work is physically demanding, but we would like you to be 
	creative: you’ll have the opportunity to use paint and your imagination. The camp will finish with a big re-opening 
	party organised by the group, which will include parents and children from the surrounding area. 
	Accommodation: In the “Niedermuehlenkamp “Youth Centre
	Catering is done by the group.
	Location: North-Rhine Westphalia; 50 km east of Muenster, Hanover – 80 km. Bielefeld is a university town with 
	many cultural and free time facilities. Nearby  is the Teutoburg Forest is great for hiking, and Hanover, Muenster 
	and Dortmund are within easy reach by public transport.
	Train station: Bielefeld
	Airport: Hanover
	Age: 16 - 26
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8368	AG/AGRI	15.07.2008	27.07.2008	18+
	description
	ijgd 8368 Dudenhofen I5.07.08-27.07.08 TRI / AGRI  12 vols. F, ES, D
	Project: In the villages of Dudenhofen, Hanhofen and Harthausen you help to renovate children's playgrounds. 
	Additionally, we would like to create an attractive natural park for all generations in Dudenhofen.
	Work: You’ll have a whole range of gardening and landscaping work to do: creating paths, work in plantation, 
	painting, building information boards and if possible, build a waterway. During you free-time, you can ride the 
	bicycle and visit the city Speyer which is close. Your creativity and own suggestions are welcome. 
	Catering: Done by the group
	Accommodation: You’ll stay in different rooms of a gymnasium. 
	Location: Rhineland-Palatinate; Dudenhofen is 5 km west of Speyer, 30 km from Heidelberg and Mannheim, 50 km
	 from Karlsruhe and 100 km from Strasbourg (France).
	There are many leisure opportunities close-by, and you could visit Heidelberg, Mannheim, Karlsruhe and the 
	famous river Rhine. In order to be able to visit all those places, a minibus will be at your disposal (sponsored by 
	the German-French Youth Office). 
	Train -station: Speyer
	Airport: Frankfurt a. M.
	NOTE: This workcamp is for participants from Spain, France and Germany only.
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8369	KIDS	05.07.2008	26.07.2008	18-26
	description
	ijgd 8369   Dortmund-Scharnhorst  II  05.07.-26.07.08  KIDS  12 vols
	Project: The Dortmund Youth Office runs varied holiday programmes for children and young people aged 6 to 20 
	years in its Scharnhorst Centre and adventure playground. The Scharnhorst Centre is a large modern youth leisure 
	centre with internet café, sports facilities, a common room, rehearsal rooms for bands, and an adjacent leisure 
	area that was designed by young people. The huge adventure playground has an on-site playhouse and features 
	pools, a site for building huts, a campfire, sports fields, meadows, stables and a riding arena. During the first two 
	weeks, the adventure playground offers holiday activities for local children. The programme includes play 
	sessions, sports and creative activities and, during the first week, games with historical themes. During week 
	three, holiday sessions for young people are being offered at the “Blue Place” in the grounds of the Scharnhorst 
	Centre.
	Work: After the introduction you’ll help with a variety of activities: You’ll help run the historical games, the sports 
	activities including those with horses, and all the other holiday activities.
	Accommodation / Catering: You’ll stay in the youth leisure centre, where you’ll use kitchen. Catering and 
	housework will be done by the group.
	Location: North Rhine-Westphalia; 20 km north-east of Bochum, 90 km north-east of Cologne. We envisage joint 
	free-time activities with the other work camp groups staying in Dortmund, and there are numerous possible 
	excursions, for example to the cities of Bochum, Cologne and Hamburg.
	Train-station: Dortmund
	Airport: Dortmund, Duesseldorf, Cologne-Bonn
	NOTE: Minimum age for this camp is 18 - 26 years. A good working knowledge of German is required, and an 
	aptitude for working with children and young people is absolutely essential.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8370	KIDS	28.06.2008	19.07.2008	17-26
	description
	ijgd 8370   Dortmund-Rahm III  28.06.-19.07.08  KIDS  12 vols
	Project: The Dortmund-Rahm Youth Office runs varied holiday programmes for children and young people aged 4 
	to 18 in its youth leisure centre and the affiliated adventure playground. The youth centre and the adventure 
	playground (an area of some 12,000 square metres) offers a number of different activities, such as a Young 
	People’s Café with billiard and football tables, internet point, fitness room, bicycle repair workshop, an area for 
	building huts, a mud-and-water area, campfire, workshops and sports field.
	Work: After a few days of introduction you’ll work in all of the above activity areas – you’ll supervise play 
	sessions as well as sports and crafts activities for children and young people. We also plan to take children to the 
	outskirts of the city for a 5-day camping trip, for which your help is also required.
	Accommodation: You’ll stay in the youth leisure centre, where you’ll prepare your own meals (paid for by ijgd) and 
	share the housework. We envisage joint free-time activities with the other work camp groups staying in Dortmund, 
	and there are numerous possible excursions, for example to the cities of Bochum, Cologne and Hamburg.
	Location: North Rhine-Westphalia; 20 km north-east of Bochum, 90 km north-east of Cologne
	Train-station: Dortmund
	Airport: Dortmund, Duesseldorf, Cologne-Bonn
	Age: 17 – 26
	Special requirements: good German knowledge is mandatory. Minimum age for this camp is 17 years, a good 
	working knowledge of German is required, and an aptitude for working with children and young people is essential
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8371	KIDS	28.06.2008	19.07.2008	18-26
	description
	ijgd 8371   Dortmund-Eichlinghofen IV  28.06.-19.07.08  KIDS  10 vols
	Project: Each year, the Eichlinghofen leisure centre for young people, run by the City of Dortmund Youth Office, 
	offers two separate activity holidays for children and older youths respectively. These take place for one week 
	each in camps in the leisure centre grounds. The third week is for joint excursions to a nearby lake.
	Work: After a few days of introduction you’ll help with a variety of activities, but your main task will be preparing 
	meals and drinks (breakfast, lunch and dinner) for the groups and it would be great if you could provide recipes 
	from your native country so that you all feel at home here. In addition, your help is needed with educational 
	activities, and some cleaning up. All in all, most of your “work” is about “leisure” activities!
	Accommodation: You’ll stay in tents in the grounds of the leisure centre, where you’ll prepare your own meals (paid
	 for by IJGD) and share the housework. We envisage joint free-time activities with the other work camp groups 
	staying in Dortmund, and there are numerous possible excursions, for example to the cities of Bochum, Cologne 
	and Hamburg.
	Location: North Rhine-Westphalia; 20 km north-east of Bochum, 90 km north-east of Cologne.
	Train-station: Dortmund
	Airport: Dortmund, Duesseldorf, Cologne-Bonn
	Special requirements: Minimum age for this camp is 18 - 26 years and a good working knowledge of German and 
	some educational experience would be an advantage.
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8372	ARCH	30.08.2008	20.09.2008	16-26
	description
	ijgd 8372 Titz  30.08.08 – 20.09.08  ARCH  15 vols.
	Project: How did our ancestors live 2500 years ago? On the traces of the settlers of the Iron Age, archaeologists 
	from the Rhineland landscape association are building a court in Titz, where one can find the outpost of the 
	Rhenish agency for the preservation of ground monuments. Under professional guidance you’ll build an original 
	house with authentic tools. This will give you an impression of life back then. You’ll work with logs and erect walls. 
	Also you will be making a roof out of Thatch.
	In addition you will produce tools, crockery and other things of everyday-life in the Iron Age. There will be a little 
	study, in which you’ll learn about the methods of finding ancient locations and the accomplishment of 
	archaeological excavations.
	Accommodation: In a hall on the area of the outpost in Titz-Hoellen, close to the Iron-Age-court.
	Catering: Done by the group.
	Location: North Rhine Westphalia. Titz is placed in the “city triangle” of Cologne (40km), Duesseldorf (40km) and 
	Aix-la-Chapelle (40km). There are many possibilities for trips to the Lower Rhine, to Belgium and to the 
	Netherlands. 
	Train-station: Dueren
	Airport: Cologne/Bonn
	Age16-26
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8373	ARCH	19.07.2008	10.08.2008	16-26
	description
	ijgd 8373  Lindlar  19.07.08 – 10.08.08  TRI / ARCH  15 vols. ES, PL DE 
	Project: The regional authority, “Rhineland”, has built the open air museum for Ecology, Rural Crafts and Culture. 
	Typical houses and farms from the region are displayed; traditional farming is carried out, providing an insight into 
	historical life styles.
	Work: You will work in the gardens and fields of these historical farms, using methods applied hundreds of years 
	ago.
	Accommodation: In an outbuilding of “Heiligenhoven” Castle, the museum’s administrative centre
	Catering: Done by the group.
	Location: North-Rhine Westphalia; “Lindlar” is situated in a region known as “Bergisches Land” (meaning hilly land) 
	35 km north-east of Cologne and 10 km west of Gummersbach.
	Train-station: Engelskirchen
	Airport: Cologne/Bonn
	Age: 16-26
	Note: This camp is supported by the German-Polish Youth organisation
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8374	ENVI	16.08.2008	06.09.2008	16-26
	description
	ijgd 8374 Ludwigshafen  16.08.-06.09.08  ENVI  12 vols
	Project: You’ll help in the reconstruction of a donkey enclosure in the wild park. There are around 200 animals living
	 here. For this, poles must be replaced, and cross-pieces must be sawn and bolt. Additional you’ll help at the care 
	of animals and the park: Cleansing of the enclosure, prepare the food and feed the animals, remove plants and 
	care for the paths. 
	Accommodation: You’ll stay in a house, situated in the area of the wildlife-park. 
	Catering: done by the group
	Location: Ludwigshafen is in Rhineland-Palatinate. 5km from Mannheim, 20km from Heidelberg and 70km from 
	Karlsruhe
	In the closer surrounding, there are a variety of bathing lakes and cites of Ludwigshafen and Mannheim offer a 
	culture and free time programme. 
	Also the university city of Heidelberg with its pictorial castle is worth a trip.
	Train-station: Ludwigshafen
	Airport: Frankfurt a.M. and Frankfurt Hahn
	Age: 16-26
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8400	RENO	02.08.2008	23.08.2008	16-26
	description
	ijgd 8400 Barleben-Jersleben 02.08.08.-23.08.08 RENO 15 vols.
	Project: The campsite on Lake Jersleber (www.camping-ok.de) now belongs to the town of Barleben, which lies right 
	next-door to Magdeburg, the capital of the Federal State of Saxony-Anhalt. The town council has big plans for this 
	campsite.
	Work: You’ll work in the grounds, and your main tasks will be the construction of a barbecue area, removing old 
	plant beds from the shore of Lake Jersleber and renovating the lifeguard station. You’ll also help with maintenance 
	work along the shore and in the sports areas, such as hedge trimming, weeding, as well as tidying up the eastern 
	bathing beach.
	Accommodation/ Catering: You’ll stay on the campsite, where the group will prepare its own meals and share the 
	housework.
	Location: located in Saxony-Anhalt; Magdeburg – 15 km, Berlin – 140 km 
	he surrounding area itself has many attractions, such as a skating park and football and basketball courts in 
	nearby Barleben as well as the US-Play leisure centre with bowling alleys, games consoles and multi-screen 
	cinema. You might like to visit Europe’s largest lime tree forest, and the “Wasserstrassenkreuz” with the 
	“Trogbruecke,“ where a steel aqueduct carries a canal across the river Elbe. The city of Magdeburg with its 
	multitude of cultural and leisure facilities is also within easy reach.
	Age: 16 - 26
	Train station: Magdeburg or Wolmirstedt 
	Airport: Leipzig or Berlin
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8401	ENVI	02.08.2008	23.08.2008	16-26
	description
	ijgd 8401 Mihla 02.08.08 – 23.08.08 ENVI 18 vols.
	Project: In the National Park “Hainich” with a Jungle-Life-Camp, a new hostel of the Thuringian German-Youth-
	Hostel-Association is under construction. Already during the last three years, ijgd groups worked on this project. 
	Work:  We will need you help and your creative ideas. Many interesting and diverse tasks are waiting for you. 
	Theses include building a park, plant flowers, set pathways and create a playing area. If you are interested in 
	taking part in the creation of a new youth hostel,
	Accommodation: you will stay in a guest house, close to the new hostel.
	Catering: Done by the group.
	Location: Thuringia; Mihla is situated about 15 km northern of Eisenstadt and it is famous for its “Wartburg” castle
	Train-station: Eisenach or Muehlhausen
	Airport: Hanover or Berlin
	Age: 16 - 26
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8403	RENO	02.08.2008	23.08.2008	16-26
	description
	ijgd 8403  Peseckendor  02.08.08-23.08.08  RENO  20 vols.
	Project: Central point of the country’s youth education centre castle Peseckendorf is the adventure pedagogic.
	Work: To enlarge that offer, this year there shall be realised different projects this year, for which your help is 
	required. You can build a high rope course with a high rope and a low rope area, under the guidance of 
	professionals, who provide security. The new built course can be inaugurated by you then. Additionally, you will be 
	building a tree house. Its plans were awarded with the youth culture award Saxony-Anhalt in 2006. The third project 
	is to erect a maze of hedges, which also serves as a breeding place for birds and little animals. So there is enough 
	for a lot of hard-working hands. Meanwhile you got the possibility to get to know teenagers, who waste their 
	holidays in the youth education centre.
	Accommodation: A shared room in the youth education centre
	Catering is done by the group
	Location: The 900 years old village in Saxony-Anhalt is placed between Oschersleben and Wanzleben, 33km to 
	Magdeburg. In your free time you can do volleyball, billiard, 
	Table tennis, kicker, or have a barbecue.
	Train-station: Hadmersleben, Oschersleben
	Airport: Hanover or Berlin
	Age: 16-26
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8413	KIDS	21.06.2008	12.07.2008	16-26
	description
	ijgd 8413   Naumburg   21.06.-12.07.08   KIDS/ FEST   15 vols
	Project: The grounds of the former Slaughterhouse in Naumburg, now a listed building, are being transformed into a
	 Cultural Centre for historic crafts and building materials. Your hands-on support with this project is very welcome.
	
	Work: For two weeks, you’ll help with renovations and other work in the grounds as well as the recreation of the 
	historic kitchen garden. For the new eco-gardens, you could design and build units for a mosaic layout and 
	furniture, using historical materials and wood from the local forests. In addition, your workload will of course include
	 the preparation of plant beds, laying paths and general ground clearing operations. You might also help with the 
	restoration of historic building materials, which will then be reused during further renovation work. In the third week, 
	we would like you to take part in a number of creative workshops with local young people. You might discover a 
	fascination for the rhythm and power of samba drumming, and also create costumes, props and stage sets for 
	your leaving party. There will be time to visit the beautiful countryside of Germany’s northernmost wine-growing 
	region, and to explore the attractive town of Naumburg and its history.
	Accommodation: Your accommodation will be in a hall in the grounds of the former slaughterhouse.
	Catering: done by the group
	Location: Saxony-Anhalt; Naumburg is 45 km south-west of Leipzig and 40 km south of Halle
	Train-station: Naumburg
	Airport: Leipzig or Berlin
	Age: 16 - 26
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8414	KIDS	21.06.2008	12.07.2008	16-26
	description
	ijgd 8414   Osterwieck  21.06.-12.07.08  KIDS  15 vols
	Project: In “Osterwieck” in the “Harz” Mountains, you’ll be able to participate in the work with kids and teenagers and
	 be creative in different parts. 
	Work: In age-based groups, you can bring the culture of your home-country to German kids and teenagers - your 
	culture, language, country and people, friends and family, tales and history. The kids are looking forward in 
	playing, singing, listening to tales from all over the world and doing many other things with you. In addition, it’s 
	very important, that you bring along ideas for games, music, creative handicraft and recipes from your home-
	country. For example photos, cards and books about the city and the country, in where you are living, may help 
	you at this work here. You will work in kindergarten or the after-school care club, where you care about kids in the 
	age of 1 to 10 and work with them in self-prepared projects. In the first days you’ll have time to prepare for the 
	projects together and to erect a great programme as one group.
	Accommodation: You’ll be accommodated in a community building of the Catholic Church in Osterwieck.
	Catering is done by the group.
	Location: The small town Osterwieck is situated in Saxony-Anhalt, 86 km from Magedeburg and 48 km from 
	Braunschweigh. Osterwieck is 1025 years old, lies in a beautiful valley in between two mountains. 
	Train-station: Halberstadt or Vienenburg 
	Airport: Hanover or Berlin
	Age: 16-26
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8415	ENVI	26.07.2008	16.08.2008	16-26
	description
	ijgd 8415  Gohrau-Woerlitz  26.07.07 – 16.08.08  ENV  8 vols.
	Project: The “Dessau-Woerlitzer” garden area, which is 145 square kilometre large, has been designed by an English
	 stylist and represents a space for recovery, cultural and aesthetical education for all people. In the park, which is 
	part of the UNESCO-world-heritage since the 2000, you will do gardening, archaeological and landscaping works. 
	This will help improving the image of the complete artwork. A second project you will work in is the forestry sector.
	
	Accommodation: You’ll be accommodated in the international Youth-centre Gohrau, in an elementary school.
	Catering is done by the group.
	Location: Gohrau is located in Saxony-Anhalt, 5km south-east of Woerlitz, 16km east of Dessau. The medieval 
	village of Gohrau, in the biosphere-reservation “Mittelelbe” is close to the working place “Dessau-Woerlitzer 
	Gardenarea”. You’ll have bicycles for the way to work. On the exterior grounds there are a lot of free-time-
	activities possible.
	Train-station: Dessau or Lutherstadt Wittenberg
	Airport: Hanover, Leipzig or Berlin
	Age: 16-26
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8417	FEST	19.07.2008	09.08.2008	16-26
	description
	ijgd 8417  Bad Bibra  19.07.08-09.08.08  FEST/ RENO  15 vols.
	Project / Work: Together with young people from the city, build wooden market stands, which can be used for 
	Christmas markets or food/ vegetable markets. You will receive professional guidance. Or your creativity will be 
	challenged while organising and conducting a multi-cultural event of the city Bad Bibra. According to your personal 
	interests you will work out and present a music-theatre project. Furthermore, you can participate in a drum 
	workshop which will be hold by a famous musician from the republic of Congo, who is usually playing in well known
	 world-music-band. In the recording studio next door you might be able to record some songs.
	Accommodation: You will stay in bungalows on the public Camping ground.
	Catering is done by the group.
	Location: Bad Bibra is situated in Saxony-Anhalt; 70km from Weimar and 80km from Leipzig. This city is close to 
	the natural park „Saale-Unstrut-Triasland“ and therefore you will have many free-time activities to your disposal: 
	Gymnasium and open air bath, do some cannoning, bowling, football or visit the medieval monastery nearby. 
	Train-Station: Laucha or Naumburg, then take the bus to Bad Bibra
	Airport: Leipzig
	Age: 16 - 26 
	NOTE: Please take a music instrument with you
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8452	ENVI	09.08.2008	30.08.2008	16-26
	description
	ijgd 8452  Arendsee – „Gruenes Band“  09.08.-30.08.08  ENVI  18 vols
	Project: The “Green band”, the former inner-German borderline, is with about 1393 km the longest biotope-system in
	 Germany. This nature camp will be supported by the BUND Saxony-Anhalt. Apart of the work in the “Green band” 
	(creating information boards for walking paths, and relax-stations, as well as cutting bushes) you’ll do nature-
	development-workshops, walking-tours, and listen to lectures. Close to the former German-German border, the “iron
	 curtain”, you’ll find media for the topic “the foreign in me and in others”. “Wilderness” and cultural landscape areas 
	will be incorporated. Little country-art-installations in the landscape will be installed as enriching signs for us and 
	others. Adventure, nature, arts and culture will be explained and medial documented. 
	Accommodation: You’ll stay in a summer-hut on the area of the KiEZ Arendsee
	Catering: done by the house
	Location: Arendsee is in Saxony-Anhalt, 80km north of Magdeburg. 
	For your free-time, not only the area of the KiEZ offers a lot of sportive possibilities, fun, games and creativity, 
	but in addition the comfortable romantic city of Arendsee in the Altmark. The lake invites you to go bathing and to 
	do water sports and the beautiful landscape invites to go hiking and bicycling. 
	Train-station: Salzwedel or Seehausen
	Airport: Hanover or Berlin
	Age: 16-26
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8461	RENO	02.08.2008	23.08.2008	16-26
	description
	ijgd 8461  Beichlingen  02.08.08 – 23.08.08  TRI / RENO  18 vols. ES, PL, D
	Project: The national association of Youth Hostels has taken over the running of a new facility, the “Beichlingen 
	Children and Youth Village”. It offers exiting programmes for children and young people under the name: 
	“Adventure, Play & Fun”.
	Work: As part of the general remodelling and image building effort of this Youth Hostel, the plan for this summer 
	includes work on the outside grounds, as well as extensive renovation work of the accommodation. Furthermore, 
	you will work in the herb gardens and the animal park. We would like you to help with the “History Experience” 
	which is offered by the YHA (Youth Hostel Association) as part of their educational programme. 
	Accommodation: You’ll stay in accommodation at the Children’s and Young People’s Village.
	Catering: Done by the group.
	Location: Thuringia. The beautiful area, with extensive grounds, numerous leisure facilities such as a swimming 
	pool, volleyball and basketball courts and a sauna, all come together to offer you an interesting, sporty and 
	relaxing experience in your free time. The closest city is “Erfurt”, the capital of the federal state of Thuringia, and 
	Weimar, which is historically linked to Goethe and Schiller, and is easy to reach - as is the Kyffhaeuser and the 
	Barbarossa cave and many more places of historical interest. Distance to Weimar 30 km, to Erfurt 40 km, to 
	Leipzig 100 km.
	Train-station: Koelleda or Soemmerda
	Airport: Leipzig
	Age: 16 -26
	Note: This workcamp is for participants from Germany, Poland and Spain only.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	ijgd 8462	AG/AGRI	12.07.2008	02.08.2008	16-26
	description
	ijgd 8462  Barleben 12.07.08-02.08.08  TRI / CONS  16 vols. ES, PL, DE
	Project: For three years now, Workcamp-groups have participated in the “IDOL”-project, which is related to 
	“domestic pets”. The aim of this project is to create an area, where rural and technical traditions of the village and 
	the surrounding can be rebuilt. This is in order to safeguard certain customs, bringing locals and visitors closer to 
	each other. Another focus of this project is old “pet-races” and the construction of an education and meeting 
	centre, where a variety of events are going to take place. In the initial construction phase your support is very 
	welcomed. Primary work will include the reconstruction of hedges, stone walls, path construction and the creation 
	of a planned environmental sanctuary (a Biotope). 
	Accommodation: In the village’s elementary school.
	Catering: Done by the group
	Location: Saxony-Anhalt. There are a lot of free-time-activities in the surrounding area. There’s a skate park, a 
	football and basketball ground and in the centre “US-Play” is a bowling centre and a cinema. The biggest Linden-
	forest in Europe and the so-called “water street cross” with the “Trog-Bridge” over the river Elbe are also worth a 
	visit. 
	Train-station: Barleben
	Airport: Berlin
	Age: 16-26
	Note: This camp is supported by the German-Polish Youth-Organisation
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	NIG 21	CULT	18+
	description
	NIG 21   FRG-Israel Rostock autumn, 10 days  CULT  vols: 16
	LO: The Hanseatic city of Rostock, founded in 13th century is with 200.000 residents the largest city in 
	Mecklenburg-Vorpommern. It sprawls over both sides of the Warnow and enjoys a thriving overseas trade with 
	Scandinavia through its large port facility. It is also a city of great importance where the volunteers will among 
	other things encounter several buildings of historical and cultural value. Due to its proximity to the Baltic Sea and 
	to the river Warnow Rostock is usually crowded with tourists. Opportunities for leisure activities are among other 
	things to go swimming in the sea, to go canoeing and to do trips to big German metropolis like Berlin and Hamburg. 
	Rostock is shaped through the university and the students who create a vivid and modern atmosphere. For further
	 information about the city of Rostock please refer to the website www.rostock.de (also available in English).
	W: The exact tasks that will be undertaken will vary and volunteers are expected to be flexible in the work they do 
	and be prepared to participate in all of the tasks fully.
	T: Nearest train station: Rostock
	 Nearest airports: Berlin and Hamburg
	A:      The volunteers will be staying in a house
	F:      Food is already included but the volunteers will be                responsible for the cooking.
	Leisure time activities:  Excursions are planned, short trips to nearby towns, swimming,…
	Further requirements: Please bring a sleeping bag, a mattress pad, work clothes + gloves, motivation and good 
	humour.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	NIG01	HIST	05.05.2008	25.05.2008	18+
	description
	NIG01 Rцbel I    05.05.08 - 25.05.08 HIST/YOUTH  vols: 8
	L: The town Rцbel was already in the 13th century an important place between the towns Schwerin and Havelberg 
	and has nowadays about 6000 inhabitants. The town Rцbel is near the Mьritz which is Germany’s biggest lake. 
	Rцbel is well-known and appreciated beyond the borders of Germany for its sailing competitions, water sports and 
	as government approved health resort. Inspiring trails lead hikers and cyclists away from Rцbel/Mьritz, along old 
	oak trees and Megalithic gravesites to the typical mansions of this region. In Rцbel you can find the Mьritz-
	Therme, an indoor-swimming-pool opened all year through. For further information about Rцbel please refer to the 
	websites www.roebel-mueritz.de (also available in English) or www.stadt-roebel.de. 
	W:The participants will continue the tasks of last year’s camp. You will take part in securing and documenting of 
	the area of the external concentration camp Ravensbrьck. Moreover you will help with clearing work at a Jewish 
	cemetery and at a former ammunition factory. 
	And vols will visit schools to have talks with the local youth. For this vols are asked to prepare some information 
	about school systems in their home country. The exact tasks that will be undertaken will vary and volunteers are 
	expected to be flexible in the work they do and be prepared to participate in all of the tasks fully.
	T:  Nearest train station: Waren/Mьritz - volunteers will be picked up
	    Nearest airports: Berlin and Hamburg
	A:  The volunteers will stay in a house called Jugendbegegnungsstдtte Engelscherhof.
	F:  Food is already included but the volunteers will be responsible for the cooking.
	Leisure time activities: Excursions are planned, short trips to nearby towns, swimming,…
	Further requirements: Please bring a sleeping bag, a mattress pad, work clothes, gloves, motivation and good 
	humour.
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	NIG02	HIST	21.07.2008	08.08.2008	18+
	description
	NIG02 Peenemьnde I 21.07. - 08.08. HIST/ARCH vols: 10
	LO:Peenemьnde is located in the northern part of the island Usedom. On the island volunteers will find an 
	impressive landscape with steep coastlines, forests, swamps, marshland, and last but not least, charming fishing 
	spots. From 1936 until 1989 the region was restricted (for army use only), therefore the nature in the surroundings 
	has developed undisturbed. Looking back in history Peenemьnde participated in the development of the V-Rockets
	 and today there is a memorial as well as a technical historical information centre reminding us of it. Short trips with
	 sailing boats to other islands in the Baltic Sea are planned.
	W: The volunteers will give continuity to the work done in the former concentration and prisoners of war camps. 
	They will work on the area of an external camp of the former women’s concentration camp Ravensbrьck where 
	women had to work under extreme conditions. The actual duties will consist in securing the area, measuring, digging
	 burial sites and also to prove by documents all the work done. Surfaces of still existing roads, walls and squares 
	have to be cleaned from vegetation and rubbish. This work will be done in cooperation with the local monument 
	administration.
	T: Nearest train station: Peenemьnde
	 Nearest airports: Berlin and Hamburg
	A: The volunteers will stay in trailers at a youth hostel.
	F: Full board is included, which means there will be someone cooking for the participants.
	Leisure time activities: Excursions are planned, swimming, short trips to nearby towns…etc.
	Further requirements:          Please bring a sleeping bag, a mattress pad,   
	work clothes + gloves, motivation and good humour.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	NIG03	ENVI	21.07.2008	08.08.2008	18+
	description
	NIG03 Peenemьnde II 21.07. - 08.08. ENVI/RENO vols: 10
	LO:Peenemьnde is located in the northern part of the island Usedom. On the island volunteers will find an 
	impressive landscape with steep coastlines, forests, swamps, marshland, and last but not least, charming fishing 
	spots. From 1936 until 1989 the region was restricted (for army use only), therefore the nature in the surroundings 
	has developed undisturbed. Looking back in history Peenemьnde participated in the development of the V-Rockets
	 and today there is a memorial as well as a technical historical information centre reminding us of it. Short trips with
	 sailing boats to other islands in the Baltic Sea are planned.
	W: This workcamp is for nature lovers as the work will be mainly outdoors. The volunteers will work in a nature park
	 on an island named Usedom located in the Baltic Sea. Typical for the region are salt and orchid meadows. Around 
	the natural reserve there is a lot of work. Since it’s not possible to use common agricultural techniques, vols have 
	to do everything manually. Moreover all meadows around have to be cut and following the grass have to be put 
	aside. Aim of this project is to help to protect this unique reserve through your contribution.
	T: Nearest train station: Peenemьnde
	 Nearest airports: Berlin and Hamburg
	A:   The volunteers will stay in trailers at a youth hostel.
	Food:   Full board is included, which means there will be someone cooking for the participants.
	Leisure time activities: Excursions are planned, swimming, short trips to nearby towns…etc.
	Further requirements: Please bring a sleeping bag, a mattress pad,
	work clothes + gloves, motivation and good humour.
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	NIG04	ENVI	07.07.2008	20.07.2008	18+
	description
	NIG04 Upahl-Lenzen I  07.07.08 - 20.07.08  ENVI/MANU  vols: 10
	LO:The volunteers will work in a nature reserve which consists of two main lakes Upahl and Lenzen. The total size 
	of this area is approximately 520ha. Consequently many different kinds of birds, plants and other animals can be 
	found. 
	The volunteers will stay in Lohmen, a small village. Lohmen has about 850 inhabitants and was founded 
	approximately around 12th century. For further information about Lohmen visit www.lohmen.de (only available in 
	German).
	W: This workcamp is for nature lovers as the work will be mainly outdoors. Around the natural reserve there is a lot
	 of work. Since it’s not possible to use common agricultural techniques, vols have to do everything manually. 
	Moreover all meadows around have to be cut and following the grass have to be put aside. Aim of this project is to 
	help to protect this unique reserve through your contribution. In the meadow every spring grow rare flowers like 
	orchids that need light and space that in case of not attending wouldn’t be available. Typical for the region are salt 
	and orchid meadows. This project will be done in cooperation with environmental agency of Mecklenburg-
	Vorpommern.
	T: Nearest train station: Gьstrow - vols will be picked up 
	 Nearest airport: Berlin or Hamburg
	A:   The volunteers will be staying in a school
	F:   Food is already included but the volunteers will be responsible for the cooking and will do it together
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	NIG05	ENVI	21.07.2008	03.08.2008	18+
	description
	NIG05 Upahl-Lenzen II  21.07.08 - 03.08.08  ENVI/MANU  vols: 10
	LO:The volunteers will work in a nature reserve which consists of two main lakes Upahl and Lenzen. The total size 
	of this area is approximately 520ha. Consequently many different kinds of birds, plants and other animals can be 
	found. 
	The volunteers will stay in Lohmen, a small village. Lohmen has about 850 inhabitants and was founded 
	approximately around 12th century. For further information about Lohmen visit www.lohmen.de (only available in 
	German).
	W: This workcamp is for nature lovers as the work will be mainly outdoors. Around the natural reserve there is a lot
	 of work. Since it’s not possible to use common agricultural techniques, vols have to do everything manually. 
	Moreover all meadows around have to be cut and following the grass have to be put aside. Aim of this project is to 
	help to protect this unique reserve through your contribution. In the meadow every spring grow rare flowers like 
	orchids that need light and space that in case of not attending wouldn’t be available. Typical for the region are salt 
	and orchid meadows. This project will be done in cooperation with environmental agency of Mecklenburg-
	Vorpommern.
	T: Nearest train station: Gьstrow - vols will be picked up
	 Nearest airport: Berlin or Hamburg
	A:   The volunteers will be staying in a school
	F:  Food is already included but the volunteers will be responsible for the cooking and will do it together
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	NIG06	ENVI	14.07.2008	03.08.2008	18+
	description
	NIG06 Graal-Mьritz I  14.07.08 – 03.08.08    ENVI    vols: 6
	LO:Graal-Mueritz is certainly the most beautiful seaside resorts of Mecklenburg / Western Pomerania and has 
	about 5 kilometres (3.1 miles) of fine beach. The Baltic Sea, being near the old hanseatic city of Rostock and the 
	peninsula "Fischland-DarЯ-Zingst" and being surrounded by a large forest called "Rostocker Heide" - this is what 
	makes Graal-Mueritz so special to its almost 4,000 residents. Graal-Mueritz is well-known for its special climate. The
	 mix of fresh air from the sea and from the forest enables the city to offer rehabilitation, recreation, and 
	prophylaxis of respiratory, circulatory, and skin-realated disturbances. For further information about Graal-Mьritz 
	visit the website www.graal-mueritz.de (this site is also available in English).
	The natural reserve GroЯes Ribnitzer Moor, a fen, is located in the east of Graal-Mueritz.
	W: This camp is for nature lovers. The work will be mainly outdoors. Volunteers will help to protect rare vegetation 
	in the fen GroЯes Ribnitzer Moor. There are lanes to be fixed and barriers to install. In that way the participants will 
	give gentle tourism the possibility to experience the beauty of this special landscape but without destroying it.
	T:  Nearest train station: Graal- Mьritz
	    Nearest airport: Berlin or Hamburg
	A:     The volunteers will be accommodated in a Youth Club
	F:     Food is already included but the volunteers will be responsible for the cooking.
	Leisure time activities:  Excursions are planned, short trips to nearby towns, swimming,...
	Further requirements: Please bring a sleeping bag, a mattress pad,work clothes + gloves, motivation and good 
	humour.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	NIG07	HIST	13.07.2008	27.07.2008	18+
	description
	NIG07 Ravensbrьck  13.07.08 - 27.07.08   HIST/LANG   vols: 10
	LO:Ravensbrьck has approximately 10.000 inhabitants and is located in northern Germany, close to Fьrstenberg 
	(about 70 kilometres north of Berlin). The landscape is dominated by many small and big lakes that create a 
	wonderful scenery. Fьrstenberg is also known for its sad role in the World War II. In 1938/39 the Nazi regime built 
	the largest concentration camp for women in Ravensbrьck. Website concentration camp www.ravensbrueck.de 
	(available in German, English, French, Polish and Italian).
	W: The main goal of this camp is to work with the history of the concentration camp Ravensbrьck. Therefore the 
	volunteers will do research in the library, in multimedia files as well as in local archives. There will be texts to 
	trabslate in different languages.
	By doing this the volunteers will be given the opportunity to learn a lot of interesting things about the history of 
	Ravensbrьck. Good knowledge of the German language is necessary! The exact tasks that will be undertaken will 
	vary and volunteers are expected to be flexible in the work they do and be prepared to participate in all of the 
	tasks fully.
	T:   Nearest train station: Fьrstenberg
	     Nearest airport: Berlin
	A: The volunteers will be staying in a youth hostel
	F:  Full board is. There will be someone cooking for you.
	Leisure time activities:Excursions are planned, short trips to nearby towns,swimming, canoeing, etc.
	Further requirements: Please bring a sleeping bag, a mattress pad, motivation and good humour
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	NIG08	EDU	26.07.2008	15.08.2008	18+
	description
	NIG08 Hьnfeld  26.07. - 15.08.   EDU vols: 15
	LO: Hьnfeld is a town with over 16.000 inhabitants. It is situated in the federal state of Hesse and is also the heart
	 of Germany and Europe. Hьnfeld was founded in the 8th century. It is small but full of culture. You can find the 
	Monastery St. Bonifatius, the Castle Mackenzell and a beautiful City-Hall. Hьnfeld is surrounded by lovely 
	valleys, forests and basalt mountains. The biosphere reserve Rhцn is nearby. It is about 16 km away from Fulda, 
	the next bigger city. For more information visit the website www.huenfeld.de. It is also available in English.          
	
	W:At the beginning of the workcamp you will help and master to build an outdoor bread oven in the way of 
	traditional construction. Furthermore the participants give attention to questions of healthy alimentation. For 
	example you will discuss which food is healthy and how is it possible to stay fit. You will put that into practise while
	 cooking with the participants together. Therefore everybody is asked for bringing along cooking recipes from the 
	home country. At the end of the camp all recipes are combined into an international cooking book for everybody. 
	
	T:  Nearest train station: Hьnfeld
	    Nearest airport: Frankfurt/Main
	A: The participants will be accommodated in Jugendgдstehaus
	F: Food is already included but the volunteers will be 
	 responsible for the cooking.
	Leisure time activities: Excursions are planned, short trips to nearby 
	 towns, swimming, ...
	Further requirements: Please bring a sleeping bag, a mattress pad, work  
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	NIG09	ENVI	11.08.2008	31.08.2008	18+
	description
	NIG09 Rцbel II  11.08.08 - 31.08.08  ENVI  vols: 10
	LO: The town Rцbel was already in the 13th century an important place between the towns Schwerin and Havelberg
	 and has nowadays about 6000 inhabitants. The town Rцbel is near the Mьritz which is Germany’s biggest lake. 
	Rцbel is well-known and appreciated beyond the borders of Germany for its sailing competitions, water sports and 
	as government approved health resort. Inspiring trails lead hikers and cyclists away from Rцbel/Mьritz, along old 
	oak trees and Megalithic gravesites to the typical mansions of this region. In Rцbel you can find the Mьritz-
	Therme, an indoor-swimming-pool opened all year through. For further information about Rцbel please refer to the 
	websites www.roebel-mueritz.de (also available in English) or www.stadt-roebel.de. 
	W: This camp is for nature lovers. Near Rцbel owls nest. The volunteers will build box-shaped nests with guidance 
	for those birds to nest without disturbing. 
	The volunteers will have the opportunity to learn more about the flora and fauna of the area.
	T:   Nearest train station: Waren/Mьritz - volunteers will be picked up
	        Nearest airports: Berlin and Hamburg
	A:  The volunteers will stay in a house called Jugendbegegnungsstдtte Engelscherhof.
	F: Food is already included but the volunteers will be responsible for the cooking.
	Leisure time activities:Excursions are planned, short trips to nearby towns,swimming,…
	Further requirements: Please bring a sleeping bag, a mattress pad, work clothes, gloves, motivation and good 
	humour.
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	NIG10	ARTS	04.08.2008	24.08.2008	18+
	description
	NIG10 Lohmen  04.08.08 - 24.08.08  ARTS   vols: 10
	LO:Lohmen has about 850 inhabitants and was founded approximately around 12th century. For further information
	 about Lohmen visit www.lohmen.de (only available in German).
	W: The summer camp in Lohmen is for volunteers who like theatre. At the beginning all participants of the camp 
	invent together a play, so everyone`s creativity is required. Local people will be also involved in the organisation 
	and performance of the play. The volunteers will perform the play in surrounded locations to support and upgrade 
	the culture. The volunteers are asked for bringing music, costumes, literature etc. with them. 
	T: Nearest train station: Gьstrow - vols will be picked up
	    Nearest airport: Berlin or Hamburg
	A: The volunteers will be staying together in a school
	F: Food is already included but the volunteers will be 
	 responsible for the cooking and will do it together 
	Leisure Time Activities:Excursions are planned, short trips to nearby towns, swimming, canoeing,…
	Further requirements: Please bring a sleeping bag, a mattress pad, work clothes, motivation and good humour
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	NIG11	ENVI	07.07.2008	27.07.2008	18+
	description
	NIG11 Teterow I 07.07.08 - 27.07.08  ENVI  vols: 10
	LO: Teterow with the suburbs of Pampow, Niendorf, Teschow has about 10,000 residents. It is a small town in the 
	heart of the charming area known as "Mecklenburgish Switzerland". On all sides, the countryside rises and merges 
	into forested ranges of hills. Besides the historical town center with its marketplace, town hall and church, two 
	medieval town gates and numerous historical buildings, visitors and tourists will find many interesting sights and 
	destinations for excursions in Teterow and surroundings. For further information please visit www.teterow.de (also 
	available in English and Swedish). 
	W: This camp is for nature lovers. The volunteers will work in a nature reserve on a peninsula close to the city 
	Teterow, called Sauerwerder and situated in the lake Teterow. Interesting to see is the NABU station. There you will 
	learn know many different kinds of birds, plants and other animals. Since it’s not possible to use common 
	agricultural techniques, vols have to do everything manually. Aim of this project is to help to protect this unique 
	reserve through a contribution of you. It is necessary to bring work cloth! The exact tasks that will be undertaken 
	will vary and volunteers are expected to be flexible in the work they do and be prepared to participate in all of the 
	tasks fully.
	T: Nearest train station: Teterow
	 Nearest airports: Berlin and Hamburg
	A:      The volunteers will be staying in a bungalow in Sauerwerder.
	F:      Full board is included, but meals have to be prepared by vols
	Leisure time activities: Excursions are planned, swimming, short trips to nearby towns…etc.
	Further requirements: Please bring a sleeping bag, a mattress pad, work clothes + gloves, motivation and good 
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	NIG12	ENVI	28.07.2008	17.08.2008	18+
	description
	NIG12 Teterow II  28.07.08 - 17.08.08   ENVI   vols: 10
	LO: Teterow with the suburbs of Pampow, Niendorf, Teschow has about 10,000 residents. It is a small town in the 
	heart of the charming area known as "Mecklenburgish Switzerland". On all sides, the countryside rises and merges 
	into forested ranges of hills. Besides the historical town center with its marketplace, town hall and church, two 
	medieval town gates and numerous historical buildings, visitors and tourists will find many interesting sights and 
	destinations for excursions in Teterow and surroundings. For further information please visit www.teterow.de (also 
	available in English and Swedish). 
	W: This camp is for nature lovers. The volunteers will work in a nature reserve on a peninsula close to the city 
	Teterow, called Sauerwerder and situated in the lake Teterow. Interesting to see is the NABU station. There you will 
	learn know many different kinds of birds, plants and other animals. Since it’s not possible to use common 
	agricultural techniques, vols have to do everything manually. Aim of this project is to help to protect this unique 
	reserve through a contribution of you. It is necessary to bring work cloth! The exact tasks that will be undertaken 
	will vary and volunteers are expected to be flexible in the work they do and be prepared to participate in all of the 
	tasks fully.
	T: Nearest train station: Teterow
	 Nearest airports: Berlin and Hamburg
	A:      The volunteers will be staying in a bungalow in Sauerwerder.
	F:      Full board is included, but meals have to be prepared by vols
	Leisure time activities: Excursions are planned, swimming, short trips to nearby towns…etc.
	Further requirements: Please bring a sleeping bag, a mattress pad, work clothes + gloves, motivation and good 
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	NIG13	FEST	06.08.2008	26.08.2008	18+
	description
	NIG13 Demmin   06.08.08 - 26.08.08  FEST/YOUTH  vols: 10 
	LO: Demmin has appoximately 14.500 inhabitants and is located in the centre of the federal state Mecklenburg-
	Vorpommern about 30 km from Greifswald and about 70 km from Rostock. In Demmin three rivers cross and form
	 a charming landscape, those are Trebel, Tollense and Peene. Demmin is characterized by the nature reserve and 
	the nature park „Mecklenburgische Schweiz” and “Kummerower See”. For further information of the city Demmin 
	please refer to the website www.demmin.de (this site is only available in German). 
	W: The participants will help the community of Demmin with planting, painting, repairing and clearing work on the 
	area of an old ruin. The volunteers will work under supervision. On top of that, the volunteers will help to organise a
	 city festival.
	The exact tasks that will be undertaken will vary and volunteers are expected to be flexible in the work they do and
	 be prepared to participate in all of the tasks fully.
	T:  Nearest train station: Demmin
	    Nearest airport: Berlin or Hamburg
	A: The participants will be accommodated in THW (Technisches Hilfswerk)
	F: Food is already included but the volunteers will be responsible for the cooking.
	Leisure time activities: Excursions are planned, short trips to nearby towns, swimming, canoeing,…
	Further requirements: Please bring a sleeping bag, a mattress pad, work clothes, gloves, motivation and good 
	humour.
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	NIG14	LANG	28.07.2008	10.08.2008	18+
	description
	NIG14 Rostock 28.07.08 - 10.08.08 LANG/YOUTH  vols: 10
	LO: The Hanseatic city of Rostock, founded in 13th century is with 200.000 residents the largest city in 
	Mecklenburg-Vorpommern. It sprawls over both sides of the Warnow and enjoys a thriving overseas trade with 
	Scandinavia through its large port facility. It is also a city of great importance where the volunteers will among 
	other things encounter several buildings of historical and cultural value. Due to its proximity to the Baltic Sea and 
	to the river Warnow Rostock is usually crowded with tourists. Opportunities for leisure activities are among other 
	things to go swimming in the sea, to go canoeing and to do trips to big German metropolis like Berlin and Hamburg. 
	Rostock is shaped through the university and the students who create a vivid and modern atmosphere. For further
	 information about the city of Rostock please refer to the website www.rostock.de (also available in English).
	W: The volunteers from different nationalities will assist those interested (for example high school or university 
	students) to improve their language skills in languages such as English, Spanish, French, and others. On top of 
	that the volunteers will naturally have the opportunity to spend their leisure time with those students. The exact 
	tasks that will be undertaken will vary and volunteers are expected to be flexible in the work they do and be 
	prepared to participate in all of the tasks fully.
	T: Nearest train station: Rostock
	 Nearest airports: Berlin and Hamburg
	A:      The volunteers will be staying in a house
	F:    Food is already included but the volunteers will be responsible for the cooking.
	Leisure time activities: Excursions are planned, short trips to nearby towns, swimming,…
	Further requirements:  Please bring a sleeping bag, a mattress pad, work clothes + gloves, motivation and good 
	humour.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	NIG15	FEST	15.08.2008	04.09.2008	18+
	description
	NIG15 Graal-Mьritz II 15.08. - 04.09.    FEST/YOUTH vols: 10
	LO: Graal-Mueritz is certainly the most beautiful seaside resorts of Mecklenburg / Western Pomerania and has 
	about 5 kilometres (3.1 miles) of fine beach. The Baltic Sea, being near the old hanseatic city of Rostock and the 
	peninsula "Fischland-DarЯ-Zingst" and being surrounded by a large forest called "Rostocker Heide" - this is what 
	makes Graal-Mueritz so special to its almost 4,000 residents. Graal-Mueritz is well-known for its special climate. The
	 mix of fresh air from the sea and from the forest enables the city to offer rehabilitation, recreation, and 
	prophylaxis of respiratory, circulatory, and skin-realated disturbances.Throughout the whole year tourists come due
	 to its extraordinarily beautiful landscape. For further information about Graal-Mьritz visit the website www.graal-
	mueritz.de (this site is also available in English).
	W: First days volunteers will be involved to prepare a baech festival for young people, for example building tents. 
	Vols are encouraged to use their creativity. Later vols are involved in this festival themed “Each one teach one”. 
	There will be workshops arranged by participants, for example designing T-Shirts, constructing a raft, for music, … 
	Participating on this festival volunteers will be responsible to realize it together: among catering and operations in 
	the field of organisation.
	During their stay volunteers will also care for a group of children and youngsters who live near by. That`s why 
	knowledge of German language is very welcome! 
	The exact tasks that will be undertaken will vary and volunteers are expected to be flexible in the work they do and
	 be prepared to participate in all of the tasks fully.
	T:  Nearest train station: Graal- Mьritz
	    Nearest airport: Berlin or Hamburg
	A:      The volunteers will be accommodated in a tents on the beach or in a Youth Club (dependent on weather)
	F:      Food is already included but the volunteers will be responsible for the cooking.
	Leisure time activities: Excursions are planned, short trips to nearby towns, swimming,...
	Further requirements: Please bring a sleeping bag, a mattress pad,  water proofed and warm clothes for working + 
	gloves, motivation and good humour.
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	NIG16	HIST	19.07.2008	28.07.2008	18+
	description
	NIG16 Barth 19.07. – 28.07.     HIST/ENVI   vols: 10
	LO: Barth is a town in Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania with 9000 inhabitants. It is situated at a lagoon of the Baltic
	 Sea at the opposite side of the DarЯ peninsula. With its old medieval buildings, alleyways and the little harbour 
	Barth is a beautiful starting point for many visitors to explore the DarЯ peninsula with its beautiful coast and sea. 
	
	W: During the time of the Nazi regime there were a lot of crimes against humanity. A prison camp and a 
	concentration camp were located in Barth. The association of DOK built up a pathway of memory and established 
	an exhibition which helps to document and to keep in mind. 
	The volunteers will look after and maintain the pathway. Furthermore the volunteers will collect and index materials 
	in the archive. Also you will find out more about contemporary witnesses. 
	T:   Nearest train station: Barth
	        Nearest airports: Berlin and Hamburg
	A:  The volunteers will stay in tents.
	F: Food is already included but the volunteers will be responsible for the cooking.
	Leisure time activities: Excursions are planned, short trips to nearby towns, swimming,…
	Further requirements: Please bring a sleeping bag, a mattress pad, work clothes, gloves, motivation and good 
	humour.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	NIG17	ENVI	01.06.2008	31.07.2008	18+
	description
	NIG17   FRG-Gabun Lohmen June-July, 14 days ENVI vols: 16
	LO: Lohmen has about 850 inhabitants and was founded approximately around 12th century. For further 
	information about Lohmen visit www.lohmen.de (only available in German).
	W: The exact tasks that will be undertaken will vary and volunteers are expected to be flexible in the work they do 
	and be prepared to participate in all of the tasks fully.
	T: Nearest train station: Gьstrow - vols will be picked up
	    Nearest airport: Berlin or Hamburg
	A: The volunteers will be staying together in a school
	F: Food is already included but the volunteers will be 
	 responsible for the cooking and will do it together 
	Leisure Time Activities: Excursions are planned, short trips to nearby towns,
	 swimming, canoeing,…
	Further requirements: Please bring a sleeping bag, a mattress pad, work 
	 clothes, motivation and good humour
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	NIG18	CULT	01.07.2008	31.07.2008	18+
	description
	NIG18   FRG-Japan  Tokyo  July, 14 days  CULT  vols: 16
	LO: Tokyo is the biggest town and capital of the insular state Japan. Originally the town was a small fishing village 
	named Edo. From the 16th century on the town got more and more important. Now Tokyo is a major global city 
	with its over 8 million inhabitants. 
	The G8-Summit 2008 takes place on the second largest island of Japan: Hokkaido, which means "North Sea 
	Circuit". Hokkaido is linked with the rest of Japan by the underwater Seikan Tunnel. The largest city on Hokkaido is
	 Sapporo. The centre of the island has a number of mountains and volcanic plateaus and there are coastal plains in
	 all directions. Also the second clearest lake of Japan which never freezes up takes place on the island: lake Toya.
	
	W: In 2007 the G8-Summit took place in the north of Germany. A lot of active young people were involved in the 
	counter movement there. The workcamp in Tokyo is a meeting with young people from Japan who are involved in 
	the counter movement of the G8 2008. Volunteers have the possibility to exchange experiences. 
	T:   Nearest airport: Tokyo
	A:  Participants will be lodged in a house.
	F: Food is already included but the participants will be 
	        responsible for the cooking.
	Leisure time activities: Excursions are planned, short trips to nearby towns, swimming,…
	Further requirements: Please bring a sleeping bag, a mattress pad, work clothes, motivation and good humour.
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	NIG19	HIST	18+
	description
	NIG19   FRG-PL Peenemьnde midyear,10 days  HIST/ENVI  vols: 40
	LO: Peenemьnde is located in the northern part of the island Usedom. On the island volunteers will find an 
	impressive landscape with steep coastlines, forests, swamps, and marshland and last but not least charming 
	fishing spots. From 1936 until 1989 the region was restricted (for army use only), therefore the nature in the 
	surroundings has developed undisturbed. Looking back in history Peenemьnde participated in the development of 
	the V-Rockets and today there is a memorial as well as a technical historical information centre reminding of it. 
	Short trips with sailing boats to other islands in the Baltic Sea are planned.
	W: One group is used in the protected area. The other group will work to a residence place for young people in the 
	“Historisch-Technisches Informationszentrum”. Moreover vols will meet the local youth for a variety of activities.
	T:   Nearest train station: Peenemьnde 
	        Nearest airports: Berlin and Hamburg
	A:  Participants will be lodged in a house.
	F: Food is already included but the participants will be 
	        responsible for the cooking.
	Leisure time activities: Excursions are planned, short trips to nearby towns, swimming,…
	Further requirements: Please bring a sleeping bag, a mattress pad, work clothes, gloves, motivation and good 
	humour.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	NIG20	RENO	18+
	description
	NIG20 FRG-PL Graal-Mьritz  midyear, 10 days  RENO/ENVI  vols: 40
	LO: Graal-Mueritz is certainly the most beautiful seaside resorts of Mecklenburg / Western Pomerania and has 
	about 5 kilometres (3.1 miles) of fine beach. The Baltic Sea, being near the old hanseatic city of Rostock and the 
	peninsula "Fischland-DarЯ-Zingst" and being surrounded by a large forest called "Rostocker Heide" - this is what 
	makes Graal-Mueritz so special to its almost 4,000 residents. Graal-Mueritz is well-known for its special climate. The
	 mix of fresh air from the sea and from the forest enables the city to offer rehabilitation, recreation, and 
	prophylaxis of respiratory, circulatory, and skin-realated disturbances.Throughout the whole year tourists come due
	 to its extraordinarily beautiful landscape. For further information about Graal-Mьritz visit the website www.graal-
	mueritz.de (this site is also available in English).
	W: The paticipants will be involved in the renewal of the Youth Club, inside and outside. In order to achieve this 
	goal, the participants are encouraged to use all of their creativity. The work involves some repair and manual work.
	 The participants will also help to protect rare vegetation in the fen GroЯes Ribnitzer Moor. There are lanes to be 
	fixed and barriers to install. In that way the participants will give gentle tourism the possibility to experience the 
	beauty of this special landscape but without destroying it.
	T:  Nearest train station: Graal- Mьritz
	    Nearest airport: Berlin or Hamburg
	A:      Participants will be accommodated in Youth Club 
	F:      Food is already included but the volunteers will be                   responsible for the cooking.
	Leisure time activities: Excursions are planned, short trips to nearby         towns, swimming,...
	Further requirements: Please bring a sleeping bag, a mattress pad,  water proofed and warm clothes for working + 
	gloves, motivation and good humour.
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	NIG22	CULT	18+
	description
	NIG22   FRG-Peru Arequipa autumn, 14 days   CULT  vols: 16
	LO: Arequipa is a city in southern Peru and the nation's second-largest city. It is also the capital of the Arequipa 
	Region and the Arequipa Province. The city stands at the foot of the snow-capped volcano El Misti, in the 
	highlands on the skirts of the western range of the Andes. It is a beautiful city of mansions, temples and convents
	 built out of 'sillar' - a material of solidified volcanic rock -, and distinguished by a unique architectural style.
	The city is located at an altitude of 2,380 meters (7740 feet) above sea level.
	W: The exact tasks that will be undertaken will vary and volunteers are expected to be flexible in the work they do 
	and be prepared to participate in all of the tasks fully.
	T: Nearest airports: Arequipa
	A:      The volunteers will be accommodated in a house
	F:      Food is already included but the volunteers will be                  responsible for the cooking.
	Leisure time activities: Excursions are planned, short trips to nearby towns, swimming,…
	Further requirements:      Please bring a sleeping bag, a mattress pad,   
	work clothes, motivation and good humour.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	NIG23	HIST	01.06.2008	31.07.2008	18+
	description
	NIG23 FRG-Cuba Rostock/Rцbel  June-July, 14 days HIST  vols: 16
	LO: With its population of 200.000, Rostock is one of the largest cities of northern Germany. Itґs also a city of 
	great importance, where the volunteers will, among other things, encounter several buildings of historical and 
	cultural value. Due to its proximity to the Baltic Sea and to the river Warnow, Rostock is usually crowded with 
	tourists. Opportunities for leisure activities are among other things: to go swimming in the sea, to go canoeing and 
	to do trips to big German metropolis like Berlin or Hamburg. Rostock is shaped through the university and the 
	students create a vivid and modern atmosphere.
	In the 13th century the town Rцbel was an important place between the towns Schwerin and Havelberg. Rцbel is 
	near the Mьritz which is Germany’s biggest lake. It is possible to sail, swim, and go on bike tours in the wonderful 
	countryside.  Excursions to cities like Rostock or Berlin can be organised. There are a lot of possibilities to take 
	walks along the beautiful lake Mьritz and to have a look at the picturesque city. In Rцbel you can find the Mьritz-
	Therme, an indoor-swimming-pool, open all year round.
	W: NIG create and design with international and German volunteers’ examination of the history of NS since many 
	years. With many national and international successes, we cultivate and design memorials at different places. The
	 group and NIG will conceive proposals for use and design of facilities and places for memorial.
	The exact tasks that will be undertaken will vary and volunteers are expected to be flexible in the work they do and
	 be prepared to participate in all of the tasks fully.
	T: 	Nearest train station: 
	 Nearest airports: Berlin and Hamburg
	A:      The volunteers will stay in a house
	F:      Food is already included but the participants will be responsible for cooking and will do it together
	Leisure time activities:  Excursions are planned, short trips to nearby towns, swimming,…
	Further requirements: Please bring a sleeping bag, a mattress pad,   
	work clothes, motivation and good humor
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	OH-B01	CONS	05.07.2008	19.07.2008	18+
	description
	BUILDING WEEKS:
	Within the framework of the building weeks both, skilled manual workers and those with no manual training can work
	 together to restore historical monuments.
	In contrast to the workcamps where the emphasis lies on communal life in a group of people of different 
	nationalities and from different backgrounds and the working time is 6 hours a day, in building weeks the emphasis 
	is on manual work and the daily working time is 8 hours. Participants here have a greater possibility of gaining real 
	experience in restoration and other manual tasks and to broaden their knowledge.
	A further aim is that those taking part should share their skills and experiences. To make the work in our building 
	weeks as productive as possible, the volunteers should have some technical skills and it also could be 
	advantageous if they have structural previous knowledge.
	The building weeks each last for two weeks and the groups are small - up to eight people depending on the number 
	of applications received. It is also possible to take part for a shorter time, e.g. just for one week, as we would like 
	to offer this opportunity also to those who are tied up in professional life and have got some free time.
	Motivation letters are requested for all building weeks.
	
	OH-B01 – WATER CASTLE OLLENDORF – 05/07 – 19/07  8 vol  CONS / ENVI
	
	Ollendorf Water Castle is situated between Erfurt (capital of Thuringia), and Weimar (European capital of culture 
	1999). The small village Ollendorf is surrounded by a beautiful countryside. 
	In ancient times the village was an important settlement on the historic Via Regia, one of the most significant 
	routes of commerce in the Middle Ages, which linked Thuringia and Saxony to Eastern Europe. Water castle 
	Ollendorf is a pilgrimage site.
	The manor is the only existing building from the 17th century. All other buildings of the castle had been destroyed 
	by a fire. In the 19th store houses and barns were built. 
	In the GDR it was used as an agricultural enterprise. 
	In 1998 the water castle was taken over by the Open Houses.
	The castle will once again become a place where different cultures can meet.
	
	Work:
	The volunteers are working with our two carpenters. The group will restore one part of the roof structure. The 
	volunteers can help to cut the wood and making mortises. Sometimes it is hard work because they have to bear 
	the wooden beam.
	This roof truss is the oldest one of the whole castle. If we finish this restoration the water castle will gleam in a new
	 splendour.
	As well there is gardening to do, like cutting the grass and clear the garden from pest plants.
	In case of bad weather the volunteers can grind the ceiling in some rooms of the sheep sharp.
	
	Location:
	Next town: Erfurt (12 km), Weimar (12 km)
	Region: Thuringia
	
	Terminal:
	Next railway station: Erfurt (12 km)
	Next airport: Halle / Leipzig (140 km), Berlin (300 km)
	
	Accommodation:
	simple conditions, shared rooms with mattresses, warm showers and toilettes
	
	Language: English / German
	
	What to bring:
	working gloves and shoes, working clothes, sleeping bag
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	OH-B02	CONS	26.07.2008	09.08.2008	18+
	description
	BUILDING WEEKS:
	Within the framework of the building weeks both, skilled manual workers and those with no manual training can work
	 together to restore historical monuments.
	In contrast to the workcamps where the emphasis lies on communal life in a group of people of different 
	nationalities and from different backgrounds and the working time is 6 hours a day, in building weeks the emphasis 
	is on manual work and the daily working time is 8 hours. Participants here have a greater possibility of gaining real 
	experience in restoration and other manual tasks and to broaden their knowledge.
	A further aim is that those taking part should share their skills and experiences. To make the work in our building 
	weeks as productive as possible, the volunteers should have some technical skills and it also could be 
	advantageous if they have structural previous knowledge.
	The building weeks each last for two weeks and the groups are small - up to eight people depending on the number 
	of applications received. It is also possible to take part for a shorter time, e.g. just for one week, as we would like 
	to offer this opportunity also to those who are tied up in professional life and have got some free time.
	Motivation letters are requested for all building weeks.
	
	OH-B02 – WATER CASTLE OLLENDORF – 26/07 – 09/08  8 vol  CONS / ENVI
	
	
	
	Ollendorf Water Castle is situated between Erfurt (capital of Thuringia), and Weimar (European capital of culture 
	1999). The small village Ollendorf is surrounded by a beautiful countryside. 
	In ancient times the village was an important settlement on the historic Via Regia, one of the most significant 
	routes of commerce in the Middle Ages, which linked Thuringia and Saxony to Eastern Europe. Water castle 
	Ollendorf is a pilgrimage site.
	The manor is the only existing building from the 17th century. All other buildings of the castle had been destroyed 
	by a fire. In the 19th store houses and barns were built. 
	In the GDR it was used as an agricultural enterprise. 
	In 1998 the water castle was taken over by the Open Houses.
	The castle will once again become a place where different cultures can meet.
	
	Work:
	The volunteers are working with our two carpenters. The group will restore one part of the roof structure. The 
	volunteers can help to cut the wood and making mortises. Sometimes it is hard work because they have to bear 
	the wooden beam.
	This roof truss is the oldest one of the whole castle. If we finish this restoration the water castle will gleam in a new
	 splendour.
	As well there is gardening to do, like cutting the grass and clear the garden from pest plants.
	In case of bad weather the volunteers can grind the ceiling in some rooms of the sheep sharp.
	
	Location:
	Next town: Erfurt (12 km), Weimar (12 km)
	Region: Thuringia
	
	Terminal:
	Next railway station: Erfurt (12 km)
	Next airport: Halle / Leipzig (140 km), Berlin (300 km)
	
	Accommodation:
	simple conditions, shared rooms with mattresses, warm showers and toilettes
	
	Language: English / German
	
	What to bring:
	working gloves and shoes, working clothes, sleeping bag
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	OH-B03	CONS	16.08.2008	30.08.2008	18+
	description
	BUILDING WEEKS:
	Within the framework of the building weeks both, skilled manual workers and those with no manual training can work
	 together to restore historical monuments.
	In contrast to the workcamps where the emphasis lies on communal life in a group of people of different 
	nationalities and from different backgrounds and the working time is 6 hours a day, in building weeks the emphasis 
	is on manual work and the daily working time is 8 hours. Participants here have a greater possibility of gaining real 
	experience in restoration and other manual tasks and to broaden their knowledge.
	A further aim is that those taking part should share their skills and experiences. To make the work in our building 
	weeks as productive as possible, the volunteers should have some technical skills and it also could be 
	advantageous if they have structural previous knowledge.
	The building weeks each last for two weeks and the groups are small - up to eight people depending on the number 
	of applications received. It is also possible to take part for a shorter time, e.g. just for one week, as we would like 
	to offer this opportunity also to those who are tied up in professional life and have got some free time.
	Motivation letters are requested for all building weeks.
	
	
	OH-B03 – WATER CASTLE OLLENDORF – 16/08 – 30/08  8 vol  CONS / ENVI
	
	Ollendorf Water Castle is situated between Erfurt (capital of Thuringia), and Weimar (European capital of culture 
	1999). The small village Ollendorf is surrounded by a beautiful countryside. 
	In ancient times the village was an important settlement on the historic Via Regia, one of the most significant 
	routes of commerce in the Middle Ages, which linked Thuringia and Saxony to Eastern Europe. Water castle 
	Ollendorf is a pilgrimage site.
	The manor is the only existing building from the 17th century. All other buildings of the castle had been destroyed 
	by a fire. In the 19th store houses and barns were built. 
	In the GDR it was used as an agricultural enterprise. 
	In 1998 the water castle was taken over by the Open Houses.
	The castle will once again become a place where different cultures can meet.
	
	Work:
	The volunteers are working with our two carpenters. The group will restore one part of the roof structure. The 
	volunteers can help to cut the wood and making mortises. Sometimes it is hard work because they have to bear 
	the wooden beam.
	This roof truss is the oldest one of the whole castle. If we finish this restoration the water castle will gleam in a new
	 splendour.
	As well there is gardening to do, like cutting the grass and clear the garden from pest plants.
	In case of bad weather the volunteers can grind the ceiling in some rooms of the sheep sharp.
	
	Location:
	Next town: Erfurt (12 km), Weimar (12 km)
	Region: Thuringia
	
	Terminal:
	Next railway station: Erfurt (12 km)
	Next airport: Halle / Leipzig (140 km), Berlin (300 km)
	
	Accommodation:
	simple conditions, shared rooms with mattresses, warm showers and toilettes
	
	Language: English / German
	
	What to bring:
	working gloves and shoes, working clothes, sleeping bag
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	OH-B04	CONS	30.08.2008	13.09.2008	18+
	description
	BUILDING WEEKS:
	Within the framework of the building weeks both, skilled manual workers and those with no manual training can work
	 together to restore historical monuments.
	In contrast to the workcamps where the emphasis lies on communal life in a group of people of different 
	nationalities and from different backgrounds and the working time is 6 hours a day, in building weeks the emphasis 
	is on manual work and the daily working time is 8 hours. Participants here have a greater possibility of gaining real 
	experience in restoration and other manual tasks and to broaden their knowledge.
	A further aim is that those taking part should share their skills and experiences. To make the work in our building 
	weeks as productive as possible, the volunteers should have some technical skills and it also could be 
	advantageous if they have structural previous knowledge.
	The building weeks each last for two weeks and the groups are small - up to eight people depending on the number 
	of applications received. It is also possible to take part for a shorter time, e.g. just for one week, as we would like 
	to offer this opportunity also to those who are tied up in professional life and have got some free time.
	Motivation letters are requested for all building weeks.
	
	
	
	OH-B04 – WATER CASTLE OLLENDORF – 30/08 – 13/09  8 vol  CONS / ENVI
	
	Ollendorf Water Castle is situated between Erfurt (capital of Thuringia), and Weimar (European capital of culture 
	1999). The small village Ollendorf is surrounded by a beautiful countryside. 
	In ancient times the village was an important settlement on the historic Via Regia, one of the most significant 
	routes of commerce in the Middle Ages, which linked Thuringia and Saxony to Eastern Europe. Water castle 
	Ollendorf is a pilgrimage site.
	The manor is the only existing building from the 17th century. All other buildings of the castle had been destroyed 
	by a fire. In the 19th store houses and barns were built. 
	In the GDR it was used as an agricultural enterprise. 
	In 1998 the water castle was taken over by the Open Houses.
	The castle will once again become a place where different cultures can meet.
	
	Work:
	The volunteers are working with our two carpenters. The group will restore one part of the roof structure. The 
	volunteers can help to cut the wood and making mortises. Sometimes it is hard work because they have to bear 
	the wooden beam.
	This roof truss is the oldest one of the whole castle. If we finish this restoration the water castle will gleam in a new
	 splendour.
	As well there is gardening to do, like cutting the grass and clear the garden from pest plants.
	In case of bad weather the volunteers can grind the ceiling in some rooms of the sheep sharp.
	
	Location:
	Next town: Erfurt (12 km), Weimar (12 km)
	Region: Thuringia
	
	Terminal:
	Next railway station: Erfurt (12 km)
	Next airport: Halle / Leipzig (140 km), Berlin (300 km)
	
	Accommodation:
	simple conditions, shared rooms with mattresses, warm showers and toilettes
	
	Language: English / German
	
	What to bring:
	working gloves and shoes, working clothes, sleeping bag
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	OH-B05	CONS	13.09.2008	27.09.2008	18
	OH-B05
	description
	BUILDING WEEKS:
	Within the framework of the building weeks both, skilled manual workers and those with no manual training can work
	 together to restore historical monuments.
	In contrast to the workcamps where the emphasis lies on communal life in a group of people of different 
	nationalities and from different backgrounds and the working time is 6 hours a day, in building weeks the emphasis 
	is on manual work and the daily working time is 8 hours. Participants here have a greater possibility of gaining real 
	experience in restoration and other manual tasks and to broaden their knowledge.
	A further aim is that those taking part should share their skills and experiences. To make the work in our building 
	weeks as productive as possible, the volunteers should have some technical skills and it also could be 
	advantageous if they have structural previous knowledge.
	The building weeks each last for two weeks and the groups are small - up to eight people depending on the number 
	of applications received. It is also possible to take part for a shorter time, e.g. just for one week, as we would like 
	to offer this opportunity also to those who are tied up in professional life and have got some free time.
	Motivation letters are requested for all building weeks.
	
	
	OH-B05 – WATER CASTLE OLLENDORF – 13/09 – 27/09  8 vol  CONS / ENVI
	Ollendorf Water Castle is situated between Erfurt (capital of Thuringia), and Weimar (European capital of culture 
	1999). The small village Ollendorf is surrounded by a beautiful countryside. 
	In ancient times the village was an important settlement on the historic Via Regia, one of the most significant 
	routes of commerce in the Middle Ages, which linked Thuringia and Saxony to Eastern Europe. Water castle 
	Ollendorf is a pilgrimage site.
	The manor is the only existing building from the 17th century. All other buildings of the castle had been destroyed 
	by a fire. In the 19th store houses and barns were built. 
	In the GDR it was used as an agricultural enterprise. 
	In 1998 the water castle was taken over by the Open Houses.
	The castle will once again become a place where different cultures can meet.
	
	Work:
	The volunteers are working with our two carpenters. The group will restore one part of the roof structure. The 
	volunteers can help to cut the wood and making mortises. Sometimes it is hard work because they have to bear 
	the wooden beam.
	This roof truss is the oldest one of the whole castle. If we finish this restoration the water castle will gleam in a new
	 splendour.
	As well there is gardening to do, like cutting the grass and clear the garden from pest plants.
	In case of bad weather the volunteers can grind the ceiling in some rooms of the sheep sharp.
	
	Location:
	Next town: Erfurt (12 km), Weimar (12 km)
	Region: Thuringia
	
	Terminal:
	Next railway station: Erfurt (12 km)
	Next airport: Halle / Leipzig (140 km), Berlin (300 km)
	
	Accommodation:
	simple conditions, shared rooms with mattresses, warm showers and toilettes
	
	Language: English / German
	
	What to bring:
	working gloves and shoes, working clothes, sleeping bag
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	OH-MTV01	SOCI	16.05.2008	15.08.2008	18+
	description
	
	
	
	MTV:
	Camp Leading
	OH-MTV01 – LOHRA CASTLE AND OTHER PLACES – 16/05- 15/08  1 vol  SOCI
	
	
	Open Houses is looking for persons who are well motivated, open minded and have already some experiences in 
	handling with other people. They should be able to speak English fluently and a little German.
	The camp leader has to work independent and takes the responsibility for the organisation and social support for all
	 volunteers of the workcamps or building weeks. Most of the camps have two camp leaders who work together.
	As a camp leader s/he is responsible to welcome the volunteers and to make them familiar with their new camp 
	place. The main part of the job is to organize the social life for all volunteers during the camp period. This means 
	s/he has to prepare a daily timetable, which includes times for working, short breaks between the work and time for
	 breakfast, lunch and dinner. S/he also has to organize cleaning and cooking teams for each day.
	It's also their job to go shopping and buy food for the volunteers. 
	Leisure activity: At the end of a hard working day, it will be welcome if s/he organise some things like campfire; 
	barbecue or any games.
	Usually the volunteers do not have to work on weekend. In this case the volunteers the leader has to organise little
	 trips to bigger cities or whatever the volunteers want to.
	The leader is also responsible for the camp deduction. This means s/he has to manage the camp money.
	Every camp leader gets at the beginning of their stay a camp booklet with basic and detailed information about 
	camp leading. 
	Before working as a camp leader s/he has to take part in one of our camps in Lohra Castle as a participant. It will 
	be a good exercise for the volunteers to work one or two weeks as a participant. After the first camp s/he will lead 
	one camp or more. If s/he leads more than one there is a break of one week. The decision in which place the camp
	 leader will work, we will make after we know their interests and abilities.
	
	Please have a look in our camp description for the details.
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	OH-MTV02	SOCI	15.06.2008	14.09.2008	18+
	description
	MTV:
	Camp Leading
	
	OH-MTV02 – LOHRA CASTLE AND OTHER PLACES – 15/06- 14/09  1 vol  SOCI
	
	Open Houses is looking for persons who are well motivated, open minded and have already some experiences in 
	handling with other people. They should be able to speak English fluently and a little German.
	The camp leader has to work independent and takes the responsibility for the organisation and social support for all
	 volunteers of the workcamps or building weeks. Most of the camps have two camp leaders who work together.
	As a camp leader s/he is responsible to welcome the volunteers and to make them familiar with their new camp 
	place. The main part of the job is to organize the social life for all volunteers during the camp period. This means 
	s/he has to prepare a daily timetable, which includes times for working, short breaks between the work and time for
	 breakfast, lunch and dinner. S/he also has to organize cleaning and cooking teams for each day.
	It's also their job to go shopping and buy food for the volunteers. 
	Leisure activity: At the end of a hard working day, it will be welcome if s/he organise some things like campfire; 
	barbecue or any games.
	Usually the volunteers do not have to work on weekend. In this case the volunteers the leader has to organise little
	 trips to bigger cities or whatever the volunteers want to.
	The leader is also responsible for the camp deduction. This means s/he has to manage the camp money.
	Every camp leader gets at the beginning of their stay a camp booklet with basic and detailed information about 
	camp leading. 
	Before working as a camp leader s/he has to take part in one of our camps in Lohra Castle as a participant. It will 
	be a good exercise for the volunteers to work one or two weeks as a participant. After the first camp s/he will lead 
	one camp or more. If s/he leads more than one there is a break of one week. The decision in which place the camp
	 leader will work, we will make after we know their interests and abilities.
	
	Please have a look in our camp description for the details.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	OH-MTV03	SOCI	06.07.2008	05.10.2008	18+
	description
	MTV:
	Camp Leading
	
	OH-MTV03 – LOHRA CASTLE AND OTHER PLACES – 06/07- 05/10  1 vol  SOCI
	Open Houses is looking for persons who are well motivated, open minded and have already some experiences in 
	handling with other people. They should be able to speak English fluently and a little German.
	The camp leader has to work independent and takes the responsibility for the organisation and social support for all
	 volunteers of the workcamps or building weeks. Most of the camps have two camp leaders who work together.
	As a camp leader s/he is responsible to welcome the volunteers and to make them familiar with their new camp 
	place. The main part of the job is to organize the social life for all volunteers during the camp period. This means 
	s/he has to prepare a daily timetable, which includes times for working, short breaks between the work and time for
	 breakfast, lunch and dinner. S/he also has to organize cleaning and cooking teams for each day.
	It's also their job to go shopping and buy food for the volunteers. 
	Leisure activity: At the end of a hard working day, it will be welcome if s/he organise some things like campfire; 
	barbecue or any games.
	Usually the volunteers do not have to work on weekend. In this case the volunteers the leader has to organise little
	 trips to bigger cities or whatever the volunteers want to.
	The leader is also responsible for the camp deduction. This means s/he has to manage the camp money.
	Every camp leader gets at the beginning of their stay a camp booklet with basic and detailed information about 
	camp leading. 
	Before working as a camp leader s/he has to take part in one of our camps in Lohra Castle as a participant. It will 
	be a good exercise for the volunteers to work one or two weeks as a participant. After the first camp s/he will lead 
	one camp or more. If s/he leads more than one there is a break of one week. The decision in which place the camp
	 leader will work, we will make after we know their interests and abilities.
	
	Please have a look in our camp description for the details.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	OH-MTV04	CULT	13.04.2008	13.07.2008	20+
	description
	Guest Guiding
	OH-MTV04 – CHAPEL OF RECONCILIATION – 13/04 – 13/07  1 vol  CULT
	OH-MTV05 – CHAPEL OF RECONCILIATION – 15/06 – 14/09  1 vol  CULT
	OH-MTV06 – CHAPEL OF RECONCILIATION – 24/08 – 23/11  1 vol  CULT
	The church of reconciliation, an impressive neo gothic brick building, was built in Berlin in 1894. When Berlin was 
	split into occupational zones in 1945 the parish became divided – the church itself was located in the Soviet sector 
	while most of the parishioners lived in the neighbouring French sector. When the Berlin Wall was erected in 1961, it 
	passed directly in front of the church. Consequently, the church was no longer accessible from either East or 
	West Berlin and fell into disrepair.
	In 1985 the church was demolished in order to, as the GDR government officially declared, “increase security, 
	order and cleanliness at the state border of West Berlin”. The wall came down less than five years later and in the 
	summer of 1990, the official demolition of the border facilities began. The grounds of the Church of Reconciliation 
	lay waste and were being made to remove the traces of division as quickly as possible, the parish of the church 
	contemplated how best to deal with this place and its history. After the site was returned, the parish decided to 
	erect a chapel on the foundations of the old church with the simplest of means; a modern building to meet the 
	requirements of both the present and the future, whilst protecting preserved traces – but without reconstructing that
	 which was lost. Furthermore, the building was to be ecologically in keeping with the times by using resources 
	sparingly and being built to last. The parish chose a design of two concentric oval buildings with offset axes. The 
	outer oval, made of wooden slats, takes the alignment of the former Church of Reconciliation, the inner oval of 
	rammed earth is aligned East-West as is otherwise customary.
	The rammed earth body was erected in 1999. Open Houses volunteers from fourteen East and West European 
	countries supported him. The earth-moist clay was poured into a form-work in 30 centimetre thick layers and 
	compacted to about eight centimetres. On the 9th November 2000, the 11th anniversary of the opening of the 
	Berlin Wall, the Chapel of Reconciliation was inaugurated. It is the first public compacted clay building in Germany 
	built in over 150 years and, at the same time, the first German church of load-bearing compacted clay.
	The new place, created through the building of the chapel, could not have been planned in this way. It has grown 
	organically and taken on a life its own. The place unites and combines innovative approaches to architecture, 
	ecology, culture of remembrance and European communication. Its appeal is a result of this combination.
	Open Houses is particularly concerned with shaping the Chapel of Reconciliation as a meeting place for young 
	people from different nations.
	
	Work:
	The volunteer lives alone in a flat in Berlin, Wedding. For travelling to the chapel and for leisure time he gets a 
	bicycle. It takes around ten minuets by bike to the chapel.
	The volunteer is a kind of a tourist guide. The visitors are people who are interested in architecture, history and 
	ecology. Normally all visitors are in small groups or on their own.
	S/he has to support and care for the visitors and administrate the guest book. S/he works inside the chapel, but it 
	might be a bit cold inside because it is not really heated (for environmental sustainability reasons).
	Hours of work: 10 a.m. – 5 p.m.
	The working days are not strictly from Monday till Friday. S/he has to work five days per week.
	The volunteer can eat lunch in the staff cafeteria of the roll church (Schrippenkirche). This is only across the road 
	from the chapel. From this cafeteria s/he can take home a diner and breakfast.
	The atmosphere in chapel is intimate and private. For this reason it is very important for the community that the 
	volunteer fits in. There should be a harmonic relationship between the priest and the volunteer.
	The community is evangelic. The volunteer does not have to be religious but s/he should be tolerant and open 
	minded. Every noon there is a remembrance of the dead people of the wall, every Sunday there is a church 
	service and over the year there are different intercultural arrangements. 
	
	Schedule:
	The volunteer arrives in Berlin to have a look at the chapel and to meet the priest and the other responsible 
	persons of the community. The same day or next s/he goes to Lohra castle. There s/he stays two weeks to get to 
	know our association. (Please have a look in our camp description of Lohra castle.)
	The volunteer lives with the family of the priest the third week of the stay to get to know each other.
	After this week the community and the volunteer can decide if they want to work together. If the chapel or the 
	volunteers decide not to work in the chapel, the volunteer can participate in our workcamps, or go back home.
	The last week of the stay their three month volunteer has free time; s/he can travel in Germany for example (on 
	her/his own cost).
	
	Location: Berlin
	
	Accommodation:
	Flat with a equipped kitchen, bathroom and bed with bedclothes
	
	Age: at least 20
	
	Language:
	English fluently, basics in German; Spanish, French, Korean, Russia
	and other languages are welcome
	
	Specials:

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	the volunteer should be able to ride bicycle
	no drugs like alcohol or cigarettes during the working time
	motivation letter and CV with a photo
	Per month the volunteer gets 100 € pocket money. This get paid in middle of the month.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	OH-MTV05	CULT	15.06.2008	14.09.2008	20+
	description
	Guest Guiding
	
	OH-MTV05 – CHAPEL OF RECONCILIATION – 15/06 – 14/09  1 vol  CULT
	
	The church of reconciliation, an impressive neo gothic brick building, was built in Berlin in 1894. When Berlin was 
	split into occupational zones in 1945 the parish became divided – the church itself was located in the Soviet sector 
	while most of the parishioners lived in the neighbouring French sector. When the Berlin Wall was erected in 1961, it 
	passed directly in front of the church. Consequently, the church was no longer accessible from either East or 
	West Berlin and fell into disrepair.
	In 1985 the church was demolished in order to, as the GDR government officially declared, “increase security, 
	order and cleanliness at the state border of West Berlin”. The wall came down less than five years later and in the 
	summer of 1990, the official demolition of the border facilities began. The grounds of the Church of Reconciliation 
	lay waste and were being made to remove the traces of division as quickly as possible, the parish of the church 
	contemplated how best to deal with this place and its history. After the site was returned, the parish decided to 
	erect a chapel on the foundations of the old church with the simplest of means; a modern building to meet the 
	requirements of both the present and the future, whilst protecting preserved traces – but without reconstructing that
	 which was lost. Furthermore, the building was to be ecologically in keeping with the times by using resources 
	sparingly and being built to last. The parish chose a design of two concentric oval buildings with offset axes. The 
	outer oval, made of wooden slats, takes the alignment of the former Church of Reconciliation, the inner oval of 
	rammed earth is aligned East-West as is otherwise customary.
	The rammed earth body was erected in 1999. Open Houses volunteers from fourteen East and West European 
	countries supported him. The earth-moist clay was poured into a form-work in 30 centimetre thick layers and 
	compacted to about eight centimetres. On the 9th November 2000, the 11th anniversary of the opening of the 
	Berlin Wall, the Chapel of Reconciliation was inaugurated. It is the first public compacted clay building in Germany 
	built in over 150 years and, at the same time, the first German church of load-bearing compacted clay.
	The new place, created through the building of the chapel, could not have been planned in this way. It has grown 
	organically and taken on a life its own. The place unites and combines innovative approaches to architecture, 
	ecology, culture of remembrance and European communication. Its appeal is a result of this combination.
	Open Houses is particularly concerned with shaping the Chapel of Reconciliation as a meeting place for young 
	people from different nations.
	
	Work:
	The volunteer lives alone in a flat in Berlin, Wedding. For travelling to the chapel and for leisure time he gets a 
	bicycle. It takes around ten minuets by bike to the chapel.
	The volunteer is a kind of a tourist guide. The visitors are people who are interested in architecture, history and 
	ecology. Normally all visitors are in small groups or on their own.
	S/he has to support and care for the visitors and administrate the guest book. S/he works inside the chapel, but it 
	might be a bit cold inside because it is not really heated (for environmental sustainability reasons).
	Hours of work: 10 a.m. – 5 p.m.
	The working days are not strictly from Monday till Friday. S/he has to work five days per week.
	The volunteer can eat lunch in the staff cafeteria of the roll church (Schrippenkirche). This is only across the road 
	from the chapel. From this cafeteria s/he can take home a diner and breakfast.
	The atmosphere in chapel is intimate and private. For this reason it is very important for the community that the 
	volunteer fits in. There should be a harmonic relationship between the priest and the volunteer.
	The community is evangelic. The volunteer does not have to be religious but s/he should be tolerant and open 
	minded. Every noon there is a remembrance of the dead people of the wall, every Sunday there is a church 
	service and over the year there are different intercultural arrangements. 
	
	Schedule:
	The volunteer arrives in Berlin to have a look at the chapel and to meet the priest and the other responsible 
	persons of the community. The same day or next s/he goes to Lohra castle. There s/he stays two weeks to get to 
	know our association. (Please have a look in our camp description of Lohra castle.)
	The volunteer lives with the family of the priest the third week of the stay to get to know each other.
	After this week the community and the volunteer can decide if they want to work together. If the chapel or the 
	volunteers decide not to work in the chapel, the volunteer can participate in our workcamps, or go back home.
	The last week of the stay their three month volunteer has free time; s/he can travel in Germany for example (on 
	her/his own cost).
	
	Location: Berlin
	
	Accommodation:
	Flat with a equipped kitchen, bathroom and bed with bedclothes
	
	Age: at least 20
	
	Language:
	English fluently, basics in German; Spanish, French, Korean, Russia
	and other languages are welcome
	
	Specials:

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	the volunteer should be able to ride bicycle
	no drugs like alcohol or cigarettes during the working time
	motivation letter and CV with a photo
	Per month the volunteer gets 100 € pocket money. This get paid in middle of the month.
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	OH-MTV06	CULT	24.08.2008	23.11.2008	20+
	OH-MTV06
	description
	Guest Guiding
	
	OH-MTV06 – CHAPEL OF RECONCILIATION – 24/08 – 23/11  1 vol  CULT
	The church of reconciliation, an impressive neo gothic brick building, was built in Berlin in 1894. When Berlin was 
	split into occupational zones in 1945 the parish became divided – the church itself was located in the Soviet sector 
	while most of the parishioners lived in the neighbouring French sector. When the Berlin Wall was erected in 1961, it 
	passed directly in front of the church. Consequently, the church was no longer accessible from either East or 
	West Berlin and fell into disrepair.
	In 1985 the church was demolished in order to, as the GDR government officially declared, “increase security, 
	order and cleanliness at the state border of West Berlin”. The wall came down less than five years later and in the 
	summer of 1990, the official demolition of the border facilities began. The grounds of the Church of Reconciliation 
	lay waste and were being made to remove the traces of division as quickly as possible, the parish of the church 
	contemplated how best to deal with this place and its history. After the site was returned, the parish decided to 
	erect a chapel on the foundations of the old church with the simplest of means; a modern building to meet the 
	requirements of both the present and the future, whilst protecting preserved traces – but without reconstructing that
	 which was lost. Furthermore, the building was to be ecologically in keeping with the times by using resources 
	sparingly and being built to last. The parish chose a design of two concentric oval buildings with offset axes. The 
	outer oval, made of wooden slats, takes the alignment of the former Church of Reconciliation, the inner oval of 
	rammed earth is aligned East-West as is otherwise customary.
	The rammed earth body was erected in 1999. Open Houses volunteers from fourteen East and West European 
	countries supported him. The earth-moist clay was poured into a form-work in 30 centimetre thick layers and 
	compacted to about eight centimetres. On the 9th November 2000, the 11th anniversary of the opening of the 
	Berlin Wall, the Chapel of Reconciliation was inaugurated. It is the first public compacted clay building in Germany 
	built in over 150 years and, at the same time, the first German church of load-bearing compacted clay.
	The new place, created through the building of the chapel, could not have been planned in this way. It has grown 
	organically and taken on a life its own. The place unites and combines innovative approaches to architecture, 
	ecology, culture of remembrance and European communication. Its appeal is a result of this combination.
	Open Houses is particularly concerned with shaping the Chapel of Reconciliation as a meeting place for young 
	people from different nations.
	
	Work:
	The volunteer lives alone in a flat in Berlin, Wedding. For travelling to the chapel and for leisure time he gets a 
	bicycle. It takes around ten minuets by bike to the chapel.
	The volunteer is a kind of a tourist guide. The visitors are people who are interested in architecture, history and 
	ecology. Normally all visitors are in small groups or on their own.
	S/he has to support and care for the visitors and administrate the guest book. S/he works inside the chapel, but it 
	might be a bit cold inside because it is not really heated (for environmental sustainability reasons).
	Hours of work: 10 a.m. – 5 p.m.
	The working days are not strictly from Monday till Friday. S/he has to work five days per week.
	The volunteer can eat lunch in the staff cafeteria of the roll church (Schrippenkirche). This is only across the road 
	from the chapel. From this cafeteria s/he can take home a diner and breakfast.
	The atmosphere in chapel is intimate and private. For this reason it is very important for the community that the 
	volunteer fits in. There should be a harmonic relationship between the priest and the volunteer.
	The community is evangelic. The volunteer does not have to be religious but s/he should be tolerant and open 
	minded. Every noon there is a remembrance of the dead people of the wall, every Sunday there is a church 
	service and over the year there are different intercultural arrangements. 
	
	Schedule:
	The volunteer arrives in Berlin to have a look at the chapel and to meet the priest and the other responsible 
	persons of the community. The same day or next s/he goes to Lohra castle. There s/he stays two weeks to get to 
	know our association. (Please have a look in our camp description of Lohra castle.)
	The volunteer lives with the family of the priest the third week of the stay to get to know each other.
	After this week the community and the volunteer can decide if they want to work together. If the chapel or the 
	volunteers decide not to work in the chapel, the volunteer can participate in our workcamps, or go back home.
	The last week of the stay their three month volunteer has free time; s/he can travel in Germany for example (on 
	her/his own cost).
	
	Location: Berlin
	
	Accommodation:
	Flat with a equipped kitchen, bathroom and bed with bedclothes
	
	Age: at least 20
	
	Language:
	English fluently, basics in German; Spanish, French, Korean, Russia
	and other languages are welcome
	
	Specials:
	the volunteer should be able to ride bicycle

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	no drugs like alcohol or cigarettes during the working time
	motivation letter and CV with a photo
	Per month the volunteer gets 100 € pocket money. This get paid in middle of the month.
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	OH-OH01	ENVI	01.05.2008	14.06.2008	18+
	OH-OH01
	description
	THE OPEN HOUSE:
	True to our vision to offer room and shelter to those who come along, who are searching, who wish to join in with 
	their individual gifts and talents...
	All over the year one of the houses we care for is an “Open House”. Anybody, without announcement, night or 
	day, can turn up at the door, walk in and stay for a while – a day, a week, a month, as long as s/he is willing to join
	 those who are already there. 
	The “Open House” is an offer to those who have some time available, who want to escape from noise and hectic 
	of the daily working life in the cities and search for alternatives to enrich their life. 
	If s/he likes new experiences and challenges, if s/he is interested in handicraft, likes to meet people of different 
	cultures, has fantasy and a lot of nice ideas and if s/he does not mind living in very simple conditions – s/he is 
	very welcome.
	The base is the readiness for being responsible for the houses and the guests and to have engagement and 
	motivation for the work you can do. These do not necessarily have to be handicrafts: preparing food, repairing 
	bicycles, taking care of the guests – there are always a lot of things to do and everyone can find and take his 
	part.
	
	OH-OH01 – LOHRA CASTLE – 01/05 – 14/06  4 vol  ENVI / RENO
	
	Lohra Castle is situated in the heart of Germany in northern Thuringia. The castle, which is surrounded by a scenic 
	hilly landscape, is located on the edge of a nature reserve area. Being one of the largest castles in Thuringia, Lohra
	 dates back to the Middle Ages. The history of the castle covers more than 1000 years. Today, it includes 20 
	buildings from different times: medieval fortifications, remnants of a tower from the 11th century, a roman chapel,
	 a manor from the Renaissance period as well as stables and granaries from the 19th century. The ensemble is 
	situated in the centre of a beautiful forest. From the top of the buildings you will have a wonderful view over one 
	of the most impressive landscapes of Germany: the Harz. After the castle had been unoccupied for decades, 
	Open Houses started to restore the castle and to revive it by cultural activities at the beginning of the 1990s. 
	Since then, a large number of art-workshops, exhibitions, concerts and international meetings took place at the 
	castle. 
	
	Work:
	The volunteers will do some care, reparation and maintenance works inside and outside the castle to prepare it for 
	coming projects and seasons. Among other things these works will be: cultivating the castle garden and mowing the
	 lawn, as well as winter preparation work such as collecting of fire-wood in the forests around the castle, which has 
	to be cut and stored in the castle’s cellar for wintertime. 
	S/he can also take care for guest groups as well and students who are visiting the castle for some days.
	
	Location:
	Next town: Bleicherode (7 km), Nordhausen (20 km), Erfurt (75 km)
	Region: Thuringia
	
	Terminal:
	Next railway station: Gebra / Hainleite (6 km)
	Next airport: Frankfurt / Main (280 km), Halle / Leipzig (155 km), Berlin (300 km)
	
	Accommodation:
	shared rooms with 2-7 beds in 4 guest houses, warm shower (limited hot water), WC inside, 1 camp kitchen (cold 
	water), coal-burning stove
	
	Language: English / German
	
	What to bring:
	working gloves and shoes, working clothes, sleeping bag
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	OH-OH02	ENVI	29.09.2008	01.11.2008	18+
	description
	THE OPEN HOUSE:
	True to our vision to offer room and shelter to those who come along, who are searching, who wish to join in with 
	their individual gifts and talents...
	All over the year one of the houses we care for is an “Open House”. Anybody, without announcement, night or 
	day, can turn up at the door, walk in and stay for a while – a day, a week, a month, as long as s/he is willing to join
	 those who are already there. 
	The “Open House” is an offer to those who have some time available, who want to escape from noise and hectic 
	of the daily working life in the cities and search for alternatives to enrich their life. 
	If s/he likes new experiences and challenges, if s/he is interested in handicraft, likes to meet people of different 
	cultures, has fantasy and a lot of nice ideas and if s/he does not mind living in very simple conditions – s/he is 
	very welcome.
	The base is the readiness for being responsible for the houses and the guests and to have engagement and 
	motivation for the work you can do. These do not necessarily have to be handicrafts: preparing food, repairing 
	bicycles, taking care of the guests – there are always a lot of things to do and everyone can find and take his 
	part.
	
	
	OH-OH02 – LOHRA CASTLE – 29/09 – 01/11  4 vol  ENVI / RENO
	Lohra Castle is situated in the heart of Germany in northern Thuringia. The castle, which is surrounded by a scenic 
	hilly landscape, is located on the edge of a nature reserve area. Being one of the largest castles in Thuringia, Lohra
	 dates back to the Middle Ages. The history of the castle covers more than 1000 years. Today, it includes 20 
	buildings from different times: medieval fortifications, remnants of a tower from the 11th century, a roman chapel,
	 a manor from the Renaissance period as well as stables and granaries from the 19th century. The ensemble is 
	situated in the centre of a beautiful forest. From the top of the buildings you will have a wonderful view over one 
	of the most impressive landscapes of Germany: the Harz. After the castle had been unoccupied for decades, 
	Open Houses started to restore the castle and to revive it by cultural activities at the beginning of the 1990s. 
	Since then, a large number of art-workshops, exhibitions, concerts and international meetings took place at the 
	castle. 
	
	Work:
	The volunteers will do some care, reparation and maintenance works inside and outside the castle to prepare it for 
	coming projects and seasons. Among other things these works will be: cultivating the castle garden and mowing the
	 lawn, as well as winter preparation work such as collecting of fire-wood in the forests around the castle, which has 
	to be cut and stored in the castle’s cellar for wintertime. 
	S/he can also take care for guest groups as well and students who are visiting the castle for some days.
	
	Location:
	Next town: Bleicherode (7 km), Nordhausen (20 km), Erfurt (75 km)
	Region: Thuringia
	
	Terminal:
	Next railway station: Gebra / Hainleite (6 km)
	Next airport: Frankfurt / Main (280 km), Halle / Leipzig (155 km), Berlin (300 km)
	
	Accommodation:
	shared rooms with 2-7 beds in 4 guest houses, warm shower (limited hot water), WC inside, 1 camp kitchen (cold 
	water), coal-burning stove
	
	Language: English / German
	
	What to bring:
	working gloves and shoes, working clothes, sleeping bagTHE OPEN HOUSE:
	True to our vision to offer room and shelter to those who come along, who are searching, who wish to join in with 
	their individual gifts and talents...
	All over the year one of the houses we care for is an “Open House”. Anybody, without announcement, night or 
	day, can turn up at the door, walk in and stay for a while – a day, a week, a month, as long as s/he is willing to join
	 those who are already there. 
	The “Open House” is an offer to those who have some time available, who want to escape from noise and hectic 
	of the daily working life in the cities and search for alternatives to enrich their life. 
	If s/he likes new experiences and challenges, if s/he is interested in handicraft, likes to meet people of different 
	cultures, has fantasy and a lot of nice ideas and if s/he does not mind living in very simple conditions – s/he is 
	very welcome.
	The base is the readiness for being responsible for the houses and the guests and to have engagement and 
	motivation for the work you can do. These do not necessarily have to be handicrafts: preparing food, repairing 
	bicycles, taking care of the guests – there are always a lot of things to do and everyone can find and take his 
	part.
	
	OH-OH01 – LOHRA CASTLE – 01/05 – 14/06  4 vol  ENVI / RENO
	OH-OH02 – LOHRA CASTLE – 29/09 – 01/11  4 vol  ENVI / RENO
	Lohra Castle is situated in the heart of Germany in northern Thuringia. The castle, which is surrounded by a scenic 

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	hilly landscape, is located on the edge of a nature reserve area. Being one of the largest castles in Thuringia, Lohra
	 dates back to the Middle Ages. The history of the castle covers more than 1000 years. Today, it includes 20 
	buildings from different times: medieval fortifications, remnants of a tower from the 11th century, a roman chapel,
	 a manor from the Renaissance period as well as stables and granaries from the 19th century. The ensemble is 
	situated in the centre of a beautiful forest. From the top of the buildings you will have a wonderful view over one 
	of the most impressive landscapes of Germany: the Harz. After the castle had been unoccupied for decades, 
	Open Houses started to restore the castle and to revive it by cultural activities at the beginning of the 1990s. 
	Since then, a large number of art-workshops, exhibitions, concerts and international meetings took place at the 
	castle. 
	
	Work:
	The volunteers will do some care, reparation and maintenance works inside and outside the castle to prepare it for 
	coming projects and seasons. Among other things these works will be: cultivating the castle garden and mowing the
	 lawn, as well as winter preparation work such as collecting of fire-wood in the forests around the castle, which has 
	to be cut and stored in the castle’s cellar for wintertime. 
	S/he can also take care for guest groups as well and students who are visiting the castle for some days.
	
	Location:
	Next town: Bleicherode (7 km), Nordhausen (20 km), Erfurt (75 km)
	Region: Thuringia
	
	Terminal:
	Next railway station: Gebra / Hainleite (6 km)
	Next airport: Frankfurt / Main (280 km), Halle / Leipzig (155 km), Berlin (300 km)
	
	Accommodation:
	shared rooms with 2-7 beds in 4 guest houses, warm shower (limited hot water), WC inside, 1 camp kitchen (cold 
	water), coal-burning stove
	
	Language: English / German
	
	What to bring:
	working gloves and shoes, working clothes, sleeping bagTHE OPEN HOUSE:
	True to our vision to offer room and shelter to those who come along, who are searching, who wish to join in with 
	their individual gifts and talents...
	All over the year one of the houses we care for is an “Open House”. Anybody, without announcement, night or 
	day, can turn up at the door, walk in and stay for a while – a day, a week, a month, as long as s/he is willing to join
	 those who are already there. 
	The “Open House” is an offer to those who have some time available, who want to escape from noise and hectic 
	of the daily working life in the cities and search for alternatives to enrich their life. 
	If s/he likes new experiences and challenges, if s/he is interested in handicraft, likes to meet people of different 
	cultures, has fantasy and a lot of nice ideas and if s/he does not mind living in very simple conditions – s/he is 
	very welcome.
	The base is the readiness for being responsible for the houses and the guests and to have engagement and 
	motivation for the work you can do. These do not necessarily have to be handicrafts: preparing food, repairing 
	bicycles, taking care of the guests – there are always a lot of things to do and everyone can find and take his 
	part.
	
	OH-OH01 – LOHRA CASTLE – 01/05 – 14/06  4 vol  ENVI / RENO
	OH-OH02 – LOHRA CASTLE – 29/09 – 01/11  4 vol  ENVI / RENO
	Lohra Castle is situated in the heart of Germany in northern Thuringia. The castle, which is surrounded by a scenic 
	hilly landscape, is located on the edge of a nature reserve area. Being one of the largest castles in Thuringia, Lohra
	 dates back to the Middle Ages. The history of the castle covers more than 1000 years. Today, it includes 20 
	buildings from different times: medieval fortifications, remnants of a tower from the 11th century, a roman chapel,
	 a manor from the Renaissance period as well as stables and granaries from the 19th century. The ensemble is 
	situated in the centre of a beautiful forest. From the top of the buildings you will have a wonderful view over one 
	of the most impressive landscapes of Germany: the Harz. After the castle had been unoccupied for decades, 
	Open Houses started to restore the castle and to revive it by cultural activities at the beginning of the 1990s. 
	Since then, a large number of art-workshops, exhibitions, concerts and international meetings took place at the 
	castle. 
	
	Work:
	The volunteers will do some care, reparation and maintenance works inside and outside the castle to prepare it for 
	coming projects and seasons. Among other things these works will be: cultivating the castle garden and mowing the
	 lawn, as well as winter preparation work such as collecting of fire-wood in the forests around the castle, which has 
	to be cut and stored in the castle’s cellar for wintertime. 
	S/he can also take care for guest groups as well and students who are visiting the castle for some days.
	
	Location:
	Next town: Bleicherode (7 km), Nordhausen (20 km), Erfurt (75 km)

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Region: Thuringia
	
	Terminal:
	Next railway station: Gebra / Hainleite (6 km)
	Next airport: Frankfurt / Main (280 km), Halle / Leipzig (155 km), Berlin (300 km)
	
	Accommodation:
	shared rooms with 2-7 beds in 4 guest houses, warm shower (limited hot water), WC inside, 1 camp kitchen (cold 
	water), coal-burning stove
	
	Language: English / German
	
	What to bring:
	working gloves and shoes, working clothes, sleeping bagTHE OPEN HOUSE:
	True to our vision to offer room and shelter to those who come along, who are searching, who wish to join in with 
	their individual gifts and talents...
	All over the year one of the houses we care for is an “Open House”. Anybody, without announcement, night or 
	day, can turn up at the door, walk in and stay for a while – a day, a week, a month, as long as s/he is willing to join
	 those who are already there. 
	The “Open House” is an offer to those who have some time available, who want to escape from noise and hectic 
	of the daily working life in the cities and search for alternatives to enrich their life. 
	If s/he likes new experiences and challenges, if s/he is interested in handicraft, likes to meet people of different 
	cultures, has fantasy and a lot of nice ideas and if s/he does not mind living in very simple conditions – s/he is 
	very welcome.
	The base is the readiness for being responsible for the houses and the guests and to have engagement and 
	motivation for the work you can do. These do not necessarily have to be handicrafts: preparing food, repairing 
	bicycles, taking care of the guests – there are always a lot of things to do and everyone can find and take his 
	part.
	
	OH-OH01 – LOHRA CASTLE – 01/05 – 14/06  4 vol  ENVI / RENO
	OH-OH02 – LOHRA CASTLE – 29/09 – 01/11  4 vol  ENVI / RENO
	Lohra Castle is situated in the heart of Germany in northern Thuringia. The castle, which is surrounded by a scenic 
	hilly landscape, is located on the edge of a nature reserve area. Being one of the largest castles in Thuringia, Lohra
	 dates back to the Middle Ages. The history of the castle covers more than 1000 years. Today, it includes 20 
	buildings from different times: medieval fortifications, remnants of a tower from the 11th century, a roman chapel,
	 a manor from the Renaissance period as well as stables and granaries from the 19th century. The ensemble is 
	situated in the centre of a beautiful forest. From the top of the buildings you will have a wonderful view over one 
	of the most impressive landscapes of Germany: the Harz. After the castle had been unoccupied for decades, 
	Open Houses started to restore the castle and to revive it by cultural activities at the beginning of the 1990s. 
	Since then, a large number of art-workshops, exhibitions, concerts and international meetings took place at the 
	castle. 
	
	Work:
	The volunteers will do some care, reparation and maintenance works inside and outside the castle to prepare it for 
	coming projects and seasons. Among other things these works will be: cultivating the castle garden and mowing the
	 lawn, as well as winter preparation work such as collecting of fire-wood in the forests around the castle, which has 
	to be cut and stored in the castle’s cellar for wintertime. 
	S/he can also take care for guest groups as well and students who are visiting the castle for some days.
	
	Location:
	Next town: Bleicherode (7 km), Nordhausen (20 km), Erfurt (75 km)
	Region: Thuringia
	
	Terminal:
	Next railway station: Gebra / Hainleite (6 km)
	Next airport: Frankfurt / Main (280 km), Halle / Leipzig (155 km), Berlin (300 km)
	
	Accommodation:
	shared rooms with 2-7 beds in 4 guest houses, warm shower (limited hot water), WC inside, 1 camp kitchen (cold 
	water), coal-burning stove
	
	Language: English / German
	
	What to bring:
	working gloves and shoes, working clothes, sleeping bagTHE OPEN HOUSE:
	True to our vision to offer room and shelter to those who come along, who are searching, who wish to join in with 
	their individual gifts and talents...
	All over the year one of the houses we care for is an “Open House”. Anybody, without announcement, night or 
	day, can turn up at the door, walk in and stay for a while – a day, a week, a month, as long as s/he is willing to join
	 those who are already there. 

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	The “Open House” is an offer to those who have some time available, who want to escape from noise and hectic 
	of the daily working life in the cities and search for alternatives to enrich their life. 
	If s/he likes new experiences and challenges, if s/he is interested in handicraft, likes to meet people of different 
	cultures, has fantasy and a lot of nice ideas and if s/he does not mind living in very simple conditions – s/he is 
	very welcome.
	The base is the readiness for being responsible for the houses and the guests and to have engagement and 
	motivation for the work you can do. These do not necessarily have to be handicrafts: preparing food, repairing 
	bicycles, taking care of the guests – there are always a lot of things to do and everyone can find and take his 
	part.
	
	OH-OH01 – LOHRA CASTLE – 01/05 – 14/06  4 vol  ENVI / RENO
	OH-OH02 – LOHRA CASTLE – 29/09 – 01/11  4 vol  ENVI / RENO
	Lohra Castle is situated in the heart of Germany in northern Thuringia. The castle, which is surrounded by a scenic 
	hilly landscape, is located on the edge of a nature reserve area. Being one of the largest castles in Thuringia, Lohra
	 dates back to the Middle Ages. The history of the castle covers more than 1000 years. Today, it includes 20 
	buildings from different times: medieval fortifications, remnants of a tower from the 11th century, a roman chapel,
	 a manor from the Renaissance period as well as stables and granaries from the 19th century. The ensemble is 
	situated in the centre of a beautiful forest. From the top of the buildings you will have a wonderful view over one 
	of the most impressive landscapes of Germany: the Harz. After the castle had been unoccupied for decades, 
	Open Houses started to restore the castle and to revive it by cultural activities at the beginning of the 1990s. 
	Since then, a large number of art-workshops, exhibitions, concerts and international meetings took place at the 
	castle. 
	
	Work:
	The volunteers will do some care, reparation and maintenance works inside and outside the castle to prepare it for 
	coming projects and seasons. Among other things these works will be: cultivating the castle garden and mowing the
	 lawn, as well as winter preparation work such as collecting of fire-wood in the forests around the castle, which has 
	to be cut and stored in the castle’s cellar for wintertime. 
	S/he can also take care for guest groups as well and students who are visiting the castle for some days.
	
	Location:
	Next town: Bleicherode (7 km), Nordhausen (20 km), Erfurt (75 km)
	Region: Thuringia
	
	Terminal:
	Next railway station: Gebra / Hainleite (6 km)
	Next airport: Frankfurt / Main (280 km), Halle / Leipzig (155 km), Berlin (300 km)
	
	Accommodation:
	shared rooms with 2-7 beds in 4 guest houses, warm shower (limited hot water), WC inside, 1 camp kitchen (cold 
	water), coal-burning stove
	
	Language: English / German
	
	What to bring:
	working gloves and shoes, working clothes, sleeping bagTHE OPEN HOUSE:
	True to our vision to offer room and shelter to those who come along, who are searching, who wish to join in with 
	their individual gifts and talents...
	All over the year one of the houses we care for is an “Open House”. Anybody, without announcement, night or 
	day, can turn up at the door, walk in and stay for a while – a day, a week, a month, as long as s/he is willing to join
	 those who are already there. 
	The “Open House” is an offer to those who have some time available, who want to escape from noise and hectic 
	of the daily working life in the cities and search for alternatives to enrich their life. 
	If s/he likes new experiences and challenges, if s/he is interested in handicraft, likes to meet people of different 
	cultures, has fantasy and a lot of nice ideas and if s/he does not mind living in very simple conditions – s/he is 
	very welcome.
	The base is the readiness for being responsible for the houses and the guests and to have engagement and 
	motivation for the work you can do. These do not necessarily have to be handicrafts: preparing food, repairing 
	bicycles, taking care of the guests – there are always a lot of things to do and everyone can find and take his 
	part.
	
	OH-OH01 – LOHRA CASTLE – 01/05 – 14/06  4 vol  ENVI / RENO
	OH-OH02 – LOHRA CASTLE – 29/09 – 01/11  4 vol  ENVI / RENO
	Lohra Castle is situated in the heart of Germany in northern Thuringia. The castle, which is surrounded by a scenic 
	hilly landscape, is located on the edge of a nature reserve area. Being one of the largest castles in Thuringia, Lohra
	 dates back to the Middle Ages. The history of the castle covers more than 1000 years. Today, it includes 20 
	buildings from different times: medieval fortifications, remnants of a tower from the 11th century, a roman chapel,
	 a manor from the Renaissance period as well as stables and granaries from the 19th century. The ensemble is 
	situated in the centre of a beautiful forest. From the top of the buildings you will have a wonderful view over one 
	of the most impressive landscapes of Germany: the Harz. After the castle had been unoccupied for decades, 

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Open Houses started to restore the castle and to revive it by cultural activities at the beginning of the 1990s. 
	Since then, a large number of art-workshops, exhibitions, concerts and international meetings took place at the 
	castle. 
	
	Work:
	The volunteers will do some care, reparation and maintenance works inside and outside the castle to prepare it for 
	coming projects and seasons. Among other things these works will be: cultivating the castle garden and mowing the
	 lawn, as well as winter preparation work such as collecting of fire-wood in the forests around the castle, which has 
	to be cut and stored in the castle’s cellar for wintertime. 
	S/he can also take care for guest groups as well and students who are visiting the castle for some days.
	
	Location:
	Next town: Bleicherode (7 km), Nordhausen (20 km), Erfurt (75 km)
	Region: Thuringia
	
	Terminal:
	Next railway station: Gebra / Hainleite (6 km)
	Next airport: Frankfurt / Main (280 km), Halle / Leipzig (155 km), Berlin (300 km)
	
	Accommodation:
	shared rooms with 2-7 beds in 4 guest houses, warm shower (limited hot water), WC inside, 1 camp kitchen (cold 
	water), coal-burning stove
	
	Language: English / German
	
	What to bring:
	working gloves and shoes, working clothes, sleeping bagTHE OPEN HOUSE:
	True to our vision to offer room and shelter to those who come along, who are searching, who wish to join in with 
	their individual gifts and talents...
	All over the year one of the houses we care for is an “Open House”. Anybody, without announcement, night or 
	day, can turn up at the door, walk in and stay for a while – a day, a week, a month, as long as s/he is willing to join
	 those who are already there. 
	The “Open House” is an offer to those who have some time available, who want to escape from noise and hectic 
	of the daily working life in the cities and search for alternatives to enrich their life. 
	If s/he likes new experiences and challenges, if s/he is interested in handicraft, likes to meet people of different 
	cultures, has fantasy and a lot of nice ideas and if s/he does not mind living in very simple conditions – s/he is 
	very welcome.
	The base is the readiness for being responsible for the houses and the guests and to have engagement and 
	motivation for the work you can do. These do not necessarily have to be handicrafts: preparing food, repairing 
	bicycles, taking care of the guests – there are always a lot of things to do and everyone can find and take his 
	part.
	
	OH-OH01 – LOHRA CASTLE – 01/05 – 14/06  4 vol  ENVI / RENO
	OH-OH02 – LOHRA CASTLE – 29/09 – 01/11  4 vol  ENVI / RENO
	Lohra Castle is situated in the heart of Germany in northern Thuringia. The castle, which is surrounded by a scenic 
	hilly landscape, is located on the edge of a nature reserve area. Being one of the largest castles in Thuringia, Lohra
	 dates back to the Middle Ages. The history of the castle covers more than 1000 years. Today, it includes 20 
	buildings from different times: medieval fortifications, remnants of a tower from the 11th century, a roman chapel,
	 a manor from the Renaissance period as well as stables and granaries from the 19th century. The ensemble is 
	situated in the centre of a beautiful forest. From the top of the buildings you will have a wonderful view over one 
	of the most impressive landscapes of Germany: the Harz. After the castle had been unoccupied for decades, 
	Open Houses started to restore the castle and to revive it by cultural activities at the beginning of the 1990s. 
	Since then, a large number of art-workshops, exhibitions, concerts and international meetings took place at the 
	castle. 
	
	Work:
	The volunteers will do some care, reparation and maintenance works inside and outside the castle to prepare it for 
	coming projects and seasons. Among other things these works will be: cultivating the castle garden and mowing the
	 lawn, as well as winter preparation work such as collecting of fire-wood in the forests around the castle, which has 
	to be cut and stored in the castle’s cellar for wintertime. 
	S/he can also take care for guest groups as well and students who are visiting the castle for some days.
	
	Location:
	Next town: Bleicherode (7 km), Nordhausen (20 km), Erfurt (75 km)
	Region: Thuringia
	
	Terminal:
	Next railway station: Gebra / Hainleite (6 km)
	Next airport: Frankfurt / Main (280 km), Halle / Leipzig (155 km), Berlin (300 km)
	

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Accommodation:
	shared rooms with 2-7 beds in 4 guest houses, warm shower (limited hot water), WC inside, 1 camp kitchen (cold 
	water), coal-burning stove
	
	Language: English / German
	
	What to bring:
	working gloves and shoes, working clothes, sleeping bagTHE OPEN HOUSE:
	True to our vision to offer room and shelter to those who come along, who are searching, who wish to join in with 
	their individual gifts and talents...
	All over the year one of the houses we care for is an “Open House”. Anybody, without announcement, night or 
	day, can turn up at the door, walk in and stay for a while – a day, a week, a month, as long as s/he is willing to join
	 those who are already there. 
	The “Open House” is an offer to those who have some time available, who want to escape from noise and hectic 
	of the daily working life in the cities and search for alternatives to enrich their life. 
	If s/he likes new experiences and challenges, if s/he is interested in handicraft, likes to meet people of different 
	cultures, has fantasy and a lot of nice ideas and if s/he does not mind living in very simple conditions – s/he is 
	very welcome.
	The base is the readiness for being responsible for the houses and the guests and to have engagement and 
	motivation for the work you can do. These do not necessarily have to be handicrafts: preparing food, repairing 
	bicycles, taking care of the guests – there are always a lot of things to do and everyone can find and take his 
	part.
	
	OH-OH01 – LOHRA CASTLE – 01/05 – 14/06  4 vol  ENVI / RENO
	OH-OH02 – LOHRA CASTLE – 29/09 – 01/11  4 vol  ENVI / RENO
	Lohra Castle is situated in the heart of Germany in northern Thuringia. The castle, which is surrounded by a scenic 
	hilly landscape, is located on the edge of a nature reserve area. Being one of the largest castles in Thuringia, Lohra
	 dates back to the Middle Ages. The history of the castle covers more than 1000 years. Today, it includes 20 
	buildings from different times: medieval fortifications, remnants of a tower from the 11th century, a roman chapel,
	 a manor from the Renaissance period as well as stables and granaries from the 19th century. The ensemble is 
	situated in the centre of a beautiful forest. From the top of the buildings you will have a wonderful view over one 
	of the most impressive landscapes of Germany: the Harz. After the castle had been unoccupied for decades, 
	Open Houses started to restore the castle and to revive it by cultural activities at the beginning of the 1990s. 
	Since then, a large number of art-workshops, exhibitions, concerts and international meetings took place at the 
	castle. 
	
	Work:
	The volunteers will do some care, reparation and maintenance works inside and outside the castle to prepare it for 
	coming projects and seasons. Among other things these works will be: cultivating the castle garden and mowing the
	 lawn, as well as winter preparation work such as collecting of fire-wood in the forests around the castle, which has 
	to be cut and stored in the castle’s cellar for wintertime. 
	S/he can also take care for guest groups as well and students who are visiting the castle for some days.
	
	Location:
	Next town: Bleicherode (7 km), Nordhausen (20 km), Erfurt (75 km)
	Region: Thuringia
	
	Terminal:
	Next railway station: Gebra / Hainleite (6 km)
	Next airport: Frankfurt / Main (280 km), Halle / Leipzig (155 km), Berlin (300 km)
	
	Accommodation:
	shared rooms with 2-7 beds in 4 guest houses, warm shower (limited hot water), WC inside, 1 camp kitchen (cold 
	water), coal-burning stove
	
	Language: English / German
	
	What to bring:
	working gloves and shoes, working clothes, sleeping bagTHE OPEN HOUSE:
	True to our vision to offer room and shelter to those who come along, who are searching, who wish to join in with 
	their individual gifts and talents...
	All over the year one of the houses we care for is an “Open House”. Anybody, without announcement, night or 
	day, can turn up at the door, walk in and stay for a while – a day, a week, a month, as long as s/he is willing to join
	 those who are already there. 
	The “Open House” is an offer to those who have some time available, who want to escape from noise and hectic 
	of the daily working life in the cities and search for alternatives to enrich their life. 
	If s/he likes new experiences and challenges, if s/he is interested in handicraft, likes to meet people of different 
	cultures, has fantasy and a lot of nice ideas and if s/he does not mind living in very simple conditions – s/he is 
	very welcome.
	The base is the readiness for being responsible for the houses and the guests and to have engagement and 

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	motivation for the work you can do. These do not necessarily have to be handicrafts: preparing food, repairing 
	bicycles, taking care of the guests – there are always a lot of things to do and everyone can find and take his 
	part.
	
	OH-OH01 – LOHRA CASTLE – 01/05 – 14/06  4 vol  ENVI / RENO
	OH-OH02 – LOHRA CASTLE – 29/09 – 01/11  4 vol  ENVI / RENO
	Lohra Castle is situated in the heart of Germany in northern Thuringia. The castle, which is surrounded by a scenic 
	hilly landscape, is located on the edge of a nature reserve area. Being one of the largest castles in Thuringia, Lohra
	 dates back to the Middle Ages. The history of the castle covers more than 1000 years. Today, it includes 20 
	buildings from different times: medieval fortifications, remnants of a tower from the 11th century, a roman chapel,
	 a manor from the Renaissance period as well as stables and granaries from the 19th century. The ensemble is 
	situated in the centre of a beautiful forest. From the top of the buildings you will have a wonderful view over one 
	of the most impressive landscapes of Germany: the Harz. After the castle had been unoccupied for decades, 
	Open Houses started to restore the castle and to revive it by cultural activities at the beginning of the 1990s. 
	Since then, a large number of art-workshops, exhibitions, concerts and international meetings took place at the 
	castle. 
	
	Work:
	The volunteers will do some care, reparation and maintenance works inside and outside the castle to prepare it for 
	coming projects and seasons. Among other things these works will be: cultivating the castle garden and mowing the
	 lawn, as well as winter preparation work such as collecting of fire-wood in the forests around the castle, which has 
	to be cut and stored in the castle’s cellar for wintertime. 
	S/he can also take care for guest groups as well and students who are visiting the castle for some days.
	
	Location:
	Next town: Bleicherode (7 km), Nordhausen (20 km), Erfurt (75 km)
	Region: Thuringia
	
	Terminal:
	Next railway station: Gebra / Hainleite (6 km)
	Next airport: Frankfurt / Main (280 km), Halle / Leipzig (155 km), Berlin (300 km)
	
	Accommodation:
	shared rooms with 2-7 beds in 4 guest houses, warm shower (limited hot water), WC inside, 1 camp kitchen (cold 
	water), coal-burning stove
	
	Language: English / German
	
	What to bring:
	working gloves and shoes, working clothes, sleeping bagTHE OPEN HOUSE:
	True to our vision to offer room and shelter to those who come along, who are searching, who wish to join in with 
	their individual gifts and talents...
	All over the year one of the houses we care for is an “Open House”. Anybody, without announcement, night or 
	day, can turn up at the door, walk in and stay for a while – a day, a week, a month, as long as s/he is willing to join
	 those who are already there. 
	The “Open House” is an offer to those who have some time available, who want to escape from noise and hectic 
	of the daily working life in the cities and search for alternatives to enrich their life. 
	If s/he likes new experiences and challenges, if s/he is interested in handicraft, likes to meet people of different 
	cultures, has fantasy and a lot of nice ideas and if s/he does not mind living in very simple conditions – s/he is 
	very welcome.
	The base is the readiness for being responsible for the houses and the guests and to have engagement and 
	motivation for the work you can do. These do not necessarily have to be handicrafts: preparing food, repairing 
	bicycles, taking care of the guests – there are always a lot of things to do and everyone can find and take his 
	part.
	
	OH-OH01 – LOHRA CASTLE – 01/05 – 14/06  4 vol  ENVI / RENO
	OH-OH02 – LOHRA CASTLE – 29/09 – 01/11  4 vol  ENVI / RENO
	Lohra Castle is situated in the heart of Germany in northern Thuringia. The castle, which is surrounded by a scenic 
	hilly landscape, is located on the edge of a nature reserve area. Being one of the largest castles in Thuringia, Lohra
	 dates back to the Middle Ages. The history of the castle covers more than 1000 years. Today, it includes 20 
	buildings from different times: medieval fortifications, remnants of a tower from the 11th century, a roman chapel,
	 a manor from the Renaissance period as well as stables and granaries from the 19th century. The ensemble is 
	situated in the centre of a beautiful forest. From the top of the buildings you will have a wonderful view over one 
	of the most impressive landscapes of Germany: the Harz. After the castle had been unoccupied for decades, 
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	OH-W01	ENVI	15.06.2008	28.06.2008	18+
	description
	OH-W01 – LOHRA CASTLE - 15/06 – 28/06  12 vol  ENVI / RENO
	
	Lohra Castle is situated in the heart of Germany in northern Thuringia. The castle, which is surrounded by a scenic 
	hilly landscape, is located on the edge of a nature reserve area. Being one of the largest castles in Thuringia, the 
	history of the castle Lohra begins in the Middle Ages. The castle is more than 1000 years old. Today, it includes 20
	 buildings from different times: medieval fortifications, remnants of a tower from the 11th century, a roman 
	chapel, a manor from the Renaissance period as well as stables and granaries from the 19th century. The 
	ensemble is situated in the centre of a beautiful forest. From the top of the buildings you will have a wonderful 
	view over one of the most impressive landscapes of Germany: the Harz. For years Lohra Castle was unoccupied. 
	At the beginning of the 1990s Open Houses started to restore the castle and to revive it by cultural activities at 
	the beginning of the 1990s. Since that time, a large number of art-workshops, exhibitions, concerts and 
	international meetings took place in the castle.
	
	Work: 
	The main work at Lohra castle is to colleting fire wood. So the volunteers may go into the forest by car, divided in 
	several groups, and cut logs. The wood will be stored at the castle for wintertime.
	Other works are to excavate around one of the accommodation houses to isolate it against wetness. And they may
	 help us to excavate a duct from the camp kitchen to the castle for changing the root of the water pipe.
	If it rains, the group will derust the steel beam of the sheep shelter and coating them with anticorrosion paint.
	The group could be divided into two or three at times: In this case one group goes into the forest, another group 
	excavate, and the last derust the steel beams. The work of each group is changeable so that so that they do not 
	get bored doing the same work through the hole time.
	In August / September the volunteers will pick fruits like plums and apples around the castle.
	
	Terminal:
	Next railway station: Gebra / Hainleite (6 km)
	Next airport: Frankfurt / Main (280 km), Halle / Leipzig (155 km), Berlin (300 km)
	
	Location:
	Next town: Bleicherode (7 km), Nordhausen (20 km), Erfurt (75 km)
	Region: Thuringia
	
	Accomodation:
	shared rooms with 2-7 beds in 4 guest houses, warm shower (limited hot water), WC inside, 1 camp kitchen (cold 
	water), coal-burning stove
	
	Language: English / German
	
	What to bring:
	working gloves and shoes, working clothes, sleeping bag
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	OH-W02	ENVI	29.06.2008	12.07.2008	18+
	description
	OH-W02 – LOHRA CASTLE - 29/06 – 12/07  15 vol  ENVI / RENO
	
	Lohra Castle is situated in the heart of Germany in northern Thuringia. The castle, which is surrounded by a scenic 
	hilly landscape, is located on the edge of a nature reserve area. Being one of the largest castles in Thuringia, the 
	history of the castle Lohra begins in the Middle Ages. The castle is more than 1000 years old. Today, it includes 20
	 buildings from different times: medieval fortifications, remnants of a tower from the 11th century, a roman 
	chapel, a manor from the Renaissance period as well as stables and granaries from the 19th century. The 
	ensemble is situated in the centre of a beautiful forest. From the top of the buildings you will have a wonderful 
	view over one of the most impressive landscapes of Germany: the Harz. For years Lohra Castle was unoccupied. 
	At the beginning of the 1990s Open Houses started to restore the castle and to revive it by cultural activities at 
	the beginning of the 1990s. Since that time, a large number of art-workshops, exhibitions, concerts and 
	international meetings took place in the castle.
	
	Work: 
	The main work at Lohra castle is to colleting fire wood. So the volunteers may go into the forest by car, divided in 
	several groups, and cut logs. The wood will be stored at the castle for wintertime.
	Other works are to excavate around one of the accommodation houses to isolate it against wetness. And they may
	 help us to excavate a duct from the camp kitchen to the castle for changing the root of the water pipe.
	If it rains, the group will derust the steel beam of the sheep shelter and coating them with anticorrosion paint.
	The group could be divided into two or three at times: In this case one group goes into the forest, another group 
	excavate, and the last derust the steel beams. The work of each group is changeable so that so that they do not 
	get bored doing the same work through the hole time.
	In August / September the volunteers will pick fruits like plums and apples around the castle.
	
	Terminal:
	Next railway station: Gebra / Hainleite (6 km)
	Next airport: Frankfurt / Main (280 km), Halle / Leipzig (155 km), Berlin (300 km)
	
	Location:
	Next town: Bleicherode (7 km), Nordhausen (20 km), Erfurt (75 km)
	Region: Thuringia
	
	Accomodation:
	shared rooms with 2-7 beds in 4 guest houses, warm shower (limited hot water), WC inside, 1 camp kitchen (cold 
	water), coal-burning stove
	
	Language: English / German
	
	What to bring:
	working gloves and shoes, working clothes, sleeping bag
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	OH-W03	ENVI	29.06.2008	21.07.2008	18+
	description
	OH-W03 – PARUM RECTORY - 29/06 – 21/07  10 vol  ENVI / FEST
	Parum Rectory is a small village in the North of Germany. It almost just consists of one church, the former 
	rectory, the church school and two old farmhouses. The church dates back to the Middle Age. In order to save it 
	from totally falling apart, it was renovated by the parish in almost non-commercial work the other buildings of the 
	village are all restored quite well. The rectory, built in 1841, as the biggest in whole Mecklenburg, leads to its status 
	being representative of typical manor architecture of this period. Behind the house there is a meadow that borders 
	on some 
	Accomodation:
	shared rooms with 2-7 beds in 4 guest houses, warm shower (limited hot water), WC inside, 1 camp kitchen (cold 
	water), coal-burning stove
	
	Language: English / German
	
	What to bring: working gloves and shoes, working clothes, sleeping bag
	worth fully woods facing down to the lake of Parum. The interior of the house is almost unchanged, the old room 
	desponding, original doorways, windows and fittings and also wide hallways.
	
	Work:
	At the weekend 11/07 – 13/07, the village has his 875 anniversary. Therefore, the volunteers will help the 
	community to prepare for the festival. Open Houses made a film in 2006 and 2007 about the work of the network 
	in the last twenty years. This film will be shown on the festival. 
	In 2007 we dug a hole around the rectory to drain it. This summer we want to close this hole. Other works are 
	cutting the grass in the rectory garden.
	There is another village called Eickelberg, not far away from Parum where the group will cut the grass and prepare 
	a small celebration of Open Houses as previously mentioned. A concert will be held and the film also will be shown 
	again as well.
	
	Location: 
	Federal state: Mecklenburg West Pomerania
	Next town: Güstrow (4 km)
	
	Terminal:
	Next railway station: Güstrow
	Next airport: Berlin (80 km)
	
	Accommodation:
	simple conditions: 2 shared rooms with 5 mattress per room,
	1 bathroom with limited hot water, equipped kitchen
	Some nights they will sleep in tents.
	
	Language: English / German
	
	What to bring:
	working gloves and shoes, working clothes, sleeping bag
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	OH-W04	ENVI	13.07.2008	02.08.2008	18+
	description
	OH-W04 – LOHRA CASTLE - 13/07 – 02/08  18 vol  ENVI / RENO
	
	Lohra Castle is situated in the heart of Germany in northern Thuringia. The castle, which is surrounded by a scenic 
	hilly landscape, is located on the edge of a nature reserve area. Being one of the largest castles in Thuringia, the 
	history of the castle Lohra begins in the Middle Ages. The castle is more than 1000 years old. Today, it includes 20
	 buildings from different times: medieval fortifications, remnants of a tower from the 11th century, a roman 
	chapel, a manor from the Renaissance period as well as stables and granaries from the 19th century. The 
	ensemble is situated in the centre of a beautiful forest. From the top of the buildings you will have a wonderful 
	view over one of the most impressive landscapes of Germany: the Harz. For years Lohra Castle was unoccupied. 
	At the beginning of the 1990s Open Houses started to restore the castle and to revive it by cultural activities at 
	the beginning of the 1990s. Since that time, a large number of art-workshops, exhibitions, concerts and 
	international meetings took place in the castle.
	
	Work: 
	The main work at Lohra castle is to colleting fire wood. So the volunteers may go into the forest by car, divided in 
	several groups, and cut logs. The wood will be stored at the castle for wintertime.
	Other works are to excavate around one of the accommodation houses to isolate it against wetness. And they may
	 help us to excavate a duct from the camp kitchen to the castle for changing the root of the water pipe.
	If it rains, the group will derust the steel beam of the sheep shelter and coating them with anticorrosion paint.
	The group could be divided into two or three at times: In this case one group goes into the forest, another group 
	excavate, and the last derust the steel beams. The work of each group is changeable so that so that they do not 
	get bored doing the same work through the hole time.
	In August / September the volunteers will pick fruits like plums and apples around the castle.
	
	Terminal:
	Next railway station: Gebra / Hainleite (6 km)
	Next airport: Frankfurt / Main (280 km), Halle / Leipzig (155 km), Berlin (300 km)
	
	Location:
	Next town: Bleicherode (7 km), Nordhausen (20 km), Erfurt (75 km)
	Region: Thuringia
	
	Accomodation:
	shared rooms with 2-7 beds in 4 guest houses, warm shower (limited hot water), WC inside, 1 camp kitchen (cold 
	water), coal-burning stove
	
	Language: English / German
	
	What to bring:
	working gloves and shoes, working clothes, sleeping bagOH-W04 – LOHRA CASTLE - 13/07 – 02/08  18 vol  ENVI 
	/ RENO
	OH-W08 – LOHRA CASTLE - 10/08 – 30/08  18 vol  ENVI / RENO
	OH-W10 – LOHRA CASTLE - 31/08 – 13/09  12 vol  ENVI / RENO
	OH-W11 – LOHRA CASTLE - 14/09 – 28/09  12 vol  ENVI / RENO
	Lohra Castle is situated in the heart of Germany in northern Thuringia. The castle, which is surrounded by a scenic 
	hilly landscape, is located on the edge of a nature reserve area. Being one of the largest castles in Thuringia, the 
	history of the castle Lohra begins in the Middle Ages. The castle is more than 1000 years old. Today, it includes 20
	 buildings from different times: medieval fortifications, remnants of a tower from the 11th century, a roman 
	chapel, a manor from the Renaissance period as well as stables and granaries from the 19th century. The 
	ensemble is situated in the centre of a beautiful forest. From the top of the buildings you will have a wonderful 
	view over one of the most impressive landscapes of Germany: the Harz. For years Lohra Castle was unoccupied. 
	At the beginning of the 1990s Open Houses started to restore the castle and to revive it by cultural activities at 
	the beginning of the 1990s. Since that time, a large number of art-workshops, exhibitions, concerts and 
	international meetings took place in the castle.
	
	Work: 
	The main work at Lohra castle is to colleting fire wood. So the volunteers may go into the forest by car, divided in 
	several groups, and cut logs. The wood will be stored at the castle for wintertime.
	Other works are to excavate around one of the accommodation houses to isolate it against wetness. And they may
	 help us to excavate a duct from the camp kitchen to the castle for changing the root of the water pipe.
	If it rains, the group will derust the steel beam of the sheep shelter and coating them with anticorrosion paint.
	The group could be divided into two or three at times: In this case one group goes into the forest, another group 
	excavate, and the last derust the steel beams. The work of each group is changeable so that so that they do not 
	get bored doing the same work through the hole time.
	In August / September the volunteers will pick fruits like plums and apples around the castle.
	
	Terminal:
	Next railway station: Gebra / Hainleite (6 km)
	Next airport: Frankfurt / Main (280 km), Halle / Leipzig (155 km), Berlin (300 km)
	

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Location:
	Next town: Bleicherode (7 km), Nordhausen (20 km), Erfurt (75 km)
	Region: Thuringia
	
	Accomodation:
	shared rooms with 2-7 beds in 4 guest houses, warm shower (limited hot water), WC inside, 1 camp kitchen (cold 
	water), coal-burning stove
	
	Language: English / German
	
	What to bring:
	working gloves and shoes, working clothes, sleeping bagOH-W04 – LOHRA CASTLE - 13/07 – 02/08  18 vol  ENVI 
	/ RENO
	OH-W08 – LOHRA CASTLE - 10/08 – 30/08  18 vol  ENVI / RENO
	OH-W10 – LOHRA CASTLE - 31/08 – 13/09  12 vol  ENVI / RENO
	OH-W11 – LOHRA CASTLE - 14/09 – 28/09  12 vol  ENVI / RENO
	Lohra Castle is situated in the heart of Germany in northern Thuringia. The castle, which is surrounded by a scenic 
	hilly landscape, is located on the edge of a nature reserve area. Being one of the largest castles in Thuringia, the 
	history of the castle Lohra begins in the Middle Ages. The castle is more than 1000 years old. Today, it includes 20
	 buildings from different times: medieval fortifications, remnants of a tower from the 11th century, a roman 
	chapel, a manor from the Renaissance period as well as stables and granaries from the 19th century. The 
	ensemble is situated in the centre of a beautiful forest. From the top of the buildings you will have a wonderful 
	view over one of the most impressive landscapes of Germany: the Harz. For years Lohra Castle was unoccupied. 
	At the beginning of the 1990s Open Houses started to restore the castle and to revive it by cultural activities at 
	the beginning of the 1990s. Since that time, a large number of art-workshops, exhibitions, concerts and 
	international meetings took place in the castle.
	
	Work: 
	The main work at Lohra castle is to colleting fire wood. So the volunteers may go into the forest by car, divided in 
	several groups, and cut logs. The wood will be stored at the castle for wintertime.
	Other works are to excavate around one of the accommodation houses to isolate it against wetness. And they may
	 help us to excavate a duct from the camp kitchen to the castle for changing the root of the water pipe.
	If it rains, the group will derust the steel beam of the sheep shelter and coating them with anticorrosion paint.
	The group could be divided into two or three at times: In this case one group goes into the forest, another group 
	excavate, and the last derust the steel beams. The work of each group is changeable so that so that they do not 
	get bored doing the same work through the hole time.
	In August / September the volunteers will pick fruits like plums and apples around the castle.
	
	Terminal:
	Next railway station: Gebra / Hainleite (6 km)
	Next airport: Frankfurt / Main (280 km), Halle / Leipzig (155 km), Berlin (300 km)
	
	Location:
	Next town: Bleicherode (7 km), Nordhausen (20 km), Erfurt (75 km)
	Region: Thuringia
	
	Accomodation:
	shared rooms with 2-7 beds in 4 guest houses, warm shower (limited hot water), WC inside, 1 camp kitchen (cold 
	water), coal-burning stove
	
	Language: English / German
	
	What to bring:
	working gloves and shoes, working clothes, sleeping bagOH-W04 – LOHRA CASTLE - 13/07 – 02/08  18 vol  ENVI 
	/ RENO
	OH-W08 – LOHRA CASTLE - 10/08 – 30/08  18 vol  ENVI / RENO
	OH-W10 – LOHRA CASTLE - 31/08 – 13/09  12 vol  ENVI / RENO
	OH-W11 – LOHRA CASTLE - 14/09 – 28/09  12 vol  ENVI / RENO
	Lohra Castle is situated in the heart of Germany in northern Thuringia. The castle, which is surrounded by a scenic 
	hilly landscape, is located on the edge of a nature reserve area. Being one of the largest castles in Thuringia, the 
	history of the castle Lohra begins in the Middle Ages. The castle is more than 1000 years old. Today, it includes 20
	 buildings from different times: medieval fortifications, remnants of a tower from the 11th century, a roman 
	chapel, a manor from the Renaissance period as well as stables and granaries from the 19th century. The 
	ensemble is situated in the centre of a beautiful forest. From the top of the buildings you will have a wonderful 
	view over one of the most impressive landscapes of Germany: the Harz. For years Lohra Castle was unoccupied. 
	At the beginning of the 1990s Open Houses started to restore the castle and to revive it by cultural activities at 
	the beginning of the 1990s. Since that time, a large number of art-workshops, exhibitions, concerts and 
	international meetings took place in the castle.
	
	Work: 

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	The main work at Lohra castle is to colleting fire wood. So the volunteers may go into the forest by car, divided in 
	several groups, and cut logs. The wood will be stored at the castle for wintertime.
	Other works are to excavate around one of the accommodation houses to isolate it against wetness. And they may
	 help us to excavate a duct from the camp kitchen to the castle for changing the root of the water pipe.
	If it rains, the group will derust the steel beam of the sheep shelter and coating them with anticorrosion paint.
	The group could be divided into two or three at times: In this case one group goes into the forest, another group 
	excavate, and the last derust the steel beams. The work of each group is changeable so that so that they do not 
	get bored doing the same work through the hole time.
	In August / September the volunteers will pick fruits like plums and apples around the castle.
	
	Terminal:
	Next railway station: Gebra / Hainleite (6 km)
	Next airport: Frankfurt / Main (280 km), Halle / Leipzig (155 km), Berlin (300 km)
	
	Location:
	Next town: Bleicherode (7 km), Nordhausen (20 km), Erfurt (75 km)
	Region: Thuringia
	
	Accomodation:
	shared rooms with 2-7 beds in 4 guest houses, warm shower (limited hot water), WC inside, 1 camp kitchen (cold 
	water), coal-burning stove
	
	Language: English / German
	
	What to bring:
	working gloves and shoes, working clothes, sleeping bagOH-W04 – LOHRA CASTLE - 13/07 – 02/08  18 vol  ENVI 
	/ RENO
	OH-W08 – LOHRA CASTLE - 10/08 – 30/08  18 vol  ENVI / RENO
	OH-W10 – LOHRA CASTLE - 31/08 – 13/09  12 vol  ENVI / RENO
	OH-W11 – LOHRA CASTLE - 14/09 – 28/09  12 vol  ENVI / RENO
	Lohra Castle is situated in the heart of Germany in northern Thuringia. The castle, which is surrounded by a scenic 
	hilly landscape, is located on the edge of a nature reserve area. Being one of the largest castles in Thuringia, the 
	history of the castle Lohra begins in the Middle Ages. The castle is more than 1000 years old. Today, it includes 20
	 buildings from different times: medieval fortifications, remnants of a tower from the 11th century, a roman 
	chapel, a manor from the Renaissance period as well as stables and granaries from the 19th century. The 
	ensemble is situated in the centre of a beautiful forest. From the top of the buildings you will have a wonderful 
	view over one of the most impressive landscapes of Germany: the Harz. For years Lohra Castle was unoccupied. 
	At the beginning of the 1990s Open Houses started to restore the castle and to revive it by cultural activities at 
	the beginning of the 1990s. Since that time, a large number of art-workshops, exhibitions, concerts and 
	international meetings took place in the castle.
	
	Work: 
	The main work at Lohra castle is to colleting fire wood. So the volunteers may go into the forest by car, divided in 
	several groups, and cut logs. The wood will be stored at the castle for wintertime.
	Other works are to excavate around one of the accommodation houses to isolate it against wetness. And they may
	 help us to excavate a duct from the camp kitchen to the castle for changing the root of the water pipe.
	If it rains, the group will derust the steel beam of the sheep shelter and coating them with anticorrosion paint.
	The group could be divided into two or three at times: In this case one group goes into the forest, another group 
	excavate, and the last derust the steel beams. The work of each group is changeable so that so that they do not 
	get bored doing the same work through the hole time.
	In August / September the volunteers will pick fruits like plums and apples around the castle.
	
	Terminal:
	Next railway station: Gebra / Hainleite (6 km)
	Next airport: Frankfurt / Main (280 km), Halle / Leipzig (155 km), Berlin (300 km)
	
	Location:
	Next town: Bleicherode (7 km), Nordhausen (20 km), Erfurt (75 km)
	Region: Thuringia
	
	Accomodation:
	shared rooms with 2-7 beds in 4 guest houses, warm shower (limited hot water), WC inside, 1 camp kitchen (cold 
	water), coal-burning stove
	
	Language: English / German
	
	What to bring:
	working gloves and shoes, working clothes, sleeping bagOH-W04 – LOHRA CASTLE - 13/07 – 02/08  18 vol  ENVI 
	/ RENO
	OH-W08 – LOHRA CASTLE - 10/08 – 30/08  18 vol  ENVI / RENO

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	OH-W10 – LOHRA CASTLE - 31/08 – 13/09  12 vol  ENVI / RENO
	OH-W11 – LOHRA CASTLE - 14/09 – 28/09  12 vol  ENVI / RENO
	Lohra Castle is situated in the heart of Germany in northern Thuringia. The castle, which is surrounded by a scenic 
	hilly landscape, is located on the edge of a nature reserve area. Being one of the largest castles in Thuringia, the 
	history of the castle Lohra begins in the Middle Ages. The castle is more than 1000 years old. Today, it includes 20
	 buildings from different times: medieval fortifications, remnants of a tower from the 11th century, a roman 
	chapel, a manor from the Renaissance period as well as stables and granaries from the 19th century. The 
	ensemble is situated in the centre of a beautiful forest. From the top of the buildings you will have a wonderful 
	view over one of the most impressive landscapes of Germany: the Harz. For years Lohra Castle was unoccupied. 
	At the beginning of the 1990s Open Houses started to restore the castle and to revive it by cultural activities at 
	the beginning of the 1990s. Since that time, a large number of art-workshops, exhibitions, concerts and 
	international meetings took place in the castle.
	
	Work: 
	The main work at Lohra castle is to colleting fire wood. So the volunteers may go into the forest by car, divided in 
	several groups, and cut logs. The wood will be stored at the castle for wintertime.
	Other works are to excavate around one of the accommodation houses to isolate it against wetness. And they may
	 help us to excavate a duct from the camp kitchen to the castle for changing the root of the water pipe.
	If it rains, the group will derust the steel beam of the sheep shelter and coating them with anticorrosion paint.
	The group could be divided into two or three at times: In this case one group goes into the forest, another group 
	excavate, and the last derust the steel beams. The work of each group is changeable so that so that they do not 
	get bored doing the same work through the hole time.
	In August / September the volunteers will pick fruits like plums and apples around the castle.
	
	Terminal:
	Next railway station: Gebra / Hainleite (6 km)
	Next airport: Frankfurt / Main (280 km), Halle / Leipzig (155 km), Berlin (300 km)
	
	Location:
	Next town: Bleicherode (7 km), Nordhausen (20 km), Erfurt (75 km)
	Region: Thuringia
	
	Accomodation:
	shared rooms with 2-7 beds in 4 guest houses, warm shower (limited hot water), WC inside, 1 camp kitchen (cold 
	water), coal-burning stove
	
	Language: English / German
	
	What to bring:
	working gloves and shoes, working clothes, sleeping bagOH-W04 – LOHRA CASTLE - 13/07 – 02/08  18 vol  ENVI 
	/ RENO
	OH-W08 – LOHRA CASTLE - 10/08 – 30/08  18 vol  ENVI / RENO
	OH-W10 – LOHRA CASTLE - 31/08 – 13/09  12 vol  ENVI / RENO
	OH-W11 – LOHRA CASTLE - 14/09 – 28/09  12 vol  ENVI / RENO
	Lohra Castle is situated in the heart of Germany in northern Thuringia. The castle, which is surrounded by a scenic 
	hilly landscape, is located on the edge of a nature reserve area. Being one of the largest castles in Thuringia, the 
	history of the castle Lohra begins in the Middle Ages. The castle is more than 1000 years old. Today, it includes 20
	 buildings from different times: medieval fortifications, remnants of a tower from the 11th century, a roman 
	chapel, a manor from the Renaissance period as well as stables and granaries from the 19th century. The 
	ensemble is situated in the centre of a beautiful forest. From the top of the buildings you will have a wonderful 
	view over one of the most impressive landscapes of Germany: the Harz. For years Lohra Castle was unoccupied. 
	At the beginning of the 1990s Open Houses started to restore the castle and to revive it by cultural activities at 
	the beginning of the 1990s. Since that time, a large number of art-workshops, exhibitions, concerts and 
	international meetings took place in the castle.
	
	Work: 
	The main work at Lohra castle is to colleting fire wood. So the volunteers may go into the forest by car, divided in 
	several groups, and cut logs. The wood will be stored at the castle for wintertime.
	Other works are to excavate around one of the accommodation houses to isolate it against wetness. And they may
	 help us to excavate a duct from the camp kitchen to the castle for changing the root of the water pipe.
	If it rains, the group will derust the steel beam of the sheep shelter and coating them with anticorrosion paint.
	The group could be divided into two or three at times: In this case one group goes into the forest, another group 
	excavate, and the last derust the steel beams. The work of each group is changeable so that so that they do not 
	get bored doing the same work through the hole time.
	In August / September the volunteers will pick fruits like plums and apples around the castle.
	
	Terminal:
	Next railway station: Gebra / Hainleite (6 km)
	Next airport: Frankfurt / Main (280 km), Halle / Leipzig (155 km), Berlin (300 km)
	

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Location:
	Next town: Bleicherode (7 km), Nordhausen (20 km), Erfurt (75 km)
	Region: Thuringia
	
	Accomodation:
	shared rooms with 2-7 beds in 4 guest houses, warm shower (limited hot water), WC inside, 1 camp kitchen (cold 
	water), coal-burning stove
	
	Language: English / German
	
	What to bring:
	working gloves and shoes, working clothes, sleeping bagOH-W04 – LOHRA CASTLE - 13/07 – 02/08  18 vol  ENVI 
	/ RENO
	OH-W08 – LOHRA CASTLE - 10/08 – 30/08  18 vol  ENVI / RENO
	OH-W10 – LOHRA CASTLE - 31/08 – 13/09  12 vol  ENVI / RENO
	OH-W11 – LOHRA CASTLE - 14/09 – 28/09  12 vol  ENVI / RENO
	Lohra Castle is situated in the heart of Germany in northern Thuringia. The castle, which is surrounded by a scenic 
	hilly landscape, is located on the edge of a nature reserve area. Being one of the largest castles in Thuringia, the 
	history of the castle Lohra begins in the Middle Ages. The castle is more than 1000 years old. Today, it includes 20
	 buildings from different times: medieval fortifications, remnants of a tower from the 11th century, a roman 
	chapel, a manor from the Renaissance period as well as stables and granaries from the 19th century. The 
	ensemble is situated in the centre of a beautiful forest. From the top of the buildings you will have a wonderful 
	view over one of the most impressive landscapes of Germany: the Harz. For years Lohra Castle was unoccupied. 
	At the beginning of the 1990s Open Houses started to restore the castle and to revive it by cultural activities at 
	the beginning of the 1990s. Since that time, a large number of art-workshops, exhibitions, concerts and 
	international meetings took place in the castle.
	
	Work: 
	The main work at Lohra castle is to colleting fire wood. So the volunteers may go into the forest by car, divided in 
	several groups, and cut logs. The wood will be stored at the castle for wintertime.
	Other works are to excavate around one of the accommodation houses to isolate it against wetness. And they may
	 help us to excavate a duct from the camp kitchen to the castle for changing the root of the water pipe.
	If it rains, the group will derust the steel beam of the sheep shelter and coating them with anticorrosion paint.
	The group could be divided into two or three at times: In this case one group goes into the forest, another group 
	excavate, and the last derust the steel beams. The work of each group is changeable so that so that they do not 
	get bored doing the same work through the hole time.
	In August / September the volunteers will pick fruits like plums and apples around the castle.
	
	Terminal:
	Next railway station: Gebra / Hainleite (6 km)
	Next airport: Frankfurt / Main (280 km), Halle / Leipzig (155 km), Berlin (300 km)
	
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	OH-W05	RENO	27.07.2008	10.08.2008	18+
	description
	Work. OH-W05 – WOLTERSLAGE MANOR - 27/07 – 10/08  8 vol  RENO / ENVI
	Wolterslage Manor is situated in mid old march (Mittlere Altmark) region in the nature reserve lower Elbe (Untere 
	Elbe) nearby Berlin. The manor-house is surrounded by an idyllic and rather peaceful countryside that is well known
	 for its green meadows, pastures and fields. Close to the manor there is a lake, where the volunteers can swim and
	 sit around a campfire.
	The calm surroundings, far away from the busy everyday life in big cities, make Wolterslage Manor a perfect 
	place to relax and enjoy the nature during leisure time having done work.
	The building is a typical example of manor architecture from the second half of the 19th century. Though the 
	architectural design is simple, the brick walls are slightly decorated. The windows, shutters, doors and mountings 
	are all rare craftsmanship. In spite of misappropriated usage and for years unoccupied of the manor the 
	architecture and decoration are kept completely preserved. 
	After the renovation of the manor it will be put at the disposal of groups who wish to organize particular projects, 
	which suits to the peaceful nature of the surroundings.
	
	Work:
	The participants of the workcamp will do care reparation and simple maintenance works inside and outside the 
	manor. 
	The main topic of the care works will be cultivating the manor garden including mowing the lawn and cutting bushes.
	
	
	Location:
	Next town: Stendal (32 km)
	Region: Saxony-Anhalt
	
	Terminal:
	Next railway station: Osterburg (12 km) 
	Next airport: Berlin (150 km), Hannover (230 km), Hamburg (230 km)
	
	Accommodation:
	very simple, shared rooms with mattresses, kitchen, toilettes and shower with cold water (warm water available, if 
	you heat the bathroom heater with fire-wood).
	
	Language: English / German
	
	What to bring:
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	OH-W06	RENO	03.08.2008	17.08.2008	18+
	description
	OH-W06 – TOUR-CAMPS – 03/08 – 17/08  7 vol  RENO / ENVI
	In this camp the group stays in Gantikow manor. The manor is situated 80 kilometres in the north of Berlin. Open 
	Houses Network uses this beautiful building, which is surrounded by a sleepy village with a small church and 
	attractive countryside, as an accommodation for guest groups, workcamps and other projects. The facade of the 
	building is decorated with unique paintings.
	A small lake is situated nearby the old building. So it is possible to go swi
	Both manors with his gardens did not have a lot of care the last decades. The volunteers will cut the grass and 
	bushes. And there are some other maintenance works which should be done like repair broken windows.
	The group will sleep some nights in a scout tent for not to have to drive every day from Gantikow to the other 
	manors.
	At the same time there will be another workcamp at Gantikow Manor. 
	
	Location:
	Next town: Kyritz (4 km)
	Region: Brandenburg 
	
	Terminal:
	Next railway station: Kyritz (4 km)
	Next airport: Berlin (110 km)
	
	Accommodation:
	shared rooms, warm shower and toilettes	
	Some nights the group will spend all together in one scout tent.
	
	Language: English / German
	
	What to bring:
	working gloves and shoes, working clothes, sleeping bag
_________________________________________________________________________
	Alliance	Germany	OH-W07	RENO	03.08.2008	17.08.2008	18+
	description
	OH-W07 – GANTIKOW MANOR - 03/08 – 17/08  7 vol  RENO / ENVI
	Gantikow manor is situated 80 kilometres north of Berlin, the capital of Germany. Open Houses Network uses this 
	beautiful building, which is surrounded by a sleepy village with a small church and attractive countryside, as an 
	accommodation for guest groups, workcamps and other projects. The facade of the building is decorated with 
	unique paintings. 
	A small lake is situated nearby the old building. So it is possible to go swimming. The beautiful garden around the 
	manor-house invites people to relax.
	
	Work:
	The volunteers will do some care and gardening works outside the manor to prepare it for coming projects and 
	seasons. Among other things these works will be: cultivating the garden and mowing the lawn, as well as winter 
	preparation work such as chop wood in the forests around the manor, which has to be cut and stored for wintertime.
	
	At the same time stays the Tour Camp at the Gantikow Manor.
	
	Location:
	Next town: Kyritz (4 km)
	Region: Brandenburg 
	
	Terminal:
	Next railway station: Kyritz (4 km)
	Next airport: Berlin (110 km)
	
	Accommodation:
	Shared rooms, warm shower and toilettes
	
	Language: English / German
	
	What to bring:
	working gloves and shoes, working clothes, sleeping bag
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	OH-W08	ENVI	10.08.2008	30.08.2008	18+
	description
	OH-W08 – LOHRA CASTLE - 10/08 – 30/08  18 vol  ENVI / RENO
	
	Lohra Castle is situated in the heart of Germany in northern Thuringia. The castle, which is surrounded by a scenic 
	hilly landscape, is located on the edge of a nature reserve area. Being one of the largest castles in Thuringia, the 
	history of the castle Lohra begins in the Middle Ages. The castle is more than 1000 years old. Today, it includes 20
	 buildings from different times: medieval fortifications, remnants of a tower from the 11th century, a roman 
	chapel, a manor from the Renaissance period as well as stables and granaries from the 19th century. The 
	ensemble is situated in the centre of a beautiful forest. From the top of the buildings you will have a wonderful 
	view over one of the most impressive landscapes of Germany: the Harz. For years Lohra Castle was unoccupied. 
	At the beginning of the 1990s Open Houses started to restore the castle and to revive it by cultural activities at 
	the beginning of the 1990s. Since that time, a large number of art-workshops, exhibitions, concerts and 
	international meetings took place in the castle.
	
	Work: 
	The main work at Lohra castle is to colleting fire wood. So the volunteers may go into the forest by car, divided in 
	several groups, and cut logs. The wood will be stored at the castle for wintertime.
	Other works are to excavate around one of the accommodation houses to isolate it against wetness. And they may
	 help us to excavate a duct from the camp kitchen to the castle for changing the root of the water pipe.
	If it rains, the group will derust the steel beam of the sheep shelter and coating them with anticorrosion paint.
	The group could be divided into two or three at times: In this case one group goes into the forest, another group 
	excavate, and the last derust the steel beams. The work of each group is changeable so that so that they do not 
	get bored doing the same work through the hole time.
	In August / September the volunteers will pick fruits like plums and apples around the castle.
	
	Terminal:
	
	
	Next railway station: Gebra / Hainleite (6 km)
	Next airport: Frankfurt / Main (280 km), Halle / Leipzig (155 km), Berlin (300 km)
	
	Location:
	Next town: Bleicherode (7 km), Nordhausen (20 km), Erfurt (75 km)
	Region: Thuringia
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	OH-W09	RENO	17.08.2008	31.08.2008	18+
	description
	OH-W09 – RATHEWALDE YOUTH ACCOMODATION HOUSE – 17/08 – 31/08  7 vol  RENO / ENVI
	The Rathewalde Youth Accommodation House is situated at the health resort Rathewalde in Saxony; The building is
	 located directly at the border of the National Park Saxon Switzerland (Sächsische Schweiz) – a low mountain range 
	which is very popular with German people as an attractive tourist aim for active vacation. The mountains are 
	famous for their typical formations of sandstone with lots of small caves called Bove and overwhelming views 
	from the mountain tops. The nature reserve offers various possibilities of hiking and climbing tours of different 
	levels as well as cultural events like theatre performances at the open air theatre called cliff stage Rathen 
	(Felsenbühne Rathen). 
	The Youth Accommodation House was built probably in 1880. The house has been used as a hostel for young 
	people since the first half of the 20th century.
	In the 1950s, it was donated by its owner to the Saxon Protestant State Church to assure the continuity of the 
	services offered. During the following decades countless volunteers renovated and extended the mansion. Today 
	it attracts lots of visitors by different styles from sequential construction periods.
	The mansion is surrounded by beautiful garden, an orchard and large rhododendrons. You have a fascinating view 
	to a rock formation. Up until 2003 the building was operated by the Saxon Protestant State Church and in 2005 it 
	was reopened by Open Houses.
	
	Work.
	At this place the volunteers will be gardening, like clear the garden from pest plants, cut the bushes and trees. The 
	participants will clean up the area around the mansion.
	The volunteers will also collecting fire-wood.
	If it rains the volunteers can help by the reparation and painting work inside the building. 
	
	Location:
	Next town: Pirna (12 km), Dresden (30 km)
	Region: Sachsen
	
	Terminal: 
	Next railway station: Pirna (12 km) 
	Next airports: Airport: Dresden (30 km), Leipzig (160 km), Berlin (240 km)
	
	Accommodation:
	shared rooms, warm shower and toilettes
	
	Language: English / German
	
	What to bring:
	working gloves and shoes, working clothes, sleeping bag
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	OH-W10	ENVI	31.08.2008	13.09.2008	18+
	description
	OH-W10 – LOHRA CASTLE - 31/08 – 13/09  12 vol  ENVI / RENO
	
	Lohra Castle is situated in the heart of Germany in northern Thuringia. The castle, which is surrounded by a scenic 
	hilly landscape, is located on the edge of a nature reserve area. Being one of the largest castles in Thuringia, the 
	history of the castle Lohra begins in the Middle Ages. The castle is more than 1000 years old. Today, it includes 20
	 buildings from different times: medieval fortifications, remnants of a tower from the 11th century, a roman 
	chapel, a manor from the Renaissance period as well as stables and granaries from the 19th century. The 
	ensemble is situated in the centre of a beautiful forest. From the top of the buildings you will have a wonderful 
	view over one of the most impressive landscapes of Germany: the Harz. For years Lohra Castle was unoccupied. 
	At the beginning of the 1990s Open Houses started to restore the castle and to revive it by cultural activities at 
	the beginning of the 1990s. Since that time, a large number of art-workshops, exhibitions, concerts and 
	international meetings took place in the castle.
	
	Work: 
	The main work at Lohra castle is to colleting fire wood. So the volunteers may go into the forest by car, divided in 
	several groups, and cut logs. The wood will be stored at the castle for wintertime.
	Other works are to excavate around one of the accommodation houses to isolate it against wetness. And they may
	 help us to excavate a duct from the camp kitchen to the castle for changing the root of the water pipe.
	If it rains, the group will derust the steel beam of the sheep shelter and coating them with anticorrosion paint.
	The group could be divided into two or three at times: In this case one group goes into the forest, another group 
	excavate, and the last derust the steel beams. The work of each group is changeable so that so that they do not 
	get bored doing the same work through the hole time.
	In August / September the volunteers will pick fruits like plums and apples around the castle.
	
	Terminal:
	
	
	Next railway station: Gebra / Hainleite (6 km)
	Next airport: Frankfurt / Main (280 km), Halle / Leipzig (155 km), Berlin (300 km)
	
	Location:
	Next town: Bleicherode (7 km), Nordhausen (20 km), Erfurt (75 km)
	Region: Thuringia
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	OH-W11	ENVI	14.09.2008	28.09.2008	18+
	description
	OH-W11 – LOHRA CASTLE - 14/09 – 28/09  12 vol  ENVI / RENO
	Lohra Castle is situated in the heart of Germany in northern Thuringia. The castle, which is surrounded by a scenic 
	hilly landscape, is located on the edge of a nature reserve area. Being one of the largest castles in Thuringia, the 
	history of the castle Lohra begins in the Middle Ages. The castle is more than 1000 years old. Today, it includes 20
	 buildings from different times: medieval fortifications, remnants of a tower from the 11th century, a roman 
	chapel, a manor from the Renaissance period as well as stables and granaries from the 19th century. The 
	ensemble is situated in the centre of a beautiful forest. From the top of the buildings you will have a wonderful 
	view over one of the most impressive landscapes of Germany: the Harz. For years Lohra Castle was unoccupied. 
	At the beginning of the 1990s Open Houses started to restore the castle and to revive it by cultural activities at 
	the beginning of the 1990s. Since that time, a large number of art-workshops, exhibitions, concerts and 
	international meetings took place in the castle.
	
	Work: 
	The main work at Lohra castle is to colleting fire wood. So the volunteers may go into the forest by car, divided in 
	several groups, and cut logs. The wood will be stored at the castle for wintertime.
	Other works are to excavate around one of the accommodation houses to isolate it against wetness. And they may
	 help us to excavate a duct from the camp kitchen to the castle for changing the root of the water pipe.
	If it rains, the group will derust the steel beam of the sheep shelter and coating them with anticorrosion paint.
	The group could be divided into two or three at times: In this case one group goes into the forest, another group 
	excavate, and the last derust the steel beams. The work of each group is changeable so that so that they do not 
	get bored doing the same work through the hole time.
	In August / September the volunteers will pick fruits like plums and apples around the castle.
	
	Terminal:
	
	
	Next railway station: Gebra / Hainleite (6 km)
	Next airport: Frankfurt / Main (280 km), Halle / Leipzig (155 km), Berlin (300 km)
	
	Location:
	Next town: Bleicherode (7 km), Nordhausen (20 km), Erfurt (75 km)
	Region: ThuringiaOH-W11 – LOHRA CASTLE - 14/09 – 28/09  12 vol  ENVI / RENO
	Lohra Castle is situated in the heart of Germany in northern Thuringia. The castle, which is surrounded by a scenic 
	hilly landscape, is located on the edge of a nature reserve area. Being one of the largest castles in Thuringia, the 
	history of the castle Lohra begins in the Middle Ages. The castle is more than 1000 years old. Today, it includes 20
	 buildings from different times: medieval fortifications, remnants of a tower from the 11th century, a roman 
	chapel, a manor from the Renaissance period as well as stables and granaries from the 19th century. The 
	ensemble is situated in the centre of a beautiful forest. From the top of the buildings you will have a wonderful 
	view over one of the most impressive landscapes of Germany: the Harz. For years Lohra Castle was unoccupied. 
	At the beginning of the 1990s Open Houses started to restore the castle and to revive it by cultural activities at 
	the beginning of the 1990s. Since that time, a large number of art-workshops, exhibitions, concerts and 
	international meetings took place in the castle.
	
	Work: 
	The main work at Lohra castle is to colleting fire wood. So the volunteers may go into the forest by car, divided in 
	several groups, and cut logs. The wood will be stored at the castle for wintertime.
	Other works are to excavate around one of the accommodation houses to isolate it against wetness. And they may
	 help us to excavate a duct from the camp kitchen to the castle for changing the root of the water pipe.
	If it rains, the group will derust the steel beam of the sheep shelter and coating them with anticorrosion paint.
	The group could be divided into two or three at times: In this case one group goes into the forest, another group 
	excavate, and the last derust the steel beams. The work of each group is changeable so that so that they do not 
	get bored doing the same work through the hole time.
	In August / September the volunteers will pick fruits like plums and apples around the castle.
	
	Terminal:
	
	
	Next railway station: Gebra / Hainleite (6 km)
	Next airport: Frankfurt / Main (280 km), Halle / Leipzig (155 km), Berlin (300 km)
	
	Location:
	Next town: Bleicherode (7 km), Nordhausen (20 km), Erfurt (75 km)
	Region: Thuringia
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	OH-W20	RENO	05.07.2008	21.07.2008	18+
	description
	OH-W20 – FORESTRY BOGENSEE – 05/07 – 21/07  10vol  RENO / ENVI
	
	A Forestry with several buildings that goes back to the thirties and was used in the former GDR as a college called
	 arc lake (Bogensee). It is part of the village Lanke closed to Berlin. The forestry is surrounded by moor areas and 
	several lakes, inside large woodland.
	The workcamp will take place at a youth accommodation house called youth forest accommodation 
	(Jugendwaldheim Bogensee) that has been already used in the GDR to accommodate young people. The current 
	aim is to revive this place and create an international youth centre where young people are invited to learn about 
	environmental themes and commit to nature. The focus of interest will be on practical experience in ecological 
	education. At the forest school (Waldschule) and special seminars volunteers study and work in the forest, in the 
	project garden and in the yard. The workcamp´s idea is to support this project. 
	
	Work:
	The volunteers will work in two or three small groups in the wood-workshop and in the forest. There are different 
	ecological and forest works: among others things participants will remove weeds, care for the herb and project 
	garden and participate in biotope and species protection program. Furthermore the volunteers will help with 
	renovation work in the surroundings of the accommodation house and collect fire wood in the forest.
	
	Location:
	Next town: Wandlitz (5 km), Berlin (30 km)
	Region: Brandenburg
	
	Terminal:
	Next railway station: Wandlitzsee (5 km)
	Next airports: Berlin (30 km)
	
	Accommodation:
	in wall tents with beds inside (in case of bad weather they can sleep inside the building), bathroom (with warm 
	shower and toilettes), kitchen in the project house
	
	Language: English / German
	
	What to bring:
	working gloves and shoes, working clothes, sleeping bag
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	OH-W21	RENO	13.07.2008	26.07.2008	18+
	description
	OH-W21 – BAALSDORF – 13/07 – 26/07  12 vol  RENO / ENVI
	The farm in Baalsdorf was built around 1989. The area is located in the eastern part of the city Leipzig. Here an 
	organic food producing farm and market garden was developed. At the beginning of the 1990s an association for 
	ecological food producing was found, which works towards 
	and ecological ideals. Today the association is the owner of the farm and the ground. The goal of the project is to 
	support the natural vitality of soil, plants, animals and humans. At the moment a lot of fields have to be cultivated
	 especially with different kinds of vegetables.
	
	One family together with apprentices and other employees is living and working at the farm. Beside the work on the
	 fields they have to care for cows, horses, pigs, sheep, chickens, pigeons, cats and bees. 
	
	Work:
	Throughout the workcamp the group will be bouldering the gateway from the yard to the garden.
	First the volunteers have to fetch the stones from the field border and to level the underground.
	Beside this the volunteers are also welcomed to help in the garden and on the fields.
	The city Leipzig offers a lot of various cultural possibilities. From Baalsdorf it is very easy to get to the centre. 
	Participants of the workcamp can spend their free time with sightseeing or visiting museums, cinemas, concerts, 
	the theatre and galleries. Not very far away from the farm it is also possible to go swimming in a lake and relaxing 
	in the sun.
	
	Location:
	Next town: Leipzig (10 km)
	Region: Saxony
	
	Terminal:
	Next railway station: Leipzig (10 km)
	Next airports: Halle/Leipzig (30 km), Berlin (200 km)
	
	Accommodation:
	in the attic of the parish house in Baalsdorf, with warm showers and toilettes
	
	Language: English / German
	
	What to bring:
	working gloves and shoes, working clothes, sleeping bag
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	OH-W22	RENO	20.07.2008	10.08.2008	18+
	description
	OH-W22 SCOUT EDUCATION CENTRE SAGE – 20/07 – 10/08  20 vol  RENO / ENVI
	
	The establishment is situated in the region called Sager Switzerland (Sager Schweiz). The centre is one project of 
	the Christian Scout Association in northwest Germany. The goal is to invite children and youth groups to attractive 
	educational and free-time activities. The project is just managed through voluntary workers. The centre is in 
	existence since 2003. From that time on scouts / girl guides and volunteers are working to extend the quality of the
	 premises. People are getting to know each other while spending time on manual and educational work and 
	organising their leisure time together.
	
	Work:
	In Sage the volunteers will be gardening, like mow the grass, cut the bushes and trees. The participants will 
	renovate the main building inside. 
	Also there are some maintenance work outside. If the group will have enough time the volunteers will build a tree 
	house. In August the volunteers will pick fruits like bulbs and apples in the garden.
	
	Location:
	Next town: Sage (1 km), Oldenburg (28 km), Bremen (50 km)
	Region: Lower Saxony 
	
	Terminal:
	Next railway station: Großkneten (3 km), Oldenburg (28km)
	Next airport: Bremen(55 km), Hamburg (178 km)
	
	Accommodation:
	in constructions side trailers and tents, warm showers and toilettes
	
	Language: English / German
	
	What to bring:
	working gloves and shoes, working clothes, sleeping bag
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	OH-W23	RENO	26.07.2008	09.08.2008	18+
	description
	OH-W23 – LELKENDORF MANOR – 26/07 – 09/08  12 vol RENO / ENVI
	Lelkendorf is a small, sleepy and romantic village. It is situated in the centre of Mecklenburg Switzerland 
	(Mecklenburgische Schweiz) in Mecklenburg-West Pomerania. Nearby the river Peene runs. The village is 
	surrounded by an idyllic landscape with meadows and small hills. The buildings of Lelkendorf estate were a knight’s
	 manor during the Middle Ages and included a castle, which was built in 1225. Some years ago the castle was 
	renovated and vitalized by people, who started to live there. Now guests of the estate and the castle can also visit
	 the beautiful park, which dominates the area around the village.
	Over a couple of years and with the support of many international volunteers, who were working at Lelkendorf, the 
	place became a meeting point for people who want to experience art and culture. In the future musicians, actors, 
	sculptors and other artists will live and work together at the former manor-house. As requirement for that guest 
	houses, ateliers, rehearsal rooms and stages were started to build.
	
	During summertime different art-workshops and workcamps will take place at the estate, which are open to people 
	who have an interest in creative working and getting to know different kinds of art.
	
	Work:
	The volunteers will spend their time mainly with care taking for the buildings of the manor and the area around. 
	Parts of the manor for example the old storehouse in Lelkendorf are classified as historical monuments. For six 
	hours a day the group will be gardening and maintenance work outside and inside the buildings to keep the beauty 
	of the ensemble.
	
	Location:
	Next town: Teterow (7 km), Neukalen (5 km), 
	Region: Mecklenburg-West Pomerania
	
	Terminal:
	Next railway station: Teterow (7 km)
	Next airport: Berlin (210 km), Hamburg (240km)
	
	Accommodation:
	in the restored old storehouse and guest houses, warm shower, toilettes
	
	Language: English / German
	
	What to bring:
	working gloves and shoes, working clothes, sleeping bag
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	OH-W24	RENO	26.07.2008	11.08.2008	18+
	description
	OH-W24 – FORESTRY BOGENSEE – 26/07 – 11/08  10vol  RENO / ENVI
	A Forestry with several buildings that goes back to the thirties and was used in the former GDR as a college called
	 arc lake (Bogensee). It is part of the village Lanke closed to Berlin. The forestry is surrounded by moor areas and 
	several lakes, inside large woodland.
	The workcamp will take place at a youth accommodation house called youth forest accommodation 
	(Jugendwaldheim Bogensee) that has been already used in the GDR to accommodate young people. The current 
	aim is to revive this place and create an international youth centre where young people are invited to learn about 
	environmental themes and commit to nature. The focus of interest will be on practical experience in ecological 
	education. At the forest school (Waldschule) and special seminars volunteers study and work in the forest, in the 
	project garden and in the yard. The workcamp´s idea is to support this project. 
	
	Work:
	The volunteers will work in two or three small groups in the wood-workshop and in the forest. There are different 
	ecological and forest works: among others things participants will remove weeds, care for the herb and project 
	garden and participate in biotope and species protection program. Furthermore the volunteers will help with 
	renovation work in the surroundings of the accommodation house and collect fire wood in the forest.
	
	Location:
	Next town: Wandlitz (5 km), Berlin (30 km)
	Region: Brandenburg
	
	Terminal:
	Next railway station: Wandlitzsee (5 km)
	Next airports: Berlin (30 km)
	
	Accommodation:
	in wall tents with beds inside (in case of bad weather they can sleep inside the building), bathroom (with warm 
	shower and toilettes), kitchen in the project house
	
	Language: English / German
	
	What to bring:
	working gloves and shoes, working clothes, sleeping bag
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	OH-W25	RENO	09.08.2008	31.08.2008	18+
	description
	OH-W25 – ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITY ALT UNGNADE – 09/08 – 31/08  15 vol  RENO / ENVI
	Alt Ungnade is a community of 18 people (aged 22 to 40) living in a small settlement near the bay on the Baltic 
	Sea (10 km). In contrast to the society try to live sustainable and in close touch to nature. Therefore they live in 
	caravans on a former farming site, surrounded by fields and trees. Most of them are landscape ecologists so 
	nature conservancy is quite important for their community. But within the scope of their association called 
	“freirAUm” (founded 2007), they are going to establish cultural, environmental and social education for our region 
	as well as international connections.
	
	Work:
	There will be two projects the group can work on: The first one is to build up a caravan as sanitary facility. The 
	community want to build up this six meter long vehicle with organic resources. As second target the community 
	would like to build a clamp, to store their self-made vegetables.
	Next to this, there is a lot of small work to do: helping in the garden, repairing and cleaning, take part in feeding the
	 animals, finish the work on the organic toilet. 
	
	Location:
	Federal state: Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania
	Next town: Greifswald (7 km)
	
	Terminal:
	Next railway station: Greifswald (7 km)
	Next airport: Berlin (240 km)
	
	Accommodation:
	simple conditions: partly in our caravans otherwise in community-tents, 1 bathroom with limited hot water, 2 
	outside-showers based on solar energy, good equipped summer-kitchen; bicycles
	
	Language: English / German
	
	What to bring:
	working gloves and shoes, working clothes, sleeping bag
_________________________________________________________________________

	Network	Country	Camp code	Type	Date start	Date finish	Age limit
	Alliance	Germany	OH-W26	RENO	10.08.2008	24.08.2008	18+
	description
	OH-W26 SCOUT EDUCATION CENTRE SAGE – 10/08 – 24/08  20 vol  RENO / ENVI
	The establishment is situated in the region called Sager Switzerland (Sager Schweiz). The centre is one project of 
	the Christian Scout Association in northwest Germany. The goal is to invite children and youth groups to attractive 
	educational and free-time activities. The project is just managed through voluntary workers. The centre is in 
	existence since 2003. From that time on scouts / girl guides and volunteers are working to extend the quality of the
	 premises. People are getting to know each other while spending time on manual and educational work and 
	organising their leisure time together.
	
	Work:
	In Sage the volunteers will be gardening, like mow the grass, cut the bushes and trees. The participants will 
	renovate the main building inside. 
	Also there are some maintenance work outside. If the group will have enough time the volunteers will build a tree 
	house. In August the volunteers will pick fruits like bulbs and apples in the garden.
	
	Location:
	Next town: Sage (1 km), Oldenburg (28 km), Bremen (50 km)
	Region: Lower Saxony 
	
	Terminal:
	Next railway station: Großkneten (3 km), Oldenburg (28km)
	Next airport: Bremen(55 km), Hamburg (178 km)
	
	Accommodation:
	in constructions side trailers and tents, warm showers and toilettes
	
	Language: English / German
	
	What to bring:
	working gloves and shoes, working clothes, sleeping bag
_________________________________________________________________________
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